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From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: 

To: 

Tuesday, January 15, 2002 10:56 AM 

l<b)(6) I 
Cc: Herbits 1@aol.com; Ed. Giambastiani@osd .pentagon .mil; Torie .Clarke@osd.mil; 

James.P.Thomas@osd.pentagon.mil 

Subject: URGENT FOR SECDEF, Woitowitz, Derida 

An Impending Defeat for Transformation at DOD 

Page I of2 

Ricks at the Washington Post has a general sense of the following events and is working on a story which may 
appear as early as thursday. 

Struggles often have a clarity of winning and losing that is very hard to disguise. If the Taliban were still in Kabul 
they might claim they were winning. With the United States and its Afghan allies in Kabul it is impossible to make 
that argument. 

A similar clarifying event is about to happen in the Pentagon. The anti-Transformation forces are about to defeat 
the pro-Transformation forces in an act that will be public, will put the Secretary on the defensive 
about whether he is serious about change in DOD, will further marginalize Admiral Cebrowski (who is already far 
too weak in the hierarchical pecking order of real power in the Pentagon), and will send a signal to every junior 
officer that having ideas is dangerous and saluting the anti-transformation power structure is the road to a happy 
career 

The anti-transformation senior leadership of the Army believes that Colonel Douglas MacGregor's working with 
Admiral Cebrwski is so dangerously knowledgable that it is worth significant risk to either force him to retire (their 
first goal) or at a minimum force him back into an Army assignment where he can be muzzled and forced to waste 
his time until he ultimately retires. 

The anti-transformation senior Army feels so strongly about this that they ordered MacGregor's tour at the 
National Defense University ended six months early without informing Admiral Gaffney (MacGregor's reporting 
officer who would normally be consulted not merely informed). Gaffney opposed the move and appealed both to 
the head of Army personnel and to the Directer of the Army Staff. He was ignored. 

Admiral Cebrowski, to whom MacGregor had been loaned by NDU. personally made clear to the Army that he 
found MacGregor very valuable and wanted him to stay. He was ignored and ultimagtety decided not to appeal to 
the Secretary because he was afraid it would so embitter the senior Army leadership that his office could not work 
with them productively. 

The Army's explanation for MacGregor's new assignment (to the Army Objective Force Task Force in Crystal 
City) is blatantly disingenous. The senior anti-transformation leadership have stated in their defense that if 
MacGregor wants to work on transformation they want him to do so inside the Army. His first week in the new job 
indicates this is a palpably false statement. He has been sent there to be muzzled, cut off from joint activities with 
Cebrowski, and as a symbol communicate to prospective creators of transformational options that only defenders 
of the old order get assigned to the Office of Transformation. 

The fact is the Army leadership disljkes MacGregor intensely, wishes he would retire, has no intention of 
allowing him to be effective, any public statements to the contrary are simply less than candid ... 

A simple test would be to take the senior Army's protestations that they want him to help with transformation in 
the Army and stipulate that he be cross assigned so he works with both Cebrowski and with the Objective Force 
and has the rigfht to move freely between the two offices. 

This would actually make sense and would create a sense of joint rather than single service focus (the very 
single service focus of the Objective Force effort is a sign it is non-transformational and an effort to use new 
words to cling to the old Army). At the end of his two year tour both Cebrowski and Gen. Riggs, head of the 
Army's Objective Force Task Force, would rate his performance. This would save face for the senior army, but 
would quietly convey that the Secretary of Defense is serious about transformation. 
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Behavior to date suggests that without SecDef prompting, there is no likelihood of the Army senior leadership 
approving such a dual hatted arrangement. It would actually make the concept of diverse views more dangerous 
when their goal is to smother those ideas and their potential influence. 

At the present time the anti· Transformation forces in the Army have won. Gaffney, Cebrowski and the process of 
Transformation have lost. 

The Secretary could change that by delivering an unambiguous message to the Chief that Cebrowski's request 
for a particular individual, either as dual hatted to Cebrowski and Riggs or returned to Cebrowski for a two year 
assignment, be accepted. Cebrowski has made the particular personnel decision;he clearly wants MacGregor. 
The Secretary is simply establishing the fact throughout the highest ranks that transformation is serious by 

endorsing Cebrowski's efforts for change over the Army's efforts to sustain the status quo .. 

If transformation is not worth imposing on the old order it will not happen. 

This is not an earth shaking event, but it is a highly symbolic moment in which The Secretary of Defense at 
virtually no risk can send an unmistakable signal that ideas matter, that people with the courage to argue for ideas 
should be protected and promoted, that underhanded bureaucratic efforts to undermine and cripple 
will not be tolerated. It has all the symbolic benefits of a four-star firing, while protecting the Chiefs image. and 
doing something positive rather than negative. 

Churchill had a stamp in the opening year of his wartime leadership that said ACTION THIS DAY. He used it to 
galvanize a slumbering military bureaucracy that had been losing the war to Germany. 

ACTION THIS DAY on this small symbol would have a loud resonance in accelerating the belief that 
transformation is real. Inaction this day will lead to a public symbolic defeat that will lead junior officers to be more 
timid and the people who favor tranasformaiton to be somewhat demoraliuzed and defeated. 

The choice really is sometimes this simple. 

Newt 
ps Steve Herbits is fully up to speed and strongly concurs In this analysis .. 

1/15/2002 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE -cM 
1920, DEFENSE PENTAGON ··,Eroc.:i· s Ste.,, 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·192~ v (.. 

DIRECTOR OF 
NET ASSESSMENT 

TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Andrew W. Marshall ~ 
SUBJECT: Perspective Paper 

lEC , & 2002. 

October 4, 2002 

I searched my files and came up with two possible papers Paul Wolfowitz 
might be referring to. They are attached. Let me say in addition, that very often 
staffs do not understand or share the perspective of top-level leaders. For 
example, when I worked for Kissinger on the NSC, I undertook studies of the 
performance of the intelligence conununity in.times of crisis. One of the first 
things that emerged was that the sorts of questions that Kissinger raised, or the 
concerns that Nixon and Kissinger had, were not understood or shared by the 
people in State or in the Intelligence Community. They were answering questions 
they did not understand fully or made no sense to them giving their view of how 
the world worked. The top-level people were concerned with the longer-term 
consequences of the way in which the crisis came out, in particular, the perceived 
role of the United States with successful outcomes. The people down in the 
bureaucracy seemed entirel conce with th risTs itself ettin it over 
guic y. seeing 1t as a problem that had to be solved. In contrast top-level people 
of.ten saw it as an opportumty. either to achi~ve some other encl or to gain 
reputation. The latter seemed to be especially scorned by the people in the 
bureaucracy. 

Later, when I lectured to mid-career CIA groups, I used to explain this 
situation to them by saying that it was if there was a chess game, two players at the 
board, but each had a group of advisors. The problem was that the advisors didn't 
know what the game was all about.' They might know a few of the moves, but 

f?. they did not really understand the game, so that their advice was often useless. 
p,4~ ~\ 

r p. 1' !J , ~ f"v I have other stories that reflect the different perspective of leaders and staffs 

l 4 ..... f .-,,, 1f you want to hear them. ~taffs tend to focus on process and on quantifiable 
l;~,<.t I aspects of problems, the leaders are (should be) focused on broader issuesfor 
P · which the analysis methods of the staffs are inadequate, or do not deal with. 

11-L-055.D/5818 U00021 /03 
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During the strategic review of last year, it struck me how wedded people in 
DoD are to responding to threats. The notion that we should be causing other 
people problems and worrying less about threats seems something that they find 
difficult to take onboard. Earlier experiences with the effort to introduce 
competitive strategies were similar. There is a blindness to the problems of 
potential opponents that can be exploited. 

Attachments 
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Strategy as a Profession 
for Future Generations 

• 
Andrew W. Marshall 

A Visit ta Chartres and Jouy 
One of Albert Wohlstrtter~ distinctive characteristics has aiwa_ys been his sMrch 

for the absolure best of whate1ier i.s available. This ha.( been true of ever.ything: 
pRople, technical adt•ice, fumiture, medical r.are, mid, perhaps most important(~, 
food. In r/,r mid-I950s, trai.•e{ lo Europe i11cre(I.Sed for ma11y people at RAND. 
In the fall of 1956 my wife nnd I were in Paris at the same time as the 
Wohlsteltrrs-Albert, Roberta, a11d Joanie. Harvey DeWeerd wm also there. f:nrl_y 
one Sunday monzing tlte six of us went off to see the cathedral at Chartres in 
a car Albert had rmted. Albert had al(o noticed there was a 011Mtar restaurant 
nearby, in the small town of jouy. He tele/Jhoned to resen.1e a tahle. 

It was wzusual(i; cold for Nooember aiul, of course, the church was unheated. 
His enthusiam1 and tultlage were U11bounded ·u.rhile we mullerecl quietl,v and 
Jrou. Not a tympanum, portal, window, or carving werzt unnoted, inside or out. 
Final(v we droi.•e off tn jouy-ravenom and shivering. It was the first occasion 
for my wife and me to experience the wonderful French custom of a splendid 
Sunday midday meal. Our expectations were ltiglt-and were realiud! A channing 
rustic inn, witli gleaming copper pans hanging in an open kitchen. The ebullient 
patron and lzis wife all smiles and welcoming bon jours, a beaming preserue 
in a room full of wan nth and appetizing odors. 

l cannot remember the entire meal, but its main features were .two roast 
pheasants with appropriate garnishment and an excellenl raspberry souffli. Both 
tlze cathedral and tlze meal were memorable and excellent. We owe thal lo Albert 
and hi.s effort tn makf' the most of every occasion. 
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or ap~renticeship is ~seful? What is a strategist? These are all difficult 
questions. For on~ thmg there are problems of defining strategic thinking 
or what strategy 1s. These definitional problems seem to be intractable: 
and to some ex~ent it ":'ay be a matter of recognizing strategic thinking 
w~en one sees It. But, m general, strategy as contrasted to tactics deals 
wtth the coordination of activities at t.he higher levels of organizations. 
Strategy also focuses on longer-term goals and reflects a cast of mind 
that focuses on shaping the future rath~r than simply reacting to it. 

Our vocabulary and use of words in these areas are seldom precise 
or a.ccurate. The word strategy tends to be used in many ways. In 
part1cu!ar I would n.ote. that in the national security area, which is 
th~. mam focus of this piece, there is a constant tendency to think of 
~1htary ~trategy as related principally to the application of resources 
m a ~oss,ble future waT and the general guidance for more detailed 
~lanm~g for .specific contingencies. The result is that there is relatively 
ht~l.e d1scuss10~ o~ strategies for the peacetime management of our 
m1l1tary orgamzat,ons and for the allocation of resources over time so 
as to de~elop mor~ efficient, effective, competitive military forces with 
appropriate doctrmes and concepts of operations. Given the existence 
of nuclear weapons, the highest priority o~jective for the United States 
has been deterrence of large-seal~ war. In this we have been largely 
succe~sful. Th~refore, the strategic management problem in our national 
secu~1ty establtshme~l has been the peacetime competition to preserve 
and mde~d enhance m the future our ability to deter the Soviet Union 
fr~m .act1on.s a~verse to our interests. Now even this definition of our 
prtoruy obJecttve may need serious amendment as we move into a 
more truly multipolar world. 

It is clear that some P_eople seem more readily able to address issues 
of strategy or the strategic management of our national security efforts 
Th~y. have a willingness and a self~confidence to address larger, mor~ 
basic 1ss~es than do others. They often appear to bring a very different 
perspecttve to the discussi?n of the issues of what our strategy ought 
~o be. How do they get tht~ way? What sort of training is useful? This 
1s what I want to address m the next two sections. 

What Environments Produce Strategists? 

This is a question that deserves extensive study. All I can do is 
. draw upon my experience in and observations of the environment at 

* I the R.A ND _Corporation in the 1950s and early 1960s and my later 
J e:'per1ence m government in the period 1972 to the present. One * * 

How does one become a strategic thinker? What s1r, of crltirmllg/dso/~:;~:.ta~e of focusi_ng 0
~ RAND as a producer of strategists is that 

-L-u~.:, 
1 

.!.70':ii::~ biases the d1scuss1on toward an analysis of the development 
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of people whose role has been advisers in the sense that Herb Goldh~mer 
treated in his book, The Adviser. 1 There are other routes to being a 
strateg1st , including those who reach high positions in ~he military 
services or enter government service from other career _Imes such as 
the law or investment banking. But the case of RAND 1s perhaps of 
special interest because it did provide in the 1950s and early 1960s 
an environment that produced a number of people who are now 
acknowledged as major strategic thinkers. 

The RAND Experience • 
There was something special about the RAND environment from 

the late 1940s through most of the 1960s. For one th ing, especia lly in 
the late 1940s and the 1950s, there was a sense of being on th_e lead!ng 
edge, of dealing with the centrally important problems. The invenuon 
of nuclear weapons and several other technology devel?pments at t~e 
end of World War ll produced a situation that was quite n~w, one m 
which the issue of what our strategy should be was extremely important. 
Another aspect of this situation, given the large increase in destruct~ve 
power nuclear weapons introduced, was that there were no experts. 1wo 
small weapons had been used at the very end or World War 11; what 
larger numbers or weapons might do to change the nature of war w~s 
unclear. Nobel prize winners were no better t~an graduate ~tudents in 

thinking about the relevant issues, and at meetings and workmg gr~ups 
at RAND in the early days there was no hierarchy. This wa_s an ideal 
situation for younger people (the average age of t~e prof~ss1o nal staff 
at RAND in 1950 was about twenty-eight), who were 1mmed1ately treated 
as equals and valued for what t?ey could conLribu~e .to the discus~ions. 
This is a rare situation, certainly not charactensuc of academia or 
normal organizations, and it led to the rapid_developmcnt_ of individu_als 
who were willing to address the broadest issues ~! natt?nal security. 
There was also a sense of having a preferred pos1t1on wtth respect to 
access to information on the new developments taking place in weaponry, 
in particular in the design of nuclear weapons, their delivery systems, 
and other relevant technology. 

Two other things favored the development of strategic Lhinking and 
innovation at RA ND. One was the freedom RAND had to select the 
problems and the issues on which it. worked .. Th.is is very .different 
from the environment in contract studies orgamzat1ons, especially now. 
The other was the presence of several remarkable men who set the 
intellectual tone and style of much of the broader analy~is that began . 
in the early 1950s. Two I would name are ~harles Huch ang Jo¥ Q· ::·, 
Williams, the heads respectively of the F.conom1cs and the Mathelml.tib.- _ .', 
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Divisions. Apar t from their own intellectual contributions, their interest 
in the cultivation of full-ranging discussion, their intellectual fairness, 
and their interest in the development of younger people and of new 
methods of analysis all favored innovation. 

One of the interesting things that happened at RAND was the 
success of the economists in assuming a leading role in the direction 
of a number of impor tant studies and, more generally, in shaping the 
way in which RAND addressed national security issues. Initially the 
economists were brought into what had been largely a technological 
organization to deal with what was called the mililary worth function. 
It had become clear co the technical people that they needed some 
assistance in thinking about the objectives that military weapon systems 
were to achieve. There was also some interest in the economics of 
defense, especially as it dealt with issues of mobilization, and in the 
targeting of an opponent's industrial capacity and assessing damage 
to industrial societies from strategic bombing. The economists soon 
played a much larger and more central role in managing and directing 
a number of the successful studies. Why was this? 

Herman Kahn and I used to discuss this pu1.zle. We had a number 
of hypotheses. For one thing the economics of the situation, broadly 
conceived, were important. What things cost, the level of resources 
that nations are able to devote to defense over an extended period
these all shape one's views as to the kinds of weapon systems that are 
desirable and feasible. But another advantage the economists had was 
that they knew from their own experience that experts could be wrong. 
Indeed, they also knew that much discussion of economic problems is 
foolish and that many widely held views, even among responsible people, 
are faulty. T he experience of engineers and physicists is different. In 
those fields there are real experts who are much more likely to be 
right than are others. Economists, therefore, were more ime\lectua\ly 
comfortable in the situation that existed with respect to nuclear warfare, 
in which the re were no experts. 

One of the people in the economics department who was the first 
to lead and manage a large RAND study was Albert Wohlstetter. 
Beginning in the early 1950s, he examined a set of issues connected 
with the basing of long-range bombers. The results of that study are 
discussed elsewhere in this book. l want to note what seems to me 
one of the major innovations or inventions Albert made in the conduct 
of that study. In previous large RAND studies, the practice had been 
to lay out a number of alternative systems or programs al the very 

_h!¥!!!_ni~"of the study. The study itself focused on evaluating which 
9/lJ:ti'l:!I/00~4ve systems was the most cost-effective. 
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Albert's approach was different. He started with a few alternatives 
to the existing plan or program, but as the study went on he evolved 
improved alternatives. He was also less rigid than had been the practice 
in setting down the criteria, the objective functions, the measures of 
effectiveness at the beginning of the study and simply sticking with 
them. His evolutionary approach developed additional criteria and tests 
of performance as more understanding of the problems and the issues 
emerged. Thi!- was, in my judgment, a crucial invention for doing these 
kinds of studies, because one would learn much more about the nature 
of the issues and the problems, how one ought to look at them, and 
what criteria were relevant as ;ne went further along in the studies. 
Also, this way of conducting the analysis had the advantage of inventing 
additional and better alternatives to examine as one went along. 

Another aspect of the situation at RAND that was exception~lly 
favorable to strategic thinking and innovation during the early period 
was the practice of inviting first-rate people to come and spend the 
summer. This created an environment in which the important thing 
was to try to tap into the very best talent in the whole country. The 
objective was not to do the best that RAND could do with its existing 
staff, but in a sense to do an analysis that was the best that the country 
as a whole could accomplish. By its very nature, any organization is 
limited in the amount and variety of talent, backgrounds. and insights 
that it can include among its staff. This attitude of searching for the 
very best people and drawing on the best talent is a key to excellence 
in broad thinking about any problem or issue. Unfortunately, most 
organizations do not operate this way. 

There is perhaps a natural history to most organizations. When 
they are first formed they are focused on a mission, they recruit people 
who are enthusiastic and who devote themselves to the goals of the 
organization. As time goes on the organization becomes less flexible, 
accumulates some deadwood, and has some difficulty in sustaining the 
original vitality. Organizations sometimes are formed in especially 
suitable environments that allow them to flourish for a time. Then 
the external environment changes and the organization declines in 
vitality. In any case, the RAND of the 1950s and early 1960s was a 
remarkable place, both for the talent it recruited and for its atmosphere 
and intellectual dynamic. It was also remarkable for its boldness in 
addressing broader questions of strategy. It is, therefore, not surprising 
that some interesting and inftuential people developed there. 

The U.S. Government ..•. 
\·~· 

The next experience that is perhaps relevant comes from my time :<, 
in government. Beginning in the middle 1970s, I wf1i!lf~59/ ·· 

: ·:· .. ~ ... 
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attempts to initiate strategic planning activities in the Department of 
Defense and in the direction of some strategic planning experiments. 
In paTticular, James Roche, then a navy commander, and I wrote 
several papers during 1975-1976 to promote strategic thinking in the 
Defense Department. We also sponsored contractor research on some 
aspects of strategic planning. This experience led me to believe that, 
while systems analysis had been a liberating force during its early 
development, by the middle 1970s it had become a constraint on 
thinking strategically. People who were systems analysts found it difficult 
to address the sorts of questions that we felt needed to he considered 
in strategic planning. People with a business background or a com~ 
bination of business school and military service seemed to be among 
the best at taking up and addressing the questions we wanted dealt 
with. 

We saw it as a vaccination problem: some backgrounds promoted 
strategic thinking and others seemed to innoculate people against it. 
Why is that? To some extent, the systems analysts had by that time 
developed routine approaches to analysis and perhaps had ceased paying 
sufficient attention to the complex consequences of acquiring the systems 
they dealt with. James Schlesinger made a comment to me a number 
of years ago that systems analysis proceeds by trivializing the mea
surement of effectiveness while perfecting the analysis and the estimate 
of costs. Programmatic actions, the acquisition of particular weapon 
systems, the adoption of a new concept of operations, or the setting 
of new objectives for military forces have complex consequences, 
including their effects upon the beliefs, actions, and resource allocation 
patterns of the potential opponents. Most of these consequences are 
not usually considered in the standard kinds of analysis. One result 
is that the top leadership of the Department of Defense often gets 
remarkably little assistance from their staffs when truly strategic de
cisions are addressed. This is because the focus of the work of the 
staffs, the criteria they use, and their measures of effectiveness are 
too narrow to account for the considerations that top-level decision 
makers in fact want to consider, are concerned with, and take into 
account as best they can. 

Some decisions have larger and different consequences than others. 
For example, a decision to pursue or create a major strategic defense 
capability is different from a decision among several alternative pro
grams for the next generation of fighter aircraft. The former involves 
going into a new business for the U.S. military (although it is a business 
we once were in), the latter the continuation of an existing business . 
Different issues are involved, different forms of analysis seem needed, 

D / ge~sting analysis methods tend to treat the two types of decisions 
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the same way. Part of the problem may be that much if not all of the 
existing analysis methodology was developed to assist in procurement 
or operational-planning decisions. Other methods of analysis are nec
essary when the questions are more like: What businesses should l be 
in? Where are my competitive advantages? One advantage people from 
the business world or business schools may have is that they are used 
to addressing these kinds of questions, though often with analysis 
methods that are less systematic. 

What Backgroulfds and Experiences 
Are Conducive to Strategic Thinking? 

There is no specific set of disciplines that must be mastered to be 
a strategist. People who think. strategically come from a number of 
different backgrounds. Among those whom I have met and feel that 
I know personally the best academic backgrounds seem to be economics, 
business school, applied technology (especially fur those who have been 
in the business world), and in some cases political science. But what 
seems to be central is a cast of mind that is questioning, eclectic, able 
to devise the broadest kinds of issues and goals, and able to formulate 
appropriate ways of achieving these goals. A high tolerance for the 
uncertainty that necessarily accompanies any effort to think forward 
five, ten, or twenty years is required. For many people, some period 
of intense involvement in an important, large-scale project or enterprise 
has proved to be crucial. 

World War II was such an experience for a number of people and, 
indeed, there may be a generational factor at work: living in interesting 
times may contribute to being a good strategist. People who were 
involved-even if only in staff positions or on the peripheries-in 
some major decision-making body connected with that war ha~ a ~pedal 
quality about them. Experiences in World War II clearly had a s1g~11ficant 
impact on a number of the people who were at RAND durmg the 
1950s. Because they contained many people with World War II ex
perience the Truman and Eisenhower administrations had a character 
to them that favored strategic thinking. This characteristic of admin· 
istrations has gradually eroded since the late 1950s. 

The changes that we now see in the security environment of the 
United States will force another major effort of rethinking our situation, 
our goals, and our strategies. It might, therefore, be a period in which 
a new generation of strategic thinkers will emerge as a result of the 
critical experiences they win go through in the next decade. 

Turning to the question of what kind of academic study or professional 
training might be useful, I would start with economicsr1~d.l,,'05S . 

-·:~·· 
·-:;.{~· 
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school training, especially business schools that have strong programs 
in business policy and strategy. My recommendation about economics 
is, however, a guarded one. Since the 1940s and 1950s, economics 
training has become too mathematical, too focused on the acquisition 
of particular analytic tools that are not, in fact, of much use in the 
national security area. Something like the first courses in graduate 
school may be enough. They are important, however. because people 
who do not have a sense of macroeconomics and the fundamental 
trade-offs that societies have to make find it difficult to think dearly 
about the long-term implications of devoting large, possibly excessive, 
percentages of gross national products (GNPs) to military uses. The 
current state of the Soviet Union is in some part the result of decades 
of a heavy military burden, with perhaps on the order of 25 to 30 
percent of GNP devoted to the military and the external empire. 

In the early 1980s, when the first initiatives were taken within the 
Defense Department to encourage application of a set of ideas that 
later were labeled as competitive strategies, I had a discussion with 
the chief of one of the military services. His reaction to the idea of 
designing some military programs so as to impose increased costs upon 
the Soviets was negative, or at least cautious. He had two arguments 
against focusing on increasing Soviet costs or expenditures. The first 
was that the Soviets would simply spend the extra money, there were 
no reasons for them not to do so; the second was that our own budgets 
fluctuate so much that it was unwise to stimulate a competition which 
we ourselves might not sustain. The second of these arguments has 
real merit to it. The first shows an unawareness of the long-term 
consequences for the Soviets of high levels of military expenditures 
or of possible trade-offs between individual programs the Soviets might 
be compelled to make, since resources always are limited. 

Another virtue or economics training, or for that matter business
school training, is that a modest amount of mathematics is acquired, 
as is some sense of the importance of technology and an ability to 
interact more effectively with technologists and hard scienti!its. This 
was one of the advantages the economists had over the political !.dentists 
at RAND in the early 1950s: quantitative analysis was something the 
economists were used to and their interest in or ability to discus!\ and 
understand what the technologists were up to was somewhat better 
than that of the political scientists. 

Demography is another area that deserves much more attention 
than it has had in the past in the development of strategy. The 

\. . relationship of demography to political and military behavior is likely 
: · to be an area of increased importance and attention. Demography is 
,SD~~j~ught into discussions of strategy and broad national policy, 
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JIO Andrew W. Marshall 

but in only the most obvious and limited ways. William McNeill recently 
wrote a small volume addessing some of the broader relationships of 
demography to political behavior.2 As in other of his works, he provides 
a number of hypotheses and sketches out areas that deserve considerably 
more attention. 

Additional fields of interest are cultural anthropology, ethology, and 
some areas of psychology. In some ways a new understanding of man 
is emerging, based on study of the evolution of man and human society 
and on new analyses of the biology of man, in particulu the functioning 
of the brain. How men process information, make decisions, and behave 
are central issues on which ,.;uch new knowledge exists and more will 
be available in the future. 

But above all, if l had a suggestion to make, it would be that people 
study, in any case at least read, history of all kinds: military history, 
of course, but ah,o economic and technological history. The history 
or analysis of past wars is a major antidote to the narrow focus of 
many existing methods of analysis of defense issues. Most discussion 
of strategy and defense programs is, if anything, too focused on 
technology and weaponry and not enough on the other factors that 
often dominate actual warfare. Also, if one considers the extended 
competition between states such as Rome and Carthage, the issue of 
why the Romans won in the end may shed interesting light on the 
key variables that need to be considered in our conceptions of strategy. 

Another thing that is of great importance is to understand the 
differences in the ways in which other nations are likely ro perceive 
situations and react to them. Specialized studies of the strategic cultures 
of the Soviet. Union, China, India, Japan, and the European nations 
are of great use. Some of this can be gained by reading the history 
of these nations, especially the development of their military and other 
national security organizations. Other aspects relate to the particular 
cultural characteristics of these societies. 

The Future of Strategy 

We are at a major turning point in the history of the world. A new 
structure is emerging, a more multipolar world with more complex 
alliance arrangements. Technology is likely to change the nature of 
warfare, much as it did in the period of the 1920s and 1930s. Then 
the development of naval aircraft and aircraft carriers revolutionized 
war at sea; on land the development of the tank and rugged, portable 
radios led to the invention of the panzer division and new concepts 
of operations that changed the nature ~f theater 

1
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course, there was the development of tactical and st aql.c."llU!n&~ ;-· 
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New weapons requiTed the development of new doctrines, new concepts 
of operations, and new kinds of military organizations to exploit fully 
the new technology. How we are to maintain the U.S. military and 
national security position over the course of the next twenty years is 
a central issue that will have to be addressed. What our strategy should 
be for the more complex competition that is emerging will require 
consideration of many aspects of the changing security environment 
and changing technology. We will need to know much more than we 
now do about the emerging regional powers, as well as about the likely 
major actors, their strategic orientation, their strengths, and their 
weaknesses. 

It is to be hoped that new centers of strategic thought and innovation 
will arise and a new generation of !;trategists and military innovators 
will develop to deal with these problems. 

Notes 

1. Herbert Goldhamer, Tht Adt•i.sm (New York: Elsevier, 1978). 
2. William H. McNeil!, PopulaJ.ion and Politics Since n,o (Charlottesville, Va.: 

Universi1y Press of Virginia, 1990). 
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TO: Andy Marshall 

Donald RumsfeldJ(\ 

Perspective Paper 

October 3, 2002 7:06 AM 

Do you have a paper from years ago that talks about the policy perspective and the 

staff perspective? It's a short paper that Paul Wolfowitz remembers. 

If you have one, please give me a copy. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100302-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 1_0_/_f_~ ___ J_a_1-___ _ 
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TO: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~t', 
Non-Lethal Capabilities 

November 6, 2002 10:58 AM 

I would like to have you take a look at what we have by way of non-lethal 

capabilities, what is currently going on with respect to it and what restrictions 

there are because of the chemical treaty and what you recommend we ought to do. 

My view is we are going to have a need for non-lethal capabilities, and we ought 

to have a focused effort on it. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110602-10 
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Please respond by __ 1 ·:_, _! _·' .. _( _') _·2-___ _ 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 ·4000 

INFO MEMO 

c-·· 
~- ... 

December 26, 2002, 1 :28 PM 

FOR: Secretary of Defense 

FRO~r. David S. C. Chu, USO (P&R) 

SUBJECT: Olmsted Scholar and Foreign Area Expert Programs 

• This provides an interim response to your November 9, 2002 request to determine if 
the Olmsted Scholar and foreign area expert programs are being properly utilized. 

• The Olmsted Foundation Board of Directors is concerned that the time required to 
complete the program coupled with Service utiliiation policies may be discouraging 
quality officers from applying, decreasing the Department's ability to produce the best 
officers with regional expertise and cultural understanding. 

• The Olmsted Scholar Program provides studies in a foreign language and culture 
abroad for military line officers with 3- JO years of commissioned service. Services 
screen nominees via a board process and the Olmsted Directors select scholars. 

• Around 9 scholars arc selected each year, but the number increased in the past lwo 
years, (11 scholars in 2002 and 18 scholars in 2003). The Olmsted Board of Directors 
has expressed concern that the quality and quantity of candidates is not at the desired 
level. 

• Since 1960, there have been 366 Olmsted Scholars, of whom 28 (7 .6%) reached flag 
or general officer rank, with details provided at (Tab A). 

• We have asked the Services to provide information on the quality and utilization of 
their Olmsted Scholars and to conunent on how this program can best meet their 
future requirements for foreign area expert needs (Tab B). 

• Additionally, the Services, Combatant Commands, and Defense Agencies have been 
asked to provide information on their requirements for language and foreign area 
experts as part of an ongoing review of the Department's Foreign Area Officer (FAO) 
program and on projected needs, not on current manning authorizations. 

• Once all data is received and compiled, a repoI1 on hoth programs will be provided. 

11-L-osf(~SD/5827 uoo 066 / 03 



RECOMMENDATION: None. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment: 

As stated 

Prepared by CDR Brad Roberson, OUSD (P&R)(MPP)OEPM, !_(b_)(6_) __ ___, 

~ 12.·1.'1·~1.....-
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Olmsted Scholars 
GeneraVTia,: Offirers by Cnhnrt Year r.roupin,:~ 

Oepntmenl of Defense 

Olmsted 
Cohort Year GO/FOin 

Group Cohort Size Cohort % GO/FO 
1960-1964 30 g 26.7% 

1965-1969 30 7 233% 
1970-1974 39 4 103% 

!97S-!979 40 5 125'1, 

1980-1984 42 4 9.5% 

Total 181 28 IS.!>% 

Deuarlm1mt of lhe Annv lkpartment or 1hr Nary D epartment o f h ' F t eA1r orce 

Olmsted Olmsted Olmsted 
CohortYur GO/FOln Cnhort \'ear GO/Jo'O in Cohort Year GO/J'O in 

Group Cohort Siu Cohort % GO/FO Group Cohort Sitt' Cohort %GO/FO Group Cohort Size Cohort %GO/FO 

1960-1964 10 3 30.0% 1960-1964 10 2 200% 1960-1964 10 3 30.0% 

1965-1961) 10 I 10.0% 1965-1969 10 3 30.0% 1965-1969 10 J 300% 

1970-1974 14 2 14.3% 1970-1974 13 I 7.7% 1970-1974 12 I 8.3% 

197S-1979 Ill 2 20.0% 1975-1979 15 2 l:l.3% 1975-1979 IS I 6.7% 

1980-1984 15 0 0.0% 19R0-1984 13 3 23.1% 1980-1984 14 I 7.1% 

To1al 59 8 13.6% Tntal 61 II 180% Total 61 9 14.8% 

Data. Otms.tf'd Found~tlon 11-L-0559/0SD/5829 



!!Q!!! Name Olmsted Scholar Class 

1 Star 

1936 BGEN Anthony Alan Smith, USA (Ret.) '62 
1939 BGEN Wilfred Leon Goodson, USAF (Ret.) '64 

1941 BGEN Howard Taft Prince II, USA (Ret.) '65 
1942 BOEN Roben Bruce Giffen, USAF (Ret.) '70 
1942 BOEN Frank Ralph Giordano, USA (Ret.) '71 
1949 BGEN James William Morehouse, USAF (Ret.) '77 
1951 BGEN Emerson N. Gardner Jr, USMC '78 
1952 RADM Miles Benton Wachendorf, USN '79 
1952 RADM Jacob L. Shuford, USN '80 
1952 RADM WiJliam Douglas Crowder, USN '80 
1956 BGEN Silvanus T. Gilbert Ill, USAF '83 
1954 RADM Deborah AnP Loewer, USN '84 

2 Star 

1936 MGEN Jack O'Brien Bradshaw, USA (Ret.) '62 
1935 MGEN Richard Barron Goetze Jr., USAF (Ret.) '63 
1937 MGEN Wayne Otto Jefferson Jr., USAF (Ret.) '63 
1935 RADM Raynor AK. Taylor, USN (Ret.) '67 
1940 MGEN Peter Dodd Robinson, USAF (Ret.) '68 
1941 RADM Larry Roy Marsh, USN (Ret.) '68 
1943 MGEN Stanley George Genega, USA (Ret.) '71 
1944 RADM Thomas Fletcher Marflak, USN (Ret.) '73 
1950 MGEN Bruce Kenyon Scott, USA (Ret.) '79 

3 Star 

1934 LGEN Frederick Joseph Brown JD, USA (Ret.) '60 
1930 LGEN Clyde Dixon Dean, USMC (Ret.)(Deceased 12/23/01) '62 
1936 
1951 

1930 
1939 
1940 

V ADM Ronald M. Eytchison, USN (Ret.) 
LGEN John P. Abizaid, USA 

4 Star 

ADM Carlisle A.H. Trost, USN (Ret.) 
GEN George Lee Butler, USAF (Ret.) 
GEN Henry Viccellio Jr., USAF (Ret.) 

I star=: 12 
2 star= 9 
3 star= 4 
4 star= l_ 

USA = 8 
USAF= 9 
USN = 9 
USMC=.1 

Totals 28 28 

11-L-0559/0SD/5830 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20301-4000 

DEC 9 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (M&RA) 
ASSISTNAT SECRETARY OF THE NA VY (M&RA) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (MR) 

SUBJECT: Olmsted Scholar Program 

The O]msted Scho]ar Program is designed to allow se]ected officers to 
study overseas at a foreign university, gain an understanding of foreign languages, 
and become immersed in regiona] cultures. This program is an integral part of the 
Department's ability to produce officers that are experienced in regional affairs 
and cuhura] awareness. As the cha11enges and operations of the G]oba) War on 
Terrorism continue, the requirement for and utiJization of officers with regional 
expertise, foreign language capabiJity, and cultural awareness wi11 be in greater 
demand. 

In order to ensure optimal use of the O]msted Scholar Program, please 
provide information on program participants from 1986-2001 and your thoughts 
on how this program can best be used to support future Service requirements. 
Please provide the information requested in the format provided and your 
comments by January 3, 2003. Shou]d your staff have any questions, please 
contact Commander Bradley W. Roberson a~(b)(6) pr 
brad1ey .Roberson@osd.mi]. 

Principal Deputy 

Attachment: 
As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/5831 



1983 - 2003 Olmstead Scholar Data Request 

1) Name. 
2) Years of Commissioned Service when entering the program. 
3) Branch qualification or warfare designator. 
4) Qualified branch or warlare designator with or ahead of year group? (YIN) 
5) Assigned as an aide prior to entering Olmsted Program? (YIN) 
6) Time in program (months). 
7) Country or Region of Study. 
8) Foreign Language acquired? Specify which language. 
9) Highest level of proficiency obtained? 
10) Master's Degree achieved? (YIN) If yes, discipline of the degree? 
11) School where Master's Degree was obtained. 
12) Completed Intermediate Service School? (YIN) Senior Service School? (YIN) 
13) Residence or Non-residence? (Answer for both ISS and SSS as applicable). 
14) Next assignment following JSS? Specify command and billet. 
15) Below Zone pick for 0-4 or 0-5? If yes, specify which grade. 
16) 0-5 Command screen obtained with or ahead of peer group? (YIN) 
17) Highest grade obtained? 
18) Assigned as an aide or military assistant after entering Olmsted Program? (YIN) 
19) Assigned to either OSD or Joint tour? If yes, specify command and bi)Jet. 
20) Utilization tour performed? (YIN) 
21) Joint or Service utilization tour? 
22) Command where utilization tour was performed. 
23) Billet for utilization tour. 

Attachment 

11-L-0559/0SD/5832 



FROM: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

DA TE: November 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: Programs 

Look into the Olmsted Scholars program and see if we are properly using it. 

Also look into the area expert programs in the services and see if we are properly 

using them. I think we need to get the department squared away in these areas. 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
1 !0902.03 

Please respond by: __________ i l-111-J_) ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5833 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

November 9, 2002 

Programs 

Look into the Olmsted Scholars program and see if we are properly using it. 

Also look into the area expert programs in the services and see if we are properly 

using them. I think we need to get the department squared away in these areas. 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
110902.03 

Please respond by: _________ i_l \+-J_3 ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5834 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-0505 

Dear Senator Boxer: 

JAN 2 -

Thank you for your December 4, 2001 letter 
inquiring as to the status of Mr. John Walker. As you 
know, Mr. Walker was found in the company of the 
Taliban and Al-Qaeda combatants during a combat action 
in Afghanistan. Mr. Walker is under the control of U.S. 
forces. He is being held aboard USS BATAAN in the 
theater of operations, and has received medical treatment 
for what appear to have been non-life threatening injuries 
sustained in combat. His future disposition is under 
consideration. 

With best wishes, 

11-L-0559/0SD/5835 

~4t , 

U00071 /02 

0 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

pages: 

OFFICE OF U.S. SE1'ATOR BARBARA BOXER 

FAX ·co VER SHEET 

The Honorable Donald Rwnsfeld 

C.S. Sena.tor Barbara Boxer 

December 5, 2001 

2 (including cover sheet) 
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Acknowledgement letter: 

__ OK as is; finalize and SOM* 

__ Change verbiage as noted; 
fina1ize and SOM* 

__ Use this to close action; no further reply 
required; finalize and SOM• 

__ Please see me The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senate 
Washington~ DC 20510-0505 * SOM signature as 'Donald Rumsfeld' 

unless otherwise indicated. 

Dear Senator Boxer: 
1>~u...clec,. 'I, "'tot> f 

Thank you for your r:eeent letter inquiring as to the 
status of Mr. John Walker. As you know9 Mr. Walker was 
found in the company of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda 
combatants during a combat action in Ati anistan Hl. i-w111et1r....-

. oner e 
~~~o~o'."'PT'T"·ff""":· r-:=o~rc-- and has received medical treatment 

for what appear to have been non-life threatening injuries 
sustained in combat. His future disposition is under 
consideration. 

_i~J,15 ~ ltL. I ti 
tJ ~-( ,l/llfl, 

1 
1/5 S P£/... IFL IV 

i 
: - ftv... ./'lt4.l.ei. -( 

Sincerely, 

/ 

; ~ .. '*', 
L-· -
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DEC. 5. 200 l 2: 44PM SENATOR BOXER ( .. -
... . . -

~=:::~. 

Z'""'I [!""" -, r•• 
l~? · .. , ... -, ~- •• 

tlnittil ~tatts ~matt 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

MART ~TE omct Bt.JILOING 
SUIT£ 112 WAS1filf£ QC 2(),'jtrSOS 

stnlb~--.1111.c.ao,, 
Nlp://boac.--.p 

De.cember 4, 2001 

. _ NO. 249 

..... ''7 :,. 'i 

P. 2. 2 
COMMIT'tUS. 

COMHElta. 9l:Wle£. 
N'CJ~ATION 

lt'M'.O!'IMflll' 
ANO NJBIJC WOlll<S 

F'OAZ!ClN RUA110M$ 

Over the past few days, I have received many inqw.ries into the case of Mr. John Walker. 
As you know, media ·sourees have reported that Mr. Walker is a United States citizen whose 
family lives in California and who appears to be involved with the Taliban in Afghanistan. 

M the Department of Defense investigates Mr. Walker's activities in Afghanistan, I ask 
that you keep me up to date on your findings. In addition, please let me know as soon as possible 
what specific actions you intend to take with regard to this ease. I look forward to hearing from 
you soon. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

~Boxc 
United StattS Senator 

o sot T STIU!ET 
5'.l'TI 7400 
SA~. CA 9SiU 

l<b)(6) I 
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Snowflake 

Decembet[4~~!~8~8~ )( r ,noi . 
,--- ~·. ,\ ....:., -L ,L\ 1 <,\ ~ 

Torie Clarke ~ ..__. ., ·-- /---- ; \ 1 TO: 
~ ,, ) (' \ (I' L'-- • \ ('._ (_"-- '. ~ 

.goM: Dona1d Rumsfeld -· e °'\ <~ :~ ,,. \ .._ / '. \ ~ 

/;

SUBJECT: North Korea L, , •• i...:l ~'.t (,'(,.\ r, \/ ' 

1 

(, 1.c?:. 
,. \\ ( \ :.'\ -,_ ' ,' 

\'\ . \ 

.. • v\ 1/ I think Ivan Scott said I answered a question, "You've got to be kidding:.: I can /(· · 

remember doing that. Could you p]ease get the transcript on that? It was / ~. ' 

concerning North Korea and a preemptive strike. 

Thanks. 

L>Hl{:dh 
121802-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ v_, ....... J_J_· ~_j_o_?> ___ _ 

-
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.,. . . . 

Rhynedance, George, COL, OASD-PA 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Whitman, Bryan, SES, OASD-PA 
Tuesday, December 17, 2002 3:21 PM 
Clarke, Torie, CIV, OASD-PA 
Rhynedance, George, COL, OASD-PA 
FW: North Korea: You gotta be kidding me 

Here's when Ivan first asked the question in March 2001 ... 

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Mar2001 /t03082001 _ t308sd2a.html 

Q: Mr. Secretary, in the wake of meetings yesterday with the Korean -- South Korean president, and with your 
meetings with Lord Robertson, intelligence experts still say that North Korea -- and it's very hard to get 
intelligence out of there -- could possibly have ICBMs capable of hitting the U.S. in the next four or five years. 
And they also say that even going four more. it would be impossible to put even a limited defense system in 
place by then. 

What will you do if in fact North Korea abridges the agreement and starts testing or starts building missiles 
capable of hitting the U.S.? Would you advise the president perhaps to conduct a first strike, or what would you 
do? 

Rumsfeld: (Laughs.) You've got to be kidding. (Laughter.) I mean -- (laughter continues) -

Q: (Off mike) -- but wouldn't it give them the latitude of striking us first? 

Rurnsfeld: Look, the -- there are so many hypotheticals we could fashion around here, and we could spend 
endless hours discussing them, and it would be unuseful for me. 

The -- you are correct; there's no question but that North Korea has had a considerable appetite for ballistic 
missiles of various ranges. And they have also been a significant proliferator of those capabilities throughout a 
good many countries across the globe, and they still are. 

We are approaching the missile defense issue in a fresh way and have made some progress in our thinking. And 
very likely we'll be visiting with the National Security Council at some point in the period ahead and discussing 
the things we think we think at this stage, and getting guidance and ultimately decisions from the president as to 
how to proceed. 

And he asked it again in September 2002 ... 

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Sep2002/t09162002 _ t0916sd.html 

Q: Mr. Secretary, two months ago I asked you if the United States would consider a preemptive strike against 
North Korea because North Korea was obtaining weapons of mass destruction, and you said at that time, quote: 
"You gotta be kidding," unquote. In other words, no way. And yet the United States is considering -- underline 
"considering" -- a preemptive strike against Iraq. What's the difference? And should we, perhaps, also consider 
taking action against North Korea and Iran, since they were mentioned in the State of the Union? 

Rumsfeld: Well, as you know well, the President's remarks to the United Nations and to the country did not 
address the subject of North Korea or Iran. He did, properly, in my view, characterize those three countries, 
those two plus Iraq, as the axis of evil. And I think that what's taken place since that speech has been an 

11-L-0559Y0SD/5840 



' . 
indication of how useful that speech was because you can cJearly see stirrings in various countries, incJuding 
one or more of those, taking place, and also in some of the other countries in the terrorist list. So it's been -- that 
speech has been a good thing. 

I see distinctive differences in the three myself, as does the President. And the case against Saddam Hussein is 
encompassed in the President's remarks to the United Nations. He stands in violation of -- 16 times, I think the 
President said -- resolutions of the world community. 

Iran is clearly a country that is harboring al Qaeda. It says it isn't, but it is. lt is a country that is developing -
aggressively developing nuclear capabilities and increasingly longer-range ballistic missiles and other weapons 
of mass destruction. It is also a country, however, that has a population that is in ferment. And there's no 
question in my mind but that the young people and the women in that country, particularly, as well as others, 
who are uncomfortable with this tight control by a small clique of clerics that they try to impose on the people of 
that country -- is increasingly difficult for them to do. 

And I have no -- I think most of the world was dumbfounded at how quickly that country turned from the shah 
to the ayatollahs. I think it's possible that we could be dumbfounded someday to see it tum away from this 
clique of clerics, because clearly, they're not managing their affairs in a way that1s in the interest of the Iranian 
people. 

North Korea is quite a different situation. It is -- all one has to do is look at it compared to South Korea and it 
just wrings your heart out to see what's happening to those people. They're starving. They're being repressed. 
They're being treated terribly. There's large numbers in concentration camps and fleeing the country. 

I don't know what's going to happen in North Korea, except that we do know that they are one of the world's 
worst proliferators. particularly with ballistic missile technologies. We know they're a country that has been 
aggressively developing nuclear weapons and has nuclear weapons. {"The IC judged in the mid-1990s that 
North Korea had produced one, possibly two nuclear weapons." according to the December 2001 Unclassified 
Summary of a National Intelligence Estimate.} And we know they're a danger first and foremost to their own 
people, and second. they're a threat principally because of their proliferating activities, as opposed to being a 
threat to South Korea. 

So I see a different situation, and l think the President's approaching it properly. 

Yes? 

Q: Can I do a follow-up? 

Rumsfeld: (Inaudible.) 

Q: Will you be moving additional forces to the region as these diplomatic efforts proceed at the United Nations? 

Rumsfeld: Well, we move forces all around the world all the time. People come, people go. We don't talk about 
deployments; they happen. All I can say is that I don't know what the President will decide or what the 
Congress, the U.N. will decide, but whatever they decide, this department will be capable of doing that which it 
might be asked. But we're not going to talk about deployments, obviously. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5841 



Snowflake 

December 23, 2002 l 0:51 AM 

TO: 

··r.:··FROM: ' ' ...... _, \.)\ o/ 
l ·.I•, 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
'! ,., )., SUBJECT: Fah1m Khan 
'/ V 

We need to decide what we are going to do about Fahirn Khan. 

Thanks. 

Dllll:t.lh 
122302-22 

····························~················~&·tit~•i,,i·~········ 
Please respond by o I f ~' 3 / :> 3 · ~ i · · ( /lllr: 

12./ 5 

• I '': ~ •• ,11 

' 7 / . ,.;/(,,., '~ ; .,- . 
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Snowflake 

December 23, 2002 9:19 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: CabJe to Karzai 

The Policy shop should draft a nole from me to Karzai to be sent today on his first 

anniversary as head of the int~rim government. I would like to edit it myself after 

it has been drafted> and we can send it by cable. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
!22302-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ iz
4

/_z.._i..,---'f-' _> .:::.2-_· __ _ 

' 
Nt.~A (b.vl Hvtft-/ :--1./,~ 

, 5tah~1'y~-:~.-h ... ·>-lx{~\\,·"~ 1-M~ 

U0008I 
11 L Oe6Q/OSD/e8~d 

e· .it' 

? 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

J.D. Crouch 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: French MoD Talking Points 

October 16, 2002 7: 18 AM 

On my talking points for the French MoD, let's make sure we thank them for what 

they did in Ivory Coast to help get the school children out. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
101602-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o ...... / ...... 1.....;1.,....,;fc.....c.1)_·v ___ _ 

-
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Snowflake 

October 25, 2002 7:21 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

ROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Australia 

Did the letter ever go to the Australians on the attack in Bali? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102502·3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ !_'_' !_2 _;_/_·--'_t.. __ _ 

SECDEF HAS SEFr\· 
,.l( T 'J. f/ }t]ff 

. .I 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Honorable Robert Hill 
Minister for Defense 
Australia 

Dear Minister Hill: 

OCT 2 1 2002 

On behalf of the Department of Defense, I offer my 
condolences on the deaths of the Australian citizens in Bali. 
We were saddened by the tragic loss in this terrorist attack. 

There are so many ties that bind our two countries, but 
nothing seals a bond between nations more tightly than the 
joint commitment to a just cause. We take this moment to 
rededicate ourselves to our shared purpose in the global war 
on terrorism. 

Please convey the sympathies of Americans to the 
families of those lost. They are in our thoughts during this 
difficult time, and we wish those who were injured a speedy 
recovery. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

.11-L-0559/0SD/5846 
U16896 02 



SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
• 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1eoo oEFENsE PENTAGON ., .. , 11\r SEEN 

wAsH,NGToN. c. c. 20301-1600 SECOFr ~ 
INFO MEMO 1Afs; f1(J_oin 

l.i 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

Wednesday, December 18, 2002, 8 a.m. 

/(J·) FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

· / r FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 
I / •,r 

/ .... J\' SUBJECT: Visit by Judge Alberto Gonzales to the CENTCOM AOR 

• Al Gonzales has asked me to arrange a visit to the Central Command Area of 
Operations sometime in the middle of January. He and I have discussed that any 
such visit must of course be designed and executed in a manner that does not 
impede in any way the work of Tommy Franks. 

• J have spoken with Tommy, who expressed his eagerness to have the Judge visit. 
Tom said he thought such a visit would be helpful to him. 

• I told Al that I would seek your approval before scheduling such a trip. Our target 
date, if you approve this visit, will be the middle of January, when we expect the 
President will be traveling in Africa. 

• r would expect to bring a few additional people on such a trip including David 
Addington, a Policy representative, and the CENTCOM Staff Judge Advocate. 

COORDINATION: None. 

-

11-L-055QS0/5847 
SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

3 
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December 27, 2002 1:38 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·\A' 

SUBJECT: CENTCOM Trip 

Before you get going too far on this trip to CENTCOM, please see me. My 

instinct is you ought to go when someone else is going, like the Chairman, Vice 

Chairman. Wolfowitz or me. rather than a separate trip. 

What is the purpose of the trip? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/ 18/02 GC memo to SecDef re: Visit by Judge Albvcrto Gonzales to the CENTCOM AOR. 

DI IR dh 
122 7ol, 14 II~ computer) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please relpond by (J l / fJ ) / J ·3 

.-. . ' 
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SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED cn'v, 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 1'"'.~I 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~A._S_5~, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301·1600 SECOEf ~,.. .... 

INFO MEMO JAN 6 2.00'l 
V 

GENERAL COUNSEL 
Wednesday, December 18, 2002, 8 a.m. 

1"> 

.,.,lf 
\ 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 
SUBJECT: Visit by Judge Alberto Gonzales to the CENTCOM AOR 

• Al Gonzales has asked me to arrange a visit to the Central Command Area of 
Operations sometime in the middle of January. He and I have discussed that any 
such visit must of course be designed and executed in a manner that does not 
impede in any way the work of Tommy Franks. 

• I have spoken with Tommy, who expressed his eagerness to have the Judge visit. 
Tom said he thought such a visit would be helpful to him. 

• I told Al that I would seek your approval before schedu1ing such a trip. Our target 
date, if you approve this visit, will be the middle of January, when we expect the 
President will be traveling in Africa. 

• I would expect to bring a few additional people on such a trip including David 
Addington, a Policy representative, and the CENTCOM Staff Judge Advocate. 

COORDINATION: None. 

11-L-ossAso1sa49 
SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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.._ 

·-· {) -

~OINTCHIEFS Of STAFF 
1ECOEF HAS SEEN 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO CM-619-02 
18 Roveaber 2002 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE / 
-J~GOfF HAS SEEN 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~
11

( f~ 

SUBJECT: Joint Capstone Concept Briefing 

• In response to your notes (TABs A & B) on the Joint Capstone Concept outline 
and the continuing document development, the following information is provided: 

-· 
/ 

• Working directly with Joint Forces Command, the other combatant 
commands, Services, and several agencies, a draft Joint Capstone Concept 
outline has been developed. We continue to refine this product into a 
paper, and are now ready to pr~sent that outline and an expanded briefing to 
you at the earliest opportunity. v~~ 

/a~ • In addition to showing you the status of the product and our recent 
accomplishments, we would like to get your "chainsaw" thoughts on how 
to move forward to achieve the best product by February 2003. <-p-\l! 

rj\ r 
t 

~:f COORDINATION: NONE 

01 

-----~ 12'~ q~ ,,~ 
/ ' ' -fk /,1,/~ J4.) 
c- >-i '>""- '/', -' ~...:..1L 

Attachments: 
As stated 

_J_Q.... /. '(}-., t,f\ 

Prepared By: Brigadier General Mark P. Hertling, USA; Direct~r, J-7; (b)(6) , ./h (/JAr -
,Jo,td ,11c/ r1; 
~ 'J). £.i.J~ 

\.9TI'V Di Pi'·· D 
"/z. )/ (V 

l'SPLAS&STANT DI RITA ~~--------

SR MA CRADDOCK ~ u 1 .- '> 

EXECSEC WHfTMORE 
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November 6, 2002 6:09 PM 

TO: Oen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;:r __ f< A ~ 
SUBJECT: Joint Con Ops 

I called ADM Giambastiani today and talked to him about joint con op~. He told 

·me his idea of doing some work down there on the subject, separately, but feeding 

what they're doing into what you 're doing on the Joint Staff. I like that idea. 

I am so interested in t~e subject that I am getting worried it is going to azrive and 

not be what I have anticipated, not fit how J think about things or be in need of 

sufficient calibration that we're going to be wasting a lot of time. 

I thought I benefited greatJy from Gen. Pace's briefing on operational avai~ability 

at an early stage, at the chainsaw stage. 

I would like to hear a briefing from you in the next week or so on where you are, 

what you've asked your staff to do, what the charter is, what the due dates are, and 

what you think the format'Jnight Jook like, so that I can get my head wrapped 

around it. If that is done, I think there is a greater likelihood that my expectations 

will be adjusted to what is likely to result from the process, and vice versa. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11060.2-19 

...•••..••.............................•......•......•...........•...... , 

Please respond by __ t'-1 ..... ( 1_!_/_o_v ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0~/5851 Tab A 
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August 12, 2002 2:14 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')~ 

SUBJECT: Concept of Operations 

1. I think you, Gen. Pace and the Joint Chiefs should move smartly ahead with respect 

to fashioning a joint concept of operations. It is important that it be written soon. 

2. Th.is should help serve as a forcing function to sort out a Jot of the issues that aren,t 

going to get resolved, given the current processes in the Department. 

3. We need to find a way for the combatant commanders to get engaged in the process. 

Certainly, Joint Forces Command has to play a major role. Indeed, you may want to 

subcontract the task to them. 

4. One other thought would be for you and me to assign Joint Forces Command the task 

of coming up with three or four concepts, then fashioning a role for the CINCs. the 

Chiefs and the J-8 and having it come out of the Defense Planning Guiaance 

direction. 

5. I suggest that you have an outline or first draft back to me by October IS.and that we 

shoot to complete it no later than February I. 

6. It should be based on the Defense Plannin£ Guidance. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

lbanks. 

DllR:dh 
081202-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by Dy/ 0 &/ D 1-----....:......---'------
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Classification (U) 

Discussion with the 
Secretary of Defense 

on the 
Joint Capstone Concept 

and a 
Capability-Based Methodology 

1111 

LtGen Cartwright, JS 
03 January 2003 

Classification (U) 
DRAFT 

11-L-0559/0SD/5853 
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UNCLAS 

DRAFT 

Top 10 Priorities 

1. Successfully Pursue the Global War on Terrorism 

2. Strengthen Joint Warfighting Capabilities 

3. Transform the Joint Force 

4. Optimize Intelligence Capabilities 

5. Improve Force Manning 

6. New Concepts of Global Engagement 

7. Counter the Proliferation of WMD 

8. Homeland Security 

9. Streamline DoD Process 

10. Improve lnteragency Process, Focus and Integration 

2 Dated September 17, 2002 
11-L-0559/0SD/5854 
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today 

Integrated at 
Department 

Systems 

Requirements 

··. ·· ... 
· .. : ' .:. 

p 
I 

proposed 

Joint Capstone Co1 

Joint/Service Ope, 
Concepts 

Joint Capabilitie 

Bottom up, stovepiped 

11-L-0559/0SD/5855 
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DRAFT 

What we want the 
force to achieve 

Strategic 
Direction 

DPG 
CPG 
TPG 

artment Strate ic Direction 
1111 

What we want the 
force to become 

How, operationally, we want to accomplish 
the task 

and achieve the vision. 

4 
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Joint Capstone Concept 

Deconflict 
Service Forces 

II 

.National 
Mmtary 
Strategy 

Stitch Service 
Seams 

••• 

111111 IIU Ill 

Partial 
Integration 

.. Joint-•· 
·Vi$ion·· 

Full Integration of 
Service. lnteraqency & 

Multinational Capablllties 

I 
Result: Result: Result: Services 

I 
Result: Dominating 

Across the Spectrum 
With A Capabilities 

Based Force 

Services Services Meeting Joint Vision 
Deconfllctlng Coordinating Objectives 

11-L-0559/0SD/5857 
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Proposed Methodology 
1111 

• Identifies capabilities we desire ... and why we need 
them 

• Forms the core of future joint force development 

• Describes the conduct of joint operations in a multi
national and inter-agency context 

• Provides framework for developing Joint Operating 
and Functional Concepts 

• Describes a methodology for experimentation 

11-L-0559/0SD/5858 

UNCLAS 
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Proposed Metho 
I 

Methodology 
• Strategic Direction is translated into the Joint Cc 

Concept which broadly describes how the Joint 
will operate 

• Joint Capstone Concept provides basis for furth 
concept development 

• Concepts focus experimentation to assess desir 
capabilities in terms of prioritized scenarios 

• Experimentation allows for analysis of proposecj 
capabilities 

• Desired capabilities drive materiel and non-mate 
acquisition and i.J11~rl\mS!~ls~rig~ies 



UNCLAS 

DRAFT 

Proposed Capabilities 
1111 

:~:~;;
1 
--------- : ·Joint , : . 

Strategy .. Vis.ion . • .•.· 

Joint Force Attributes: 

8 

• Fully Integrated: A set of joint capabilities for the Joint Force 
Commander 

• Networked for decision superiority: A joint force widely 
dispersed that can communicate, move, and share a common 
operating picture while executing toward a desired end-state 

• Expeditionary: A rapidly employable force capable of 
operating in austere environments 

11-L-0559/0SD/5860 
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Proposed Capabilities 
1111 

National. -------_ .. _:.·Joint-<:>. ;;~!:i · ·, Vision ·•·. · 

Joint Force Attributes: 
• Adaptable: 

9 

- A joint force which is tailorable and scalable 

• Decentralized: 

- A force with collaborative planning tools and decentralized 
execution capabilities 

- A force with subordinate commanders who have the tools to 
compress decision cycles, seize the initiative and exploit 
opportunities 

• Lethality: Ability to destroy the enemy in a networked 
environment 

11-L-0559/0SD/5861 
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Joint Operating Concepts 

11-L-0559/0SD/5862 

1111 
. · ' .. ·· ~ J·oi'nt : ::·:. · ·: ·._ 
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Joint Operating Concepts 

1111 

--~-
• Describes how a future Joint Force Commander will plan, prepare, 

deploy, employ, sustain, and re-deploy a joint force within the 
range of military operations 

• Guides the further development and integration of Joint Functional 
and Service Operating Concepts into a joint capability 

• Articulates the measurable detail needed for experimentation and 
decision making 

11-L-0559/0SD/5863 
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12 

Joint Operating Concepts 

Possible Joint Operating Concepts 
• Homeland Security (NMS, DPG, TPG, OSD-P) 

• Combating Terrorism (DPG, OSD-P) 

• Joint Urban Operations (DPG) 

• National Missile Defense (NMS, DPG) 
• Strategic Deterrence (NMS, TPG) 
• Peace Enforcement (TPG) 
• Major Combat Operations in an "Anti-Access" environment (TPG, JCS) 

11-L-0559/0SD/5864 

1111 

UNCLAS 
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Functtona/Concepts 
1111 

· .. ,.. .. : .. :-:-~::.: g.,, ........ .,, ......... , ..•. · ···. , . .; ·:":· .. ~ . ~ '":'~?(~~:,::-~; :~~; · · .· ·· · Concept ··· · · 

.I"'-. ...... ~· ·~ 

.r( r•• )la . 
. :;.:4.:. ~· .. : . . . • •...•. - • .• • . . .:: .• · ....... , ~·. ,. r • ·:., .... ,··. ·~·. 

•Integration of a set of related military capabilities which 
accomplish tasks across the range of military operations. 

•While broadly described, they derive context from the 
joint operating concepts and promote common attributes for 
experimentation. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5865 
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Functtona/Concepts 

Possible Joint Functional Concepts 
• Dominant Maneuver 
• Precision Engagement 
• Joint Force Command and Control 
• Focused Logistics 
• Full Dimensional Protection 
• Intel, Surveillance & Recon 

11-L-0559/0SD/5866 
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. . .. .... . 

i:.~ -/·Na.tlorlat··. · 
:_)< 'Military 
f :, ·.:strategy .. ·. 

Joint Architectures 
11-L-0559/0SD/5867 

Architectures 
1111 

· .. : · .. J'. ·0··;1·n'-•·1::<:·5_;, 
.. . . ·. · .. ·. ··. ,.·,·· . 

· · · ·•· Vision'· ·:··. 
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" 
Joint Architectures 

11-L-0559/0SD/5868 

Architectures 
1111 

Dominant Maneuver 
Architecture 

Precision Engagement 
Architecture 

Full Dimensional 
Protection Architecture 

Focused Logistics 
Architecture 

Joint Foree C2 
Architecture 

Intel, Surveillance, 
Recon Architecture 

Joint 
Architectures 

UNCLAS 
DRAFT 
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Concepts 

Proposed Metho 

... ,. , ... 
. Joh1t ·· 

· ·. Visio11 . 

Architectures 

1~=-
1 

Pf<ldslon Eng""'"*" 
. Nc:flitktl#e 

I F .. Olfflwlonal 
Proteeaon Ar<:hbcture 

I foc,.ed Logltllca 
• A,chllecta.. 

Joint 
Integrated 

Architecture 

• Provides a construct for analysis 
• Provides a common language -- Metrics 
• Establishes standards all must meet 
• Basis for resource decisions 
• Basis for judging proposals 
• Defines capabilities we are pursuing 

I 

• Focuses experimentation (Doctrine, organi 
training, materiel) 

• Source for Capabilities and Acquisition Dir 

Improving Joint Warfighting Capability 

11-L-0559/0SD/5869 
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capability 

task a 

task b 

task c 

18 

Proposed Methodology 
1111 

Architectures Assessment 
cap,!>ility cap8jliltty cap8jllllty .. Joint 

. Vfsfon 

Capability Roadmap 
2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2011 

I \ I ,, ' 
tlS .Q c.> "O CD .._ 1:11 +~ .. ~.~~~ ... ~,..,,)o,.. .. !"t-'.~:-.+•··~, .. ._. .... ~ ..... "' .. 'H..,~S\ .. .,~ .... ,..~----:,·~r·~·~,.t,f.1; .... 

. J! J! J! J! J! J! J'!I 

system 1 

system 2 

system 3 

system, 

system 6 

Resource Strategy 

training 
change 

sys 1 
block 

2006 

sys 2 
end of svc life 

11-L-0559/0SD/5870 
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Proposed Methodology 

Concepts 
.· Joint · ·. 
· Vist()n .·.· 

Architectures 

lo-At~ 
I Predelon E,...._. 

N~-

1 F• DMlwlonal 
Pr*"1lon M:hlliectir. 

Joint 
Integrated 

Architecture 

Revolutionizes the method for 
improving capability 

• Functional Commanders • JROC • AT&L • PA&E 
• Regional Commanders • Services • C31 • DDR&E 

11-L-0559/0SD/5871 
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Illustrative Example: 

"US Armed Forces will 
use integrated C41SR 

systems to enable 
superior knowledge and 
decision-making across 
all missions and levels 

of execution." 

Strategic 
Direction 

DPG 
CPG 
TPG 

JOINT 
CAPSTONE 
CONCEPT 

"Agile Joint C2 capabilities enable 
decision superiority- better decisions 

faster than an adversary can react." 

20 
11-L-0559/0SD/5872 

Joint Force C2 
1111 

"Decision Superiority is 
inextricably linked to 
Joint Command and 

Control (JC2). For the 
future joint force 

commander, JC2 will 
remain the primary 

integrating and 
coordination function for 
operational capabilities 
and Service and joint 
core competencies 
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Illustrative Example: 
Joint Force C2 Attributes 

Joint Integrated 
Architectures 

Dominant Maneuver 
Architecture 

Precision Engagement 
Architecture 

Full Dimensional 
Protection Architecture 

Focused Logistics 
Architecture 

JO,: , : F e, · , •: (, ~· 

b, .. '"It', t;.11 

Intel, Surveillance, 
Recon Architecture 

11-L-0559/0SD/5873 

1111 
Attributes 

1. Superior Decision Making 

2. Flexible Synchronization 

3. Shared Understanding 

4. Responsive and Tailorable 
Organization 

5. Dispersed Command 

6. Operation-Wide Integration 

7. Simultaneous C2 Processes 

8. Superior Organizational 
Training 

9.-----

10.---

11.---

12.-----
UNCLAS 
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DRAFT Illustrative E 
Joint Force C2 Assumptions ~ 

I 
• Superior Decisionmaking: "Leadership and supporting capabili 

generate alternative actions, identify selection criteria, and assess a 
to decisively co opera ·onal situations. Includes the use of autor 
exchange, fu on, and und rstanding of information relevant to rapic 
collaboratiV; , knowledge- ased decision making" 

• Three ssumptions· / 

~eria for mul · ational ini tiefrisharing requirements will bE 
esta · '·. · 

······,/--, 

- Standing disclo ure P. 1cies to facilitate knowledg exchange 'p. 
established ,-- " 

- Commanders will establish sta~dard operatin procedure 
·.............. ,,,.., 

• Three draft metrics ("On a scale of 1·- ow well oes the 
initiative/system being examined address this--m_e c?"): 

,, 

- % JTF C2 tasks that are supported by decision support tools 

- Clarity of commander's intent 

- Mission accomplishment 
22 
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Standard 
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4 

.. 

6 

Command and Control 
Exchange 

Standing Joint Force 
Headquarters 

4 

7 

Aggregate of current capability 
23 map (ex: FY04 Program} 

Capability Assessment 

.. 

• • 
Global Command and 

Control System 

Objective 

7 

.. 

Oeloyable Joint 
Command and Control 

? 

.. 

Aggregate program capability 
map (ex: DPP) 

11-L-0559/0SD/5875 

1111 

6 

Joint l'actical 
Radio System 
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today 

Integrated at 
Department 

Systems 

Requirements 

Bottom up, stovepiped 

Summary 

proposed 

Strategic 
Direction 

~~ 
Joint Capstone Concept 

Joint/Service Operating 
Concepts 

Joint Capabilities 

1111 
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SECDEF 4 

I 

2. Strengthen Joint Warfighting Capabilities 
-Joint CONOPS to integrate air, land, sea a1 
assets 

~ -Translate Joint CONOPS into acquisition s 
-Bring Jointness to the lowest level 
-Strengthen joint exercises and joint trainir 

3. Transform the Joint Force 
-Lighter, more agile, easily deployable milit 
-Military culture that rewards innovation an 
taking 

9. Streamline DoD Process 
-Shorten PPBS and acquisition cycle time 
-Financial Management Reform 
-Shorten all DoD processes by 50o/o 
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UNCLAS 

DRAFT 

What we want the 
force to achieve 

Department Strate ic Direction 

Strategic 
Direction 

DPG 
CPG 
TPG 

1111 

What we want the 
force to become 

How, operationally, we want to accomplish 
the task 

and achieve the vision. 

27 
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UNCLAS 

DRAFT Construct for Concepts 

Dominant Maneuver 

Precision Engagement 

Full Dimensional Protection 

Focused Logistics 

Intel, Surveillance, ....... i"-----+-------+------+------t1' 
Reconnaissance 

Joint Force Command & 
Control 

Strategic Deterrence 

28 

Homeland 
Defense 

Major Peace Civil 
Combat Enforcement Support 

0 1e1~t~o~mrast1saao 

1111 
Dominant Maneuver 

Architecture 

Precision Engagement 
Architecture 

Full Protection 
Architecture 

Focused Logistics 
Architecture 

Intel, Surveillance, Recon 
Architecture 

\ 

Strategic Deterrence 
Architecture 

V 
Joint 

Integrated 
Architecture 

UNCLAS 

DRAFT 
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DRAFT 
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Concept Definitions 

Joint Operating Concept: 

• Describes how a future Joint Force 
Commander will plan, prepare, deploy, 
employ, and sustain a joint force within the 
range of military operations 

• Guides the further development and 
integration of Joint functional and Service 
Concepts into a joint capability 

1111 

• Articulates the measurable detail needed for 
experimentation and decision making 

11-L-0559/0SD/5881 
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Concept Definitions 
1111 

Joint Functional Concept: The integration of a 
set of related military capabilities which 
accomplish tasks across the range of military 
operations. (While broadly described, they 
derive context from the joint operating concepts 
and promote common attributes for 
experimentation.) 

11-L-0559/0SD/5882 
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December 30, 2002 6:55 PM 

TO: Tom White 
Gen. Shinseki 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 

1'e<-'Ei-<-,<10~~ 
FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ' 

SUBJECT: Stryker 

Attached is a letter I received from Congressman Saxton from the Anned Services 

Committee on the Stryker. Chairman Duncan Hunter raised it with me. I would 

be curious to know how you respond to this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
J 1/19/02 Cong. Saxton ltr to SecDefre: Stryker 

DHR:dh 
123001-18 (ts computcr}.doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ 0_1-+/_· .!...../ ..J~/_· 0......;3:;..__ _____ _ 
r ' 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld -'"\;t 

December 21, 2002 

Transformation 

12:28 PM 

Please give me a list of the things we are not doing that would be 

transformational that we would be doing if we had a larger budget. Not one 

hundred things, but 10, 15-20. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
122102.13 

Pl db 1)1 (]o~· 
ease respon y: - ------.--..J-+------------
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Snowflake 

December 23, 2002 4:28 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

,;cl 

«
Q-' FROM: 

\, SUBJECT: ,,, 
Donald Rumsf el<l'v~ 

Paper from Marin Strmecki 

Attached is the paper Marin Strmecki left us. Do you think I should move that 

around to the principals? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Outline for Virtual Marshal Plan 

DIIR <lh 
122302-52 

.................................................................. , ..... . 
I I ''). l 

Please respond by r::i ' t / ,_J { J ..; 
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1546 HAMPTON HILL CIRCLE 
McLEAN 

VIRGINIA 22101 

19 December 2002 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

While I share your disappointment with the current situation in Afghanistan, I do believe 
there arc concerted actions which if taken at once can turn the tide there. 

This will forward to you a concept for a Marshal Plan for Afghanistan, which 
implemented with other necessary actions relating to U. S. development assistance could 
make a great difference over the course of the remaining 14 months of the Karzai 
Administration. Perhaps it will be helpful in the meeting on Afghanistan on Saturday. 

The current focus should be on mobilizing U.S. resources - government and private 
sector - on behalf of Afghanistan on an urgent, basis in a manner that supports the Karzai 
government in its final 14 months, but particularly during the more temperate spring
summer-fall months of 2003. Hopefully these suggestions may be provocation to get 
others of greater wit and experience to add fuel to what should be a conflagration of 
urgent development action in Afghanistan. Such an effort, if successful, could be a 
precursor for other similar efforts in future post-conflict country redevelopment 
situations. 

The President and others in the Administration have rightly invoked a "Marshal Plan" 
concept in regard to Afghanistan development assistance. The key to the Marshal Plan 
was a well-coordinated effort of the private sector and the U. S. Government in 
promoting the economic development of the European countries through reinforcement 
of market economics (this was also true of efforts on Japan and Korea). What is required, 
however, is a contemporary template for Marshal-Plan-type activities (for this and 
possibly other post-hostility development campaigns) that comports with contemporary 
legal structures, sensibilities and sensitivities in enabling integrated, effective action by 
private sector companies, institutions and individuals. The Administration needs to rally a 
base of support in the business community to create a Private Sector Task Force to 
generate private-sector involvement in business-building in Afghanistan. A plan is 
needed which activates the Marshal Plan dynamic of coordinated action. particularly in 
view of the post-WWII-like circumstances of Afghanistan. A paper outlining the concept 
for such an initiative is attached to this letter. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5886 



There arc further steps that should be taken with the same urgency to elevate the 
effectiveness of U.S. and other donor development assistance efforts. First, all involved 
U.S. Government agencies and related entities (World Bank, OPIC and others) should be 
encouraged or directed to use expedited procurement procedures that seek near-term 
high-impact beneficial effects in deploying development assistance in Afghanistan. 
Development assistance furnished by U.S. and other donor nations is an integral part of 
the U.S. anti-terror campaign to secure Afghanistan against again becoming a terrorist 
breeding ground. Development assistance must be deployed with the same urgency and 
effect as the preceding military activities. 

In addition, the ultimate, long-run development of Afghanistan will be through Foreign 
Direct Investment rather than donor nation contributions. That said, it is essential that the 
donor funds be applied in ways that will provide the environment, platfonns and 
incentives to jumpstart foreign direct investment on an immediate basis given the short 
period remaining to the Karzai Government. 

I look forward to seeing you on Saturday. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Isl Mart 

Martin R. Hoffmann 

11-L-0559/0SD/5887 
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Attachment: Outline for a Virtual Marshal Plan: 

The Afghanistan Context 

The genius of the Marshal Plan was the fusion of government and private sector action in 
aid of determined recipient government reconstruction of war-destroyed governments, 
economies and national infrastructures. The U. S. Government provided resources and 
capacity building capabilities for the governments of the devastated countries. In 
partnership, the U. S. private sector provided additional resources and entrepreneurial 
market economy know-how to jump start economies and initiate the flow of direct 
foreign investment. 

The result was to help restart new European governments and economics following the 
devastation and desolation of WW II, and despite threats from disruptive political forces. 
As important a result, however, was the reinstatement as a beacon of hope of the vision of 
market-economy-driven democracies, adapted to civil societies of disparate cultures, as a 
source of hope for wide-spread improvements in quality of life for citizens. 

The Marshal Plan catalyzed the competitive economic, political and social "core 
competencies" of the western democracies. This success became complete with the fall 
of communism at the end of the Cold War. The 9/11 war on terror, in the context of the 
virulence of radical Islam, started in Afghanistan. A Marshal-Plan-inspired program of 
recovery is needed there now and urgently, even as the war against terror is pursued 
militarily by the west. 

While the U. S. is culturally and institutionally different from post WW II America, it is 
still uniquely American and uniquely looked to for leadership. The U. S. economy is 
strong and creative. Traditional American instincts and impulses for action, for practical, 
can-do - even audacious - solutions to economic and political problems still are part of 
the better nature and resource of the American people and their private sector institutions 
today. A "Virtual Marshal Plan", given today's political and social consensus on the need 
for a democratic, economically free future for Afghanistan, would doubtless attract 
widespread support. 

It is worth noting that Afghanistan's strategic plan, to become a major inter-trade and 
inter-communications center for central Asia, improving on that traditional and historic 
role provides a significant first-entry opportunity for western companies. It provides as 
well a focus for disciplined future development of the Afghan nation. 

A Modern Marshall Plan Template: 

The following concept includes a Task Organization of private companies, a Secretariat 
which provides support for the Task Force, and a Government office empowered to 
intervene with U.S. Government agencies in refining, prioritizing and accelerating 
development assistance to Afghanistan. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5888 
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• Free Enterprise Task Force for Afghanistan: This Organization would be Chaired 
by a retired but active American Businessmen noted for his corporate 
accomplishments, leadership and stature, called to service by the President and 
serving as a volunteer. The Task Force clement consists of volunteer U. S. 
private, profit-making companies, other private sector institutions (from 
consultants to universities) and individuals who join in efforts to advise on and 
participate directly (if selected based on area of expertise and qualifications) in 
infrastructure reinforcement, enterprise stimulation and infrastructure-building 
program and contract activities in Afghanistan. Requirements for transparency, 
competitive procurements (best Company in Class and Situation) and enlightened 
Corporate Governance require arms length transactional relationships between 
Government and such private organizations. Transparency is maintained by this 
separate organizational structure to promote transparency. The Task Force could 
provide leadership and organization for the member Companies organized 
functionally to address the priority areas for Afghan reconstruction (including 
agriculture, telecommunications, construction, telecommunications, commercial 
banking, power and transmission, natural resources and others). They could 
advise the government assistance agencies on more effective ways to provide the 
desired assistance. 

This Task Force resoursc is essential to private sector development: governments 
can only create the framework and environment for a market economy. It is 
private Companies with their distinctive non-governmental risk-management 
abilities that make markets work. The infom1ed cxpe11ise of these companies will 
assist in the development and acceptance of private-public efforts to jumpstart the 
economy of Afghanistan and to begin the direct foreign investment necessary to 
Afghanistan's future. 

The effort to enlist volunteers with business experience to help Afghanistan 
would prove popular and fire the public imagination. An existing institution could 
be harnessed to this task, or several of them. There are several ways these 
volunteers could be effective, including augmenting Ministerial capacity in 
Afghanistan - in person or virtually - capacity that is badly needed. 

• Private Sector Secretariat for Reconstruction and Direct Foreign Investment in 
Afghanistan : 

In addition to providing expert leadership, administrative and logistical support 
for the Task Force staffs Task Force initiatives and deliberations. It would be led 
by a foreign assistance expert with experience in the private sector role in 
economic development and staffed with other experts of similar ex.perience 
(including volunteers) together with necessary administrative support. It would 
develop plans and work with both U.S. and Afghan government agencies to 
develop and implement private-public partnerships and other means of expediting 
and assuring effective implementation of hard-hitting private-sector~based 
development programs and projects in Afghanistan. 
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The Secretariat would be funded by contributions from independent foundations 
and other eleemosynary donors to assure a degree of independence from 
commercial interests, and constitute a creative force in the assistance arena. 

In addition, the Secretariat in conjunction with the Task Force would assist the 
Afghan government in planning and attracting foreign investment, including 
privatization, as well as other priority aspects of enterprise-driven market 
economies. 

• Interface with the U.S. Government would be directly with assistance-related 
departments and agencies as they might designate as the subject matter might 
warrant. A close liaison relationship with the Special Envoy to Afghanistan would 
be important to both the Secretariat and the Task Force. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5890 



August 12, 2002 2:14 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 

SUBJECT: Concept of Operations 

1. I think you, Gen. Pace and the Joint Chiefs should move smartly ahead with respect 

to fashioning a joint concept of operations. It is important that it be written soon. 

2. This should help serve as a forcing function to sort out a Jot of the issues that aren't 

going to get resolved, given the current processes in the Department. 

3. We need to find a way for the combatant commanders to get engaged in the process. 

Certainly, Joint Forces Command has to play a major role. Indeed, you may want to 

subcontract the task to them. 

4. One other thought would be for you and me to assign Joint Forces Command the task 

of coming up with three or four concepts, then fashioning a role for the CINCs, the 

Chiefs and the J-8 and having it come out of the Defense Planning Guiaance 

direction. 

5. l suggest that you have an outline or first draft back to me by October 15. and that we 

shoot to complete it no Jater than February l. 

6. It should be based on the Defense Plannima Guidance. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1_;/_o_(LJ--'-/_0_2-__ _ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ ;'{I( 
SUBJECT: Concept of Operations 

Cll-541-02 
11 October 2002 

• The following is provided in response to your memorandum (TAB) concerning 
development of a joint concept of operations, which I would like to refer to as a joint 
"capstone concept.,, 

• I agree that the Department needs a joint capstone concept. My staff and 
USJFCOM have been engaged in a DOD-wide effort to develop high-level 
future joint concepts that span the range of military operations. We plan to 
synthesize the results into ajoint capstone concept through an effort led by J-7. 

• The final product will establish conditions for future joint operations and serve as 
a guide for development of additional supporting materials, if required. As with 
Joint Vision, the capstone concept and supporting documents will be based on 
your Defense Planning Guidance. The development process will continue to 
involve combatant command and Service representatives. 

• You noted that the capstone concept should help to sort out issues that may not 
get resolved given current processes in the Department. Concept implementation 
through the use of integrated architectures provides a means for refonning the 
requirements and acquisition processes. Architectures provide a basis for 
integrated analysis, supporting improved joint requirements and capabilities
based acquisition decisions. 

• Based on current progress, a I November goal for an outline of the joint capstone 
concept should be met--with the final document by February 2003. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. ~ USMC; Director for Force Structure, Resources 
and Assessment;~ 
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November 6, 2002 6:09 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;7-__ -1<.~ A ~ . 
SUBJECT: Joint Con Ops 

I called ADM Giambastiani today and talked to him about joint con op~. He told 

·me his idea of doing some work down there on the subject, separately, but feeding 

what they're doing into· what you're doing on the Joint Staff. I like that idea~ 

I am so interested in t~e subject that I am getting worried it is going to anive and 

not be what J have anticipated, not fit how I think about things or be in need of 

sufficient calibration that we're going to be wasting a lot of time. 

I thought I benefited greatly from Gen. Pace's briefing on operational avai~ability 

at an early stage, at the chainsaw stage. 

1 would like to hear a briefing from you in the next week or so o~ where yo~ are, 

what you've asked your staff to do, what the charter is, what the due dates are, and 

what you think the format'Jnight look like, so that I can get my head wrapped 

around it. If that is done, I think there is a greater likelihood that my expectations 

wi1l be adjusted to what is likely to result from the process, and vice versa. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110602·19 

·····················································-··················· 
Please respond by __ f __ 1.,._(1_t_/_o_v ___ _ 
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Snowflake 

December 23, 2002 2:57 PM 

TO: pougfe.jth 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan and Iraq 

I like the idea of Marin Strmecki being our guy in charge of Afghanistan and 

getting him around to brief Gen. Franks, DeLong, McNeill and Eikenberry and 

then ultimately brief the principals, or at least the deputies-maybe while I am 

gone. 

I think we also need a person who is an expert on Iraq, and we need to get that 

person in house now. Here is a Red Cell on Iraq. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
DCI Red Cell 18 December 2002 re Iraq 

DHR:dh 
122302-41 
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December 23, 2002 10:50 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Dov Zakheim 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1/t)f\ 

SUBJECT: SuppJementaJ 

We need to get our supplemental on a biJJ in January. What do we do to do that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122302-21 
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Please respond by Of/ O ~ /o 3 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
DovZakheim 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald RumsfeJd cf)/\. 

SUBJECT: SuppJementaJ 

December 23, 2002 5:35 PM 

Attached is a useful e-mail from Newt on the supplemental. I agree with his. 

assessment. Let me know what you folks think, and Jet's get moving. 

I talked to the President on Friday about an early supplemental, and· he agrees with 

us. The Vice President and Andy Card were in the room. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/07/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef re: Supplemental 

DHR:d'h 
122302·62 
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Please respond by __ 0_1 +-f...;_1_"_._/_o_:;_-___ _ 
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l(b)(6) 

From: 

Sent; 

To: 

Cc: 

fro n"\ N~rt 0 1Y\f1c..l'1 Page 1 of 1 

I CIV, OSD cc: &~ 
· k)olfu,, th ,. 

Thirdwave2@aol.com COEf HAS seEN \.J t 
Saturday, December 07, 2002 11:26 AM se .. "'\-:;i/' (.JI 

!(b)(6) !Larry.OiRita@osd.pentagon.mil; oE.C 2, 3 2ooi -~ J 
John.Craddock@oSb.Penlagon.mil ¥ 
stephen.cambone@OSD .. mil; Torie.Clarke@OSD.Mil; jaymie.durnan@osd.pentagon.mil \ 

Subject: getting the supplemental in the January appropriations 

for secdef. epsecdef 
from newt 12/07 /02 

I sent the following memo to Mitch Daniels and some other people in the white 
House. I think this is the best strategy to run the Pentagon, win the war, and have 
fiscal control. 

Memo follows: 

You can save a lot of time and some extra congressional spending if you get your 
03 supplemental money on the upcoming January appropriations. 

you are going to need a defense and intelligence supplemental (you may also need 
a little money for state and foreign aid as the various middle eastern, Pacific and 
Colombian projects unfold). 

While some poeple might like to deny the supplemental will be needed it will be 
necessary and ever day we kid ourselves the military services and intelligence 
agencies will find it harder to get their jobs done and will engage in wasteful and 
time consuming (therefore leadership consuming) reallocations from one account to 
another. 

The Congress will be eager for a supplemental so they can dump pork on it. That is 
a major reason you will NOT want to get a supplemental. 

You should decide what you really need for the rest of the year and insist on getting 
it in the appropriations bills coming through in January. You could put all of it on a 
bill the appropriaters care about or you could split it up among three or four bills and 
simply insist on it as the price of a presidential signature. 

The appropriaters will be unhappy at losing a train to pull their extra spending but 
you will have done the right thing for national security and the right thing for fiscal 
control. 

Newt 

12/9/2002 11-L-0559/0SD/5897 



January 4, 2002 2:43 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Tom White 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld '9 I'---
SUBJECT: DSB Report on Training 

Here's an interesting report from the DSB that Andy Marshall forwarded. 

I would be interested in your thoughts. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
January 2001 DSB Report, "Training Superiority & Training Surprise" 

DHR:dh 
010402-35 
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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DIRECTOR OF 
NET ASSESSMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-29!50 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Andrew Marshall 

SUBJECT: DSB Report on Training 

January 2, 2002 

This is an interesting report that I am sending you because you may not 
have seen it and because superior training is one of our force's most important 
areas of advantage over potential opponents. Excellent training in peacetime is not 
our historical pattern. We owe the current situation to a revolution in training that 
began in the early 1970's. 

Joe Braddock, one of the directors of the DSB study, tells me that the basis 
of our advantage in trainingis eroding, slightly for now but it deserves attention. 
Also, there are new opportunities, new technologies that can provide farther 
improvement in training. 

A second report on a subsequent phase of the study group's work will be 
available at mid-year. 

11-L-05VS0/5899 U00168 /02 



REPORT'OF THE 

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 
TASK FORCE 

on 

Training Superiority & Training Surprise 

January 2001 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
ACQUIS1Tl0N, TECHNOWGY &: LOGISTICS 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301-3140 

11-L-0559/0SD/5900 U00168 /02 



This report is a product of the Defense Science Board (DSB ). The DSB is a Federal 
Advisory Committee established to provide independent advice to the Secretary of Defense. 

Statements, opinions, conclusions, and recommendations in this report do not necessarily 
represent the official position of the Department of Defense. 

This report is UNCLASSIFIED 
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DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3140 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·3140 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE {ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY AND LOGISTICS) 

SUBJECT: Final Report of the Defense Science Board Task 
Force on Training Superiority and Training Surprise 

I am forwarding the final report of the Defense Science 
Board Task Force on Training Superiority and Training 
Surprise. 

The Terms of Reference directed the Task Force to: 

• Assess the current state of training within 
DoD; 

• Identify the characteristics and advantages of 
possible future learning environments and what 
key enablers are required to achieve those 
learning environments; 

• Assess the opportunities for and impediments to 
implementing alternative training strateg.ies; 

• Identify actions necessary to enable the 
development and implementation of advances in 
individual, collective, and unit training, by 
OSD and the Services. 

The Task Force determined that a second training 
revolution is brewing and offers exciting possibilities as 
the US strives to reach JV 2010/20 goals. Achieving the 
second training revolution is affordable if DoD properly 
structures itself to recognize all the benefits of this 
training. Furthermore, the US must ensure that potential 
adversaries do not surprise the US by embracing the new 
technologies without our knowledge. Therefore, the 
intelligence conununity must be on the look out for signs of 
increased adversarial capability due strictly to training. 

I endorse all of the Task Force's recommendations and 
recommend you forward the report to the Secretary of 
Defense. 

LLA 
Craig Fields 
Chairman 
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DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3140 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·3140 

MEMORANDUM FOR CF.AIR.1'.!AN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Final Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Training Superiority and Training Surprise. 

Attached is the report of the Defense Science Board Task 
Force on Training Superiority and Training Surprise. The Terms 
of Reference directed that the Task Force: 

• Identify key training demands that affect development and 
maintenance of military proficiency; 

• Recommend how to create and maintain individual proficiency 
among our warriors and support personnel; 

• Identify key military training infrastructure which may be 
needed, especially in the areas of advanced distributed 
learning, embedded training, global networks and information 
resources, netted training, and advanced simulations; 

• Identify useful indicators of high-leverage training 
programs for use by the intelligence corranunity to prevent 
training surprise. 

The Task Force believes that the U.S. armed forces possess a 
training superiority which compliments their technological 
superiority. Although few other states engage in similar 
training environments, the US must be constantly vigilant to both 
protect its training superiority edge and to ensure it is not 
surprised. Other specific findings include: 

• Some forms of training can deliver order of magnitude 
warfare proficiency gains in times as short as 2 weeks. 

• The process is currently conducted in specialized Army, 
Navy and Air Force combat training centers (CTC) for 
some, but by no means all, service forces. However, the 
infrastructure of these centers is being neglected. 

• 2010/20 warfare will require more training, not less. 
• The Acquisition and testing process pay little attention 

to how a weapon system will be provided with trained 
operators and maintainers. 

• Inadequate & poorly timed training will negate the 
technical superiority of our hardware. 

• A new training revolution is possible. It can pay for 
itself if structural problems are soived. 

• Adversaries could use a new training revolution against 
us, but so far have been restrained by cost and cultural 
impediments. 
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Based upon the above findings, the Task Force recommends the 
following: 

• The services restore the combat training centers. 
• Services and JFCOM recommend how to expand CTC training 

to new warfare areas. 
• USD(AT&L) make training a co-equal part of acquisition 

and testing by insisting that each acquisition program 
have a defined training subsystem. 

• Put USD(P&R) on the Defense Acquisition Board 
• USD(P&R) develop Advanced Concept Technology 

Demonstration (ACTD)-like pilot programs for each service 
to 1) make residential training self-paced and 2) move as 
much training from schoolhouse to just-in-time, just
right training in the units. 

• DARPA establish a training technology research effort 
• Charge someone at ASD/DUSD level with review and 

oversight of training performance and measurement 
thereof. 

• DEPSECDEF request the intelligence conmrunity deliver 
yearly training report card on potential adversaries. 

• The services report to DEPSECDEF yearly on the state of 
force training, concentrating on readiness, performance 
and adequacy, not on process. 

The Task Force would like to express its appreciation for 
the cooperation, advice, and.help by the government advisors, 
support staff, and the many presenters from commercial firms and 
government and research organizations. 

(iJ tjuU~f?tdr/ f~ -
Dr~ Joe Braddock Dr. Ralph Chatham 
Task Force Co-Chairman Task Force ·Co-Chairman 
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In I ale J 99R the Undersecretary of Defense (Personnel & 
Readiness). the Director. Defense Research and 
Engineering. and the Joint Chiefs of Staff requested the 
Defcn:-.e Science Board to create a task force on training 
and education. Drs. Joe Braddock and Ralph Ctiatham 
were appointed (\)-Chairmen. The task force mcl 
periodically throughouL 1999 and early 2000. This 
document is the report of our deliberations. 

Much of what follows is an~cdotal and less quanlitalive 
than we would h.1vc pret'en-ed. Unlike the other Title 10 
Sc1vice responsihilities (man & equip), training 
performance and resulting military proficiency are not well 
measured. Trnining is therefore easier to ignore than things 
that can be. coumcd like people and planes. Thus, many of 
lhc training issues we raise are scructuml rather than 
tedmological; we found no one in the Pentagon with 
suffo.:icnt aulho.-ity who is grndcd on force-wide training 
pcl'formancc. 

As we proceeded. our emphasis shifted away from 
ctlucafion to highlight truining supc1'iol'i1y and training 
surprise. We were struck not only by the achievement of 
the .Services where they apply engagement simulation in 
comlml lrnining ccnl~rs (CTCs) but by the failure of olhcr 
nations 10 do this. Thii. is, in part, due to a lack of 
rcl>Ollr<:c:;, but there is more to it. 

This trnining revolution (CTC use) appeal's to be a 
uniquely American institution and not well coupled to 

more hicran:hical cultures. It has had as prnfound an 
impnct on warfare 1,roficiency us advocates hope that the 
revolution in milila1y affairs (RMA) will achieve in the 
fulure. The !mining revolution, however, is real and here 
now. Unfortunately, unless we provide it mo.-e support 
than we have in the last few yea.-s, it may not be here 
tomorrow. 

A second trnining revolution is brewing. Without it the 
RMA can not be sustained. Thoroughly trained wa1Tiors 
arc required to support concepts of massing fires, not 
forces, witl~ widely-spaced units flawlessly connected to 
each other & to their command structure. Future tmining 
must be delivered to the individual, to uni ls and lo joint 
forces, when it is needed, not in the schoolhouse after 
which lhcre is time for proficiency to decay. Training 
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TRAINING COSTS 

11,i.r re/Jort cm1 be read 011 tl,ree levels: viewgmJJli, captiott (of which this i.r one) a11d mnplifying text. 
The sketch above suggests tlie relatio11 between performance of complex tasks and a hierarchy of part
ta.fk leami11g curv~s that make for effet:live writ and i11dividual 1nii11i11g. See page 4 /01· more de.t<1ils. 

must be applied over and over again as the 
composition of the units and joint forces change and 
as skills erode over time. Training must also become 
an integral part of the acquisition of hardware or we 
will foil to achieve the pe,:formance in our weapons 
systems that our other superiority {technology) 
strives to deliver. 

Fortunately, technology is emerging that will 
support this and may save money in the procci;s. 
Unfol'tunalcly, there is no training laboratory, nor 
development establishment nor nwaager with 
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sufficient authority who can foster the second trnining 
revolution. 

Trainit1!( Swprise: In the last decade we surprised 
not only others hut ourselves wilh our warfare 
proficiency. There is evidence that lhe culture of our 
first training revolution is itself trainable. A potential 
enemy might also be able lo capitalize on the new 
training revolution. Ju 1994 Croatia surprised the 
Serbs with a military prol'icicncy built up in one year. 
Orhers could surprise us. Tr.tining superiority is ours 
lo lose and fol' others lo gain. 



The panel was composed of a mix of people with 
rdcvant backgrounds including: military, defense 
acquisition, 1111d training/learning ex.perts. Some membcr.s 
had participated in previous DSB training studies. Several 
were !'c1:ruitcd as well for an Army Science Board 2000 
Summer Study Training Dominance Panel. In addition lo 

chose listed we had observers and contributors at our 
meetings from the Services, the Joint Staff and the 
intelligence community. 

We had 8 meetings over a period of about one year. We 
heard from the organizations listed on the chart and a few 
more. Most of our meetings were held in the Washington, 
D.C. area. A subgroup of us visited new air combat 
trainers .ti the Air Force Research Lab in Mesa, AZ and at 
Langly Air rorcc Base. We vi:.itcd the air CTCs, at Nellis 
Air Force I-lase, and Naval Air Station, Fallon in Nevada. 

Recognizing the importance of training for future 
for,:es, we chose to forgo a visit to an Anny Combat 
Trnining Center and instead visited the Army's developing 
First Digitized Division, the 41" ID at Fort Hood · a critical 
pnrt nf the Army's transformation program. We held our 
penultimate meetings at the newly-named Joint Forces 
ConHmmd, in Norfolk. Virginia and its Joint Training. 
Analysis. and Sinml;1tion Center (JTASC) in Suffolk. VA. 

DSB Task Force on Training Svperiority and Training Surprise 

The People and the Places 
+Co-Chainnen 

Dr. Joe Braddock 
Dr. Ralph Chatham 

+Task force members & 

government advisors : 
Dr. John Christie 
Or. Paul Chatclier 
Dr. Oex1er Flc1cher 
L TG Bill Hilsmau, USA (1ct) 

Dr. Sung Lee 
RADM t:rcd Lewis USN (rel) 
Mr. Joe Markowitz 
Dr. Warren MnrTison 
Di Harry O'Neil 
D,. Gershon Weitman 
VADM J.[). Williams. USN (ret) 
Dr. l'aiis Gcnalis 

Briefers. Contributing Organizations. Site Visits 
ODUSO(R)R&T.PP Or. D. Towne; BellavloralTech. Labs, USC 
Joint Staff (J,7) (JV2010) Dr. R. Sternberg; Yale University 
USMC Combal Developmenl Commaod Dr. A. Lesgol<:t; Unlversily of Piflsburgh 
Oelense tntelllgence Agency Dr. A. Graes£er; University of Memphis 
Joint Staff (J· 7) (JPME) Dr. R. Wisher; USA Research lnstilule 
USA Training Doctrine Comr11and L TG HUsman: USA BaHle Cmd Sys. 
AF Direc!ornte of C2 (XOC) USA 3 Corps, OCOS • Fe Hood, TX 
Dep. Dir. Naval Training (N· 76) Diglral Force Coordination Cell Dir., Ft Hood 
USA Training Direclorate (DAMO·TR) Technical Director& ccn Dir .• Ft tlood 
Oep.Chiel NA\IJ>ERS (pers & tn1. Interfaces) CTS Technical Director· Ft Hood 
USMC Dep COS. Manpowor&Rosorve Affairs Director, NSC 010 • Fl. Hood 
USAF Dep COS for Pc~. Edu. & Training CDR Navy Strike & Air Wartare Cenler 
Joint Stall (J-7) (DOCNET demo) NSAWC · (multiple staff brlelers) NAS Fallert 
A Dep. Chief NAVPEAS fpers.& tra. resource) 414th Combat Tralrtfng Squadron, Nellis AFB 
USAF Edu. & Tra, Command (AETC) Commander 57th Wing Nellls AFB 
OUSD lor Acquisition. Technology, & Logistics Commondent, USAF Flghtor Weps. School 
OOUSO ro, Program l11legra1ion 0. Commandant, USAF Grovnd Ops School 
OOUSO(R) Readiness and Trairiing Joiot Force~ Command (JFCOMJ, 
General Motors Joint Wt1rllglUlng Center (JWFC), 
HMT ·303. FREST (maintenance monitoring) Joint Training, Analysis, & Sim. Cooler 
OUSD Ruadiner.s (JTASC) 
Dolense AcQuisilion University (DAU) JFCOM (J·7) 

RAUM Jerome Smilh, USN (rel) USN Aegis r,aining & Readiness Center OOUSD (S&T), Diroc101. Blosysl11111s 
CAPT Wayne Thoru1011, lJSN(1c()Navy CVX Progrnm Mg, (PMS 378) JWFC, Dir. For lntorope,obllity 
M Sa <I a Welzel-Smith DD 21 Prog,um Oft ice. Munning, HSI, & Nat'I Intel Olllcer Conv1mtional Military Issues 

5· • n r · Training Mal\Qger (PMS ~00) DIA, CIA, ond Service lntul con1015 
• E xecut i VC Secretary Apache r>MO, USA Aviation Training Cntr Difflcto,. OSD Readiness and Training 
Mike Parmentier Of. J. Oruer; Jomes S McDonnell Foundollon Space & Nav!'I Wmfare Cent11r (IMAT brief) 

& D G d Nav. Air Warlare Ctt. T1afnl11g Systems Div. Ol111c1or, OSD (Fl&TJ Adv. Dist Le11rnlng 
311 ar ner USAF Research lab. Mesa. AZ.. OoD Cllancellor, Edu & Prof Devalopmont 

Tl,is i.t a 11artial Ii.rt of w/10 we are aml wltom we te1lkecl tu. 
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This chart summarfaes <>Ur findings und recommendations. 
We will addrci;s each element in more detail later and then 
return 10 this charL at the end. 
We found: 
. The U.S. armed forces have a training superiority which 
compliments their technological superiority. 
-Some forms of training can deliver order of mngnitude 
warfare proficiency gains in times as short as 2 weeks. 
-The process is currently conducted in specialized Army. 
Navy and Air Force combat training cenlers (CTC) for 
some. but by no means all, Service forces. 
-The Infrastructure of these centers is being neglected. 
·2010/20 warfare will require more training, not less. 
. Training is also neglected in acquisition and ce:.ting; little 
attention is paid lo how a weapon system wiU be provided 
with trained operators and maintainers. 
-Inadequate & poorly timed training will negate the 
technical superiority of our hardware. 
-A new training revolution is possible. It can pay for itself 
if cultural and stmctural problems are solved. 
-Adversaries could use this against us, but so far have been 
restrained by cost and cultural impediments. 
We recommend that: 
-The Services restore the combat training centers. 
-Services and JFCOM recommend how to expand CTC 
training lo new warfare areas. 
·USD(AT&L) make training a co.equal part of acquisition 
and testing by insisting that each acquisition program have 
a defined training subsystem. 
-Put USD(P&R) on the Defense Acquisition Board 
-USD(P&R) develop Advanced Concept Technology 
Demonstration (ACTD). like pilot programs for each 
Service to I) make residential training self-paced and 2) 
move as much training from schoolhouse to just-in-time, 
just-right training in the units. 
-DARPA establish a training technology research effort 
-Charge someone at ASD/DUSD level with review and 
oversight of training performance and measurement 
thereof. 
. DEPSECDEf request intelligence community deliver 
yearly training report card on potential adversaries. 

DS8 Task Force on Training Svperio1ity and Training Surp,isa 

Summary 
•Our uniquely American Training Superiority is eroding 
+JV2010/2020 future will require more training, not less 
• Training failure will negate hardware promise 
•A second revolution in training is needed and is possible 
~ This new revolution should be able to pay for itself but: 

{>-The incentive structure in the DoD won't foster the revolution without help 
• A central cause is that trait1i11g performance is ,wt measured 

+Training should take its Title 10 seat with "Man & Equip" 
)" Restore & expand upon crown jewels of curreut training revolution ( CTCs) 
)" Establish and test co-equal training subsystem in each acquisition program 

)" Raise OSD/Acquisition training consci~nce: 
-¢-Services & CINCs deliver annual training report card to Deputy Sec. Defense 
-} Designate ASD/DUSD to be heJd accountable for training pe1formauce 

~ Foster t/Je second training revolution by establislring: 
,¢, ACTD-likc pilot programs in computerized self-paced and unit-based training 

-¢> An advanced training research program element 
~DARPA office to develop high payoff training/human performance technology 

• DoD & Intel Community act to detect & avoid Training Surprise _.. .. _....., ...... _. 
Training perfonnance (vice process) is seldom measured. Si11ce no one witlt adequate ,mtltority i.f 
graded 011 ( unmeasured) trai11i11g performance in units, in joint force.~. or in acquisition. training plays 
seco11d fiddle to "Ma11 and Equip." Consequences ,md recommended actions are shown above. 

And last. but perhaps most important, we recommend: 
- The Services, and CINCs report ((with Joint Staff 
endorsement) to the Deputy Secretary of Defense yearly 
on the state of force training, concentrating on readiness, 
performance and adequacy, not on process. The Service 
reports are to be on service training; the CINC report 
card is to cover the state of joint training. The report's 
format is not important, but its routine delivery should 
spawn the kinds of training readiness accounting that is 
needed to prevent the DoD from uv~rlooking trades 
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Having told you what we arc going to tell you in the 
first two charts, we use the next three charts to discuss 
some of the characteristics of leaming and training. 
The word trnining bas many meanings and is often used as 
a synonym for education. for the purposes of this repo11, 
training differs from education in that t.-aining is geared lo 

develop specific skills and deliver people that can perform 
defined tasks. Education is a more general process with a 
broader goal. 

Military training can be sorted in a number of ways. 
One such sorting includes training to develop: 
Scrvke/mililnry culture, basic military skills, tcclmical 
skills, specific weapnn system operation skills, small unit 
wart'i ghti ng skills, hi rger unit battle proficiency. combined 
m·ms ,md interoperability warfare skills, theater, joint & 
co,tlition wal'fmc skillli. 

Anolher way of sorting the complex training 1>ictme is 
suggested in the cha.-1. The process is often viewed with 
the aid of a learning curve: a plot of the skills achieved as 
a function 01· the investment in training. The slope ii. 
shallow at fit'st. For example, in pilot training llying 
proficiency remains minimal throughout ground school, 
climbs rapidly during the early flights, and then rlattcns 
oul agui n. 

When measured far out in the learning curve it often 
a1>pcars that training investments do little to improve 
pcrformnncc. For example, in a lurge sample of qualified 
Navy pilols, a 20% change in average flight hours yielded 
only a 4% improvement in carrier landing skills. Looking 
at single lask learning curves it is hard to see how CTC 
training can make such a dramatic improvement in 
alre,1<ly-traincd pilots 01· Army units. 

While considering this conundrum several years ago, 
one of us (Thornton) pointed out that warfare is a complex 
task and training for it involves a stacked set of learning 
curves, ei1ch spring-hoarding off the levels below it 
Ca.-efully done. training can stay on the steep part of the 
lcanung curve until a entil'e joint or combined-arms force 
is trained for its warfare mission. 

Currently the process stops cascading at the level of the 
CTCs. Higher levels of training arc pcrfoi-mcd in a 
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Anatomy of Effective Training 

A Hierarchy of 
Learning Curves , ... ,.~ 

.......................... 
••· JOINT tNTEAOPERABIUJY TRAINING? 

••• .•'iea1N(NQ OF COMMANDERS A STAFFS7 
• / (large-scale eKercisei. 

,•' Hlgh-fldelky networked simulations?) Mission 
training 

HEIDE! IIY TRAINING IM!b QPPOSING.EQBCES ---
l~9q11i1es lt1d11Pf100.11t opposing force• & Ol>JKilvo I 

feedback. E.o, Navo! flghW Weapon (Top Gun) .__C_~_C_a___. 

20% 

S<:llcot, Na!looal T1o~ik>s1 Cent&,, SS8N DASO! 

CQMQJtffll..SK\LL.S IBAINING WIJU BfALIIX 
(Tired cr11wa, b11d woolher. nloht. ma1eria1 casualtie1. 

1argels are allowed illdei,e,icklnco ct aclion, 
aloct,omegnodc coun1e1meesures er'111ronmnnl .. 

llu1 t110$l l11edback generated lrom wlthk1 lhe unll.) 

~eo SKI! Is TRAINING 
(I.Qfl9 deployments. complete aftacka on 
coope1ative 1arge1. mul~ple ship exercises, ... ) 

IMDJVIOI tAI SKILLSIEVQI SITION JAAININQ 
(ca111e, l1111dlngs, 101pedo losdlt,g, 
11ncpposed boenblng accuracy, ... > 

lnvc!itmcnt in Training 
(time, cost, clays al sea, number of rounds fired, ... ) 

Reallslic 
wholo·task 

training 

SimpllllocJ wholo· 
task training 

Pmt task 1ralnl11u 

When proficiency in simple tasks is viewed as a function of training iuve.ftnumt, the lea ming curve jlatt,ms 
out. Warfighti11g is not, however, a simple taJk. Viewing tmi11ing for war llS a :;et of foyered let1r11ing 
curves heip.f to visualize why CTCs wmk. 0,re le.uon. for example, is that CTC.f .rltouldn 't work well if 
ba$ic skiliJ- lrcH'e ,wt been first ll'ailled into the "nit. lnte,:rntio11 <JJ mission trai,ii11g (the tlo1tecl li11e) into 
tlie lower levels i.r not yet done. 

detached and uncoordinated process; it is cunently 
very expensive to conduct mission level training 
with the entire force. The new training revolution 
may make it possible to afford this kind of training. 

The stacked teaming curves are by no means the 
whole stoi-y, hnweve.-, for what is learned is often 
forgotten ,ts we will sec in lhe 11ex1 chart. 
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After training. if complex skills arc not constantly 
exercised, proficiency will decay substantially in times as 
shon as a few months. At that point some level of retained 
skill remains. and stays with the individual for years. For 
complex tasks such as lls flying, proficiency can be 
regained with refresher training in a period as short as a 
few weeks even after several years of not exercising the 
skills. Over-training can slow the loss and improve the 
base level to which skills decay. 

The graph shows one case of this process. The Navy 
created their Strike University, (now combined with other 
air weapons courses at NAS FaHon) patterned after the 
first CTC, Top Gun. to teach pilots air-to-ground combat 
skills. Pilots arc well trained before they go to Strike 
University in order 10 he well prepared to gain the 
maximum value of CTC learning~ and gain they do. 

A 1990 Center for Naval Analyses review of241 
bombing runs concluded that after 14 night hours of 
training the average pilot's bombing error deceased by a 
factor of 3.3. The first factor of2 improvement came in the 
first four hours. 45 days later. however, bombing accuracy 
had decayed to the initial level. 

Note that it is not as easy to measure the forgetting 
curve as it is the learning curve. If you test an individual 
severnl times, the very act of testing provides refresher 
training. Given the steepness of the learning curve, one or 
two trials should deliver substantial performance 
improvements. The forgetting curve shown here is only a 
guess at what happens between the two endpoints. 

Our current training & deployment schedules are ill 
matched lo a skill decay lime of two to three months. 
Unless tactical refresher training is provided within the 
deployed units in the field, the refresher training will occur 
in combat. We show later some evidence that this 
unfortunate situation may be the case today. 

The new training revolution may help here. We saw the 
Air Force's new Distributed Mission Training (DMT) 
System at Air force Human Resource Laboratory's 
(AFHRL) Warf1ghter Training Research Division. The 
DMT allows four pilots to fly together against a simulated 
adversary. Its fidelity is not exact, bm it can deliver 
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A Forgetting Curve 

Bombing Accuracy of F/A-18 Pilols 
0 

1 

2 J 4 5 6 7 8 
Time (weeks) 

Air -to-Ground 
training at NAS 

Fallon, U.S. Navy 
"Sllike University" 

Weeks Af1er Leaving NAS Fallon 

(lolal I 4 flying hoon) 

Sketched it1 gmy is o forgetting curve. The highest level of proficie11cy doesn't last, alrhougl, a ha.reline 
level remai11s. Peak. perforn1a11ce ca11 often be restored q11ickly by refresher trai11i11g. Note that the time 
berwee11 most predep/oyment tt'aining and combat during 1/w1 deploymem exceeds theforgetti11g time. 

realistic training on 80 to 85% of complex air-to-air 
warfare tasks that a CTC can deliver. It also allows 
some freedom to train in ways that safety 
considerations do not permit in any real aircraft. 

These kinds of training devices should be an 
integral part of equipment deployed with combat 
units, for example on aircraft cmriers in forward 
areas. System fidelity should grow quickly in the 
future and their cost should drop. but care must be 
taken that they not deliver ncgaliVt: training. 
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We emphasize that the phenomena of skill 
decay does not mean that advanced training in a 
ere is useless. For example, we will show below 
that time to reacquire warfare proficiency is greatly 
reduced for those who learned in a C'fC. · 
Considerntion of skill decay times, does, however, 
suggest that training systems for complex tasks 
should be designed such that 1) the training occurs 
as close in time as possible to when the skills ate 
needed and 2) methods should be devised to deliver 
key features of the training to deploy with units. 
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Histmical research by Weiss and others established the 
understanding that in air combat the more successful 
engagements a pilot had, the higher prnbability that he 
would survive the next one. An "ace" (pilot with five kills) 
had a 95% probability uf being the winner of his next 
decisive engagement (one in which somehody gees shot 
down) as opposed to the novice who had less than a 50% 
chance. The winner of 30 decisive engagements was 
almost invulnerable. Weiss also showed this general trend 
was the case for other combat situations, for example wirh 
submarine capt:tins iu World War II. 

Weiss believed that lhis wns a selection effect; that :lees 
wc1c born, not made. The best pilots survived and the 
worst got shot down. Howcvcl', what the Navy's "Top 
Gun" :,;chool (and lacer the Air Fol'ce's Red Flag Exercises 
and the Army's National Training Ccnlel") showed was that 
this was more than sm\'ival of the fittest; it can be lhc 
result of learning. Moreover, it is possible to trniu to the 
;rec level without bloodshed. 
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The Evolution of a Combat Ace 

Pilot Survivability in Air-to-Air Combat WW-II and Korea 
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Is this training or "survival of the fittest?" 
0"•· n"'nl UK Web,. 11,r1,,, .. w~11 .fy,IC'lfl l,J(,,:1t,'4"rlf"$<l, 
AIA,\, N•w Y,•k. 1966. 
Sta.,, .. p F. Ottnl\,Q, 11,., ,m,,"ry Vo/UC' ('/f',,1111i~~. 

IPA • .\l .. ••d•I .. VA 1990 

Aualysis of air, submarine e111d other combat sl,owe,J that tliose wl,o survi\led decisive engagements 
(ones where" kill was acliieved) were much more likely to win the next one. U11til Top Gun. ti,;.~ was 
tlrouglrt to be battlefield Da,winism. We 110w kllow that mttclr of the effect is clue to training. 
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Most U.S. combat forces enjoy a substantial training 
superiority over potential adversaries. Much of this 
cumes from the use ofCTCs, an invent.ion of the Navy 
tactical air forces over 30 years ago. This new 
approach to training delivered a dramatic change co 
their air-to-air combat proficiency over Viet Nam 
(discussed in the next chart). In the 1970s and early 80s 
the Air Force and Anny adopted their own versions of 
the technique with the Army's CTCs being created to 
train units as large as a brigade at once. 

ln a CTC the trainees get the kind of experience that 
Weiss showed developed combat aces, but in a CfC 
there is no risk of dying from enemy fire. Trainees are 
thus far better prepared for actual combat than forces 
trained by other methods. In their Red flag Exercises, 
for example, the Air rorce's prime objective is to give 
the "blue four" (novice pilot in a four airship 
formation) a chance to get 7 or 8 combat.!\ under his or 
her belt so that they won't have to experience the 
dangerous part of the learning curve during real 
combat. 

UntiJ 1991 the Army's first battle of each war had 
hccn a disaster. ln Deserl Storm, aner a decade of CTC 
use and with the inl.istence that every unit that went to 
that war had to do well in the National Training Center, 
the Army had an electrifyingly successful first battle. A 
second battle was not needed. There is little doubt that 
this training was a prime cause of that victory. 

The key elements to the CTC process include: a 
highly competent independent opposing force that uses 
the tactics and equipment of the potential enemy; 
careful post-exercise reconstruction enabled by the use 
of an instrumented range; an after-action review, which 
consists of frank, objective feedback to the trainee of 
what was done and not done in each engagement, and 
an ex.pectation of failure in lhe trained unit. 

The last two features, in particular, appear to be 
uniquely coupled to American culture.We found no 
other armed forces that had been able to implement 
engagement simulation for their general forces. We 
found no training as effective as that performed in our 
CTCs except in a fow foreign special force units. 

The CTC process is used by most of the Army 
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Our Second Superiority 
+The superb performance of our military in the 1990s was not 

just a result of technological superiority but equally of 
TRAINING SUPERIORITY 

+New combat training approach invented 30 years ago 
develops, without bloodshed, individuals & units into aces 

-¢'-Instrumented ranges at major Combat Training Centers (CTCs) 

{>-Highly competent Red/Opposing force uses "enemy" equipment and tactics 

~ Uniquely coupled to American culture 

-¢'-Objective, no-holds-barred f eedbal:k/replay 

• no longer does fiJ'st person to blackboard win 

~ Expectation of failure in the trained unit and its commanders 

~Used by Army & most of the airforces (USAF, USN) 

•A second training revolution is brewing 
~ It will be needed for future warfare 

>But there are impediments to its implementation 

Since WW JI we have claimed that we will wi11 wars with teclmological superiority. Havi111: found in 
Viet Nt1m 1hat technology does 11nt always bri11g victq1y, the Army and our air forces have developed 
a seco11d superiority: i111rai11i11g, It was a key factor i,i mu- Desert Storm victo,y. 

and the tactical air forces of the Navy and Air Force. 
Its institution for these forces amounted to a 
revolution in training. That revolution has not, 
however, expanded elsewhere within the Services, 
nor is it applied routinely for joint warfare training. 
Most of the Navy, for example, is not aware of the 
spectacular results that can be achieved by CTCs. 
The Seco11d Dai11i11~ Revolution: 

There is an opportunity to create a second 

trait
11 ~r~oss§1os5Js§ar2 by the 

Navy Fighter Weapon, Top Gun, School). The new 
revolution will be fueled by advances in both 
learning theory and in computer technology. We 
may soon be able to export lo many other parts of 
the military and to joint operations 1he kind of 
training that engagement simulation currently brings 
to U.S. pilots and Army units. Unfortunately, like 
other !'evolutions, there al'e institutional forces that 
stand in the way. We will discuss these later in the 
report. 
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The air war over Viet Nam produced one of the best 
warfare experiments (albeit an unintentional one) ever 
conducted. Over the last few months of 1968 the Navy lost 
lO aircraft while shooting down only 9 MiGs and had fired 
over 50 air·to-air missiles without achieving a single kill. 
In 1969 there were no planes shot down on either side due 
to a bombing halt. When the air war resumed, the Navy's 
kill ratio was 12.5 to one while the Air Force's fell slightly 
10 2.0 10 one. These ratios arc based upon the order of 100 
enemy aircraft shot down in the each of the three years 
periods ( 110 kills by U.S. 1>ilots for 1965-1968 and 74 for 
1970 to 1973). 

Therefore, while theie is some room to argue about 
details of aircrat'l types, weapons used, and personnel 
policy diffol'ences between the Navy and the Air Force, the 
sample size is large enough to yield a degree of confidence 
in drawing the conclusion that the change in kill ratios was 
real und that it was caused by the Nnvy delivering Top 
Gun trn inccs into the fleet* 

The results of the U.S. Army's tactical engagement 
simulation~. as measured by changed perfonnancc at the 
1rni11i11g site, urc 11s spcctaculur us the Top Oun influence 
on air war over Viet Nam. We would like to show 
examples from more CTO; bul there arc only a few more, 
tol.1ling th.-cc for the Al'my nnd one each fo.- the Navy nnd 
the USAF air forces. Moreover, data from the centers that 
do exist is sparse. 

Other kinds of training can also produce spectacular 
results. We show an example of a single training device 
that changes the behavior of sonar opernto.-s so tbat they 
achieve an order·of'..magnitude increase in submarine 
i;carch area. The Interactive Multi-Sensor Analysis Trainer 
(IMJ\T) is a PC-based cool that allows a sonar operator and 
the sub's tacticians to visualize a very complicated 
acoustic situation and determine how best to use their 
sensors. An investment of a few million dollars in this 
training R&D project has demonstrated performance 
enhancements that fa.- more expensive 1>rograms have not 
achieved. 

Not so incidentally, the JMAT was developed by a 
training psychologist who also became a technical domain 
experc (S. Welzel-Smith, a task force member). Many 

-·-·--------------------
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Effective Train ing Makes a Difference 

+Air-to-Air Combat Ov er Viet Nam 

- pre 1969 
USN: 2:1 EMcbaaga Ballas; 

D US (primarily F·4sl vs. 
MIGs 

USAF: 2:1 

+National Trainin\ Ce 

ONE 
VEAR 
of USN 

CTC 
operation 

TWO 

1970-73 

Result Ol llrst use ol a CTC 1m9a9emen1 
slmul:111011 !raining fadlily {Top G~n school) 

l:' ... j USAF 2:1 
llloCTC 

USN 
12.5: 1 

Change in llkellhood that well•lrained unit I 
entering NTC wins an angagemenl w EEKS X 15 for 58 Combined 

fi11co111lng ptoliclency nounallzedJ at 
I 

NTC Arms Tean1s 
--.....J-x5 fo,· 428 Regimcnls & l.higadcs 

+Submarine Tactical S ensor Employment 1999 

Dotoct and Ji:ai:k..cmlomgn 

_4 .. -···· .. ··--·· 

I 
• belore 

raining 

&u.touruuice 01 a booJs t11.fi..dav.J1~ 

xl0.5 rnvcrngc 
+ UCVCI loal (l)ltlmJ .t 
nr\·rr t·ourHtf•dtt<'C'tC'd 

The only change was a<ld11lon of slamNtlono 
lnlorac1ive Mulll-Sonsor Analysis Trainer (IMAT) 

I/ere are tliree examples, spanning three dec<tdes, of order-ofmag1titude pe1fonnam:e 
enha11ceme11ts brought about by a very brief period of traini,rg. These are successes. A .rnbseque,u 
chart shows some co11seque11ces of training failures. 

!raining systems are developed in the absence of one or 
the other of the two disciplines. That is one of the 
reasons that, although there are often more 
decibcls(dB) per dollar in training than anywhere else, 
the training dB are not always realized. 

• Chncham, R.E., Tmi11i11g As.te.wne11t: a Critkal l111ellige11cr. Deficie11cy. A Report on the l,1telligl'11ce /mplicatiom 
of Relat/011sliips Amo11g 1'1'ai11i1tg, Exercises & Milita,-y /'roficie11cy, Dynamics Technology Report DTW-9509.02.9-
96001, 1996, p. 18-24. Cited lhercin arc: 
Gorman, P.r., '/1,e Military Value 0JT,·r,i,,i11R, Institute for Defense Analysis Paper P·2Sl5, December 1990 p 4,5 

"Y,. ,~r~'O 35"91dStJ/59'1''3a' lntematio11al. May 1974 p 2S.26,34 
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The existing (TCs are not being supported as well as 
they were 5 or 10 years ago. The chart shows a few, easily 
measured examples; there are more. CTCs are the crown 
jewels of the first Imming revolution and a central 
foundation of our training superiority. Although the task 
force could not quantify the proficiency consequences of 
the decay in CTCs infrastructure, we are concerned that, at 
least for air-to-air combat, we may be at !he edge of losing 
a substantial portion of the training value that these centers 
have offered in the past. Moreover, even if restored, the 
old infrastructure would not represent the cun-ent threats. 
Defining the new threats will not be easy. 

The examples here arc not exactly parallel; the Army's 
does not describe the same kind of deficiency as those for 
the air CTCs. This partly reflects our choice to visit the 
Army's developing Digital Division at Fort Hood instead 
of one of their three CTCs. That decision was driven by 
our concern for how future systems and warfare concepts 
will influence training requirements. It is clear. for 
example, that the capabilities being developed in the 
Digital Division (4111 Infantry) can not be exercised 
properly in the current CTCs. Nevertheless, the Army's 
commilmcnt to the C'l'C revolution appears stronger than 
that of the N.ivy and USAF air forces. 

For example, the Air Force decided several years ago 
to forgo n substantial dedicated air opposing force 
(aggressor squadrons). "Red" aircraft in Air Force Red 
flag .Exercises are now manned mostly by active duty 
pilots who, with their aircraft. are borrowed from other 
squadrons. These pilots receive 11egntive training for the 
time spent trying to imitate enemy tactics. Moreover, the 
aircraft used arc not 'dissimilar." That is, they have the 
same characteristics as the trainee's aircraft. This seriously 
degrades the training experience. 

The Navy still supports aggressor squadrons. The pilots 
arc mostly reserves who must formally qualify as opposing 
force pilots within a week of flying. The aircraft used, 
however, are no longer all dissimilar and most are 
reaching the end of their useful lives. The (unfunded) cost 
to bny 18 F-16s as OPFOR for USN was $638M in '99. 

We saw other indications of eroding infrastructure: 
many air crews get no live ordnance experience and the 
time between< :TC visits is stretching. 

r1 might be argued that the major warfare threat we 
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State of the Combat Training Centers 
+Army 

Go,11 fo1 NTC combat vehicle avail;cbiliiy: 90% 

+USAF CTC (Nellis AFB) 
1989 

1998 

Achieved duri11g N"rC deploym«111: <iS· 15,J, is.JS% of'""' s11, ou, 
t-'«cise tor tack of \'thklt· 

Dec 1999 

G0'.4 of vehi1;~~s 1s.rnc:d :Lt NlC unt 
co11vnon wuJt \I IQ st at UluU · hon~ station~ 

,=(>_i..._; _.·_ .. i~.;__·~··.___;:'' :;...._~ i,:;:.,;.;;E'.:~F.:..!..'-;;:J___.... :r.;.......;lr .:.........;_____;,.;,J D B<>tli· 
Limll<!d live JirmgJ. 
{11C·o111i11x pi/on hen,•· 
fewer /light 1101115. 

Anriqmrred F.IV for 
OPFOR. 

4 3c1ive duty aggressor $quadton.s wilh 24 dissimilar airer.oft each 

•Navy Air CTC (NAS Fallon) 
1994 

4 active duty adveaa,y squadro11s with 20.,. dissimilar 
airerafl each 

8 ·IO <lcd1c~ttd 
OPFOR F-16i. 
All otd and wucliablt 

Dec 1999 

2.lo/ddissimilar IS llyal>le F-18 
~im•fl. n,.ser•e S tlt•hl• F· 14 
p,l~s. limitw u, JG 
1naneuvtrs 

Umited 11111i111c11,111a 

<111</ mp11on lnulx,·r.,, 

1999 Cost to upgrade NAS FaU011 E,y ruuf providr. 18 di.r.fi111ila1· 0/'FOR aircmft ( f".]6) - $940M 

•Infrastructure is eroding & does not represent current threats 

+No CTCs for non-air Navy, parts of USA & USAF, logistics 
& support forces & no CTC for joint/interoperability training 

11,e infrastructure of the CTCs is decaying. 17,e Air Force cl,ose to drop <l dedicated racair 
opposing force; the Navy's can not be sustained mucl, longer. The Anny is applying some 
resources to maintain their CTCs but not to upgrade them to support mo,lern weapons/wa,fare. 

experienced in the 1990s came not from aircraft but The foregoing only addresses issues with the 
integrated air defenses (IADS), mostly ground- based. current CTCs. We note, again. that a large portion of 
but air CTCs are loi,ing these. too. An (unfunded) EW our forces <lo not use CTC <raining. A key element 
upgrade at NAS Fallon would cost $300M over lO missing from even the most demanding training 
years and leave the facility with a 10 year old threat. programs elsewhere in the Services is the notion of a 

We emphasize that those manning the CTCs are dedicated opposing force that provides realistic 
superb warriors and operators. They do the very best simulation of enemy action. 
they can with the resources provided, but that "can do" We started out hoping to 'bottle' CTC training 
attitude may make it harder for them to call attention and export it throughout the DoD. Given the erosion 
to the possibility that, even with their heroic efforts, that we saw in the existing CTCs. we recommend 
the infraslructure has ero<le<l 10 the ~xrcnt that it may first !hat they b<: restored & upgraded to meet the 

no 'Tf~ eeJOS'5 ~rt1SOY59 f .q;ct. new threats and then funded to remain current. 9 



IIistmit·al examples suggest that there is a substantial 
risk that we won't achieve the performance that our 
technological superiority promises. The top two examples 
in this chart show cases where lack of appropriate or 
mlc11uatc training reduced substantially or completely 
negated 1he gains from a weapon development. The 
bottom two examples point oul that even the best !mining 
if not ap1>licd at the right time can rob us of pe1fonnance 
early in a conflict; as John Byron pointed out recently 
ilbout Russian submariners. "people rust faster lhan ships.'' 

The m1ti tank weapon TOW was designed to engage 
targets al up tu 4km r:tngc and showed that capability in 
opcratinnal test and evalu;1lion. A decade later the Army 
found that it was only used at less than half that range. The 
rnrn.:lusiun of their investigation was that this w;1s taosed 
by a failure 10 train for over the hnri1.0n U!,C. Had we 
known that only 2km of the missile's mngc would be used, 
we ,:ould hnve saved a lal'ge frnclion of the development, 
production, and logistil: cost of the weapon und designed it 
10 fly 011ly 2km. 

The submal'inc force rcali1.cd in the mill 1990s that 
price of living with kgacy computing h11rdware in their 
:H:nustic systems had become intolerable. They started a 
highly inmw:itivc program to replace all acoustic 
prnccssms with commercial off-the-shelf computers for all 
allack suhm:irines in a period of 4 years. The first boat to 
rc1.:civc the upgrade was said to hnvc mm·c computing 
power than the sum of that available 10 all previous and 
existing submarines in the fleet. 

The first message from that boat, however, stated that 
the new computers didn't work. The few days ot training 
al the factory that the developers bud believed would 
suffice were entirely inadequate tu deliver lasting 
proficiency either to operate the hardware or to maintain it. 
(We will mc111ion 11n exactly parallel occurrence in !he 
Army latcL) Ad hoc remedial training fixed the 
submarine's problem, but the Navy will be hard p1·esscd to 
deliver sufficient training as the p11ce of installations 
speed:; up. 

A major lesson learned by those charged with the 
remedial acoustic training program is that you can't know 
that there is .i trnining problem until you have ways to 
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CJ) 
C :s 

Risk That Hardware Performance Won't Be Realized 
• Ac uisition performance is usually predicated on crf cct operators 

• TOW 1972 performance iu OT&F. 19RR-1990 Deployed TOW pc1forrmuu:c in !lain ing 

~ Max engagement mngc '.l.75 km l.~ km 

::=1------------------'----------------------l 
! 
:::, 

f .: 

•Submarine Acoustic Rapid COTS Insertion (ARCI) Program 
I MCS$agc from suh with fitsl deploycil ~ystcm: 

fap~clcd performance 
(:ari,\1, .. 1)' un,1s) 1999 

"Nol 1c:,dy r.,,. sea; sys1cm doesn't wo1k." 

lixr<:clo:d performance 1v11s :ich.lcvcd nr1cr ad hoc 1mi11i11~ 

•Air-to-Ground Accuracy, USN Strike University -1990-94 - -l,nlcri,111 r,:r fon11a11cc 
11(200 ftrl) 

p<'donuoncc 3ftrr 14 n,ght houn tr~ininic 
l/(60 ft-tO 

l'crfot111,111C'c 4S clayt 
lam 1/(21.10 frl'I) 

•USN Carrier Air Wing Air-to-Ground Performance 
- fiBI ,,,r.l: at Fallon· JO<J, 1argtrs t111 JJ- Fusi 11ig/,1of bombinj!: 40% 1argets hit 

llnrd wuk at Fal1011: Third ni,:l,t of bombing: 
70'lL l>trgtl1 lnl 70% tmgcls 1111 

N AS Fallon -Fovtrnonths betwoen Iraq 1998 
f afton & combat 

Faifore adequately to consider trai11i11,: itt acq11isitio11 ca11 rob us of the teclmological superiority we pay 
j'O much for. Eve11 wltere trailiing is well delivered, if it is 1wt timely, skill dec<ly will limit 1>e,:fvr111a11ce. 

missions the attacking forces performance returned 
to the level of bombing skill that units achieve in 
pre-deployment training at NAS Fallon over a 
period of three weeks. 

measure proficiency. They developed a proficiency 
test cleverly disguised as a ~onarman "survey." 
Armed with knowledge of the test results they told 
me (Chatham) that the cheapest IOdn came from 
training, but worried about the skill decay time. 

That brings us to the lower half of the chart. We 
have already seen similar S1rike University tlat:t in 
the chart describing forgetting curves. Da1a on 
recent attacks against Iraqi targets suggests that 
deployed Navy forces suffered a similar decay, 
although the data are not as uncontaminated as for 
the Viet Nam Top Gun c.x:unpk. ,·\fter a few 

Those at Fallon are trying to reduce the lime 
between training and deployment, hut more is 
needed; high fidelity onboard multi-aircraft training 
devices should be deployed with the units. The Air 
Force's new l>is1ribu1cd Mission Trainers (DMT). 
which allow interactive simulation trnining with four 
blue aircraft at a time are a start, but DMT is neither 
deployable nor embraced by the Navy. 
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The currenl acquisition system treats training as one of 
a number of "ilities" that must be conside .. ed during the 
acquisition process. Given its listed standing as one of nine 
(development, manufacturing, test & evaluation, 
verification, dcploymenl, operations, support. training, and 
disposal), 1ruining is usually viewed as more of a nuisance 
or· a block to be mechanically checked off than as a way to 
enhance performance by an order of magnitude (or 
conversely something that, if ignored, can reduce 
pc1fonnance by a similar large amount). In one briefing 
we found training mixed on equal slanding with crew 
privacy and food service. 

Training should stand m; one of only three (man, equip 
and 1rai11) ,ather chun mixed up in the mindli of acquisition 
1m111agers with things like crew privacy. Failure lo so view 
trn ining leads to the kinds of performance failures, 
discussed above, with the TOW missile and the submarine 
ARCI program. 

We were reminded, by task force member Bill 
Hilsman, of an exact parallel to the ARCI case that 
m:ctUTcd during Lhe deploymcnl of the Improved Hawk 
/\AW missile in the late 1970s. Six months after it was 
de1>loycd to the Middle Easl the I-Hawk batteries were 
<JO'X, not operationally ready. Again the cause was a lack 
or training for the 01>erators and the maintainers. 

The Army changed its acquisition polh.:ies to insist that 
for each development prngrnm a trnining subsystem be 
formally designaled and funded by acquisition dollars. If· 
the training subsystem was not ready, the whole weapon 
system would be declared not operationally ready and 
would not be deployed. That policy did not last. We 
recommend it he instituted aguin, this time DoD-wide. 

At the very beginning of a program consideration 
should he given to how competent opcrntors will be 
provided throughout the life of the system. Some of the 
issues that need be addressed include: 
. Can ordinary operntori; deal with the system? 
- Will the opcrnto.-s' profe!\sional advancement be 
dependent upon their pmficiency with the new system, or 
will that not he tested? 
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Required: A Formal Change to Acquisition System 

• Acquisition Now 
Develop & Produce 

~'.".-~ ;';i, • >Hire1, I 
t:·,, , · i ,:;:mwx2~ J ,o;)r,,J 

• Acquisition Future 

OT&E 

f. g .• our ·r111k f-'orL't WiH told i11 May ·99 1hi.t Oe11e1al R('m.c, d,1re.;1,·d 
lb:~( he "w1U uo, l;•ke :a $)'s<tm ~ lhc lie-hi withOu\ Ht lraintr " 

w,~ wc,e fold by a l>ll<tl iu Novc11,hc1 ·99rh,H while 72 f.ou~how lk•lo,; 
hnd become u.,cuuinoal ,wtr nu~ l>ittl 1wo yc;us d1(' t1.110l'1 hatl n••t yet 
been titldtd -.JKI won\d ttc'( Ix- until Joly 200tl 'fhr d11,t. h.u How l»<'O 
01,11.i.d Ill O<,cc•111bcr 1000 

Dcvclo1• & Produce OT &E Deploy 

...... ·-............ ~ .... . 

:1 ,r·· ...... ..._ 
Trai11ing developed, tested (Ind deployed as a co-cqmd suh~ystcm 

rt~·1, .· ~;r~: uu~ 1 ;--c;.·>.J 
11:, • ;r imn ,,-t>·?I 

.d 

1'/ie DoD m:quisitio,, instructio11 lisls tmi11i"g sec01ul-to-l<tst in a list of 11i11e 'ililies' that are to be 
co11siclered. 11 ,fla,,dt only befnre 'di.rposal. ' Given the major imptlct tmirting can have 011 performance 
and the "mm,, equip & tmi11 ",lictate a/Title JO, trai11i11g needs a new place in acquisition. 

- Will training devices & training courses be available at 
IOC? 
- How can we test the adequacy of the training sub-system 
during Che operational lest and evaluation process? 
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We heard a consistent lament during our deliberations: 
the biggest change in the military of the t990s was that 
each Service. each unit, 1md each Service-member is being 
asked to do more for less. The funding squeeze seems to 
be on everywhere and training, as a thing that is hard to 
measure. is one of the first areas to be squeezed. Even if 
future warfare were not to change, a lower cost approach 
to individual skills training, as well as unit warfare 
training, will have to be found if we are to maintain our 
training superiority. 

Wurfare in the future will not remain the same as it was 
in the past, yet the task force saw no plans anywhere, 
Service-based or joint, for fundamentally altering the 
training infrastructure to accommodate Joint Vision 
2010/2020 warfare. As we found in the acquisition 
p1ocess, it appears that training is ignored when planning 
for the future in the tacit hope that it will solve itself. 
Training programs are, by and large, reactive, not 
proactive. 

The characteristics of advanced weapons technology 
will also require changes in the current training 
mchitecture. A commercial anecdote illustrates this. 
General Motors found several years ago that they were 
spending over $38 per year on warrantee repairs. One 
third of the repairs were failures. They, therefore, 
instituted a comprehensive schoolhouse training program. 
After four years, half of their mechanics had received the 
schooling but GM then found that there was no difference 
between the repair performance of those with training and 
those without. 

The cause, GM believes, is that their systems al'e both 
so reliable and so complicated that, after making a repair, 
several months elapses before a mechanic sees a stmilar 
problem again. This is too long a time to expect her or him 
to retain the specialized knowledge. We assert that this is 
true of military weapons maintenance and operations. It is 
a prime reason why training must be moved from the 
schoolhouse to the unit. 

GM, capitalizing on technology started, but not initially 
implemented by the DoD, began developing and testing 
the use of ::i.n integrated electronic tech-manual that 
delivered troubleshooting knowledge at the point of use for 
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A New Training Revolution Is Needed 
Now Future: more total & more unit training, not less 

Individual 
Training 

Collective 
training 

% in School % in Unit 

Mass Forces 

Individual 
Training 

Collec1ivc 
training 

% in School % in Unit 

Mass Effects, Disperse Forces 
• Even if warfare doesn't change, budget pressure will require new training approaches 

• Existing Service CTCs are not sufficient to train fur future (JV2010/2020) warfare 
);;> CTCs do not/will not cover: joi111 wmfare, de1,foyme11t, ground force 11.re of over-the-lwrizo11 

weapofls, shipslsubmari11es, interoperability. new lhreat.t, USA 's Future Comb<1t Sy:i'lem, ... 

;, Fuwre weapons technology also appears to require more training. 1101 less 

;,, E.g., the Digital Divisio,i must trai,i for both old and new equipment 

~ Sophisticated maimenance & opera1i01wl skills can't be retained aftu leavi11g schoolhouse 

• Emerging manpower limitations will: 

_ .. __ .. __ __ 

;.Generate fu11lter personnel turbulence increasing tire need for more training of mo,·e people 

;, Demand ,fhorter trai11i11g pipeli11es 

)-Decrease manpower tlrat can be allotted to schoolhouses ( instructors. support perso1111el) 

Trai11ed people are not a commodity like fuel or weapons that can be delivered to a unit ready-ro-use. 
Skill decay is a serious detractor from operational and maintenance proficiency in complicate,I 

. systems. Trai11i11g must move illlo 1/ie units where tlle right skills can be delivered at the right time. 

Cadillac transmissions. We were pleased to see a 
few instances of these devices being tried in the 
Services as well. 

The next few charts discuss what we call a 
second training revolution: the application of 
computer technology and training research primarily 
to individual training. The promise of this revolution 
is that it will control the decay of skills by delivering 
training at the point of need and it will enable 
complex training to be developt'd and applied 
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E:ich of us has been educated and trained for a 
significant fraction of our lives. In consequence, we all 
have m1 intuitive umlcrstunding of how the learning 
process works. In many cases we are wrong. The academic 
learning community, as well, has its share of tho·se who try 
to shoehorn all evidence into favorite theories about how 
they would like people to be. rather than find out what 
works. There is, however, fl well-supported body of 
knowledge about how people )cam. 

It is not surprising that CTC training uses many of the 
approaches now shown quantitatively to be more effective 
than conventional schoolhouse training: direct feedback, 
collahorncivc lcaming, and what amounts to individual 
tutoring. C'l'C~ also benefit from the cognitive dissonance 
llmt comes from driving people very hard. Success in this 
kind of envimnment. like success in a demanding boot 
camp. can be shown to deliver persistenl attitude changes 
toward belief in oneself. the organization and 1he process. 

Inl'idcnl:llly, we can nol rely upon commercial training 
i;ourscs 10 give us help here. Consumer training packages 
c.in 't atfo .. d lo use learning theo1·y; their prime goal is to 
keep the cost of the p .. oduct on the shelf below $29.95. 
Moreover. much of' the emphasis in universities is devoted 
to education. Om· emphasis must be delivering people with 
a specific sci. of skills where and when they nre needed and 
to do that rapidly. dieaply without regard lo campuses and 
tenure. 

The graphs illui;tralc some charnclcristics (rnte and 
quality) of grou1> and individual learning. Trained people 
can not be urdered up in identical packages like weapons. 
We huve already pointed out that skills, unused, decay 
more rapidly than steel rusts. A !:econd difference between 
people and military hat·dware is variability. Learning time 
can differ by as much as a factor of 7 between the slowest 
learners and the fastest. 

Residential inslmction must bias its course lengths 
loward lhe slower students in a "one size fits all" 
approach. If the pace of a course can be matched to the 
learning rate of each student, average learning times can 
easily he reduced by 30%; in some cases the reduction has 
been seen to he as much as 80%. 

DSB Task Force on Training Suf)8riorily and Training Surprise 

A New Training Revolution Is Possible 

Slowcs1 
IO% 

Research findings 0,1 value o( self paced lc~ming 

llasic 
COUl'liC 

Addi<io11 of i11tclligc11t (human <\f :mloinalt-d) tutor 

l'crfonnancc 

Tutoring (in 1ieuru1 or 11u1om,11ed) 
d~.livcrs a lo improvement in qu~lity 
of sl11de111 lc11miu((l$kill. 

CMU/lndlaua U. fmdiugs 011 coll11.bor11livc, asyndw11011s 
dis11ibu1cd lc11mi1\g 

N<:w .-cscarch ~hows 1h:11 lhc p,occss of 
dcvclopmg nn lloto·ll!lor c:111 he 
convc.-~:,1101,dl nnd ou1omaled. 

• We stand on the verge of a potential training revolution in: 
~ Adw,m:ed computer Jearnit1g, }11st-in-timelj1w-rigl11 tmit1ing de11ic,,s. e/ectro,1ic dt1ss,·oom.t, 

,li.,trib11t<!tl Jeami11g e11viro11tne,1ts, advall(:ed embedded m1i11ing, virtual et1vironmet1ts, distributed 
leami,ig, trai11it1g admlt1istratio11 a11d "iso11rce ma11ageme11t (pre11enti11g e11tropy from ,:1·<1ivi11,: in 
c:011r.rnwure ), automated course.ware clcvelop111i•111, aulcJmated outo·Wt,,r de,,etopme11t 

'»-The 11ew trai11.i11g ca,1 be cheaper,faster a111l tllere when t1eede,l ( avoicli11R skill ,Jecay) 

• New efficiencies (e.g., in training railored to rhc individual) will free-up resources for 
efforts critical to retaining and expanding our training superiority 

A whole gmmtl of electnmic-aide,I lccimi11g tools are m11ergi11g. They are well co11pled to tnii11i11g use 
where specific l'01trse co11tellt and goals ar'e easier to defitie than in ed1tcatim1. Mufeover. new 
teclmiques to automme courseware <levelopme111 hold great promise to reduce cost ,md improve quality. 

Tutoring (individualized instruction with 
feedback using all the pathways of human-lo-human 
interact.ion) does more than reduce the time lo learn. 
It greatly increases the lev~I of knowledge or skill in 
the students. The chan in the upper right points out 
that a tutor, even one ignorant of effective learning 
techniques, can improve student skills by lwo 
standard deviations over what classroom training 
can deliver. In the next viewgraph we will show that 
che same benefits appea.- to be dclivcrnble by an 
aulonomous clcclronic tutor. 
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We have discussed a few examJ)les of results from 
the limited research conducted on human learning. 
The slide lists other approaches that may deliver 
additional gains. Many of these. however, arc being 
developed by technologists rather than those who 

· understand learning processes. Rci;ea1'Cl1 in computing 
.md networking is well funded. Research funding into 
how to use this lo deliver skilled people whe .. e and 
when needed is measured in fractions of a percent of 
either the training or military R&D budgecs. Mol'c 
training .. esearch should pay enormous dividends. 



The University of Memphis had a problem. They 
required that all smdents take a computer literacy course 
but they were running out ot' instructors. Dr. A. Gracsscr, 
working under an NSr grant, chose this domain area for 
the development of "Auto-Tutor." 

A student uses an ordinary personal computer to type in 
responses to questions asked aloud by the progrnm. 
(Keyboard input was chosen because speech-to-text 
programs still have a 10% error u1te and the time nnd 
distraction needed to correct mistakes is unacceptable.) 
The tutor is also represented on the monitor both by text 
and by an animated line drawing of a human face (see the 
next chan). As a student types in her response she receivei; 
instant feedback from changes in facial expression in the 
animation. The student also gets an audible and textual 
rc::.ponse. 

The Auto-Tutor guides the student through a series of 
open-ended questions that, if answered cor.-cctly, 
demonslrnte the desired level of computer skills. It 
measures ovcr-all perfo.-mance as well as how the student 
is ,mswering the specific question. It automatically 
determines whether the student needs additional work in 
an m·ca and chooses other questions to exercise him or he1 
until that area is understand. 

Auto-Tucor and iti; cousins, the electronic technical 
manuals. will only be affo.-dable if new content on new 
subject matter can be acquired and inserted into Che 
framework cheaply. It 11ppcurs that this can be done. The 
developers of Auto-Tutor have created a conversational 
and automated method to create a tutor on a new· subject 
by asking a domain expert to type in a set of questions that 
she believes will cover the skill area of interest. The 
development system elicits from the expert a set of seven 
or eight acceptable answers to each question It also elicits 
potential incorrect answers. 

In addition, review articles and other text on the 
subject area are scanned and subjected to a process called 
'latent semantic analysis.' It has been shown that 
automated sorting of the connections among words in a 
text can Je,ic.l to a computer-based essay grading system 
th.ic evaluates student essays in the standard A through F 
syslcn, with a performance indistinguishable from that 

DSB Task Force on Training S11J)6riority and Training Surprise 

A Sample of the New Revolution: Auto-Tutor 
•Human tutors evoke 2cr performance increase 

• It appears that this kind of teaching can be auto1nated 
~ U. of Memphis built Auto~Tutor to teach basic computer liiera<.y 

-¢> Personal computer hased syslem 

-}Line-drawing of human face asks questions (sight aud sound) 

-¢-Student responds on keyboard 

-¢>Auto-tutor's response to student comes as much from facial expression as 
spokcn/wl'itten words 

• Developing new courseware can also be automated 
~Convertirig·auto-tutor to new subject area require.,; only: 

-}Scanning in background papers for latent semantic analysis 

• u~es technology developed for automated essay grading 

,C,.Set of questions & acceptable answers conversationally elicited from expert 

4The rest can be automated 

•JFCOM exploring concept for joint task force officer training 

Auto-tutor ;s 011e of a 11umber of new approaches to deliver traini11g where & when needed; t>ortable 
it1tcgrated electro11ic tecluiical manual., (IETMs) c,,-e w101her. What is revol1ttionary is that the course
w<tre development ca11 be automated, tt<J lo11ger requiri11g tet1ms of cognitive scientists & domain ex1><!t'ls. 

of human grnders. Auto-Tutor uses the same 
technology to help it evaluate student responses to 
its questions. 

can animate the diugrams in the manual as well. 
The military training value in these kinds of 

systems comes from: 
1) Rapid, cheap, automated generation of trnining 

content/courseware. 
Similal'ly, automated technical manuals can be 

generated by scanning in existing pl'inted manuals. 
The connections among the words and the structure 
arc aulomatically analyzed and then re-formatted in 
a stmcture suited for troubleshooting. (One wishes 
to avoid web-based structure which is not well 
suited to troubleshooting.) This r1mcess is claimed to 

2) Delivery of that content where and when needed. 

be i0f~r~~55mt,stb/S§1~'9w0
rk 

3) Trnining delivery systems that use more of the 
learning pathways wired into humans, rather than 
depending only upon reading of text or staring at 
pictures on a computer monilor. · 
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The words about Auto-tutor are on the last page. Perhaps the 
picture here will be worth a proverbial thousand additional words. DS8 Task Force Ofl r,a,,.,,,g SuP<N'O"l!Y and T,an.,g SulJJ<lse 

• 
> Jo· ~··: .: .·.. :· 

Incidentally, if this face does no\ inspire 
confidence, a di1Teren1 one can be 
chosen 10 suit your cultural preferences. 

Auto-Tutor (2) 

A screen shot from Auto-Tutor. The face on the /eh delivers feedback by altering its expression in reaction to 
the student's responses. The tutor's words are spoken and displayed on the screen as well. In the future we can 

expect that the student will be able to speak his or her answers instead of using the 1'eyboard. 

15 
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Self-paced learning and rutoring arc faceL'- of a more 
general concept of matching the instruction to the 
individual. Defining the individual in order to determine 
how best to train 111111 or her leads lo the issues of testing. 
The task force was struck by !he concepts developed by 
Dr. R. Sternberg at Yale University. 

I le pointed out that what is measured by existing 
intelligence tests is an incomplete predictor of future 
success. f-ior ex.ample. scores on the Graduate Record 
Examination were known to predict only about 10% of the 
success in the first year of graduate school. Sternberg 
asked it new question: how did the scores predict 
performance in the xccond year? The anl\wer was that they 
were not correlated at llll. Since the ORE measures 
ubililies similar to tlmsc measured by our military entrance 
exams. this was disturbing. 

~tcrnberg explored whether there arc other measures 
that can also pa.-tially predict future performance. He 
settled upon two new characteristics that he calls "creative 
intelligence" and "practical intelligence." He has 
developed repeatable and well-defined measures of these 
trails. These measures individually have about the same 
predic1ive power as the currently-used single measure 
(which he calls "analytic intelligence.'') The use of these 
three. independent, predictors ot' succes!I should give us a 
better way to select applicants for entry into the military 
am.I help define the optimum ways to tailo,· training to the 
individual. 

We believe that Sternberg's three intelligences are well 
established and that there is merit in his contention that the 
current strong dependence upon 'analytic' intelligence as a 
societal selection c1·itcria is at best unjustified and may be 
wasteful of human resources. The academic objectors to 
his combining the three into a "Successful Intelligence" 
fall primarily inlo three camps. One camp believes that any 
kind of characterizing of individuals is morally wrong, one 
thinks there is only one kind, and another declares that 
there are more than three kinds. Given this range of views, 
we believe that three is just about right. The payoff in 
training and retention for utilizing these new measures is 
high enough tu justify a pilot program to determine if the 
Services can make heller choices in recruiting. 

DSB Task Force on Training Superiority aod Training Surprise 

New Criteria for Predicting Individual Success 

• New research suggests that there are three kinds of intelligence 
>Analytic: ability to think abstractly: verbal abilities (what we currently 

call intelligence) 

~ Practical: ability to adapt to a changing environment (problem solvil1R 
in specific situations) 

~ Creative: dealing with unusual situations 

•Current (analytic) measures have only .30 correlation with 
success 

•The others have a similar -.30 correlation but are independent 
of each other 

• All three are well-defined and have repeatable measures 
•Use of all three measures (Sternberg's Successful Intelligence) can: 
~ Permit better coupling of training to the individual 

~ Improve the accuracy of recruiting assessments 

-¢-Wider field of acceptable applicants; fewer dropouts 

Curren/ i11tellige11ce tests correctly predi,·t success about weakly. Other well-defined, indepentlem mu/ 
repeatable mea.mt'es of different ki,ids <>/ 'i,itellige,rce' have emerge,{. 11,ey independently pt'edit:t .mccess 
to a similar degree. Use of multiple measures shoultl improve both trai11i11g and retention. 

Practical intelligence measures the application of Creative intcl)ji;cnce measures something ot' the 
knowledge. It is tested for by asking questions about flexibility of an individual to explore unusual 
how to solve problems. In specific situations, it situations. Imagine, for example, that there is a color 
probes the ability to understand consequences of called "grue" that is green before the year 2000 and 
actions beyond what the conventional (analytic) blue afterwards. Creative intelligence testing will 
intelligence measu1cs. (i.e., conventional ask what inferences one can draw from this 
intelligence tests the ability to read, comprehend and cuuntcrfactual situation. 
then compare and contrast.) Practical Intelligence Individual performance on any one or these 
might be tested fol' by describing a conflict situation measures is relatively independent of performance 
and asking which of a set of possible courses of on the other two. The military needs forces in which 
action would best rc.~olvc it. multiple kinds of capabilities are represented. 
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The Anny could save $114M in per diem costs alone 
simply from the reduction of instructional time in 
schoolhouses that would be delivered by the 
implementation of computer-based self-paced learning. 
These are not the only savings to be had, merely the 
easiest to count. We estimate that savings DoD-wide 
from reduced learning time in residential schools can 
easily amount to over a billion dollars per year; again 
merely from the inlroduction of self-paced !raining as 
opposed to classroom instruction. Indirect savings will be 
greater. These savings are 'low hanging fruit.' They can 
be grasped, however, only if the money saved in tlte 
J'er.fonnel system can be delivered to those wlio have to 
i11stil11te self-paced training in tire schoolhouse.~. 

We see a second future with even more payoff, one 
that eliminates residential instruction for mo~t technical 
courses and creates skilled Service members via 
distributed learning. self-paced courses, auto-tutors. 
electronic tech manuals .... With the people staying in 
their units instead of spending long times in the 
schoolhuuse. this would help ameliorate the number-one 
concern we heard from every field commanders we 
visited or heard from: personnel turbulence. 

This won't come easily. The infrastructure to carry 
advanced learning out to the units must be paid for in 
advance by the training community before the savings 
accrue later in the personnel system. Moreover, many 
unit commanders will view this as shoving the burden -of 
more training onto their unit, instead of as a way to keep 
people in the unit where they arc available for 
contingencies. It is also a way 10 insure that those people 
will have the needed skills well honed while they in tlle 
unit rather than be at their peak when they are in the 
schoolhouse. Nevertheless care must be taken when 
moving training into the unit to insu .. e that it does not 
simply add another task to the unit commander's already 
ovc .. -filled plate, and the concept must be carefully and 
compellingly sold to unit commanders. 

If the structural problems can be overcome, the payoff 
from the second training revolution will free up resources 
that will he needed to expand training efforts to support 
new forces such as the projected Transfonned Army. 

DSB Task Force M Training Superic!ity and Training Surprise 

Payoff from the Second Training Revolution 
• Army Science Board found (1997) 

',>For 525 Army schoolhouse courses and 30% reduction ofinstructumal timefr0111 
self paced learning alone: 

-¢-Potential.> 10,000 man-year savings arid $114M per diem costs per year 

Now: schoolhouse fiited-time tr.iining costs 

$4.40/yr DoD-wide specialized training costs (those 
11,tc cltaHCC wldl c1uden1 l&.'ld (1996) Mf i11el...iing lol_.Dl p>y) 

A possible future: Self-paced training: 30,80% shor1c 
tram\ng 1imc in the sd1oolh011S<: 

and cnnsequcndy lower costs 

Potential $18/yr DoD-widc .rchooll1011¥e savings 
from self- aced individual residential trnium alone. 

• A more extreme future: People stay in the units 
)>Over $3B direct .ravings DoD-wide, ifpersmmel system ,:a,i reallocate the saving~· 

~ Per.wnnel turbulence reduced by 40% 

)Learn material in 112 to 1/4 tire time when the k11owledge & skills are needed 

• We can initiate and foster this revolution by: 
'f;> Emphasize collaborative asynchronous distributed leaming (J,w-in-time & ,.,,;, baud) 

',,Develop/apply (military&: civilian) standards (being done by OSD P&R) 

},Modernize & automate courseware development and c:ourseware upgrading 

» Institute a program of learning research for DoD-speciflc training 

Self-paced leamfog ;,, reside11tial i11structio11 can save over a billio11 dollars a year DoD-witle i11 
tm11sient perso11nel costs, if the perso,mel system ca11 adjust to a variable course time. More savings 
a11d benefit,t could be delivered ifpeoJ1le stay in Jhei,- units. 
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When we made the case that effective training can 
change proficiency faster and more cheaply than the 
development of a new weapon syslem, we ran across the 
following argument. "When money is tight and the threat 
is low, the military should buy hardware, which endures 
longer than training, and hope to be able to take care of 
of training later." This may, in fact, be a viable strategy 
to husl>and limited resources, but it should only be 
implemented after considering the consequences. It 
should not be done by default simply because training 
has little voice in the acquisition process. Unfmtunately. 
the proficiency consequences that might arise from 
neglecting training are not measured today, nor could 
our task force find any existing tools that could be used 
to make such mcasurement!i. 

An additional factor militating against the "hardware 
now. training later" approach is that the kind of 
infrastructure that will deliver training to the point of 
need is itself hardware. There can be no commercial off
lhe-shelf source to train a brigade in land warfare nor a 
pilot how to fight his or her aircraft. 

In the the decade of the 1990s America's battles have 
been come-as-you-are events allowing little or uo time to 
rebuild a training system. We did have time to send our 
ground forces through the National Training Center 
before they fough! in Jraq, but we would not have had 
time to build the training center as well. 

Our task force's job would have been made easier 
had there been a robust learning research community in 
the military, but there is none. We were shown by the 
Service training research managers mostly small projects 
with small budgets and small impacts, or we saw the tail 
end of formerly well-funded programs. 

The acoustic training device, IMAT. was a notable 
exception. It, too, was a project with a small budget, but 
its impact was not small. It's success strongly suggests 
that there is great leverage for additional advanced 
re.search in training technology. 

In the OSD there is a dynamic office of five people 
three layers down below the USD (Personnel & 
Readiness). They are the highest ranking organization 

DSB Task Force on Training Svperiorily and Training S1.1,prlse 

Impediments to Training Changes 
• We found a perceived Training Resource Syllogism 

Major Premise: We can't pay for everything 

Minor Premise: Training time-constants are much shorter than acquisition ones 

Therefore: Buy hardware now. 

Fix training later. 

~Unfortunately. training sy.'items can not be created in short order; there is no 
COTS source for military force/unit training 

-¢-This kind of misguided reasoning will prevail as long as there are no 
effective measuring sticks for training or proficiency 

• Most* training R&D today is ad hoc, local, and small scale 
'»There is no research to bind together the elements of the new revolution 

~1be training labs have been dispersed, disestablished, or down-si1,cd 

'pSchoolhouses currently resist major shifts to distributed learning 

• Different "colors of monef' i1npede training improve1nents 
'»Start-up costs can't be derived from future savings in different accounts 

• Major exception is OSD P&R setting of nationwide disiributed learning standards 

11,e 11ew trai11i11g revolution may be able lo pay for itself, but there are .ftructural impediments to 
making it do so. There is a general belief that training can be 11eglected whe11 the fimdirrg crw1cl1 

t;ome.r a11d there is no 011e with sufficie1tt allthority in 1he Pemagon to counter tltis view. 

that even has the word 'training' in their name. They 
have taken the lead in defining nationwide standards 
for distributed learning. Still, they are too small and 
too far down in the system tO successfully remind the 
acquisition community that their weapon systems must 
have trained people to fight them effectively. 
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This task force was not established because some 
powerful defense organization saw a problem that 
desperately needed review. It was created in part because 
no org:mization w<1s calling for b·aining reforms. A large 
contributor to the problems we identified is the diffuse 
management of training. There are separate barons for 
individual training. for unit training, for training certain 
warfare system operators, for logistics training. and for 
joint training. There is logistics training and pilot training 
and submarine training and .... Even in the individual 
training arena there is no consensus 01· leadership to 
identify or implement the types of changes lhat the 
1raini1ig technology revolution will permit and will 
require. 

We saw reason lo believe that the DoD can maintain 
U.S. training superiority and make significant advances 
toward the next training revolution within roughly the 
same amounts of training resources currently used. It can 
not he done. however if the DoD continues to spend in the 
same way they have in the past. The personnel system and 
the training systems do nol cooperate. The acquisition 
system is oblivious to both. 

Effective trnining .systems could generate personnel, 
acquisition or operational savings. Converi.ely, 
expenditures during acquisition or in the personnel system 
can pay dividends in training savings, but there is no 
mechanism to make tradcoffs among those administrative 
stovepipes. 

When it comes time to distribute money in the 
Pentagon (or in Congress for that matter) there is no vocal 
constituency demanding funding for training. 
This makes it all the more important that structural 
changes be made to insure training issues get sustained, 
continuing consideration throughout defense department. 

ass Task FcfC6 on Training SIJl}6ricrity afld Training Suq,tise 

Impediments to Training Changes (continued) 

• Training management and resources are diffuse 
-¢-Personnel policies/management are handled by different folks than train fog 
policies/management for the same individuals but the unit commander only 
cares that the forces are trained. 

-¢-One se_t of people arc concerned with technical training 

-¢-Unit training is the responsibility of yet different folks 

.¢-Logistics training resides elsewhere 

-<> Joint training is the responsibility of ... 

-<>Dollar resources are as diffuse as management responsibilities 

{>-Tradeoffs among stovepipes are difficult below Service Chief level 

+ Therefore we are faced with a complex structural problem: 
~ liow can we use savings from training efficiencies of the trai11i11g revolution & 

improved personnel mamigement to fimd more & improved un.it/joiHI 
training? 

• There is no "Military-Training Complex,. to lobby for training 
systems 

Training respo11sibili1ies are spread throughout the militafy a11d eacli orga11izatio11 sub-optimizes in its 
area, ignoring the trades 1/iat might save money elsewliel'e. For example, up-front design wo,-k to make 
a mo,-e useablelmaintainable sy.ttem might obviate a large training expense over the life of a sy.ttem, 
but there is 110 i11centive for a11 acquisition ma11ager to pay for it. 
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Lord Kelvin is said to have stated, "If you can't 
measure something or describe it numerically, you have no 
right lo discuss it." With respect to this aphorism uur task 
for~e;: has been placed at a severe disadvantage. As you can 
see. having read this far, this didn't stop us from 
discussing training. Nei1hcr training nor war-fighting 
proficiency is well measur~d. Worse, the few attempts to 
make such measurements have perished. 

For ex.ample, a 1982 DSB summer study on 1raining 
1·ccom01ended Ute establishment of a Training 
Performance Data Center. It took almost four years to get 
it started and it was eliminated a few years later. The 
importance of measuring training was not understood at 11 

high enough level to protect it. 
What is measured about training is throughput and 

process; e.g., the number of students and the number of 
classrooms (colloquially: butts in seats). What should be 
measured is whether or not the training delivered to 
individuals. to uni!s, to commanders, and to joinr task 
fol'ces was efficient :ind effective: how the student or unit 
or task force performs after trnining. 

Even for process measures, each Service defines 
ll'aining differently. Flight hours count as training for the 
Afr Force. The Army has created a similar measure called 
'tank miles.' The Navy considers ship lime at sea as 
operations nol trnining. Consequently, we could get 
nothing appronching a uniform accounting of training 
costs from the s~rvices. One tried to provide such an 
accounting, a second Service tried when asked again; we 
gave up on die third Service after asking three times. No 
on~ is graded on training performance. No one is charged 
with nsscssing, and evaluating different parts of DoD 
trnining to see where marginal dollars should go to and/or 
come from in order to make the most productive 
improvements in force and unit capabilities. 

The Services are churged in Title 10 to man, equip and 
train the forces of our nation. There are well established 
bureaucracies 10 oversee manning and equipping, but there 
is no comparable establishment that covers training in the 
sense described above. 

DSB Task ForClil on rraimng Superiority and Training Surprise 

Man, Equip and Train 
• Man and Equip are measured; Training outputs are not 

» If you don ·r measure something, even the well-it1te,itio11ed can ignore it 

¢-NTC OPFOR Commander: "We don't measure our combat readiness in terms of onr :thility to 
accomplish our mission-cssc111ial tactics ... We measwe it in terms of lhe number of leaders and 
soldiers we have, the amuum of cquipmcm we have. the main1cna11cc posture of cquipmcnl and 
a 11ail:1ble !raining resources." 

~ Army Combined Arms Center developed tlata-collection plan for NTC performance· in 
1995. Cost $2M/yeilr. Tt was not funded. 

<>Training Performance Data Center, established as result of 1982 DSB report, was 
eliminated in early 1990s due to lack of high-level support 

<}If you only measure inputs (training loads), not outputs (c:ffcctivcncss of 1raincd 
individuals), there is no good basis for making 1rndeoffs 

¢-This task force was unable even to get an accounting from lhc Services for the money 
they allot to individual, unit and foice level training 

<}There is no effective voice in the Pentagon who is graded on overnll trnining 
perfonnancc 

~ Not in Per.fonnel & Readiness, in Acquisition, in Service.v, or in Jvint Foras 

~ All major trai11i11g acltie\•ements that we .'iaw were tlte result of a few 

extraordinary individuals e.tercisi11g their existi,rg authority. We shoul<l not wait 
for another one to appe<tr Jpontaneously. 

Title JO of the U.S. Cncle directs the Seri•ic:es to deliver to the CINCS 11urm1c,I, equipped mul trai11e,i 
forces. Manpower and equipment are easy to co1t11f. Trai11i11R is 1101. Witlio11t a 11umerit:al score can/ to 
tell how well we are training, even the well-i11tentinned ca11 ignore or mi.rs 1rai11i1tg deficiencies. 

Training development in the Services appears to be 
reactive rather than proactive. That is, the forces train 
to use what they are given, rather than choosing 
weapons characteristics based upon whether people 
can be trained to operate them to good effect. 

systems that would make changes to warfare 
proficiency. Training is seldom viewed in this light. 

The major events thai created the first training 
revolution (and the IMAT acoustic trainer) were due to 
the actions of a few individuals who did under.stand 
training in this sense. They were not a result of some 
training office exercising its charter (as is done for 

ha1'r:t_'~os59101
sois92sining 

Our task force <lid not feel it wise to sit back and 
hope that another extraordinary leader will appear to 
.spearhead the next training revolution. Structural 
clmngei; nre called for in order that this kind of' 
individual will have a better chance tu be heard and 
be put in a position to insist, for example as Genernl 
OePuy did 20+ years ago, that training become co
equal with lhe other major factors lhat build warfare 
proficiency. 
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We raised.1he following question. If the Navy could 
change its air-lo-air exchange ratios by a factor of 6 in 
one year by the institution of new trnining techniques. 
is it possible for our potential enemies to do the same'! 
In other words, should the U.S. be concerned about 
potential "training surprise" in the same way we have 
been watching for technological surprise. 

In 1>ursuit of an answer we requested the Defense 
Intelligence Agency to describe the state of training of 
potenlial adversaries and whether they would l'ecognizc 
if one were instituting the equivalent of our CTC 
training. The answer we were given wa:; that the rest of 
the world is too destitute tu do training well. We were 
left with the impression that, like the acquisition 
community, they did not view training as something 
ctrnc could make mder-of-magnitude performance 
changes. 

We lacer raised the issue with the National 
Intelligence Officer for Conventional Military Issues, 
am! he convened a gmu1l of senior intelligence analysts 
explicitly tasking them to examine the issue of possible 
!mining b1·cakduoughs. They co1Toborated the DIA 
estimate that mililitry trnining in most of our potential 
adversaries is poor. 

They did point out that small groups of special 
forces in many rnumrics are well trained and 
competent even though the bulk of thefr forces arc not. 
None of the special forces use the CTC approach to 
training, but by persistent and continual use of mol'e 
conventional trnining they succeed in creating 
competent elite forces. North Korea's use of South 
Koren as a trnining gmund for their commandos comes 
closest to the C'fC paradigm, although, in this case, 
since the com,equences of failure are more fatal than in 
a CTC, this comes closer to battlefield Darwinism. 

The NIO's ad hoc group did, however, identify an 
additional im,rance of training surprise. (The U.S. 
experience with Top Gun and in Desert Storm al'c 
ulhers, although the devastating consequences of those 
surprises were felt by our enemies, not by us.) This 
example occurred in the Croatian armed fol'ces in 1993 
and 1994. In the space of one year, wi1h the help of a 

DSB Tllsk Forco on Trainifl!} Superiority and Training Surprise 

Red Training & Training Sur. rise 

•CTC training culture can be learned 
~E.g., U.S.-trained Kuwaiti pilots be,rejit from Re<l Flag; French-trained ca11 't 

+Initial Intelligence Community (IC) perspective: 
)ii> Potential adversaries are destitute and cannot afford good training 

)ii> DSB saw no initial evidence that IC would detect training breakthroughs 

+NIO (Conventional Military Issues) ,~onvened the fil'st ever 
assembly of senior intel analysts to examine training surprise 

-}They corroborated the 'rest of the world is Jcsti1utc • assessment 

~ Potential adversaries are not embracing CTC apprnach 

-}They identified a third example of training surprise: Croatia in 1994 

• (first example is Top Gun/Viet Nam; second is NTC/Dcsert Storm) 

-}Their collective answer was: an NTC-like center would he noticed 

-}Not clear to us that they would see signs of the second training revolution 

-} Export licenses for training technology and systems arc easy to obtain 

+The DoD should request a training breakthrough conclave yearly 

We asked whetl,er it it would be possible /Qr otl,ers ro i11stitute training pmgram.r that could yield the ntpid 
proficie11cy ch"11ges ou,. CTCs give us. 11,e a"swer is yes: it has been done, but wide sp,.uul 11.re i$ impeded 
by cultural is.rues. The i111ellige11ce commrmity does run, however, routinely look for .mch surprises. 

U.S. consulting firm, Militaa·y Professional the implementation of a CTC-like training 
Resources, Inc. (MPRI), with unusually strong revolution in an adversary. We worry, however. that 
political support from the top. and with adequate since they were assembled on a one-time basis the 
funding, the Croatians built a force that drove the focus raised by the NIO will fade with time. Nor 
Serbs out of their territory. They surprised not only were we convinced that the IC would l'ecognize the 
their enemies but the rest of the wo .. Id ns well. implicationi; of what we have called in this report 

Croatia's success wns a result of exceptional the second training revolution. We recommend that, 
circumstances including not having an existing as a minimum, the SECDEF should request n i;imilar 
military to resist changes that made for effective Trnining Surprise conclave annually to maintain the 
trnining. Successes like this are likely to be rare. perspective in the IC that breakthroughs may be 

The group assembled by the NJO woul,I notice possible in trnining as well as in technology. 
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We had hoped to capture the essence of CTC training and 
l'Ccommeud that it he bottled and expol'ted electronically to 
other pares of the Services and to joint forces. We still so 
.-ecommend, but find more urgent the restoration of the 
cxistiug ere infrastructure and continual updating of it to 
meet the new threats. 

We believe (& were told hy CTC operators) that air-to
::tir warfare trnining requires a rohust force of "red" aircraft 
and pilots. Temporary-duty pilots in ''similar" aircraft will 
not suffice. The Air Force has virtually no dedicated red 
air force and the Navy's will soon be worn out We 
recommend that a joint force, possihly contractor supplied 
(ain.:rafl & pilots), be crealed and adequately funded. 

This will not be enough. The primary lh .. eat in 
America· s recent air battles has been from integrated air 
defenses composed mostly of ground-based systems. The 
air CTCs no longer have 1hreat··represcntative "J'ed" 
systems. A top Service prio1i1y should be to maintain all 
CTCs' red forces current. 

Jn acquisition we recommend that each development 
prngrnm be required Lo designate a ''training subsystem" 
clliuged with creating the infrastructure to insure that the 
hardware will have trained operato.-s und maintainers 
throughout the life of the system. This training subsystem 
should he funded with acquisition dollars and its 
development should hnvc co-equal priority with any other 
vital suhsyslcm. The proficiency delivered by training and 
its hmg and short term costs should be traded against 
hardware perfol'mance. 

The trnining subsystem must be tested as well. We 
suggest that the operational test nnd evaluation (OT&E) 
process determine whether the training approaches 
developed by the acquisition program will work. One way 
to do so is to take a unit that has done no special OT&E 
wol'k-up, subject it to the training system, nnd evaluate 
how well it performs using the tested weapon. This 
approach should prevent situations like the first submarine 
with Acoustic Rapid COTS Insertion modifications 
l'eporting "not ready for sea'' due to a failure to consider 
training during the development. It should also detect 
before-hand situations where for ten years a missile system 
was used .it less thau half its potential range due to failu .. e 
lo provide for training during accJuisition. USD (Personnel 

DSB Task Foroo OIi Training Superiority and Training Surprise 

Recommendations O) 
• Services restore Air & Ground CTC Infrastructure 

'9-Upgrade opposing forces to meet new kinds of threats 

-¢-Consider commercial supplier for joint air aggressor (red) force 

+ Services & JFCOM reporUo DEPSECDEF how to apply CTC 
paradigm ~o ~ddltional forces and new/joint warfare areas 

• DEPSECDEF task Services and CINCs (for joint training) to deliver 
yearly training assessment scorecard 

~Covering training status both for deployed forces & In systems acquisition 

-¢-Endorsed by CINCs and, where appropriate, by a CTC OPFOR CDR 
?-Service-chosen format, but to include: performance metrics & spending 

• DEPSECDEF & CJCS request similar yearly report on foreign 
training from Intelligence Community re: training surprise 

• For each new acquisition, define a Training Subsystem co-equal 
with other subsystems & funded with acquisition$ 

~USO(AT&L), DEPSECDEF task DoD & Service OT&E to demonstrate Training 
Subsystem In final OT&E by training and testing a 'randomly' selected unit 

-¢-USD(P&R) provide oversight on DAB for training issues 

................ , .. -...... 
• 11,e-c·-1-'C·-,s-"_r,_e _th_e_" c-t-·o_w_tt_je_w_c_l_s_" -of-01-,r-fi-11-:,-, -,,-.e1-i,-,i,-,g-,.e-,,-,o-ll-,t-io-11-;-,l-,e-y-,-1e-e-c/-l,-e-lp-. -.-1-1,-e-,,-.,-ul_e_s 

between design mid fi,ture training can be made if a training sub.vystem is integral to acq1tiJitior1 

progra1,i.f. • Trai11i11g ,leficie,icies will be harder to ignore if a formal report is delivere,I yearly. 

& Readiness) should sit on the Defense Acquisition 
Board lo insu .. c that these issues are addressed. 

The final recommendations on this page relate to 
raising training consciousness thr~ughout the 
military. Training performance needs to be reviewed 
at the highei.t levels. The Pentagon decision-makers 
need to be reminded often of the leverage that 
training can have in war winning. The Se .. vices 
should be held accmmtable for the thil'd leg of their 
Title IO charge. Joint training should be reported 

~~l:jilt;t)'5l}~Ji0.~f:j'l~rJ~1 

not important. What is important is, that in the 
process of gcnernling ii, the Services will be forced 
to develop measures of trainirag effecti11e11ess not just 
'butts in scats.' We would hope that in the process, 
the measurement of training success would migrate 
up through the units and into joint for<:cs and that. 
with such measures available, people would be held 
accountable in new ways for training performance. 

In a similar way the Intelligence Community 
should reporl at a very high level in the DoD on the 
state of training in the rest of the world with 
empha:.is on all forms of training breakthroughs. 22 



The impending training revolution will take currenl 
knowledge of learning behavior and apply to it the 
electronic revolution in order to deliver the right skills at 
the light time and pl.ice. It will. not be enough to simply let 
electronic technology proponents lead with new and 
amazing gadgets; an understanding of how people really 
learn is vital. Computer technologists believe, as do most 
of us, that they know whaL is needed to teach skills, after 
all, we all have been subjected to schooling to within an 
inch of our lives. Unfortunately, much of what we know is 
wrong. Hoth learning theory and technology are required. 
This motivates our recommendation that the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency create a new office 
ancl institute a research prugrnm in high payoff training 
tcchnologiei;. 

Fomenting fhe next training revolution will require dli\l 
the DoD think about training in a new way: not reactive 
but proactive. Implementation of the first recommendation 
in rhc viewgraph would force the personnel and acquisition 
establishments (man and equip) to consider how to trade 
off hardware against training costs to deliver the most 
cffcdivc for<.:c. 

We recommend ;1 goal of moving SO% of residential 
instrnction out to the units in five years as well as 
converting most of the remaining schoolhouse training to 
computer-b,tscd, self-paced, but collaborative courses. To 
get this stal'ted we recommend the creation of sevcrnl 
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrntion (ACTD)
likc prntolype programs. Perhaps they should be called 
Advanced Concept Training Demonstrations. although 
they would have a substantial technological content. 

An ACTD joins together reasonably well understood 
c;oncepts into a pilot demonstration that has clear use to the 
military. It does not end with the demonstration, but leaves 
behind a residual capability that is supported for several 
more years. This gives the Service time to adopt the 
capability if desired. Once initiated, an ACID should have 
stable funding throughout its life. Pilot programs created 
under this recommend:ttion shouJd have similar structural 
ch:uacterislics. 

We re<.:ommend a second class of ACTD-like pilot 
programs to demonstrate the value of the concept of 

DSB Task Force on Training Superiority and Training Surprise 

Recommendations (2) 

• USDs (P&R) & (AT&L) foster the second training revolution: 

), Provide quantitative evaluation: 

¢-USD P&R, AT&L recommend resource reallocations to DEPSECDEF within 
pers & training functions to achieve best trained force/units for DoD missions 

), Supporl a goal to move 50% of schoolhouse training to unit-based 
training in 5 years. To initiate this change: 

¢-USD(P&R) fund pilot program in each Service to convert major training courses 
from classroom-based to self •paced teaming by FY02 

~USD(P&R) fund 2nd pilot program in each Service to move major training 
programs from residential to unit-based Instruction by FY02 

¢-Services nc,,minate courses. P&R fund & develop performance measurements 

),}, USDs (P&R)&(A T&L) establish (6.3) PE for training technology research 

~ DARPA create a new office and research program to develop high payoff 
training and human performance technologies 

);.-Services Institute ACTD-like pilot programs in recruiting & course 
development using multiple kinds of Intelligence to predict performance 

• SECDEF designate ASD or DUSO (existing or new) to be graded on 
Service & joint training performance. Services do the same. 

Tire value of new 1rai11i11g approaches 11eeds to l,e demo11stmted to the Services with pilot pmxrm11.r. 
Both tmini11g effectiveness & rete11tiot1 can be et1ha11ced by testi11g for more than a11alytir: intelli,:e11ce. 
-Somebody ,reeds to be in clrarge; a standard DSB ,-ecomme11dmio11, perhcl('s, but nevenheless valid. 

several kinds of intelligence. This should improve 
the couJ)ling of training to the individual and allow 
better predictions of success in the Services, thus 
widening the pool of applicants. Each Service 
should explore this approa,h, possibly with the aid 
of DARPA. 

of the whole. This deserves a separate DSB review. 

Although not discussed elsewhere herein, we 
became concerned that the issue of interoperability 
within and among the Services may become a down
fall of future warfare. Innocent changes in one 

sys,nr~l ~cf bb§7~i5tb~1~lancc 

· Finally, there is the question of who is in charge. 
We have been told that the universal DSH 
recommendation to all problems is: pul someone in 
charge and give him or her money. Our task force 
endorses the principle, cliched though it may be. 
Training of the kinds discussed in this report will not 
flourish in the current administrative structure; it 
will remain reactive unless thel'e is a champion. The 
champion could be the head of a new office or be 
the recipient of a new tasking to an existing office. 
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Welcome hack to 1he summary. The viewgraph is the 
same one you saw at the beginning, but the accompanying 
words arc different. 

Ou, task force's prim;iple finding is that the United 
States military enjoys a huge training superiority over our 
pott:ntial adversaries. This second superiority is at least as 
important to warfare performance as is America's, better 
advertised, technological superiority. We should not rely 
on technological superiority alone. It could not bring 
victory in Vice Nam, nor is technology alone likely lo be 
sufficient for future victories. Since Viet Nam, actions by a 
few forcsightful individuals caused our air forces and 
Anny ground forces to adopt a new form of warfare 
training that has created a training competence 
complementary to our technological competence and. in 
part, supported by it 

We c;in uot rest on our laurels. We would need to 
.-educe the cosl of training t:ven if nothing in warfa.-e were 
10 change. Warfare will change and training must clumge 
with it or we will be unable to fight our Future Combat 
.Systems, our JV -20 I0/2020 forces, or even maintain 
logislics systems that sustain our new agile and flexible 
forces. 

Without a second revolution in training affairs, the 
revolution in military affairs will not be supportable. That 
new trnining revolution is ripe for the plucking; there is 1111 

emerging quantitative understanding of how to develop 
effective training approaches, and the electronic revolution 
now makes affordable their wide-spread application. These 
factors include individualized instruction, direct feedback 
on performance, beating che forgetting curve by delivering 
tr.tining at the time and point of need, and collaborative & 
~elf-paced learning. 

However, unless we make structural changes to the 
DoD. the new training revolution won't occur until long 
after it is needed. If we fail to make those changes, training 
will remain an afterthought, something slapped together ad 
hoc 10 address failures like those that occurred in the 1-
IIA WK or ARCI programs. Such a failure will be paid for 
by the Service members we send into harm's way and will 
waste much of the hard-won resources spent on acquisition 
of new (and old) weapon systems. 

DSB Task Force on Training Superiority and Training Surprise 

Summary 
+Our uniquely American Training Superiority is eroding 
•JV2010/2020 future will require more training, not less 
• Training failure will negate hardware promise 

• A second revolution in training is needed and is possible 
~ This new revolution should be able to pay for itse{f but: 

~The incentive structure in the DoD won't foster the revolution without help 

• A central cause is that trai11ing performance fr ,wt meusllrecl 

• Training should lake its Title 10 seat with "Man & Equip" 
~ Restore & expand upon crown jewels of current training revolution ( C1'Cs) 
),> Esrahlish am/ rest ct>-equal trai11ing subsystem in each acquisition program 
~ Raiu OSD/Acquisiti011 training consciem:e: 

<}Services & CINCs deliver annual training report card lo Deputy Sec. Defense 

-¢-Designate ASD/DUSD to be held accountable for training performance 

>"' Foster tl,e secoud tminiug revolution by establislting: 
<} ACTD-like pilot programs in computerized self-paced anu unit-based training 
~ An advanced training research program element. 
<}DARPA office to develop high payoff training/human pe1fonnance technology 

•DoD & Intel Community act to detect & avoid Training Surprise 
·-"'·····•·1•···•·"' 

The rigltt kind of trai11i11g ca11 /rave electrifying effects r,po11 pe1formm1ce. We do it right 011/y ;,, pans of 
the Services a11d eve11 that capabiliry is eroding. We must do more if we wa,it to fight the 11ew Joint 
Vision kind of warfare. We wo11 't get tl1ere 011 the present co14r.~e. Worse, there is 110 single hand at tl,e 
helm. 

The structural changes we recommend hinge 
upon making training issues routinely visible to 
those who write checks in the Pentagon. There is no 
COTS source for advanced military training nor is 
there a large industrial lobby to remind decision 
makers about the importance of training. This lack 
of external reminders makes structural change all 
the more important boch to preserve our training 
superiority and to prevent trnining surprise from our 
adversaries. 

1r~i59~0@~6Q~Qresent is 

to devote more resources co the ct'owu jewels of tbe 
U.S.'s first training revolution: the CTCs, to permit 
JV2020 kinds of !raining against new threats. The 
keys to fixing the future are high-level training report 
cards. It doesn·t matter in whac format the Services 
or the intelligence community tells the SECDEF 
about the state of training, what matters is that !he 
reports are delivered. The attention arising from 
lhese reports should aid implementation of our other 
recommendations and suslain a recognition of the 
extraordinary value of training to winning warJ;. 24 



There is no Military-Training Complex to force 
emphasis on training. Today that emphasis comes 
from the dedicated hardworking Soldiel's, Sailors, 
Airmen and Marines in the field. Our key 
recommendations relate to making training visible at 
higher levels. If we are to restore the first training 
revolution's institutions; if we are to upgrade them to 
meet the current threat; if we are to expand them to 
support JV2010/2020 warfare, and if we are to foster a 
second training revolution, then the DoD must change. 

DSB Task Force on Training Superiority and Training Surprise 

Last Words 

Training counts 
Wa,fighting success is as dependent upon the proficiency of people as it is 

upon the hardware with which they fight. 

We need trainin.g superiority as much as we need technical superiority. 

We don't count training 
We 1neasure process, not proficiency, 

and what you don't measure or report, you can ignore. 

Without structural changes in the DoD, training 
won't take its place at the table with man & eguip 

Unless it does, we will negate much of the promise of the Joint Vision 
warfare transfonnation. · 

If it does, we will be able to maintain and expan.d our training superiority 
without significam additional cost. 

This is the last chart. If, after all of the foregoing text, this chart doesn't stand by itself, 
there is nothing here we can do to fix that 
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... ,.-.. 

ACTD Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration 

AFB Air Force Base 

AFHRL Air Force Human Resource Lab 

ARCI Acoustic Rapid COTS Insertion 

ASD Assistant Secretary of Defense 

CINC Commander in Chief 

CJCS Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff 
....... 

COTS Commercial Off The Shelf 
·------ -·---··-.. ····---··· 

CTCs Combat Training Centers 

DAB Defense Acquisition Board 
. ....... ···---·······-···-····-

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Project Agency 

dB Decibels 

DEPSECDEF Deputy Secretary of Defense 

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency 
--··-· .. ··•· 

DMT Distributed Mission Training 
-·· .. ·-·-·-

DoD Department of Defense 

DSB Defense Science Board 

DUSO Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 

EW Electronic Warfare 

GM General Motors 

ORE Graduate Record Examination 
...... 
IADS Integrated Air Defenses 

.. 
IC Intelligence Community .... ·-·--""-

IETMs Integrated EJectronic Technical Manuals 
. 
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IMAT Interactive Multi-Sensor Analysis Trainer 

IOC Initial Operational Capability 

JFCOM Joint Forces Command 

JTASC . Joint Training, Analysis, and Simulation Center 

JV 2010 Joint Vision 2010 

JV 2020 Joint Vision 2020 

MPRI Military Professional Resource, Inc. 

NAS Naval Air Station 

NIO National Intelligence Office 

NSF National Science Foundation 

NTC National Training Center 

OPFOR Opposing Force 

OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense 

OT&E Operational Test and Evaluation 

R&D Research and Development 

RMA Revolution in Military Affairs 

SECDEF Secretary of Defense 

TOW Tubular Optical Weapon 

USA United States Army 

USAF United States Air Force 

USD (AT&L) Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and 
Logistics 

USO (P&R) Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness 

USN United Stales Navy 
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ACQUISITION ANO 
TE:C:HNOLOGY 

THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
30 l O DEFENSE PENT A.GON 

WASHINGTON, C.C. 20301·3010 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

-~ 

FEB 2 2 1999 

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference-Defense Science Board Task Force on Military Training and 
Education. 

You are requested to conduct a task force to analyze the impact of training techniqu.es and 
the potential future learning environment upon the warfare proficiency of our military forces, 
active and reserve components, and that of potential adversaries in the context of Joint Vision 
2010 warfare. 

The performance of military systems is frequently more dependent upon the people who 
use them than on the technology embedded within them. Therefore, the way we train our forces 
and personnel may have as great an influence (good or bad) over mission performance as our 
choices of hardware. Done right, training may be the ·most cost-effective method to maintain 
force proficiency and the most rapid method to enhance it. Neglect of training can. however, be 
the fastest way to negate the benefits of our military technology and force structure. 

For the past 30 years elements of the. U.S. anned forces bave implemented training 
techniques that demonstrably improve unit warfare proficiency many-fold in time frames as short 
as a few weeks. Equal investments in other kinds of unit training frequently yield only marginal 
benefits. We can not afford to waste our hardware or training expenditures by failing to train 
well the individuals and units who will operate our future weapons systems. Moreover, there 
now appears to be the potential to go beyond the best training approaches of the past by bringing 
information resources and networks into an ensemble of education, training, and performance 
aiding systems. If these can be embedded into operational weapon systems and job 
environments. they may profoundly change the way we do business in the military. 

Costs and benefits of training and education should be debated on the same footing as 
other OoD programs that are intended to maintain and improve military capability. Your task 
force shou)d not just recommend training and educationaJ techniques and technologies for the 
DoD; it should also show how to make these benefits and their costs routinely visible throughout 
theDoD. 

Specifically the task force should consider th.c following areas. 

I) UNIT/FORCE-LEVEL PROFICIENCY: The task force should identify key training 
demands that affect development and maintenance of military proficiency. 

2) lNDlVIDUAL WARRIOR/HUMA...~ COMPE1ENCE: Underlying the ability to maintain 
military units that wiU be proficient in future missions is the availability of technically and 
militarily competent individuals. The task force should recommend how to create and 
maintain individual proficiency among our warriors and support personnel. 

3) MILITARY TRA1NING lNFRASTRUCllJRE: The task force should identify key areas 
where DoD-wide processes and methodologies, such as advanced distributed learning, 
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embedded training, global networks and information resources, netted training, advanced 
simulations, and weapons system stimulators, may be needed. It should identify 
opportunities to enhance or maintain capabilities with reduced or minimal added costs. 

4) MONITORING TRAINING vs. PROFICIENCY IN POTENTIAL ADVERSARIES: The 
leverage arising from training technologies and approaches might also be used by potential 
adversaries to improve their military proficiency, rapidly and with Jow costs. The task force 
should identify useful indicators of high-leverage training programs for use by the 
intelligence community to prevent training surprise. 

In the pursuit of your study, rhe task force should: 

a) Assess the Current State of Training in the DoD to evaluate what we do well, what we need 
to do better, and the requirements for future training. Consider also how potential 
adversaries pursue training. 

b) Identify TechnicaJ Opportunities. What are the characteristics and advantages of possible 
future learning environments, and what are the key enablers to achieving those 
environments? 

c) Explore Private-Sector Partnerships. Determine if there are opportunities in training 
equivalent to commercial-off-the-shelf hardware acquisition. 

d) Identify Opportunities for improving the process for training of our warfighting, 
maintenance, and support personnel. 

e) Assess the payoffs, costs and benefits (including how implementation may change the way 
we operate our forces.) Consider the opportunities for, and impediments to implementing 
each alternative (the mismatches among bureaucracies. budget lines, cultures, and 
technologies). Identify training/performance metrics that can be routinely raised to the 
attention of decision-makers and trainers throughout the Defense Department. 

f) Recommend Policies. Plans. and Programs. Identify what actions (organizational, 
budgetary. etc.) wiH be necessary, to enable the development and implementation of 
advances in individual, collective, and unit training. by OSD and the s~rvices. Identify also 
how we can avoid being surprised if a potential adversary were to implement these actions in 
its own forces. 

This Task Force will be co-sponsored by the Undersecretary of Defense (P&R), Director 
DDR&E, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (J-7). Mr Joe Braddock and Dr. Ralph E. Chatham will 
serve as the Task Force Co-Chairmen. Michael A. Parmentier from OlJSD (P&R), wilt serve 
as Executive Secretary and Captain Jim Lyons, USN. will serve as the Defense Science Board 
Secretariat representative. 

The Task Force will be operated in accordance with the provisions of P.L. 92-463, the 
«Federal Advisory Committee Act," and DoD directive 5105.4, the "DoD Federal Advisory 
Committee Management Program." It is not anticipated that this Task Forl;e will need to go into 
any "particular matters" within the meaning of Section 208 of Title 18, U.S. Code. nor will. it 
cause any member to be placed in the position of acting as a procurement official. 

11-L-0559/0SD/59 ul J. S. Ganster 
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FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
/:;f 

.// FROM: Marshall Billingslea, Principal Deputy Assistant Se 
Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict fv\ 

• DOD (Stability Operations) facilitated a 6-16 Dec 02 joint DOD/HHS trip to 
Afghanistan to select a site and develop an implementation plan to provide 
post-graduate 08/GYN teaching clinic for Afghan physicians and mid-level 
health care providers (e.g., midwives). 

• The Minister of Public Health requested the Rhabia Balkhi Hospital in Kabul 
be selected as the teaching clinic site. 

• HHS and Health Affairs physicians agreed this is an optimal location for 
the clinic. The hospital is a large women's general hospital, but emphasizes 
maternal/child health care. The hospital has a large physician training 
program to serve as a training base and a potential training staff for the 
clinic. 

• Civil Affairs soldiers have already begun renovation of the hospital. 
Renovation completion is expected within 90 days. Work is proceeding 
in two shifts per day. 

• The HHS Team Chief will brief a comprehensive plan for the clinic to the HHS 
Secretary on 23 Dec 02. HHS expects the initial phase(s) of the program to 
begin within 90 days. 1 /7 

COORDINATION: Tab A 

~~ 
'\- ... .,,. 
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Snowftake 

TO: 

FROM: 

fl SUBJECT: 

/' 

N0.103 

December 16, 2001 6:21 PM 

Bj]] Steiger 
Director, International Affairs. 
Office of the Chief of Staff, 
Office of the Secretary of Health and Humim Services 

Donald Rumsf~d r') r\. 
Midwifery Program 

How are we doing on the midwifery p1-ogram? Is it making prdgress? 

TI1anks. 

DMR:db 
1,.\602-44 

11-L-0559/0SD/5941 
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Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

The Secretary 

Special Assistant to the Secretary for International Affairs : ~..S 
Update on Joint HHS-Department of Defense (DoD) Team! in Afghanistan 

~003 

On December 5, a team of two HHS officials, two DoD officials, and two!private individuals left 
Washington for Kabul. The mission of the team was to assess DoD • s suggestion to rehabilitate 
Rabia Balkhi Hospital in K.abuJ and to detennine bow HHS can be of assistance. Also, the team 
was charged with detennining what facility in or around Kabul would b.e ~ppropriate to house a 
maternal and child health teaching clinic in line with the vision you have laid out with Secretary 
Rumsfeld. 

To date, the team met with the appropriate officials from the U.S. Embassjy, including 
Ambassador Finn, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAJp), the Ministry of 
Public Health, and various United Nations agencies, non•govemmenta1 otganizations (NGOs), 
and of course, with officials of Rabia Balkhi Hospital and other clinics an~ hospitals. The team 
]eader, Dr. Peter Van Dyck of the Health Resources and Services Admini!.:tration (HRSA) within 
HHS, has said that the team was greeted warmly and with enthusiasm fro.In all quarters, 
inc1uding the Embassy. Furthermore, USAJD was reasonably cooperativJ and not openly 

\ obstructive, and participated in all meetings and site visits. (We do foresdc the possibility of 
continued problems with USAID on tbe ground in Kabul, however.) Thc:staff of the Coalition 
Joint CiviJ.Militacy OperatigA1 Task Fmcc was bc1pful ~d rmppo:nive;:::;ust outstan<lini, 

The Ministry of Public Health has endorsed plans for rehabiHtating Rabia'Balkbi Hospital and 
HHS' participation in upgrading that facility in partnership with DoD. OW" team has brought 
back a letter from Minister Seddiq to Secretary Thompson to give her endorsement in writing. · 
The team bas also brought back a"11st of specific medical equipment and ~pply needs, whicn we 
can then use when speaking to possible donors m tbe United States. 

1 

Additionally, the team has scouted out locations for establishing a maternal and child health 
teaching clinic. These 1ocations include both sites within Kabu) and more rural locations a few 
miles to the north of Kabul, near Bagram Air Base, some run by the gove{nffient, some by 
NGOs, and one maternity hospita1 where the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) has 
taken a significant role in providing training. Thus, our team has considei·ed a number of 
possible options and wi11 be making a recommendation to you on a site. 

The team had follow-up meetings with the MOH, lTh.TJCEF, and Ambass~dor Finn before their 
return to the United States. My staff will be sitting with them for a fuJJ de·briefing next week. 

In addition, my staff and I, along with HHS agency representatives from HR.SA, the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and Drug Administrati~ (FDA}, the Indian · 
Health Service, and the Office on Women's Health met with the Afghan Deputy Minister of 

I 

11-L-0559J0SD/5942 
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Public Heal~ Dr. Feroz, on December 10. We introduced the Deputy Mihister to the relevant 
expertise of our HHS agencies, and the Minister ex.pressed bis interest in r~ceiving targeted 
technical assistance from us in addition to the clinic project. Looking beind the immediate 
priorities of maternal and child health, we discussed other areas of need fi the Ministry, 
incJuding the special problems of rural health care; capacity building and elf-governance at the 
community level; the needs ofunderserved populations; mental heaJth; fooo, water and drug 
safety; and health information systems. . I 

The Afghan re~resentatives confirmed their keen interest in receiving tec~ical assistance of all 
types from HHS, keeping in mind the need to provide that assistance in a manner appropriate to 
the present situation and in a coordinated fashion, working with the other major donor groups. 
The Deputy Minister specifically asked for assistance from the FDA on stLldard·setting and 
enforcement for food and drug safety and from the CDC on epidemiologi~al and public health 
management training. My staff and I will be following up with the Ministry on these requests to 
build them into our overall plan for Afghanistan. 

11-L-0559i0SD/5943 



THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 

INFOMEMO 

TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
w.·~;..L~-- .o~f\_ 

FROM: ASD (Health Aff~f'· 

SUBJECT: 2002 Combined Federal Campaign 

DEC 2 3 2002 

/\ 

• As of December 23, 2002, Office of the Secretary of Defense's total Combined t 
Federal Campaign contribution amount is $635K which represents 95% of our 
$670K goal set on September I th, 2002. ' 

.. -.. --

• Two challenges facing the campaign this year have been: (I) current economic 
uncertainty~ and (2) negative public opinion of United Way management. As a 
result, the National Capital Area Campaign has been extended until 
January 31, 2003. 

- The specific challenge of the United Way audit report included lack of 
fiscal and management controls, unjustified or unsupported expenses, 
and noncompliance with Combined Federal Campaign regulations. 
Feedback from our Team Captains and Key Workers suggest that many 
in our department have closely followed audit reports and have not been 
confident in giving to the campaign this year. 

• In an effort to raise the remaining 5%, 1 have personally contacted principals in 
certain areas who are behind in meeting their organizational goals. I have also 
sent a more general memorandum to all principals asking for their leadership in 
monitoring progress in their respective areas for the remainder of the campaign 
~). 

• I am confident that we will reach our goal of $670K. Given Combined Federal 
Campaign's chmate Uus year, I am pleased to see that many people have still 
chosen to give despite the conditions reported in bullet 2. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments 
As stated 

Prepared by: Ms. Caroline Johnson, OASD(HA), ... l<b_)<_6) __ __. 
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HEALTH A"F'AIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 

DEC 2 ~ 7002 

- \ 

MEMORANDUM FOR USO (ACQUISITION, TECHNOLOGY & LOGISTICS) 
USD (COMPTROLLER) 
USO (PERSONNEL & READINESS) 
USO (POLICY) 
GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ASD (LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS) 
ASD (PUBLIC AFFAIRS) 
ASD (RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
DIRECTOR, PA&E 

SUBJECT: 2002-2003 Combined Federal Campaign 

As of December 23, 2002, the Office of the Secretary of Defense's total 
Combined Federal Campaign contribution amount is $635k, which represents 
ninety-five percent of our $670,000 goal amount. 

Two challenges facing our campaign this year have been the current economic 
uncertainty and the negative public opinion of United Way management. As a 
result, the National Capital Area campaign bas been extended until January 
31, 2003. 

While many of you have already exceeded your individual goal amount for this 
year, our hope is that you will continue to monitor your individual progress and 
encourage your Team Captains and Key Workers to make contact with each 
person within your organization. For those areas who have not yet reached their 
goal, we are confident that with your help we can exceed $670K goal by the end 
of January. 

Again, thank you for your continued support. 

cc: 
PDUSD (P&R) 

WiJJiam Winkenwerder, Jr., MD 
CFC Campaign Chairman 

11-L-0559/0SD/5945 



December 9, 2002 7:25 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)(\-
SUBJECT: OSD CFC Contributions 

How do we get the OSD charitable giving up where it belongs? It is a little 

embarrassing to see that thing like that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
120902-l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ \--i._f-~-/_cn-___ _ ;z!!fJ 
- j,//~ 

~;t;c 
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December 9, 2002 7:25 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\)(\. 

SUBJECT: OSD CFC Contributions 

How do we get the OSD charitable giving up where it belongs? It is a little 

embarrassing to see that thing like that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
\20902-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by \'2- { i-o/ tn-

, / SECDEF HAS SEEN 
f J JAN 8 2003 

U00280 I 03 
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Snowflake 

TABA 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld "~ ~\ 

Eritrea 

December 16, 2002 4:15 PM 

I would like to know why the Eritrea test range we have been offered couldn't 

replace some aspects ofVieques. 

Thanks. 

l)HK:dh 
121(102-27 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by_(_:··_. _. _. -~---· ..,-'-·· ___ _ 

3S 

' ,· ,, 

TabA f 

·~· ... , 
C' 
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. 
Snowflake 

. 
10:53 AM 

TO: Secretary Colin Powell 

CC: Hon. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vfl 
DATE: January 5, 2002 

SUBJECT: Stephanie Bunker 

We have to figure out what is going on with Stephanie Bunker, a spokesperson for 

the United Nations. 

About once a month she comes out with an inaccurate charge against the US. She 

seems to feel that if the US would only go away, Afghanistan would be safe for 

peace and prosperity. 

Let's figure out what she's about, who it is she works for, why she keeps lying and 

what might be done about it. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
020502.10 

11-L-0559/0SD/5949 
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·. 

TO: George Tenet 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld 

January 5, 2002 

SUBJECT: CIA Policy 

I am really baffled by the CIA public relations policies. 

12:37PM 

When the first CIA person was killed, you told us not to mention that. The next 
thing I see is you on television giving a speech at his gravesite. 

The next instance where very recently the CIA person was wounded, everyone 
told CINCENT not to mention it. So he didn't. Now CIA is mentioning it 
repeatedly. 

What in the world policy do you have? How does it work? How should we work 
with you so that we do what it is that makes sense? I am totally confused by the 
contradictory signals coming out of the agency. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
020502.07 

11-L-0559/0SD/5950 
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, 
12:37 PM 

TO: George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
DATE: January 5, 2002 

SUBJECT: CIA Polley 

I am really baffled by the CIA public relations policies. 

When the first CIA person was killed, you told us not to mention that. The next 
thing I see is you on television giving a speech at his gravesite. 

The next instance where very recently the CIA person was wounded, everyone 
told CINCENT not to mention it. So he didn't. Now CIA is mentioning it 
repeatedly. 

What in the world policy do you have? How does it work? How should we work 
with you so that we do what it is that makes sense? I am totally confused by the 
contradictory signals coming out of the agency. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
020502.07 

• 



Snowtlake 

MEMORANDUM 

FOR: Donald Rumsfeld 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJ: 

Don: 

Jim Schlesinger 

3 January 2002 

Your FAX on US-Iranian Relations 

SECDEF HAS SEt:.f;: 

.JAN O 7 200? 

The events of September 11 and their aftermath have altered somewhat the judgments of 
the Atlantic Council paper, but only marginally. Immediately after September 11, as we 
designed our actions in Afghanistan, we clearly would have liked less hostile relations 
with Iran. However, the subsequent triumphs in Afghanistan may have made such 
improvement in relations more attractive to (most) Iranians, yet somewhat less urgent 
from our standpoint. This latter condition will, of course, be affected by decisions the 
Administration may make regarding Iraq. 

The following points are in order. 

1. The paper was intended to provide a roadmap for moving beyond the stalemate, if 
and only if both countries wished to move towards rapprochement. It was not 
intended as an advocacy document. It was intended only to help remove the domestic 
barriers, if the United States government wished to proceed in that direction. 
Whether or not the Iranian government would so move remains a question mark. It is 
critical to understand, however, that initial steps on our part do not imply 
continuation, unless reciprocated-and not necessarily even if reciprocated. 

2. Some degree ofrapprochement is more in Iran's interests than in ours. (We are the 
vastly greater power.) Consequently achieving more normal relations remains less 
necessary for us. 

3. A ferment is ongoing in Iran. We should encourage it. The conservatives (still in 
charge of the security apparatus) have been driven to increasing actions of repression. 
While there is a great deal of talk about the "Arab Street," we should bear in mind 
that there is also "an Iranian Street," which has become increasingly pro-American. 
This may be akin to underlying sentiments observed in Afghanistan. 

4. The present restrictions on Iran make little sense (recognized even by their supporters 
in Congress). They are more symbolic than effective. Total, Shell, ENI, and the 
Russian oil companies supply most, if not all, of the resources needed for hydro
carbon development. We are impeding only our own oil companies with longer-term 
consequences for us. (Ask the former CEO of Halliburton.) Stopping the sale of 
spare parts by Boeing is a mistake. The indignities imposed on Iranians visiting the 

11-L-0559/0SD/5952 uoo 330 /02 
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United States are an irritant that serve little purpose (other than providing grist for the 
mill of the mullahs). 

5. Economic development in Central Asia, which depends on oil, is being impeded by 
our policies. Whatever you may hear from the Department of State, Baku-Ceyhan is 
unlikely to go forward. Nazabayev and the oil companies are waiting for a low-cost 
pipeline going through Iran. Thus, the present restrictions imposed on Iran are 
hurting our other geopolitical objectives elsewhere in the region. 

6. We can afford to make a few gestures. In energy it would be to our advantage. A 
gesture to alleviate discrimination against Iranians would remove an irritant. Then 
we can see what develops. Such action will help the reformers, enthuse the Iranian 
public--even if there is not an appropriate response, clearly do us no harm, and even 
a little good. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5953 



Snowflake 

January 7, 2002 11:12 AM 

TO: Honorable George Tenet 
Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Wanted 

When we come up with a list of top Taliban and Al Qaeda, in addition to their 

names, phonetic pronunciation, title of the senior post they held, and what we 

think their current disposition is-dead, captured, or at large-we ought to put 

down the dollar amount of reward currently out for the individual. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702·21 

11-L-0559/0SD/5954 
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. .. ..• 

TO: Honorable George Tenet 
Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Wanted 

January 7, 2002 11:12 AM 

• 

When we come up with a list of top Taliban and Al Qaeda, in addition to their 

names, phonetic pronunciation, title of the senior post they held, and what we 

think their current disposition is-dead, captured, or at large-we ought to put 

down the dollar amount of reward currently out for the indivi~ual. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702-21 

11-L-0559/0SD/5956 
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January 7, 2002 2:51 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Detainee Paper 

1. See edits. 

2. You do not have the definitions of Al Qaeda and Taliban in there. 

3. You do not specifically define Taliban leaders, which I think needs to be 

explicitly done. 

Thanks. 

UHR:dh 
010702-53 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

Nol M S,;c l)c:-F 

!hv--. !).,cl f ,JI. 

WJ""7;;/oz. 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld 9" 
August 29, 2002 

Find out if we do or do not have access to those Afghan held prisoners that keep 

getting reported in the press. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
082902.10 A 

Please respond by: _______ Cf....&..1-ll:..;O;_..,.. _________ _ 

. ··f/~i.;t~\'\ 
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Snowflake 
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August 14, 2002 2:13'PM 

,·"° 

., 
.. 11' 

/' 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Candidates 

We ought to get a hst of the peopJe who would have to go with Saddam Hussein. 

One possib]e candidate is Faru7Hija -· he is the fonn~r Iraqi ambassador to 

Tunisia. 

Thanks. 

I>HR:dh 
081402·!1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
t 

Please respond by __ .S'_l-..j1{"-' 0_0:......:/_D_'-__ _ 

-----· --··· 
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Snowftake 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: ISAF 

What do you think we ought to do about the ISAF? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102-2 

August 1, 2002 7:10 AM 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 08 / I l, / o L-

U00381 /03 
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August 1, 2002 7:11 AM 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Senator McCain 

Please get the lawyers or someone to get me an answer to Senator McCain's 

question about what our authority is or what Congress's authority is. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 0&' / 0 1 / o '1--
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August 1, 2002 7:14 AM 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld P ~ 
SUBJECT: Follow-Up 

Please pull together the positive comments Senators made yesterday and just give 

me those quotes. I may want to write notes to some of them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ c1_ff_/_o _c; ....... /_0_2_-__ _ 

U0038:5 /03 
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August 1, 2002 7:11 AM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld }{'\ 

SUBJECT: Common Doctrine 

/7i'\, Someone asked a question as to whether there should be common doctrine for the 

\f:tl Army, Navy and Air Force on close air support. You might want to think about 

that. 

fa\. My recollection is that Allard was particularly compl; mentary, so were Sessions, 

'€/ Lieberman and Dayton. Were there others? 

Thanks. 

OHR.db 
080102-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ v_) _iJ /'--!-~_/_; J_L-__ _ 
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August 1, 2002 8:00 AM 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ") f\,_ 
SUBJECT: Tracking WMD Briefings to Congress 

Please give me an annotated list of all Senators that shows who has received the 

WMD briefing and the date. I would like the same thing for the House of 

Representatives. 

Second, I would like you to update it every week. 

Third, we ought to have some sort of an indication of each time a member of the 

House or Senate was invited to receive the briefing but declined. I want to know 

how many times and the dates they were invited. 

If that is not clear, please come and see me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102-7 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_8-'--/ _l_<e,....;.f_u_'l...-_· __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5964 
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August 1, 2002 8:09 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJ\ 
SUBJECT: General Hoar 

Please take General Hoar off the list of people we have. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
080102-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ r_. ·_8....;_/_ll_1_/_0_1.-_.· __ 

~ 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)t\ 
SUBJECT: Senator Kyl on August 23 

August 1, 2002 2:15 PM 

Please take a look at August 23-1 think Jon Kyl is going to be in that day. 

He wants to sit down for an hour and a half and talk about something with me. I 

will choose the group. I want Larry for one, and l want to see Larry about who 

else I invite-Doug Feith, for sure, and maybe Paul Wolfowitz. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102·10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O<t ( 01 / lJv ------------

U00387 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J·-A, 
SUBJECT: Phone Call with Senator Bond 

August 1, 2002 2:17 PM 

Please set me up with a phone call with Senator Kit Bond. I want to talk to him 

about his hand. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~ ....... /_o __ c,.....:,/_u_~ __ _ 

U00388 /03 
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August 1, 2002 2:21 PM . 
L...J..-.Z,,, 

,. t (.:[}J"' I 
~::._. I •( • .· :::: ~-' ' •• • \ i • ~ .. './ •• J-
-- f \ •,\~. :. ( ( ·- .:'-/'•, Torie CJarke TO: 

l
-\\. (,,. . • / ,·,~- ' ! I 

.· . . . i ,. ,,,.. . . t.., ~ ' ••. _·, .. },/' '-,;. . L . · .. ·:--
\ : > \ ; ' :;: ) · 1 • ·.'. ' _;+· FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ... ·\~ . 

',.:.v I 11,' '._ I >.t.- , , 1' .·• I 
\ • .1 ,~. r • / ~, . ·- '\ 
,~· l ,.\ ' t~ 1' ,~( \v ' 

''\ ·-· <; -~\\ < \ !, (... ~( • ... ~ 
The Brokaw thing was a waste of time. He talked about Iraq the entire time-· · for ._;,,; · 

SUBJECT: Interview w/Tom Brokaw ·., 

. J \ ., 
40 minutes. I fina11y said he had a fixation and that they were causing a feeding ·\ ~ ~ ... r -, !'"' 

I .,. ' ~, ... ~. " frenzy on Iraq. We wiJI end up on the cutting room floor, I suppose. f:. C • .._ 

It seems to me we ought to knock off these 9/11 interviews if they want to come in 

and talk about Iraq. You ought to just tell them that either they talk about 9/11 or 

they don't. If they are going to talk about Iraq, they are not going to get an 

interview. And if they start it, I will just get up and ]eave. 

I am tired of it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080102-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by OS-- / o c, / u ·L-

~ 

~ 
~ 

U00389 /03 t' 
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August 2, 2002 7:16 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J ~ 
SUBJECT: Participants 

In the future, before these groups of outsiders are invited in, I want to see the list. 

\Ve are missing some key people who are friends of mine who need to be 

informed, and we are adding people who really shouldn't be there. It weakens the 

meeting if the wrong people are in there-I know a lot about this. 

I need to see a set of all the lists she has, so I can take a look at them and add and 

subtract. 

Thanks. 

Dl!Rdh 
080202·1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ----""-o_f_/_1 ~--:....f _o_v __ _ 
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August 2, 2002 7:27 AM / 
./ 

TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld 'y(\.. 

SUBJECT: Army 

Please give me the organization of the Army. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202-3 

,,, 
/ 

,/ 

// 
/' 

.. / 

/ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by o~ / o 7 / O 2.... 

~e., &-z.o 

Col,. ~OC,4~ 'N"U"i° 
.; 

OtJ \...A"i62..CS.. FCU)"" 
~~~ "'( .. AT ic.D 

T~o. "''\ .. :. 
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August 19, 2002 

Memorandum for Secretary of Defense 

Subject: Army Layers 

Sir, the following is the generic Army organization. I avoided the more esoteric nuances, 
which I can explain, but these are the basics. 

Squad 

Platoon 

Company 

Battalion 

Brigade 

Division 

Corps 

Very Respectfully, 

COL Bucci 

Numbers 

10-12 troops 

30-50 troops 

150-200 troops 

500-1000 troops 

3000-5000 troops 

13,000-18,000 

30,000-80,000 

Senior Leader 

Staff Sergeant 

2LT 3 Squads 

CPT 3-4 Platoons 

L TC 3-4 Companies 

COL 2-4 Battalions 

Major General 2-4 Brigades 

Lieutenant General 2-5 Divisions 

11-L-0559/0SD/5971 



THE ARMY 

• 
" . -

MACOMS{l"IA~~ dO/Vlf"ffl:N/YS} MACOMS/ASCCs (AiM"l ~PotJeJJ• 
" C.O~l.-\AtJt> S = Forces Command ~ Intelligence & ~~ 

~ Security Command ~ Eighth United States Army O United States Anny, South ~ 
• Training and • Criminal Investigation 

· Doctrine Command . _ Command • 

~ Army Materiel @ Military Traffic 
United States Army Europe o Third United States Anny (ASCG) 

'

JJ..·· . . ' '... Command . . Management Command e 
.... Corps of Engineers D Space and Missile 

• Defense Command 

United States Anny Pacific I US Army Special Operations 
Command 

e. Medical Command D Military District of Washington 
• Theater warfighting capability to 

support Combatant Commanders 

• Fulfill Title 10 responsibilities to 
generate and resource forces CORPS 

<i>AOII 
• Provide tactical capabilities for effective Joint/Combined Force land operations. · 

DIVISIONS 
10 ACTIVE 

····~····" 
8 ARNG{/'14-7L ~./JQ_/)) ......... 

• Warfighting C2 organizations serve ... s cores for JTF, (C)JFLCC, or ARFOR HQ 

5 TRAINING SUPPORT DIVISIONS 

7 INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING DIVISIONS 

12 REGIONAL SUPPORT COMMANDS 

~ • m O· ' . Provide training assistance & support to RC units 

I , Q e • •• • Provide combat support, service support training 

: : If::: • Provide combat ready forces 
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Snowflake 

August 2, 2002 7:28 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V\ 
SUBJECT: November 17 Group 

Did Tom Miller ever get back to us on the November 17 families? 

Thanks. 

DIIR:Jh 
080202-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ r::_·f_:_· _.,_/ J_L-_· __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5973 
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August 2, 2002 12:32 PM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·,Y/l 

SUBJECT: Organization of Services 

I would like to see a fairly simple organization of the Anny, the Navy, the Air 

Force and the Marines, so I can see where these major elements are and where the 

duplication might be. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ t_:~......,< i--f _I (p__._{ 0_1., ___ _ 

U00393 /03 
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August 2, 2002 12:40 PM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <v·~ 
SUBJECT: WMD Briefing 

You should get a better audio-visual presentation. 

The slides are not good-they should be dramatically improved. When you have a 

big room like that, people can't read anything up there. We ought to know better 

than that. 

Let's get somebody who knows what they are doing to do the graphics and the 

charts. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ C_}~_/:.......;. ,'--· ~_/_o_v_· __ _ 

U00394 /03 
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TO: 
C'
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
\I ~Iv\ ~ I ~~1l A,.,\ 

Donald Rumsfeld (j\. 
Defense Bill 

August 2, 2002 2:04 PM 

The President mentioned that the Defense bill had passed somep]ace and that now 

there was a conference. I said we have a problem on the conference, because there 

are some things in the Senate's bill that are better from our standpoint and some in 

the House version. 

If each side exchanges, we could get both bad versions. It is terribly important. 

One of the big things in there, as I recall, is this issue of concurrent receipts. The 

President said that was "veto-able." I said we really better get organized and put 

a ful1 court press on. We need to see if we can't get both sides to improve, 

because either side has a bad bill on that issue. And I don't want to trade off 

"ruissile defense, or the war or a lot of other things for it. The President said we 

better get our teams together. 

Please get a Jist of all the people we have at any given time, like right now, 

deployed with CIA. I sign these deployment orders all the time. We have a pile 

of civilian and military personnel who are connected to CIA on the kinds of things 

we are talking about in the Ho11and memo. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202·9 

Please respond by __ .'_'_S....;../_1_r,,__._f .J_··1-_· __ 



August 2, 2002 2:09 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "(/[I' 
SUBJECT: Photos 

Please come see me about that stack of photographs I sent out and asked you to 

see me on. 

Thanks. 

DHR dh 
080202-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ · _/_<.,_·_._:_r )_· _'--_· __ 
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August 2, 2002 2:14 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)J\ 

SUBJECT: Reconstruction Coordinator 

Condi asked if we were Jooking at two- and three-stars besides this ]ist for the 

security reconstruction coordinator. I don't know what you are doing on that

anything? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O~- / IC; /o "L---

11-L-0559/0SD/5978 
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Snowflake 

August 2, 2002 2:18 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)/l. 
SUBJECT: Press Reporting 

Please check out the facts on this intel piece. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FB1S-SA0207310026 "Pakistan: Relatives Claim Ex-Taliban Ambassador Zaeef 'Martyred' in 

Cuban Jail" 

OHR:dh 
080202-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~_,_/_1_1.._/_iJ_."1..-_· __ _ 

U00398 /03 
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P16012 Wed Jul 31 00:25:00 2002 Page 1 

FBS-ri AFGHANISTAN: Pakistan: Relatives Claim Ex-Taliban Ambassador 
Story: 015 

Time: 2002 07/31 04:15 GMT 
Ref: 
AFGHANISTAN: Pakistan: Relatives Claim Ex-Taliban Ambassador 
Zaeef 'Martyred' in Cuban Jail 

SA0207310026 Karachi Urnmat in Urdu 30 Jul 02 pp 1, 7 

[Report by Sana News: "Former Afghan Ambassador Mullah Zaeef 
succumbs to severe torture in Cuba jail") 

[FBIS Translated Text] 
Quetta: The former Afghan Ambassador in Pakistan, Mullah Abdul 

Salam Zaeef has been martyred in the Cuban jail due to severe 
torture. While confirming the martyrdom of Mullah Zaeef, his 
close relatives in Kandahar told foreign correspondents that they 
have received information about the martyrdom of Mullah Zaeef. He 
died after severe torture. 

When the officials in the office of the Kandahar Governor, Gul 
Sher Zai, were contacted, they said that their office had not 
received any information about the death of Mullah Zaeef. 
Moreover, he was still alive in the Cuban jail, they added. 

During the Taliban rule in Afghanistan, Mullah Abdul Salam 
Zaeef was their ambassador in Pakistan. However, after ~he 
collapse of Taliban goverrunent, he was arrested by the Karzai .•• 
government from Kandahar and handed over to the United States. 
The Afghan Government has neither confirmed his death nor could 
this piece of news be confirmed by any other source. 
[Description of Source: Karachi Umrnat in Urdu -- Daily noted for 
its Islamic fundamentalist leanings and strong anti-U.S. 
position. Editor Rafiq Afghan has long-established ties with the 
Afghan Jihad movement.] 

(THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND 
DISSEMINATION IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT 
OWNERS.) 

(ENDALL) 
31 JUL 0415z FBIS 

NNNN 
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August 2, 2002 4:55 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld --p{l 
SUBJECT: Press Tardiness 

The next time we have these off-the-record sessions, no one can come late. If they 

are going to be late, they just don't come. That is fine with me if they don't come. 

I think the problem is the two people who came ]ate are important-Ricks and 

Martin-and they missed some very important things I said early on. They are the 

ones who should have heard it. 

So, in the future, Jet's just have a rule. Everyone comes, they are there, the door is 

Jocked and it is over. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080202-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by l> 8 / D ~ / o v 

U00399 /03 
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August 5, 2002 7:23 AM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~' 

SUBJECT: WMD Brief 

Please get with Torie and her people and have her help dress up that briefing-get 

the graphics right and get it so it is legible, visible, and readable and so it has 

impact and power! 

Thanks. 

UIIR:dh 
080502-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_i_/_, _~_/_0_1...-___ _ 

uoo~.oo 103 
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' Snowflake 

I • •. 
August 5, 2002 7:36 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld\)J\ 

SUBJECT: Hussein and UN Resolutions 

I think we ought to get a bill of particulars on how Saddam Hussein is breaking the 

UN resolutions. I just noticed the attached article by Susan Blaustein from 

Sunday>s Washington Post. 

It is pretty clear that we ought to be able to put together a good tick list that I could 

start citing in press briefings. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Susan Blaustein, "Saddam Hussein's Billions," Washington Post, August 4, 2002 

DHR:dh 
080502-3 
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Please respond by __ o_E ....... /"""f_&-4'/_u_v ___ _ 
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! l- washingtonpost.com 

Saddam Hussein's Billions 

By Susan Blaustein 

Sunday, August 4, 2002; Page B07 

Despite his often-rehearsed plaint that international sanctions have starved and ravaged his people, 
Saddam Hussein is laughing all the way to the aims bazaar. Since 1997 Iraq has brought in an average of 
$6 billion a year in civilian goods through the U.N. oil-for-food program, the country's only legitimate 
source of outside income. Under this program, Iraqi oil is exported in exchange for imports deemed by 
international experts to have no military utility. 

On top of this, Hussein and his sons and henchmen have managed to earn at least another $2 billion a 
year in hard currency by ilJegally manipulating the U.N. system and running extensive smuggling 
operations outside it Ninety percent of that estimated $2 billion comes from oil smuggling. Hussein & 
Sons have developed many channels outside the oil-for-food program through which the regime has 
managed to export oil in exchange for hard currency and goods not subject to U.N. oversight. These 
channels involve Turkey. Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iran and the Gulf states, and they are widening over 
time. 

The extra cash makes it possible for Hussein to continue to purchase the loyalty and protection of his 
myriad security and intelligence forces; to improve his ratings in the Arab world by erecting gargantuan 
mosques and paying off the families of Palestinian suicide bombers; and, most dangerously, to feed his 
cJandestine weapons procurement and development program. 

The international community has long been aware of Hussein's illicit revenue stream and weapons 
programs but has nevertheless turned a blind eye. In May the U.N. Security Council finally approved 
revisions in the oiJ-for-food program to focus it more narrowly on limiting Hussein's capacity to import 
weapons of mass destruction while sparing the Iraqi people as much as possible from the sanctions' 
effects. The revised U.N. program, which has only just begun to be implemented, wiU, it is hoped, 
expedite the influx of civilian goods to Iraq and thereby put the lie to Hussein's claim that sanctions 
rather than his criminal regime are to blame for Iraqis' protracted misery. 

But these so-called smarter sanctions cannot impede Saddam Hussein's ability to finance his 
procurement and development of weapons of mass destruction. The fatal flaw in the U.N. program is 
that it does not -- nor is it intended to -- stanch the money flow to Baghdad generated by the illicit trade 
that falls outside oil-for-food. In fact, Hussein's hard-currency earnings will likely increase as a result of 
the changes. For one thing, the revised program has actual1y increased the variety of goods on which 
Hussein can exact kickbacks from his trading partners and that he can then re-export for foreign 
exchange. Moreover, the revised program leaves virtually untouched Hussein's vibrant, illicit oil-for
goods barter with neighboring states -- all of which takes place under the passive watch of the 
international community. 

Reasons abound for what amounts to a universal decision to look the other way. Russia and France, two 
U.N. Security Council members that also happen to rank among Hussein's best business partners, have 
been openly threatened by Hussein with the loss oflucrative oil-for-food contracts unless they continue 
to sing Baghdad's tune on the Security Council and press for the lifting of sanctions. Jordan has been 
accorded an infonnal dispensation to continue its extensive trade with Iraq because of its extreme 
dependence on the Iraqi oil supp1y. The United States and United Kingdom, by far the most hard-nosed 

11-L-0559/0SD/5984 
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about enforcing the sanctions regime, nevenheless have been sensitive to the difficulties facing their 
close regional ally Turkey, which claims to have suffered severe economic damage from a decade of 
sanctions. 

The United States, keenly aware that Syria's cooperation is critical to prosecuting the war on terrorism, 
has been reluctant to demand that President Bashar Assad make good on his 15-month-old promise to 
crack down on his country's illicit trade with Baghdad. 

Analysts believe that in exchange for an attractive discount on its Iraqi oil purchases, Syria facilitates the 
procurement and transport of military hardware, which is of course proscribed under oil-for-food. Now 
that Syria sits on the U.N. Security Council and, therefore, on the U.N. Sanctions Committee, any U.N. 
directive to chill this new bilateral romance is highly unlikely. 

Iraq has also earned more than $200 million a year from oil smuggled through Iranian coastal waters 
that is then either re-exported from Iran or finds its way to the United Arab Emirates and beyond. In 
1991 the United Nation established a multinational interception force expressly to interdict Iraqi oil 
exports in the Gulf. But the largely American force is not permitted in Iranian territorial waters and thus 
must sit impotent as barges sloshing with Iraqi oil hug the Iranian coast. The force estimates that, largely 
as a result of this handicap, it interdicts only 5 percent of those barges bearing smuggled Iraqi oil. 

The Iranian Revolutionary Guard naval patrol has been the chief facilitator and beneficiary of this 
coastal traffic, which appears to benefit Iran's hard-liners. But in recent weeks the Iranian navy, which 
operates under the command of Tehran's moderate president, Mohammad Khatami, has begun, as it has 
on other occasions, to crack down on this illegal waterway traffic. This latest crackdown began at just 
about the time Tehran announced that it would not forcibly oppose a U.S. military strike on Iraq. 

More hard currency is obtained by Hussein's Mukhabarat, one of the dreaded intelligence services run 
by Hussein's son Qusai, which has reportedly set up front companies that re-export oil-for-food goods, 
such as medicines, baby food, vehicles, spare parts and electronics, in exchange for as much as $20 
million a year, with which it is believed to buy weapons. 

A bevy of international trade fairs has served to enhance Baghdad's respectability and bring in up to $30 
million annually in rents and fees; and each year religious pilgrims visiting Iraq's holy sites are being 
fleeced for as much as $40 million. Iraq has recently begun taking in an unknown amount in overflight 
and landing fees now that -- in a brazen multilateral demonstration of the sanctions' effective impotence 
-- Jordan, Syria, Russia and France have all resumed flying into Hussein International Airport. 

Although the United States has long been the most adamant Security Council member about prohibiting 
the flow to Iraq of imports that might be used in weapons production, and although President Bush 
singled out Hussein as a major target in the war against terrorism and the states that sponsor it, U.S. 
imports oflraqi oil have, since Sept. 11, increased significantly, even dramatically at times. In January, 
when Bush designated Iraq a constituent member ofhjs axis of evil, the United States consumed 75 
percent of all Iraqi oil exported under oil-for-food, according to U.S. government figures. 

No U.S.-based oil firms are currently direct purchasers of Iraqi oil, but the illegal 20-cent to 70-cent-per
barrel surcharges that Hussein has managed to embed in the pricing system worked out with the U.N. 
Sanctions Committee are passed up the line -- from the buyers who must actually agree to the kickbacks 
(mostly Russian, Chinese, Thai, Indian and Vietnamese firms and sma11 shell companies registered in 
Western countries that tolerate money-laundering) to the major traders to the American refineries and, 
presumably, to the ordinary motorist. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5985 
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This suggests that American companies and consumers are the last links in a chain of enablers who have 
helped to underwrite Hussein's end run around the U.N. system. 

Before Sept. 11, four free trade agreements with Iraq had been signed, by Egypt, Syria, Tunisia and 
Yemen. Since then another eight have been signed ·- by Algeria, the United Arab Emirates, Sudan, 
Bahrain, Oman, Lebanon, Qatar and Jordan. Two more are under discussion, one with Bahrain and one 
with Saudi Arabia, which recently reopened a border post cJosed since the Gulf War to facilitate direct 
trade and which has scheduled a big trade fair in Baghdad for the fall. 

In announcing each new bilateral agreement, trade officials have heralded vastly expanded trade 
relations between the two countries involved. Hussein1s co-signatories are well aware that each 
agreement affords him both the immediate political benefit of hammering yet another nail in the coffm 
of sanctions and the long-tenn economic benefit of preferential trade access once they are lifted. 

A cJearer picture of Hussein's funding mechanisms unravels a number of apparent contradictions that 
have long puzzled many observers. First, there remain shortages of basic medicines and foodstuffs in 

. Iraq, despite its being the beneficiary of the world's largest humanitarian program ever. That is because 
Hussein controls the distribution of goods. Second, as Jong as Security Council members have vested 
business interests in Iraq, they will not make any serious effort to see that their own sanctions are 
enforced. Third, although Iraq's neighbors -- and Iraq's own beleaguered Kurdish population -- certainly 
hold no brief for Saddam Hussein, they continue to resist the Bush administration1s call for "regime 
change" in Baghdad at least in part because they are benefiting from the status quo. 

Finally, the obvious: The Iraqi government has continually drawn out and obstructed talks with the 
United Nations regarding the resumption of weapons inspections because it probably does, in fact, have 
a great deal to hide. The U.N. oil-for-food program costs $6 billion a year. That's six times the size of 
the international community's other major humanitarian operations, such as in Bosnia, Rwanda and post
conflict Afghanistan. But the Iraq program is not effective. Nor can it ever be, given its structure, the 
deference that the U.N. accords Hussein, the makeup of the Security Council and the lack of political 
will to make it work. Barring robust enforcement, the program is simply a charade and should be 
scrapped. 

Doing so would surely rob Hussein of his triumph to date in the realm of public diplomacy. But it would 
also force the international community to face up to the fact that the U.N. program it devised has failed 
to stop Hussein from getting most of what he needs to remain a grave regional and worldwide threat. 

The writer is senior consultant to the Coalition for International Justice and co-author, with John 
Fawcett, of a forthcoming study of Saddam Hussein's sources of revenue. 

© 2002 The Washington Post Company 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Powe11 Moore 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\ 

SUBJECT: DESERT STORM Votes 

August 5, 2002 7:41 AM 

You ought to be aware of the attached votes on DESERT STORM. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/31/02 Di Rita memo to SecDefre: roll call votes from 1991 DESERT STORM resolutions 

DHR:dh 
080502.4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U00402 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/5987 



• 
July 31, 2002/Di Rita 

MEMO TO SECDEF 

FYI, I have attached the roll call votes from the Senate and the House on the 
Desert Storm resolution from 1991. 

Note that the vote was for the U.S. to use force "pursuant to U.N. Security Council 
Resolution 678." (Query: Does that vote for the use of force still hold?) 

The House passed it 250-183. 

The Senate was much closer: 52-4 7. 

Focus on the Senate. 

• There are 44 current members of the Senate who were in the Senate in 
1991. 

• There are 13 members of the Senate who were in the House in 1991. 

• Of these 57 current members of the Senate who voted in either the House or 
the Senate in 1991 : 

• 34 voted for war. 23 opposed. 

o Tally by Party: 

Republican 

Democrat 

Independent 

YEA 
28 

5** 

1 (Jeffords) 

** Breaux, Graham, Lieberman, Carper, Torricelli 

11-L-0559/0SD/5988 

NAY 
1 (Grassley) 

22 



~ V Ole J~ UII11Jt:J ~ 

.· Li~isLiffii~~Ui\i"-i·--'.::·.}iiiJt 
U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes 
102nd Congress - 1st Session (1991) 

as compiled through Senate LIS by the Senate Bill Clerk under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Senate 

Vote Summary 
Vote Number: 2 Vote Date: January 12, 1991, 02:44 PM 

Question: On the Joint Resolution (S.J.Res.2) 

Required for Majority: 1/2 Vote Result: Joint Resolution Passed 

Measure Number: SJ.Res. 2 (Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution) 

Measure Title: A joint resolution to authorize the use of United States Armed Forces pursuant to United 
Nations Security Council Resolution 678. 

Vote Counts: YEAs 52 

NAYs 47 

Not Voting 1 

Vote Summacy. By Senator Name · ~e Position By_l:jo.me State Return to Vote Ust 

Alphabetical by Senator Name 
Adams (D-WA), Nay Fowler (D-GA), Nay Mikulski (D-1\ID), Nay 
Akaka (D-HI), Nay Garn (R-UT), Yea Mitchell (D-ME), Nay 
Baucus (D-MT), Nay Glenn (D-OH), Nay Moynihan (D-NY), Nay 
Bentsen (D-TX), Nay Gore (D-TN), Yea Murkowski-(R-AK), Yea 
Biden (D-DE), Nay Gorton (R-WA), Yea Nickles (R-OK), Yea 
Bingaman (D-NM), Nay Graham (D-FL), Yea Nunn (D-GA), Nay 
Bond (R-MO), Yea Gramm (R-TX), Yea Packwood (R-OR), Yea 
Boren (D-OK), Nay Grassley (R-IA), Nay Pell (D-RI), Nay 
Bradley (D-NJ), Nay Harkin (D-IA), Nay Pressler (R-SD), Yea 
Breaux (D-LA), Yea Hatch (R-UT), Yeil Pryor (D-AR), Nay 
Brown (R-CO), Yea Hatfield (R-OR), Nay Reid (D-NV), Yea 
Bryan (D-NV), Yea Heflin (D-AL), Yea Riegle (D-Ml), Nay 
Bumpers (D-AR), Nay Heinz (R-PA), Yea Robb (D-VA), Yea 
Burdick, Quentin S (D-ND), Nay Helms {R-NC), Yea Rockefeller (D-WV), Nay 
Bums (R-MT), Yea Hollings (D-SC), Nay Roth (R-DE), Yea 
Byrd (D-WV), Nay Inouye (D-HI), Nay Rudman (R-NH), Yea 
Chafee (R-RI), Yea Jeffords ()(~VT), Yea (:C. J Sanford (D-NC), Nay 
Coats (R-IN), Yea Johnston (D-LA), Yea Sarbanes (D-MD), Nay 
Cochran (R-MS), Yea Kassebaum (R-KS), Yea Sasser (D-TN), Nay 
Cohen (R-ME), Yea Kasten (R-WI), Yea Seymour(R-CA), Yea 
Conrad (D-ND), Nay Kermedy (D-MA), Nay Shelby (IJ-AL), Yea 

http://www.senate.gov/legislative/votetd211~~;9>~drl~i~1SD/5989 (f-) 7/31/2002 



~oer1. 

,,J'~ig (R-ID), Yea 
·"Cranston (D-CA), Not Voting 

• ·· D'Amato (R·NY), Yea 
Danforth (R-MO), Yea 
Daschle (D-SD), Nay 
DeConcini (D-AZ), Nay 
Dixon (D-IL ), Nay 
Dodd (D-CT), Nay 
Dole (R-KS), Yea 
Domenici (R-NM), Yea 
Durenberger (R~MN), Yea 
Exon (D-NE), Nay 
Ford (D-KY), Nay 

Kerrey (D-NE), Nay 
Kerry (D-MA), Nay 
Kohl (D-Wl), Nay 
Lautenberg (D-NJ), Nay 
Leahy (D-VT), Nay 
Levin (D-l\11), Nay 
Liebennan (D.:CT), Yea 
Lott (R-MS), Yea 
Lugar (R-IN), Yea 
Mack (R-FL), Yea 
McCain (R-AZ), Yea 
McConnell (R-KY), Yea 
Metzenbaum (D-OH), Nay 

Simon (D-IL), Nay 
Simpson (R-WY), Yea 
Smith (R-NH), Yell 
Specter (R-PA), Yea 
Stevens (R-AK), Yea 
Symms (R-ID), Yea 
Thurmond (R-SC), Yea 
Wallop (R-WY), Yea 
Warner (R-VA), Yea 
Wellstone (D-MN), Nay 
Wirth (D-CO), Nay 

rage i. or 4 

Vote Summaey By Senator Name By Vote Position By Home State Return to Vote List 

11-L-0559/0SD/5990 



. Fi'Dal Vote Results for Roll Call 9 Page 1 of5 

FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 9 
(Republicans in roman; Democrats in italic; Independents underlined) 

HJ RES 77 YEA-AND-NAY 12-JAN-1991 3:51 PM 
QUESTION: ON PASSAGE (MICHEUSOLARZ) 
BILL TITLE: TO AUTHORIZE THE USE OF UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES PURSUANT TO 

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 678 

I YEAS II NAYS II PRES NV I 
!REPUBLICAN II 16411 311 I 
IDEMOCRA TIC II 8611 17911 2\ 
ITNDEPENDENT II II 111 I 
!TOTALS II 2soll 18311 21 

-YEAS 250-

\ !Ackerman IJGordon IIPackard 
Allard I/Goss l!Pallone 
!Anderson l!Gradison IIParker 
!Andrews (TX) llorandy !!Patterson 
!Archer IIGreen IIPaxon 
IArmey llounderson IIPayne (VA) I 
1As2in JIHa/1 (TX) IIPetri I 
!Bacchus (FL) IIHammerschmidt !!Pickett 
!Baker (LA) IIHancock IIPorter 
!Ballenger \!Hansen \!Pursell 
!Barnard IIHarris IIQuillen 
!Barrett (NE) !!Hastert IIRaha/1 

!Bartlett IIHatcher !!Ramstad 

!Barton IIHayes IIRavenel 
!Bateman ltefley l'Ray 
!Bentley j<b)(6) I :!Regula 
IBereuter JIHerger IIRhodes 
!Berman IIHoagland IIRidge 
jBevil/ IIHobson !!Rinaldo 
JBilbray IIHo11oway IIRitter 
IBilirakis IIHoekins !!Roberts 
1Bti1ey IIHorton IIRogers 
jBoehJert !!Houghton IIRohrabacher 
jBoehner IIHubbard IIRos-Lehtinen 
!Borski !\Huckaby IIRostenkowski 
I II 11-L-0559/0SD/59~1 

http://clerkweb.house.gov/cgi-bin/vote.exe?year= 1991 &rollnumber=9 7/31/2002 



. Final Vote Results for Roll Call 9 Page 2 of 5 

JB~ewster IIHughes IIRoth I •. !Brooks' !!Hunter IJRoukema I 
!Broomfield /IHutto IIRowland I 

.._ !Browder \JIHyde iantorum I 
Bunning lltnhofe· IISa,palius I 
!Burton III re land llsaxton 

!Biron !!James llschaefer 
lcallahan !!Johnson (CT) llschiff 

lcam2 IIJones (GA) IJSchulze 
Campbell (CA) ~ones (NC) llsensenbrenner 

\ 'reampbell (CO) (f, ' IKasich llshaw 
Carper \Klug \!shays 
jchand]er IIKolbe llshuster 

lcha2man 31Kyl llsisisky 
!clement !!Lagomarsino llskeen 
lctinger IILancaster lls1ce1ton 
lcoble l!Lamos llslattery 
jco1eman (MO) J\I,au£hlin lls1aughter (VA) 

jcombest IILeach llsmith (NJ) 

lcondit IILehman Jlsmith (OR) 
lcoo,eer IILent 1~mith (TX) 
lcoughlin !'.Levine (CA) nowe 

lcox IILewis (CA) llso/arz 
lcramer IILewis (FL) !I Solomon 
!crane jjLi&!!tfoot llspence 
jcunningham JJLivingston lls.eratt 
jnannemeyer j\I,lold !!steams 
lDarden IILowery (CA) llsrenholm 
lnavis l!Luken llstumE 
Ide la Garza l!Machtley llsund9uist 
jDeLay IIMadi~an llswett 
jDerrick IIMarlenee IITallon 
!Dickinson IIMartin (NY) llranner 
lDingell IIMcCandless llrauzin 
jDoolittle IIMcCollum IITaylor (NC) 
jDoman IIMcCrery J"fhomas 
!Dreier IIMcCurdy IIThomas (GA) 
JDuncan IIMcDade }Thoma's (WY) 

!Edwards (OK) ljMcEwen ,~Thornton 
!Edwards :: r orricelli JMcGrath . 11-L-uoo~,u~u,0992 

http://cJerkweb.house.gov/cgi-bin/vote.exe?year= 1991 &rollnumber=9 7/31/2002 



Final Vote Results for Roll Call 9 Page 3 of 5 

!Emerson l!McMillan IJu~ton I 
JEngel IIMcMillen (MD) II Valentine I 
ie:rdreich IIMcNulty !Iv ander J agt 

IFascell IIMeyers II Volkmer 

IFaweJJ IIMichel llvucanovich 
JFields (TX) !!Miller (OH) IIWalker 

IFish IIMiller (WA) Jlwalsh 
jFran.ks (CT) !!Molinari llweber I 
!Frost l!Mollohan IIWeldon (PA) 

!Gallegly IIMontgomery II Whitten 
jGallo !!Moorhead llwnson 
!Gekas IIMorrison (WA) IIWolf 
!Geren !!Murtha IIWylie 
!Gilchrest IIMyers !!Young (AK) 

!Gillmor IINichols IIY oun~ (FL) I 
!Gilman IINuss]e llze1iff I 
jGingrich ll0r1iz Jlzimmer I 
JG/ickman llonon I 
!Goodling IJoxJey I 

-NAYS 183-

I.Abercrombie IIHall (OH) 11!'.anetta I 
~lexander llffamilton l~ayne (NJ) I 
!Andrews (ME) IIHayes (IL) l~ease 
!Andrews IIHefner IIPelosi 
~nnunzio l~ertel IIPenni 
~nthony IIHochbrueckner !!Perkins 
l.4ppleg_ate IIHorn IIPererson (FL) 
!Atkins IIHoler l~eterson (MN) 

jAuCoin l\.!acobs l~ickle 
IBeilenson IVefferson IIPoshard 

JBennett l~enkins IIPrice (NC) 

jBonior l~ohnson (SD) •J:;:el I !Boucher I ohnston 

!Boxer l\.!ontz ·1JRichardson 

!Brown (CA) IIKanjorski IIRiggs 

!Bruce l~aptur IIRoe 
~ryant (TX) IIKennedy (MA) l~oemer 
!Bustamante l~ennel/y IIRose 
lcardin 

''*il ' 
, bal 

- -~ I:: 8§§9,9813,§9~ 
http://clerkweb.house.gov/cgi-bin/vote.exe?year=I991&rollnumber=9 7/31/2002 



• Fina) Vote Results for Rol1 Call 9 Page 4 of 5 

jClay IIKolter llsabo 
lcoleman IIK02etski I ls anders 

!Collins (IL) IIKostmayer llsan~mezster 
lcollins (Ml) IILaFalce llsavage 
lconte I\LaRocco llsaayer 
lconyers I/Lehman (FL) llscheuer 
Jcostello I/Levin llschroeder 
lcox (IL) IILewis (GA) llschumer 
!Coyne llfi,einski llserrano 
IDeFazio I/Lon£ llshar2 I 
IDeLauro I/Lowey llsikorski I 
IDellums j)Manton 11Ska£~S I 
!Dicks IIMarkey llslau~hter I 
!Dixon l!Martinez !!Smith (FL) I 
Ji5onnelly /!Matsui j1Smith (IA) 

\ lDooley IIMavroules !!staggers 
jDor~an (ND) l!Mazzoli llstallin&:s 

'\ !Downey l!McC/oskey llstark 
~rbin llM':cDermott llstokes 
ID»,,er l~cHugh llstudds 
~arly l!M'fume llsw{t! 
!Eckart l~iller (CA) llsynar 
!Edwards (CA) j)Mineta IITay/or (MS) I 
!English (OK) /!Mink IITorres 

~SEY l~oakley llrowns 
!Evans l~oody IITraficant 
~azio IJM:oran IITraxler 
JFeighan IIMorella llunsoeld 
jFlake !!Mrazek llvenro 
jFog/ietta lr;ifwphl IIVisc/osky 
~oley j(Nagle II Washington 
IFord(MI) IINatcher llwaters 

~ord l(Neal llwaxman 
\Frank(MA) llNea/ (NC) llweiss 
jGaydos /!Nowak IIWneat 
IGejdenson lloakar llwilliams 
jGeehardt lloberstar II wise 
!Gibbons llobey llwolpe 
!Gonzalez llolin IIWyden 
jGray !JOw,nf-L-6559l08 B/5g~4es 

http://clerkweb.house.gov/cgi-bin/vote.exe?year= 1991 &rollnumber-9 7/31/2002 



, Final Vote Resu]ts for Roll CalJ 9 Page 5 of 5 
. . 

l~IG_~_ar_m_; ______ ~J,l~~-en_s~(U_t~J _____ ~ll~~-at_ro_n ______ ~II 
-- NOT VOTING 2 --

ljDymally jjudall 

11-L-0559/0SD/5995 
http=//clerkweb.house.gov/cgi-bin/vote.exe?year=1991&rol1number=9 7/31/2002 



August 5, 2002 7:48 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Civilian Casualties 

The attached is worth reading carefully. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Jolm Leo, "Flogged by bloggers,'' U.S. News and World Report, 08/05/02 

DHR:dh 
080502-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ -______ _ 

--~~ 
(\ ' 

. ', 

·.~~/ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5996 U00403 /03 



• 

Flogged by bloggers 

When the New York Times ran a front-page report on civilian casualties in Afghanistan 
("Flaws in U.S. Air War Left Hundreds of Civilians Dead"), bloggers descended on the ar
ticle like ants on a picnic . 

. Bloggers, Web loggers who run commentary and stray thoughts on their own Internet sites, like 
. to play "gotcha" with the established media. A favorite target is the Times, which has developed the 
habit of running front-page editorials posing as news reports. Hundreds of civilians dead? Don't 
that many civiHans perish in nearly every war? Stuart Buck at www.stuartbuck.blogspot.com asked: 

"Has there ever been another war 
· in history where civilian casualties 
were so few that journalists could 
track down virtually all of them 
individually?" . 

On his site, the Politburo, blogger 
Michael Moynihan noted that the 
Timu's source for the toU of 812 
dead was Marla Ruzicka, identified 
as a field worker in Afghanistan for 
Global Exchange, •an American or• 
ganization." What the Times didn't 
say, Moynihan wrote, is that Global 
Exchange is a far-left group oppos- '\=t;, 
ing g)obali2.ation and the U.S. mili· 
wy. Ruzicka. he said, is a fan of Cas· 
tro's Cuba and has won an award 
from Refuse and Resist, a group that 
sees America becoming fascist. 

rose 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit, not 7, 
over the past 30 years. But the Alas· 
ka Climate Research Center said the 
correction was incorrect. The Times 
correction of 5.4 degrees was still 
double the real temperature in· 
crease. Sullivan argued that the 
TirMS had "cherry·picked" data for 
maximum effect, measuring the 30 
years from 1966, one of the centu
ry's four coldest years, through 1995, 
one of the hottest. A report from 
the Center for Global Change said 
A1askan temperatures did not rise 
consistently over the 20th century
the pattern was back and forth: 
warming until 1940, cooling until 
the 1960s, then wanning again. 

Od9ly, after deciding to run a 
shaky article 1,>n civilian deaths, the 
Times seemed to take it all back, re
pol'.ting that the "extraordiriary ac
curacy of American airstnltes" has 
produced few of the disasters seen 

Web diarists are calling 
the print media's bluff. 

Sullivan was also one of the blog
gers who attacked the anti-Bush 
polling story run by the Times on 
July 18 under the headline "Poll 
Finds Concerns That Bush Is Over
ly Influenced by Business." That 

in previous wars. If iliat's true, why run the article? The Times 
aJso featured a series of artistic photos of children wounded in 
the war, titled• A Legacy of Misery." This is the way the Times 
expresses its resistance to the war-equating the liberation 
of Afghanistan with misery, pain, and dead civilians. 

No bluster. The mighty Times may not have noticed that a lot 
ofbloggers-some with small reputations, some with no rep
utations at all-now swarm over its news columns searching 
for enors and bias. The established media learned long ago 
how to marginalize critics and shrug off complaints of bias 
as the ravings of right-wing fanatics. But the bloggers aren't so 
easily dismissed. They don't bluster. They deal in specifics and 
they work quickly, while the stories they target are fresh. They 
link to sources, to one another's sites, and to the articles under 
attack, so readers can judge for themselves. The blogging rev
olution, says commentator Andrew SulJivan, the best-known 
blogger, "undermines media tyrants." 

On June 16, a startling front-page article in the Times re
ported that A1aska's mean temperature rose 7 degrees over the 
past 30 years. Sullivan checked with Alaska weather authorities 
and wrote that the Times figures were greatly exaggerated. The 
Times published a correction, stating that Alaska temperatures 

story seemed like an attempt to turn 
a poll favorable to the president into a vague vote of no confidence.. 
Thestoiyfocused on a •surge" of Americans who think thecoun· 
try is on the wrong track. But Sullivan noted that the poll found 
Bush's approval rating remaining very high at 70 percent, while 
68 percent agreed that the president "cares about the needs and 
problems of people like yourself," and 80 percent said Bush 
share$ their moral values. A similar poll ran the previous day 
in the Washington Post under the headline "Poll Shows Bush's 
Ratings Weathering Business Scandals." That's the straight· 
forward way to report a poll. 
· Jack Shafer of Slate joined the Times-bashing bloggers, com· 

plaining about a July l story, "Bush Slashing Aid for EPA 
Cleanup at 33 Toxic Sites." That story misrepresented a parti· 
san squabble over whether cleanups of"orphaned sites" (whose 
owners have gone bankrupt)should befinancedbytaxrevenues 
or a revival of the Superfund tax, phased out in 1995. Shafer 
wrote that funding has remained steady in ~ntyears and the 
Busbies want a modest increase for 2003, so the headline could 
have been, "Bush Superfund Budget Grows Slightly." 

Keep an eye on bloggers. The main arena for media criticism 
is not going to be books, columns, or panel discussions, and it 
certainly won't be journalism schools. It will be the Internet.• 

U.S.NEWS It WOBLb .RBPOII.T, AUGUSTS, 2002 41 
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August 5, 2002 7:55 AM 

TO: Denny Watson 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Domestic Intelligence Collection Paper 

Please see that the domestic intelligence collection paper is brought to the 

attention of the President, the Vice President and Andy Card. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~_/_0 ...... 1 ........ /_o_v __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5998 
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TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld ·T)/\ 
SUBJECT: Directives to CINCs 

August 5, 2002 10:21 AM 

We probably ought to look at any directives to CINCs, so we can rewrite them. 

They are old. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502-17 · 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 

Please respond by __ C"_<i__.......i ..;;...~_o--1/'--:;..;;...·· -~---
. I 

U00405 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/5999 



TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /';A 
SUBJECT: Background Sheet 

August 5, 2002 10:24 AM 

Please take a look at this background sheet. I am lost. Is this the most current 

one? Do I have to edit it again? 

They should always put the date it was revised on the actual sheet, so we know the 

last date of revision. Please get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Background sheets 

OHR:dh 
080502·21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_b_(_f_(._{_o-v-___ _ 

,. 

~ -

4 
.b 

,. 'I ....... .. _..., 

~ 
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~ '(!-,~ \ 'f}/ July 22, 2o'SEOB3'fflS SK:N 

/ s~\ -r-·- AUG 8 5 2002 

TO: Torie Clarl<e ~ ~-\\"'--'-\...e c\ 'JQ-\Q~\_\ V\\_ 

~
;-,.'_. OM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ t): o ' .. <-;, o_ v". \ k~--

~ ~-,/,-.I:: )'/ SUBJECT: Background Sheet ~ \_, '-----0 '\JV 0 
,\,,></ . ~ ''7 b<!-\ -~ ;Y 

I 
Pl~ase give _me copies of any versions of my background sheet that are cunent'.y ~ 

. \ _/f>emg used m the Pentagon-there may be more than one. ~~ ;. ~ ~~ . 
'/11 i,) 

Thanks. ~ ~D ~~J ~-~ 
DHR:dh 
072202-15 \J ~- \.) '; \,R__ & ~ ~, 0 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_7...;./_2_. _i,_J _o_"L-__ '-/ D ,"-- ~ 

'5 Q.,v·, (vJ. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6001 



{!1ograpw of Donald H. Rumsfeld 

THE HONORABLE DONALD RUMSFELD 

Secretary of Defense 

Until being sworn in as the 21st Secretary of Defense, Mr. Rumsfeld was in 
private business. Born in Chicago, 11Iinois, in 1932, he attended Princeton 
University on scholarship (AB, 1954) and served in the U.S. Navy (1954-57) 
as a Naval aviator. 

He went to Washington, DC, in 1957, during the Eisenhower Administration, 
to serve as Administrative Assistant to a Congressman. After a stint with an 
investment banking firm, he was elected to the U.S. House of 
Representatives from Illinois in 1962, at the age of 30, and was re-elected in 
1964, 1966, and 1968. 

Mr. Rumsf eld resigned from Congress in 1969 during his fourth tenn to 
serve in the Nixon Administration as: 

• Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, Assistant to the 
President, and a member of the President's Cabinet ( 1969-1970); and, 
as 

Page 1 of2 

• Counsellor to the President, Director of the Economic Stabilization Program, and a member of the President's 
Cabinet (1971-1972). 

In 1973, he left Washington, DC, to serve as U.S. Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 
Brussels, Belgium (1973-1974). 

In August 1974, he was called back to Washington, DC, to serve in the Ford Administration successively as: 

• Chairman of the transition to the Presidency of Gerald R. Ford (1974); 
• Chief of Staff of the White House and a member of the President's Cabinet ( 1974-1975); and, as 
• The 13th U.S. Secretary of Defense, the youngest in the country's history (1975-1977). 

From 1977 to 1985 he served as Chief Executive Officer, President, and then Chairman of G.D. Searle & Co., a 
worldwide pharmaceutical company. The successful turnaround there earned him awards as the Outstanding Chief 
Executive Officer in the Pharmaceutical Industry from the Wall Street Transcript (1980) and Financial World (1981). 
From 1985 to 1990 he was in private business. 

Mr. Rumsfeld served as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of General Instrument Corporation from 1990 to 
1993. A leader in broadband transmission, distribution, and access control technologies for cable, satellite and 
terrestrial broadcasting applications, the company pioneered the development of the first all-digital high definition 
television (HDTV) technology. After taking the company public and returning it to profitability, Mr. Rumsfeld 
returned to private business in )ate 1993. Until being sworn in as the 21st Secretary of Defense, Mr. Rumsfeld served 
as Chainnan of Gilead Sciences, Inc. 

During his business career, Mr. Rumsfeld continued public service in a variety of posts, including: 

• Member of the Presidents General Advisory Committee on Arms Control - Reagan Administration ( 1982 -
1986); 
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• President Reagan's Special Envoy on the Law of the Sea Treaty (1982 - 1983); 
.• • Senior Advisor to President Reagan's Panel on Strategic Systems ( 1983 - 1984); 

• Member of the U.S. Joint Advisory Commission on U.S./Japan Relations - Reagan Administration (1983 -
1984); 

• President Reagan's Special Envoy to the Middle East ( 1983 - 1984); 
• Member of the National Commission on the Public Service ( 1987 - 1990); 
• Member of the National Economic Commission ( 1988 - 1989); 
• Member of the Board of Visitors of the National Defense University (1988 - 1992); 
• Member of the Commission on U.S./Japan Relations (1989- 1991); 
• FCC's High Definition Television Advisory Committee (1992 - 1993); 
• Chairman, Commission on the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States ( 1998 - 1999); 
• Member of the U.S. Trade Deficit Review Commission (1999-2000); and 
• Chairman of the U.S. Commission to Assess National Security Space Management and Organization (2000). 

Mr. Rumsfeld's civic activities included service as a member of the National Academy of Public Administration and a 
member of the boards of trustees of the Gerald R. Ford Foundation, the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, the 
Hoover Institution at Stanford University, and the National Park Foundation. He was also a member of the 
U.S./Russia Business Forum and Chairman of the Congressional Leadership's National Security Advisory Group. 

In I 977, Mr. Rumsfeld was awarded the nation's highest civilian award, the Presidential Medal of Freedom. 

http://www.defenselink.mil/bios/secdef _bio. html 
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Draft Saunders 07/23/02 4:33 PM 
Draft Biography of Donald Rumsfeld 

On January 20, 2001, Donald Rumsfeld was sworn in as the 21 51 Secretary of Defense. Before 
taking his present post, the former Navy pilot was also the 13th Secretary of Defense, U.S. 
Ambassador to NATO, chief of staff at the Ford White House, an Illinois Congressman, and 
CEO of two Fortune 500 companies. 

Secretary Rumsfeld is responsible for directing the actions of the Defense Department in 
response to the terrorist attacks on September 11, 200 I. The war is being waged against a 
backdrop of great change within the Department of Defense. Under Secretary Rumsfeld' s 
leadership, the department has developed a new defense strategy replacing the old model for 
sizing forces with a newer, more modern approach. New approaches have been developed for 
balancing risks. The missile defense research and testing program has been reorganized and 
revitalized, free of the constraints of the ABM treaty. 

DoD also refocused on space capabilities and adopted a new approach to strategic deterrence that 
increases security while reducing strategic nuclear weapons. In early 2002, Secretary Rumsfeld 
proposed and the President approved a significant reorganization of the worldwide command 
structure, known as the Unified Command Plan. 

Mr. Rumsfeld was born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1932. He attended Princeton University on 
academic and ROTC scholarships (A.B., 1954) and served in the U.S. Navy (1954-57) as an 
aviator and flying instructor. In 1957, he transferred to the Ready Reserve and continued his 
service in flying and administrative assignments as a drilling reservist until 19,75. He transferred 
to the Standby Reserve when he became Secretary of Defense in 1975 and to the Retired Reserve 
with the rank of Captain in 1989. 

In 1957, he came to Washington, DC to serve as Administrative Assistant to a Congressman. 
After a stint with an investment banking firm, he was elected to the U.S. House of 
Representatives from Illinois in 1962, at the age of 30, and was re-elected in 1964, 1966, and 
1968. 

Mr. Rumsfeld resigned from Congress in 1969 during his fourth term to serve in the Nixon 
Administration. From 1969 to 1970, he became Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, 
Assistant to the President, and a member of the President's Cabinet (1969-1970). From 1971 to 
1972, he was Counselor to the President, Director of the Economic Stabilization Program, and a 
member of the President's Cabinet. In 1973, he left Washington, DC, to serve as U.S. 
Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in Brussels, Belgium (1973-
1974). 

In August 1974, he was called back to Washington, DC, to serve in the Ford Administration 
Chairman of the transition to the Presidency of Gerald R. Ford (1974). He then became Chief of 
Staff of the White House and a member of the President's Cabinet ( 1974-1975). He then served 
as the 13th U.S. Secretary of Defense, the youngest in the country's history (1975-1977). 

11-L-0559/0SD/6004 
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Draft Saunders 07/23/02 4:33 PM 
From 1977 to 1985 he served as Chief Executive Officer, President, and then Chairman of G.D. 
Searle & Co., a worldwide pharmaceutical company. The successful turnaround there earned him 
awards as the Outstanding Chief Executive Officer in the Pharmaceutical Industry from the Wall 
Street Transcript (1980) and Financial World (1981). From 1985 to 1990 he was in private 
business. 

Mr. Rumsfeld served as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of General Instrument 
Corporation from 1990 to 1993. General Instrument Corporation was a leader in broadband 
transmission, distribution, and access control technologies for cable, satellite and terrestrial 
broadcasting applications. The company also pioneered the development of the first all-digital 
high definition television (HDTV) technology. Until being sworn in as the 21st Secretary of 
Defense, Mr. Rumsfeld served as Chairman of Gilead Sciences, Inc. 

Before returning for his second tour as Secretary of Defense, Mr. Rumsfeld chaired the Ballistic 
Missile Threat Commission, whose bipartisan, unanimous conclusions awakened America to the 
emerging threat of ballistic missiles. He also chaired the U.S. Commission to Assess National 
Security Space Management and Organization, which concluded that the U.S. had an urgent 
interest in promoting and protecting the peaceful use of space and developing space technologies 
and operations. 

During his business career, Mr. Rumsfeld continued public service in a variety of other posts, 
including: 

• Member of the President's General Advisory Committee on Arms Control - Reagan 
Administration ( 1982 - 1986); 

• President Reagan's Special Envoy on the Law of the Sea Treaty (1982 - 1983); 
• Senior Advisor to President Reagan's Panel on Strategic Systems ( 1983 - 1984); 
• Member of the U.S. Joint Advisory Commission on U.S./Japan Relations-Reagan 

Administration ( 1983 - 1984); 
• President Reagan's Special Envoy to the Middle East ( 1983 - 1984); 
• Member of the National Commission on Public Service (1987 - 1990); 
• Member of the National Economic Commission ( 1988 - 1989); 
• Member of the Board of Visitors of the National Defense University (1988 - 1992); 
• Member of the Commission on U.S./Japan Relations (1989 - 1991); 
• FCC's High Definition Television Advisory Committee (1992 - 1993); 
• Member of the U.S. Trade Deficit Review Commission ( 1999 - 2000); and 

Mr. Rumsfeld's civic activities included service as a member of the National Academy of Public 
Administration and a member of the boards of trustees of the Gerald R. Ford Foundation, the 
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, and the 
National Park Foundation. He was also a member of the U.S./Russia Business Forum and 
Chairman of the Congressional Leadership's National Security Advisory Group. 

In 1977, Mr. Rumsfeld was awarded the nation's highest civilian award, the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom. 
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TO: 

/ROM: 

( SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld1l 

CFC 

August 5, 2002 10:27 AM 

Who is in charge of the Combined Federal Campaign for the Pentagon this year? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O l f 1 ;, ( ..) "l.-
..... 

!f/f - . ~ ( MH 

I l' 
c:·. -JJ 
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Snowflake 

August 5, 2002 10:30 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

SUBJECT: Spouses to NA TO Informal Ministerial 

Please get back to me and tell me whether spouses are invited to the Warsaw, 

Poland, NATO Informal Ministerial. The Minister said they are, and the office is 

telling Joyce they aren't. 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
080502-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ::_· ~-' "'-/ _c.
1
_· .1....;./_r,;_·_i...~ __ _ 
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August 5, 2002 10:30 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Newsweek Story 

I saw Henry Kissinger this weekend. He said there is somebody from Newsweek 

writing a very bad story about me always going after Secretaries of State. 

Do you know anything about this? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502·25 

•...•.................•.•••...........••.••.•........................•.• , 

Please respond by __ 0_1s_/_0_1-'-/_0_1-__ _ 
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August 5, 2002 10:38 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tfJY\ 
SUBJECT; ABC Program for Barbara Walters 

Barbara Walters asked me ifl would agree to tape a program called "The Most 

Fascinating People of the Year" for ABC that is played in December. She says 

they requested it but were turned down by your office. 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502·28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ r._)8_,/_1 t.,--'-/ 0_2--__ _ 
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August 5, 2002 10:44 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: John Reed on DSB 

Please see me about the possibility of putting John Reed on the Defense Science 

Board. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
080502-31 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_K_,_/_1_/~ ...... / ..... u_·2-__ _ 
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August 5, 2002 10:45 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)t\. 

SUBJECT: Conrad Black on DPB 

Please see me about Richard Perle talking about my putting Conrad Black on the 

Defense Policy board, even though he is a foreigner and a member of the House of 

Lords. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502-32 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~ _/_l_~_/_\}_1.-__ _ 
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August 5, 2002 10:47 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

r . FROM: 

\~ SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld 'Cf\ 
Peter Galbraith 

Who is Peter Galbraith? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502-33 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . .,. 

Please respond by __ 0_i_f~J-~ ____ f_v_· 7-_· __ _ 
' (. 
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-- _Peter W. Galbraith's Biography Page l of 2 

•, • L • 

> Embassy H.om.eJ~~t > AmbassadQr's page> Former U.S .. Am~.~-~.adora. te>J:roatia 

PETER W. GALBRAITH 

Peter W. Galbraith was the first United States Ambassador to the Republic of Croatia, having 
presented his credentials to President Franjo Tudjman on June 28, 1993. Ambassador Galbraith 
was actively involved in the Bosnia and Croatia peace processes. He participated in the 1993 
and 1994 negotiations that led to the March 1994 signing of the Washington Agreement ending 
the Muslim-Croat war and creating the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

In 1994 and 1995, he was one of the sponsors of the 2-4 Croatia peace process that produced 
the March 29, 1994 Cease-fire Agreement and the December 2, 1994 Economic Agreement 
between the Croatian Government and the Krajina Serbs. He was a principal co-author of the Z-4 
plan for a political settlement in Croatia and served with Thorvald Stoltenberg as co-mediator of 
the Eastern Slavonia negotiations. This effort culminated in the November 12, 1995 Erdut 
Agreement providing for the peaceful reintegration of the area into Croatia. 

From 1979 until 1993, Peter Galbraith was a senior advisor to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, with major responsibilities for the Near East and South Asia and the Foreign 
Relations Authorization legislation. Ambassador Galbraith uncovered and documented Saddam 
Hussein's genocidal campaign against the Iraqi Kurds in the late 1980's, leading to sanctions 
legislation against Iraq and later contributing to the decision to create a safe-haven for the Kurds. 
His work on behalf of human rights and democracy in Pakistan earned him that country's high 
civilian award, the Sitari-i-Quad-Azam. 

Ambassador Galbraith holds an A.B. from Harvard College, M.A. from Oxford University, and a 
J.D. from Georgetown University. He is married to Tone Rand Bringa and has two children. 

Ambassador Galbraith's mission in Croatia terminated in January 1998. 

PETER W. GALBRAITH 

Peter W. Galbraith bio je prvi veleposlanik Sjedinjenih Dr!ava u Republici Hrvatskoj, a svoje je 
vjerodajnice predao predsjedniku Franji Tudmanu 28. lipnja 1993. Veleposlanik Galbraith bio je 
aktivno ukljucen u mirovne procese u Bosni i Hrvatskoj. 1993. i 1994. godine je sudjelovao u 
pregovorima koji su doveli do potpisivanja Washingtonskog sporazuma u otujku 1994. kojimje 
okoncan muslimansko-hrvatski sukob i stvorena Federacija Bosne i Hercegovine. 

1994. i 1995. godine je bio jedan od pokretaca Z-4 mirovnog procesa za Hrvatsku koji je doveo 
do Sporazuma o prekidu vatre od 29. ozujka 1994. i Ekonomskog sporazuma izmedju hrvatske 
Vlade i krajinskih Srba od 2. prosinca 1994. Bio je glavni ko-autor plana 2-4 za politicko rje~enje 

11-1 -QFiFi9/0SD/6013 
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Snowflake 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 

TAB 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1,l\. 
SUBJECT: Loss of Aircraft 

December 23, 2002 4:15 PM 

In a meeting last Friday the President raised the issue about the value of telling the 

world that if Iraq shoots down a US plane, we would consider that a casus be/Ii. I 

told the President I would think about it and get back to him. 

Please get back to me promptly. 

Paul, given Doug,s absence why don,t you work on this and communicate with 

me in New Mexico what you think. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
122302-51 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 11-_/_3_1 __ /_o_v __ _ 

.A 

D 
{'J 
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August 5, 2002 10:49 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -tJtl_ 
SUBJECT: Presidential Protection 

I want to talk to Gen. Myers about Presidential protection and see where we came 

out with Pete Pace. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502·35 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 6 ~ / I !J I o 1--

U00419 /03 
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Snowflake 

August 5, 2002 2:18 PM 

TO: Arlene 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Gen. Franks' Lunch 

Please be sure to mark OEF to pay for Gen. Frank's lunch, since I don't want them 

to bill him. Have the representational account pay for him when he is here. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080$02-37 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_~_(_0_1 /_u_Z,_-· __ 
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TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Thank Yous 

August 5, 2002 2:20 PM 

Please make sure we write a nice thank you and I sign it to all of these people who 

send us a cartoon. I think it shouldn't be the autopen. That is awfully nice of them 

to do it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080502-40 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 08 f ( re / 1> ·1,.-, 
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TO: . Larry Di Rita 

CC: Powell Moore 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Undersecretary for Intelligence 

August 5, 2002 3:23 PM 

I thought we talked to the intel committees about this. Look at this article in U.S. 

News and World Report. If I should see Senator Graham or Senator Shelby, or 

any of those folks, I would be happy to. 

What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Linda Robinson, "Moves that maner," U.S. News and World Report, 08/12/02 

DHR:dh 
080502-41 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_i___.__/ _1 ~_f o_-i--__ _ 
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ACTION MEMO 

August 7, 2002 2:30 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 

SUBJECT: Phone Call to Senator Graham (ref: Snowflake# 080502-41) 

• The purpose of your call to Senator Bob Graham (D-FL), Chairman of the Senate 
Select Intelligence Committee, is to allay his concerns referred to in the August 12 
issue of U.S. News and World Report about your effort to gain authority for an 
Under Secretary for Intelligence. 

• Senator Graham is not quoted in the article. However, author Linda Robinson 
characterizes him as being "decidedly upset." The author asserts that the 
administration had promised not to propose any major intelligence reforms until 
the two congressional committees had finished their joint 9/1 I inquiry. Further, 
the article alleges that your request was intended to thwart possible action by the 
committee that would shift control of DIA, NSA, and NIMA to the DCI. A 
similar article appeared in the August 7 Early Bird, reprinted from MSNBC.com, 
authored by Michael Moran. 

• While the article characterizes your request as a surprise to members of Congress, 
the fact is, Or. Cambone briefed the staff of the SASC and SSCI shortly after the 
request was sent over. Some SSC[ staff have expressed concern that committee 
oversight was being circumvented. 

• On balance I believe this is a staff generated issue fueled by intelligence 
community angst over change. Still, Senator Graham may feel you are trying to 
preempt his initiative. 

• Senator Graham is vacationing with family in Arizona and Nevada. You will be 
connected through his executive assistant. John Provenzano,!(b)(6) I 

• His Republican counterpart is Senator Shelby, is currently traveling in Africa. 

Recommendation: Call Chairman Graham today or at your earliest convenience. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6019 
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Moves that matter rector of central intelligence (DCI). 
The latest gambit illusuates the grow

ing influence of Defense Secretary Don
a)d Rumsfeld, who had publicly criticized 
the Scowcroft plan. Worth noting: Scow
croft has long been a friend and adviser 
to the president's father, ~orge H. W. 
Bush. More important. the new position 
increases the Pentagon's clout in intel
ligence matters. •He is creating another 

In the intelligence ,vars, a pre-emptive strike 
by the Pentagon surprises many in Congress 

BY LJNDA ROBINSON managerial matter with few broader im
plications. But intelligence officials and 
experts say that could not be further from 
the truth. The new under secretary posi
tion is a bureaucratic coup that accom• 
plishes many Pentagon goals 
in one fell swoop. 

"nle Pentagon ·s move pre
empts proposals that the in
telligence committees-in
cluding the one Graham. a 
Florida Democrat, chairs

, DC[ for all practical purposes,· says a se
nior intelligence official. That goes in the 
opposite direction from what many com
missions and studies have recommend-

, ed-and, indeed, where Congress was 
likely to go. For years, experts have pro· 
posed ways to give the DCI more, not less, 
control over the 13 disparate pie<:es of the 
intelligence apparatus, 85 percent of 
whose assets reside in the Defense De· 
partment. Since the September 11 attacks 
there is a new sense of urgency that the 
United States must get the intelligence 
structure right for fighting tem,rism. 

Some former intelligence officials think 
the military overemphasiz.es tactical pri· 
orities. "You can see this now in that all 
national resources an focused on an 
8,000-troop operation in Afghanistan," 
says one. But retired Lt. Gen. William 
Odom, a former director of the National 
Security Agency, argues that the Penta
gon's intelligence needs are greater today 
than ever. given precision weapons' de
pendence on targeting data. 

Tenet's two h1t1. By law, the official 
who is supposed to balance these "war· 
fightinf demands with broader nation
al intelligence requirements is the direc
tor of central intelligence, George Tenet, 
who wears a second hat as director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency. A number S en. Bob Graham was decidedly 

upset. It was June 22. another bad 
news day. The Senate SeJect Com

mittee on Intelligence, which he chairs, 
along with its House counterpart. had just 
been raked over the coals by Vice Presi- ' 
dent Cheney for allegedly leaking secret 

1 
intercepts about the September 11 attacks. 
Now there was more bad news. The ad· 
ministration had promised not to propose 
any major intelligence reforms until the 
two congressional committees had fin
ished their JOint 9/11 inquiry. Yet the day 
before. June 21. the Pentagon quietly sent 
up a request to create a powerful new 
under secreta.J:' of deiense for intelligence. 
The new pos1Don-which one official calls 

' are expected to make at the 

of officials say that Tenet has 
sufficient statutory authori
ty to outweigh the Pentagon 
but chooses not to. ·Part of 
the problem is the current 
DCI doesn't use the authori· 
ty he has," says one. "He is 
mostly just interested in nm
ning the CIA and does not 
want to fight DOD." 

a .. ma,or intelligence reform'-was then 
inserted into a Senate defense bill and was 
headed for the full C:>ngress's approval. 

The Pentagon's gambit has been such 
a brilliant stea1th anack that manv mem
bers of Congress aren't even aware It IS 

happening. let alone what it means. No 
heanngs ha"e been r,eld. and Pentagon of· 
fic1als portray 1t merely as an internal 

· conc:lusion of their inquiry. 
And by consolidating all the 
Pentagon's intelligence agen
cies under one high-level of· 
ficial. 1t ,,rruallv nullifies an
other radical ·,eform pro

This imbalance will only 
grow if the lead candidate for 
the under secretary slot is 
named. Richard Haver, cur-

rently Rumsfeld's special assistant for in· 
telligence, has a long resume of intelli
gence jobs and is as gung· ho as his boss. 
-He has enthusiastic supporters and de
tractors," says a retired intelligence of• 

posal. That came from a presidential 
panel led by retired Lt. Gen. Brent Scow
croft which in )1arch recommended that 
three key Pentagon intelligence entities
the National Secunty Agency, the !IJa· 
tlonal Reconn.ussance Office. and the Na
Donal Imagery and Mapping Agency-be 
removed from the Department of Defense 
and placed under the control of the di- ; 

1 ficial. And he has another ace in the hole: 
· When Cheney ran the Pentagon, he made 

Haver his very first assistant secretary of 
defense for intelligence. • 

18 t; s.~E.WS"' WORLD R.£PORT. AUGUST t:., ~oo: 
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Snowflake 

August 5, 2002 3:48 PM 

TO: 

ROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ,/'.. 

SUBJECT: Ministerial in Chile 

Please show me the date for that ministerial meeting for all the Hemisphere's 

MoDs in Chile. I ought to try to go to it, even if I just go down for the day. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080S02-42 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_· 1-;_· ,__/ r_) (__ci(_' )_'\.... __ _ 
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August 5, 2002 4:25 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Briefings from Secretary Cohen 

I wiH wait to hear about any briefings I may have gotten from Cohen. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
080502-4~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Please respond by __ (_\_·~',+-/ ,_ ... ;_~..._{_J_1.,,-__ _ 

U00425 /03 
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• 
August S, 2002 4:27 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Bob Ferguson 

Please take a look at this from Laxalt and tell me what you think we ought to do 

about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/24/02 Laxalt memo to SecDefre: Bob Ferguson 

OHR:dh 
080502-44 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------

V 

"""' "-:-' ,..., 



THE LAXALT CORPORATION 

Michelle D. Laxalt 
President 

l(b)(6) 

To : s$ lboc~k ,A:.\ Ew s~JJ @ --.c:&J...w,P....::.· ~.:.-· -----

From /J\id,J4 on behalf of. _______ _ 

Re 

Date 

FAX # :..!l::::::(b=)(
6=)---------

# of Pages: 3 

Comments : 

-

If there are any errors during this transmission or any 
general questions, please contact the sender @)~!(b..;...)(~6) ___ ___. 

Sender: ---------
l(b)(6) 

11-L-0559/0SD/6024 
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THE LAXALT CORPORATION 
l<b)(6) 

02 05:02p 

Robert E. H. Ferguson 

(b)(6) 
l(b)(6) 

• (b)(6) I l(b)(6) I (office) 
(cell) 

PROFF§SIONAL SUMMARY 25 years Capitol Hill experience (both House and 
Senate), 21 of those as Chief of Staff to Members of Congress. Strong financial 
(managed budget in excess of$1-million) and personnel management skills. Extensive 
legislative experience and process knowledge. Savvy political skills and extensive 
professional contacts in Congress, the· ~ininisttation and private sector. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1995·1997 

1980·1981 

1980 

1979.1980 

Chief of Staff'/ Administrative Assistant 
Coagreaman John E. Peterson (R-PA) 
Manage all operations including legislation, press, mail. budget, 
casework, personnel and political matters. Oversee a staff of 16, 
including three state offices. Familiar with a wide range of 
legislative issues. particularly climate change, energy and mining, 
forests and resources~ cJean air, environment. pro ri ts and 

ered s ies reform. articipated in freeing Edmund Pope 
from Russian prison (accused of espionage). 

Chief of Staff/Administrative Assistant/Legislative Dinctor 
Congres.mum Jack fields (R-TX), Chairman 
Execute all adminis1.nttive duties while covering mukiple 
legislative issues. 

Chief of Staff/Administrative Anstant 
Coograsman Jack Fields (R-TX) 
Manage office operations including legislation. press, mail, budge~ 
casewor~ ;and po)jtjcal lDalWS. Covenod wide range of 
issues. orked to defeat U.N. Law of the Sea Trea:!:) 

Reagan Admin. Tramition Team, Dept. of the Treasury 
Develop economic policy position papers, and assisted in malting 
staffing recommendations. 

Republican Convendoo Platform Committee 
Senator John Tower (R-TX), Chairman 
Assist in the development of economic policy plank. 

Senate Republicaa Poley Committee 

11-L-0559/0SD/6025 
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~Jul 24 02 CS:02p THE LAXALT CORPORATION !(b)(6) 

• 

' . 

1977-1978 

1976 

./.,... 
/_ ... --

(

, Senator John Tower (R- ), Chairman 
Staff economi5t. onduct research and formulate position papers 
on economic policy, focus on balanced budget and ta..---c 
refonn/reouction. Attend policy committee meetings and 
briefmgs. 

HOUR Republican Study Committee 
Congressman Dick Schulz (R-PA), Chairman 
Staff assistant. Work with Congressman Jack Kemp in developing 
supply-side economic initiatives, reports and briefing papers. 
Research and write a decisive study of the Value-added tax, used 
during debate in the Ways and Means Committee. 

Dan Marriott for Congres., (R-Utah) 
Campaign staff. Perf onn issues and opposition research. 

~ 1970.1976 ~an Wiuer); construction trades. AFL·CIO; 
assistant Clerk of Couns. 

MaITARY SERVICE 

,fl t966-uno 

EDUCATJON 

1988 

fl973 

1971 

SK~LS: 

REFERENCES 

George Washington University, Washington, D.C. 
M.A in Legislative Affairs 

C--j°righam Young Univers1!tlProvo. Utah 
B.S. m History 
A.A in History 

South Florida Junior College, Avon Park. Florida 
AA in Histo:fY. Phi Theta Kappa. 

Excellent research, writing and oral presentation abilities. Strong 
management and organizational abilities. Misc. computer skills. 

Honorable John E. Peterson!(b)(6) ~ Honorabl~(House Maiori1Y Jhip, 
!(b)(6) I Honorable Jack Fields. Jr. (Twenty-First Century Group,l(b)(6) ; 

Honorable Chris Cannon d(b)(6) bc_Blr~Sen. Trent Lott. !(b)(6) I -·----
11-L-0559/0SD/6026 
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TO: 

SUBJECT: 

Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld 

August 6) 2002 

Interview with Brokaw 

I just saw the Brokaw tape. It is absolutely worthless. It is a waste of my time to~·, 

do it. We should not do that any more. -, ~ 

~ 
Thanks. ~c ' 

DHR/azn 
08602.01 

-~,..-·--·· .. ··-
Please respond by: ________________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6027 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld 11\ 
August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Attached 

7:23AM 

Here's a summary that is unclassi fled of some of the things we have captured. I 

think that fact, and the fact that we are getting so many tips from locals as to 

where to find the cash is worth mentioning in a press briefing. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
08602.03 

Attach: Summary of Weapons, Munitions and Equipment Captured in Afghanistan 1/1/02 to 
7/16/02 

Please respond by: _______ '{_· .. \ 1_5 ...... l_o_~----------

11-L-0559/0SD/6028 
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·; 
1 SUMMARY OF WEAPONS, MUNITIONS, AND EQlJIPMENT 

CAPTURED in AFGHANISTAN 
(Jan l, 2002 thru July 16,_2002) 

The coalition has searched over 1 0 · al caches in Afghanistan since 
Jan 1, 2002, with approximate 34 results Since June 1, 2002, 
there has been a noticeable itt8rease in the number of incident,s of 
cooperative locals identifying weapons caches to Coalition forces. Over 
81 o/o of exploited cacfies identified by cooperative locals in Afghanistan 
since O I Jan 02 were discovered over the past 60 da~. 

\ 

The foil owing items were captured/destroyed as a result of coalition cache 
loitation in Afghanistan: exp 
- rifles (AK-47) 1785 
- ammunition over 370,000 rounds 
- heavy machine guns 30 
- ammunition over 3.5 million rounds 
- mortar tubes 72 
- ammunition over 52,000 rounds 
- recoilless rifles 142 
- ammunition over 1711 rowids 
- air to air missiles approx 2100 missiles 
- rocket propelled grenade launchers approx 2800 
- ammunition over 4000 w-enades 
.:. rockets; 107/122nun over 43,000 rounds 
- Shoulder fired surface to air missiles: 319 missiles total 
- SA-7 missiles 269 
- Blowpipe missiles 13 
- Stin~ers missiles 37 

-tanks approx 50 
- armored vehicles approx40 
- mines (anti-tank/anti-personnel) approx 2000 
- anti-aircraft weapons over 20 

11-L-0559/0SD/6029 



Snowflake 

TO: Gen. Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Torie Clarke 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeid ~ 

DATE: August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Attached CENTCOM Information 

Attached is some material CENTCOM prepared with respect to Tora Bora, 

Anaconda and an excellent timeline. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080602.08 

Attach: Fact Sheets on Tora Bora, Anaconda and USCENTCOM OEF Chronology 

8:06AM 

Please respond by:-----------------------

cc~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6030 U00429 /03 
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TORA BORA 

1. Purpose. To provide information on the use of Afghan forces 
in the Tora Bora fight in eastern Afghanistan, 1 - 17 December 2001. 

2. Talking Points. 

• In early December 2001, the U.S. had 1,300 Americans in 
Afghanistan in seventeen different locations. Southern 
Afghanistan was still not under Coalition Forces control. In 
eastern Afghanistan, Al-Qaeda was consolidating its forces in 
the rugged, high mountain terrain of the Tora Bora region. 

• Several factors influenced the concept of operations adopted 
for Tora Bora. The Soviet experience in Afghanistan, 
entailing over 10 years and the introduction of more than 
620,000 troops into Afghanistan, was a prominent planning 
factor. More than 15,000 Soviet soldiers were killed and 
55,000 wounded during their occupation. Mindful of the Soviet 
experience, planning was also shaped by the strategic setting 
that Afghanistan ultimately belonged to the Afghans. 

• Fahim Khan, the premier Afghan leader in the area at the time, 
communicated a strong desire to have the Afghan forces attack 
in the Tora Bora area. Afghan forces were acclimated to the 
harsh climate and to operating at the high elevations found in 
eastern Afghanistan. 

• The U.S. relationship with these particular Afghan forces was 
relatively immature since the focus up to this time had been 
western, central and northern regions of Afghanistan. The 
decision was made not to stop the Afghan commanders who 
wanted to move into the Tora Bora area where we had already 
done a great deal of kinetic work. Associated with these 
Afghan forces were 100 Special Operations Forces. 

• Pakistan had up to 100,000 troops along the border, concentrated 
along the exfiltration points from Afghanistan into Pakistan. 

• The plan called for an approach up two parallel valleys with 
blocking forces at the ends of these valleys. As the Afghan 
forces (with U.S. Special Forces soldiers supporting) moved to 
contact, they encountered AQ/TB elements. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6031 



, ... 

• Various assessments have been made of the number of Al-Qaeda/ 
Taliban forces in the Tora Bora area, ranging from a few 
hundred to a few thousand forces. In actuality, the total 
size of the enemy force in the area is unknown. Pakistani 
border guards captured 247 Al-Qaeda/Taliban fighters, 
providing clear evidence that some enemy forces retreated into 
Pakistan as a result of the Tora Bora offensive. 

• Consolidation operations between 17 December 2001 and 8 January 
2002 revealed many fleeing Al-Qaeda were trapped and frozen as 
they fled across mountain passes at elevations of 13,000 to 
14,000 feet. 

• SOF with Hazrat Ali were told their plan included: 
• Two blocking forces 
• Two maneuvering units 
• However, no blocking forces ever showed, which allowed some 

enemy forces to escape. 

• The operation took place under extreme winter conditions at 
high elevations. 
• Battlespace ranged from 5,000 feet to 13,000 feet elevation. 
• Weather: frequently overcast, snowy precipitation, snowpacked 

ground, temperatures in the single digits at night. 
• Not a proper battlefield for heavy forces - this was an 

Infantryman's war. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6032 



• 
ANACONDA 

1. Purpose. To provide information regarding the decision not 
to employ conventional artillery during Operation ANACONDA on 
2 - 18 March 2002. 

2. Talking Points. 

• Conventional artillery was not employed during Operation 
ANACONDA. Prior to the operation, mission analysis dictated 
the need for mortars to provide organic fire support vice 
conventional artillery. Operating at high altitude, at the 
limit for most rotary wing operations, the conditions dictated 
the need for light, responsive forces, such as mortars for 
fire support. 

• The decision not to deploy artillery to Afghanistan and to 
employ the specific force identified for Operation ANACONDA, 
was a decision made at the tactical level by the Coalition 
Forces Land Component Commander. As a commander develops his 
mission analysis for each operation, he decides how many 
forces, what type and how they should be equipped at each 
particular point of the operation. 

• Mortars are considered ideal for use by light infantry in 
mountainous terrain and are more practical than artillery due 
to their mobility, responsiveness and rates of fire. 

• Operation ANACONDA was completely dependent on airlifting 
combat forces in an operations area varying from 8,000 to 
12,000 feet in altitude. 

• A total of 18 helicopters were available in Afghanistan for 
Operation ANACONDA. Although helicopters were required to 
support the operation because of terrain, any airlift of 
artillery would have been at the expense of the Infantrymen on 
the battlefield. Moving a single howitzer system by 
helicopter would have precluded moving two platoons of 
soldiers. 

• Mortars weigh between 47 pounds (60nun) and 715 pounds (120mm). 

• The smallest artillery piece weighs over 4,500 pounds. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6033 



• Four 120mm mortar systems and a pallet of ammunition can be 
transported by one CH-47 helicopter. The same number of 105mm 
howitzer tubes requires four CH-47 helos. 

• Fire Support from mortars is extremely responsive at ranges 
from 300M up to 7200M. 

• The maximum rate of fire for the 120mm mortar is up to three 
times faster in the first minute (15 rounds per minute for the 
first minute) than that of the Ml19 Howitzer. 

• The maximum ordinate for 120mm mortar fire is only 4000M as 
compared to the maximum ordinate for the M119 Howitzer's 
8000M. This allows supporting aircraft to fly lower when 
flying Close Air Support (CAS) missions. 

• A total of 26 mortars, of the 34 available in Afghanistan, 
were used during Operation ANACONDA: eighteen 60mm mortars; 
four 81mm mortars; and four 120mm mortars. 

• During the first twelve hours of the operation a total of six 
60mm mortars, two 81mm mortars, and four 120mrn mortars were 
inserted and used. 

• On the second day of the operation twelve 60mm mortars and 
four 81mm mortars were inserted. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6034 
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.~II Mar 
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01 May 
9.17 May 
24 May 
31 Ma~ 
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19 Jun 
20Jun 
20-28 Jun 

~OJun 
19-27 Jul 

CHRONOLOGY 
Directed 10 begin planning 
POTUS briefed on conccpl and mi~sion 
POTUS approval 
Stril.t:: ( )p,. and :11r-<ldl\ cr~ ,,f hu111ani1.1nan rnt1nn~ beg 111, 
Kaid on Mullah Omar's residence. RHINO-hase estalllished 
First ~pecial forces link-up wilh Nnnhem Alliance 
CINC' visits United Arab Emira1e.s. Bahrain. Egypl. Saudi 
Arabia. Qa1ar. Oman. Pakistan. U:t.bekistan. and Tajikis1an 
Anli-Taliban forces launch offensive 
Mazar-E Shanf folb 
Taloqan fall~ 
Heral falls 
Shi ndand falls 
Kabul falls 
Ju lal a bad fall~ 
8 .. Shdll'f t\m1 .. ck1ain,'.l'~ rc~cucd. Gardel. falls 
CINC' vi~its U1.bekis1an. Qatar. Kuwait. Bahrain. and 
Afghanistan 
Opcraiions IVO Tora Bora 
l.1SMC sc·cu1-.:s ()and;1har airport 
CINC' visits Oman. Pakist:in. and Af!!hanistan 
luaugm:111111, 
Jordanian ho.~pitul opera I ion a I 
·1 ran,k.- of pn ,, 111<·r~ 11.1 <.iuan1a11.11111, Bay. Cuba t>~·gm• 
CINC' visi1s Uzhckistan. Kyrgyrn:m. Tajiki.slan. 
Afghanis1an. Pakistan. and Jordan 
Spanish hospital begins operations 
CJNC visi1~ Bahrain. Kuwait Y cmen. and Spain 
U.N. hegin~ humanilariun !lights into AFG 
Op,·rn11n11 Al\'i\CONl°IA h.:i;in, 
ISAF hegin~ training 1.<;t R;nwlion. ANG 
Korean h()spital cstahlished .ii Manas 
Opcr:uion ANACONDA end~ 
CINC visits Eritrea. Ethiopia. D,jibouti. Pakislan. 
Afghanistan. and Russrn 
Op~rmion MOUNT Al N LION t>cgin~ 
CJTF AH i cs1ahfo,he1I 
@O AFG soldiers ( I BA NG) gradua1cd afler ISAF I raining 
4 Canadian KIA. 8 WIA h~· frienJly-fir~· inddrnl 
CINC visits Egypt. Saudi Arahia. Kuwai1. and United 
Kinfdom 
ANA training brgins 
CINC visits Qatar. Oman. Afghanistan. and Crelt 
The Cz.cch Rcpuhlic hospi1al operational in Kahul 
CJTF 18() stood up. I_ TG McNeil! Cdr 
Loya Jirga pron:ss o~ned wi1hou1 vioknce or inciden1 
Hannd Kar1..1i d1xted a!. head of Afghan Transitional Gm. 
Loya J 1r~a concluded: go\ ernmi:nt 11fl'irials <.t'leck·d 

JSAF change of command: Turkey assumes command 
CJNC visi1s United Arab Emira1es. Pakistan. Af!!hanistan. 
Yemen. Jordan. and Germany 
Opera1ion FULL THROTTLE 
CINC visit 10 Bahrain. Kenva. and Greece 

RESULTS SO FAR/PROGRESS 
• Des1roycd Taliban: ATA in place 
• Eliminated AFG as base of operation 

• Senior leadership in disarray 
• Disrupted command and control 
• Forced ad hoc mode of opennion 
• Disruplcd acccsi; lo financial resource~ 
• Elimina1ed pcrmanen1 traimng facili1ies 
• Major reduc11on III weapon~ 

• ~e~ional pcrr1:p11ons ~ffectt.'.~ hy slrnng plohal rc~onSt· 
• Staie ~ronsors wary ol assoc1a11on ·11-L-0559/(D 
• Stahle cnvmmment created 
• Over .~00 caches e>.oloucd. 196 idcntifa·J ti\ 101:ab 

USCENTCOM OEF CHRO 
FACTS 

• Forces in AOR: Over 66.000 
• Over 9.000 Coalilion 

• In AFG 
- Over 8.000 US 

• Over 6,500 Coalition (4,000 + for ISAF) 
• Over 120 sensi11ve sites exploited 
• Comhal sorties: over 14.000 
• Bombs dropped: over 20.000 (50% PGM) 
• Mine cleared area: l.7M square meters 
• Airlift: over 19.000 sortie~ 

- Strategic inler-thealer nights: over 3.000 
- Intra-theater sor1ies: over 16.000 

• Air rcruding missions: over 7,000 
• People moved: 150.000t-
• Cargo moved: 228.500 tons 
• Bases/ports dcpar1ed: 267 
• Nations over-Oown: 46 

37 COUNTIUES IN TAMPA* 
Australia. 81.'lgium. Canada. Djibouti. Czech Rep. 
Denmark. Egypt. Eri1rea. Ethiopia. Finland. France. 
Germany. Greece. Italy. Jordan, Kazakhstan. Kenya, 
Kuwail, Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, Netherlands. New 
Zealand, Norway. Pakistan, Poland, Porlugal, Qalar, 
Korc.i. Romania. Russia. Slovakia, Spain. Sweden. 
Turkey. UAE. United Kingdom. U1.hekis1an 
* Yemen ETA 10 Aug 02 (total will be 381 

FIRSTS 
• Firsl ANA Bn trained (23 Jul) 
• Longest combat fighter mission 
• Longesl airborne surveillance mission 
• Music 10 AFG people for first Lime in 6 Years 
• Firsl CFLCC since WWII 
• Unified CINC at war with all four Components 
• Over half or PGMs dropped were GPS-guided 

JDAMS 

CIVIL-MILITARY OPERATIONS 
• OHDACA for OEF in AFG: $10,000,000 
• OHDACA committed as of 8 July 02: $4,044,589 
• O&M projeClS: $434.826 
• Approved OHDACA projects: 89 
• OHDACA pr~jects completed: 43 
• O&M projects: 4 
• Projec:1s 1ransferred 10 NGOs and USAID: 11 
• Schools under construction: 49 
• Medical Centers/Hospi1als under construction: 15 
• Drinlang water wells under repair/construction: 12 
• Road and bridge rernnstruc1ion. 

SOVIET CASUALTIES 
• 118 .1cts. :\:n helo· s. 147 1anks. 43:\ arlillery pieces 
• 1.1 :\~ vehicles. 620.000 troops served 

· 14.45:\ KIA. 54.000 WIA 

0/6Q350EI<- CASUALTIES 
• n KIA 118 US/5 Coal.). 110 WIA (99 US/I I Coal.) 
• Non-hostile: 2~ killed. 90 in,jured 
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NOLOGY AND FACTS 
STATUS OF INVESTIGATIONS 

kt OJ Air Strikes on ICRC Fm.:ilitie.s 
rdcd 10 Chief ol' Staff of USAF for action. 
01 UN C(mvoy Dama~t· 
gation completed. Status i.s closed 
01 FOB Rhino Near Friendly Fire Jncidl.!nl 
ga&ion rnmplclC. Gunner ahoard hclirnplcr mistook friendly 
>r enemy tire. Corrective actions inslituied. Status is closed. 
)2 Hazar Oadam Direct Action Mission 
gation complete. No systemic errors in target plmmmg. mission 
.. or execution. Status is closed. 
12 Allegation of Dclainee Mi.s1rca1men1 While in DOD Custody 
lhar 
gation complete. Status is closed. 
:)2 Allegation that 27 Detainees Taken at Hazar Oadam Were 
~hile at Qandahar Delention Facility 
gation complete. While at facility detainees treated well. 
.:onsistent with what might he e>1.pected from the applicalion of 
sonahly necessary to secure them durin~ the mission. Status is 

2 Tarnak Farms Friendly Fire 
1gaged Canadian ground forces (4 killed: 8 injured} 
: investigation: 
- Completed late June (Joint hoard) 
- findings: Cause - aircrew did not exercise 11igh1 discipline: 

Comrihuting - failings wi1hin immedialc command s1ruc1ure 
ENT approved on 21 June 
d implementation of hoard recommendation~ 
snow determining disciplinary/administrativl.! actions 
Suspect Leadership Target. Blue Pickup Truck )VO Shkin 

!ation complete. Sufficient intelligence exis1ed to supporl lhe 
ent. S1a1us is dosed. 
2 Civilian Casuahies During ()~ration Full Throllle 
n Province, AFG; allegations of Afghan civilians killed. 
nvestiga1ion in progress 

AFGHAN NATIONAL ARMY (ANA) 
SECDEF approves Quick Start program 
US begins training IS' BANA (approx. 500 recruits) 
is• BANA paid -- first official ANA payday 
French begin training 2nJ BANA (approx. :,50 recruits) 
US begins training 3rd BANA (approx.. 300 recruits) 
First graduation of an ANA t,a1talion ( P' BANA } 

1ined 
~2: Plan: 3.600 (600 man BN-6 BANA). 
present recruitment levels. will graduate 1.950 
: Plan: 7. 80() ( 600 man RN- I 2 BAN A + 2 Border force (3()() 

)3: Plan: I 2.600 ( 6()() man BN - IX BANA + 6 Border force 
BN)J 

eeded Co Support 
)2: $80M total 
$J90M ll)tal rnddiuonal $J IO rml1 

)3: $~00M ladditmnal $ I IO mi I) 11-L 

UNCLASSIFIED 
COAI ... ITION CONTRIBUTIONS 

AOR wide: ~8 <:ountries supporting 
Total nations in AFG: 24, including ISAF 

Ground Operations (non-lSAF) : IS countries: over 1.600 deployed in 
AFG (AUS. CAN. EST. rRA. DEU, ESP, GBR. ITA. JOR. KOR. NOR. 
NZL. POL ROM, TUR) 

ISAF: 18 countries deploying over 4,000 p<rsonnd 
• Contributing countries: 
Austria Bulgaria Czech Rcpuhlic Denmark 
Finland France Germany Greece 
Ireland Italy Netherlands New Zealand 
Norway 
Turkey 

Romania Spain 
United Kingdom 

Special Operations Forces: 9 countrie~ 

Sweden 

Coalition Air Missions: 11 countries (AUS. BEL. CAN. DElJ. FRA. ESP. 
GBR. ITA. DEN. NLD. NOR). : over 5.000 sortiL~s <over I .600-airlift for 
2 I .0 mil pounds car!!o + over 7.500 personnel: over I. lOO-rnnkcr: 9()(). JSR: 
200-C2: 1.100-fighler: 1.00()-hclicoptcr sorties) 

Naval Operntions: 10 countries (AUS, CAN, FRA, DEU. ESP. GBR, GRC, 
ITA. JPN. NLD). wi1h an average of 25 .ships. and approx. 5.000 ~rsonnel. 

Humanitarian Assistance Highlights: 7 counmes (BEL CZE, DEV. ESP, 
GBR. GRC. JOR). 
• Mazar-e Sharif: Jordanian hospital has treated over 8().000 civilians. 
• Bagram: Spanish hospital has trealed over 10.(IO(h:ivilian!-. 
• Qandahar: Jordanian mine clearing. 
• Dushanbe: French HA airlift. 
• Karachi: Belgium, UK and Greek airlirt support for ISAF 

Coalition De-mining Support 
· Norway 2 de-mining vehicles 
- Jordan 2 de-mining vehicles 
- UK 2 de-mining vehicles 
- Poland 2 Sappers (Engineers) 

LESSONS 
• Flexible Coalition structure is achieving results. "Mission define:,, 
Coalition, Coalition does not define mission." 
• Joint and Comhined training paid dividends 
• DOD and other government agencies work well together 
• Synergy of conventional and special forces maximized comha1 
effectiveness. 
• Peacetime en£agemcnt facilitated deployment from 267 hases. staging of 
operations from :10 locations. and over-11igh1 of 46 nations 
• Unmanned acnal vehicles provided time-critical intelligence and were 
force multiplier~. 
• HUMINT i!- valuable and decisive. 
• Strategic hfl and aerial refueling aircraft arc high demand assc1,. 

. Tankers are key to meeting force protection requirement~ 
- Addiuonal lift is needed (C-ITs and aircrews/ 

• Precision guided munitions arc force multipliers. redu(cd the numhcr of 
sorties required to destroy a target. and resulted rn an unprccedl•ntcd lo~ 
level of colla1cral damage. 

S$,S~'160 j'Erilled command and t·ontrol from 7 .000 miles 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld . T)~ 

August 6, 2002 

9:16AM 

Bob Dole should not be included with the former Secretaries. It is a misfit. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080602.)4 

---Please respond by: _____________ __,_ ____ _ 

. .-·~ . 
• • f \~ ~ 

'· 

11-L-0559/0SD/6037 
U00431 /03 



TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?'Jl. 

DATE: August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

, 

·' 

/ 

/ 

9:17AM 

,• 

;' ,. 

What do you think about getting Sandy Berger or Christop4er or Albright in? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080602.15 

Please respond by: _______ ~...1..\1_0.....1.\o_ .. _J.... ______ _ 

I 

.. ··. ~· ;1 Di R~ts. 

~o. dtB/tv 
11-L-0559/0SD/60W O 4 32 / 0 3 



Snowflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld 

August 6, 2002 

9:19AM 

Let me see the Saudi briefing that the RAND person gave to the Policy Committee 

and come up with a proposal as to how we can keep three-quarters of the people 

who were in that room from the Pentagon staff out of there. Also, get some 

procedures so that briefings like that are picked up afterwards and people are not 

left copies of them. 

Let's talk about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080602.16 

Please respond by: ____________ ~____.J ..... ta_\o_~----

0;r 
·-~· 

11-L-0559/0SD/6039 
U00433 /03 
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9:22 AM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;-7/\. 

DATE: August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Press Briefings 

I sent you a note saying I thought I ought to have two press briefings ever week 

between now and the time I leave for vacation. It is not happening. I have a 

feeling that I could keep things straighter and correct the record better if I did. 

Why aren't I? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080602.17 

Please respond by: <t ·1 fl Odo. ---------+---+---------

11-L-0559/0SD/6040 
U00434 /03 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeldy 

August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Briefing 

4:09PM 

I want you to see the briefing Tina Shelton has and Jim Thomas. It take.>about a 

half hour. See it tomorrow before Paul leaves. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080702.01 

Please respond by: ______ ·z.....j)l-i--&\_o_J. _________ _ 

U00435 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6041 
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August 7, 2002 7:48 AM 

TO: Tina Jonas 

CC: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1d \>l'. 
SUBJECT: Way Ahead 

Your memo of Ju1y 31 Jooks like a good id to me-let's go with it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/31/02 DUSD(FM) memo to SecDefre: Way Ahead [U12397..02J 

DHR:dh 
080702·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pleas:;::: b(~!ii) 81 ~ 
~'-'- ,.,._'f~ ~ '.:> ~\... 

c,~ ..... ,e_ ~~,~ &,~\J\\\,\.~ 

::S.\~ -«..'\,V.,Lt-:.. 
.J\ R . 

( ../<._ ~V\ \<,,.;,, \ C\ll\,v,, 

,· 

U00436 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6042 
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TO: 
c.C-, 

ROM: 

Tina Jonas 

1M' 'Zk#e, ~ \)"" 
Donald Rumsfe]d " 

Way Ahead 

July 1, 2002 3:18 PM 

Thanks for your note on "Points for the Secretary." What do you propose we do? 

I would be curious to know if you have a specific proposal for next steps and the 

way ahead. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated Jonas paper, "Points for the Secretary" 

DHR:dh 
070102-46 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O ~ / O 2. / i> 2---

11-L-0559/0SD/6043 
·, (' f'' ' C ,.) .. ,. , . ri , t 
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INFO MEMO 

July 31, 2001, 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: Dov S. Zakheim, Under Secretary of Defense (ComptroJJer) ~ 

I•,, 
FROM: Tina W. Jonas, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Financial Managemen!f.1D"'\JI 

SUBJECT: Way Ahead 

• Secretary Cheney and Deputy Secretary Atwood used the budget process to make 

and enforce management decisions. This is known as the Defense Management 

Report Decision (DMRD) process. The value comes from tying the management 

decisions to the allocation of funds. 

• If you agree, the DMRD process could begin this Fall as part of the program and 

budget review. Issue papers would focus on business operations and management. 

The ComptrolJer and the SEC Executive Secretary would develop and coordinate 

the issue papers for consideration and decision by the SEC. 

• This method was used successfully in 1990 to combine all of the Services' finance 

and accounting activities into a single entity (Defense Finance and Accounting 

Service). Prior to 1991, DoD spent about $3.1 billion for finance and accounting. 

Using a DMRD, the activities were consolidated and costs reduced by $1.9 billion 

between 1993 and 1999. An example for this year might be the Defense agenc1. 
---------.,; ---

realignments that the SEC is working on for you to consider. Major 

-accomplishments could be highlighted in the President's Budget. 

SPL ASSISTANT DI RITA 
SA MA GIAMBASTIANI 



,_.. . 

•• . ,,,._ 

, 

• We have a new Deputy Chief Financial Officer (DCFO), JoAnn Boutelle, on 

board. She is validating the organization and wil1 be building a professional 

accounting service organization in the ODCFO. One change she is making to the 

ODCFO is to add an analysis group to develop useful managerial reporting and 

financial analysis for senior leadership. 

• Using existing financial data, the analysis team will extract, analyze and translate 

information on quarterly basis to provide you and the SEC with relevant 

management information (e.g., trend analysis on key financial peiformance 

indicators). 

• If we move quickly, information on our financial performance could be 

highlighted in the President's Budget. 

COORDINATION: Ken Krieg 

Prepared By: JoAnn Boutelle, .... !(b_)(_6) _ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6045 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld 1f' 
August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Porter Goss Phone Call 

4:1 PM 

I 
As you know, Porter Goss called asking Powell a Rumsfeld to appear before 

their Intelligence Panel as consumers and custo ers of intelligence. Colin, Condi 

and I talked about it at noon, and kind of a ed that it would be best to have Paul 

Wolfowitz and Armitage do it rather 1•· 
It is not a hearing, it is not under~. it is a panel; bi-partisan, bi-camera!, to talk 

about what problems custome(and consumers of the intelligence see, and what 

might be done better, why, ~dhow. 

I 
I 

I think what Paulo~ to do is talk about the issue of the facts that: 

- It is a big yrn1plicated world; 

- They ar sing denial and deception very effectively; and 

- Dual se things and underground digging makes it very complicated. 

;,ease respond by: _______ ~-+\_,o__,_\ _o_~----------

U00437 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6046 



TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ · 
SUBJECT: Rewards 

January 8, 2002 3:03 PM 

Attached is a piece from Time magazine indicating one of the problems with the 

reward program. 

I had cleared the reward on Omar with George Tenet. Then the State Department 

spokesman cast his response in a way that was notably unhelpful to the 

administration. 

You will recall this is a subject we talked about at lunch that needs to get sorted 

out. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/14/02 Time magazine, p. 14 

DHR:db 
010802-16 

11-L-0559/0SD/604 7 
U00438 /02 
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"I Ry This Plane!" 
"I Know Bush!" 

Y
ou KNOW wi:'VE .REACHED 
some kind of watershed in 
the stressfu) post-Sept. ll 

wor)d of air)ine security when 
the public has to decide who's 
telling the truth, the pilot or 
the Secret Service agent. That's 
what happened in the case of a 
member of President Bush's~ 
curity detail who was thrown 
off an American Airlines plane 
on Chrisbnas Day because 
of alleged problems with 
paperwork pennitting 
him to carry a handgun. 
The pilot says the agent, 
identified in news reports 
as Walied Schater, got be) ... 
ligerent. Schater, through ! 
lawyers, says he was dis- I 
criminated against be- : 
cause he's of Arab descent i 

Democrats: Don, 
Gloat About Enron 

:~~~;i:s 
hearings on 
Enron's $60 

HILL billion collapse, 
MONITOR some Democrats 

are savoring a 
chance to investigate linlcs 
between the company and its 
many G.O.P. friends in the 
White House and Congres.,. But 
the scandal may wind up 
tainting Democrats as well. 
Florida's state pension fund, 
which Jost $325 million on 
Enron, is examining, as part of a 
broader inquuy, what role 
Frank Savage, a major Demo
cratic donor, may have played 
in the state's loss. The fund's 
invesbnents were directed by 

14 

NOTEBOOK 

wtioever is right, the event 
may increase calls for some
thing the airlines have pressed 
for since Sept ll: the ability to 
identify just who is getting on 
their planes. "This case lends 
support to our calls for some 
kind of government-approved 
profiling," says Michae) Was
com of the Air Transport Asso
ciation. "If we had more in
fonnation about this man, 
who was carrying a weapon, 
we could have avoided any 
problems.'" -Sy Sally s. r>onneay 

Alliance Capital Management, 
where Savage was a senior exec-
utive and chairman at the same 
time he sat on Enron's board. 

State officials want to know 
whether he inappropriately 
,Pushed Enron's stock on the 
pension fund while the eneigy 

The Disappearing 
Omar Reward 

IS THERE A REWARD FOR THE 
capture of Taliban leader 
Mullah Mohammed OmarP 

No one seems quite sure. 
Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld announced on 
Dec. 13 that Washington 
planned to offer $10 million 
for Omar's capture, to go a1ong 
with the $25 million dangled 
for nabbing Osama bin Laden. 
But Rumsfeld didn't consult 
ahead of time with the State 
Department-which runs the 
rewards program and decides 
which evildoers warrant a price 
tag on their head-and a 
reward had not been approved. 
It still hasn't '1'oujust can't 
create these rewards on your 
own," says a State Department 
aide. One problem: the rewards 

giant was failing. Alliance more 
than doubled the state's stake in 
Enron since last August, buying 
5.6 million shares in three 
months, even as stock prices fell 
and analysts questioned the 
firm's management and 
accounting practices. Coleman 

Enron 
ProMa Frcm ln.iclef .nci R"lricled ~ 'f.......oiona, 200~ 

are usually offered for terrorist 
under U.S. indictment, and 
Omar hasn't yet been charged 
with a crime. The State 
Department could still come 
through with the reward, and 
a senior Administration aide 
insists that if someone turns ir 
the Taliban chief, "we could 
probably pay some money ... 
But do bounty hunters take 
IOVS°P -By Doulla• W ... 

Stipanovich, deputy executive 
administrator of the pension 
fund, said his staff would like to 
learn what Savage knew of 
Enron's internal problems and 
what, if anything. he passed on 
to fund managers at Alliance. 
"We're going to want to be 
satisfied there was no undue 
influence,• he told TIME. 

An Alliance spokemtan said 
Savage, who headed an inter
national subsidiary until leaving 
the firm in August, had no 
influence on Enron trading. 
Savage did not return calls for 
commenl Since joining Enron's 
heavily Republican board in 
1999;he has donated $100,000 
to Democrats and is raising 
money for New York guberna
torial candidate Carl McCall. 
Which proves, if nothing~. 
that Enron was a bipartisan 
debacle. -Sy MkhNI W...., 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
CoJ. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld l)f\ 
September Calendar 

August 7, 2002 8:29 AM 

I think all day Saturday, September 7, I am going to be tied up in meetings for the 

principals, possibly at Camp David, and probably the night before as well

Friday, September 6. 

Keep that private. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080702-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ _ __ - _____ _ 

U00439 
11-L-0559/0SD/6049 
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August 7, 2002 8:33 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: September Bilaterals for Sec. Powell 

Colin Powell is going to be in Johannesburg with 40 or 50 worJd leaders 

September 4-5. He can have bilaterals to work our country problems ifhe has 

papers. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080702-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_8_~ _,_/ _;.._: C.....J) / ..... o_"""" __ _ 

U00440 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6050 
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August 7, 2002 8:34 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld c)\ 

SUBJECT: DPB Leak 

What do you trunk we ought to do about the Defense Policy Board, so this doesn't 

happen again? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080702-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o----'g /,__i._o_/_o_v __ _ 

U00441 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6051 
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TO: 
cc: 
FROM: 

Torie Clarke 
"Do..tG- Yf:1 l11t 
Donald Rumsfeld 

Lady Black 

August 7, 2002 8:41 AM 

TX\ 

Lady Barbara Black, Conrad Black's wife, is involved in his press empire. She 

said she would very much like to have some background that she could use for 

editorial material and the like. 

She was particularly struck when I said that I thought the military was probably 

spending IO to 15 percent of its time on civil affairs and humanitarian activities. 

What she wanted was some way to connect with someone in the Pentagon to get 

reliable information. 

Here are her contact points. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Card from Lady Black 

DHR·dh 
080702-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I I 

Please respond by __ C_) _Cf-"i_:._:' &,---'-/ _o_-i. __ _ 9/vr 
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TO: SECDEF 
1 

/lJJ 
FROM: T~ke 

CC: Doug Feith 

DATE: 14 August 2002 

SUBJECT: Lady Black 

We made contact with Lady Black and in addition to opening a long-term 
contact person for her in the Press Office, we are working with Policy to 
arrange an interview with our Civil Affairs and Humanitarian Activities 
experts in the near future. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6053 



Snowflake 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld po\
SUBJECT: British Media 

August 7, 2002 8:44 AM 

I was with Conrad Black and his wife, Barbara, up at Kissinger's last weekend. 

She urged me to do an extensive interview with a major British publication, which 

I am sure she means one of theirs, and a television interview with one of the major 

British television stations. 

Do we have any requests like that from England? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080702-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O 1 / b C. / 0 v 

U00445 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6054 
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August 7, 2002 9:09 A~/ 
/ ,. 

/'//··· 

TO: 

FROM: 

RADMJacoby 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

/' 
// 

/ 

SUBJECT: DATTs 

Please let me know what kind of a DATT we haV- in Afghanistan. We ought to 

have a world-class one there. Please send m is background. I would like to 

know what his language capabilities are, c. 

Who is responsible for assigning D Ts in countries? 

My instinct is that we ought t pick 8 to 12 of the most important countries to us 

and figure out who the DA1Ts are there and whether that is where they ought to 

be. I keep running into ambassadors who shouldn't be in the countries they are in 

and could do a perfectly good job in another country. But, for whatever reason, 

they get mis-assigned. We ought not to be making the same mistake over here. 

Pleasea~-

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OK0702-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ f_/_2_0....,j/ ...... _)_.L-__ _ 

U004l~6 I 03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6055 
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• FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

INFO MEMO 

U-086/DR 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Acting Director, Defense Intelligence Agency 

SUBJECT: (U) Defense Attaches (DATis) 

August 13, 2002 

Sir, you requested the following: a) background information on the DATT in 
Afghanistan, b) who assigns DATTs, and c) information on other important DATTs. 

• (U) DA TI Afghanistan. Presently, the Defense Attache at USDAO Kabul is 
Colonel John B. Longenecker, USAF. Colonel Longenecker was recalled to 
active duty because he has South Asia attache experience, having served as 
Defense and Air Attache in Islamabad from 1992 to 1996. He will be the Acting 
DATT in Kabul until the permanent DATT (Colonel Terry Cook, former Army 
Attache in Islamabad, speaks Urdu and Hindi) arrives in Oct 02. 

• (U) DA TT Selection. The services nominate DA TTs who are then approved and 
assigned by DIA. Candidates are nominated and selected based on qualifications 
which include service experience, area expertise, language capability or aptitude 
and diplomatic skills. The approval process involves people with in-depth 
knowledge of the specific countries' job requirements and circumstances. 

• (U) I concur fully on the need to match people and skills with DATT assigrunents, 
particularly in your high interest countries where we don't have a senior 
operational commander (e.g. Bahrain, Bosnia, Japan, S. Korea). In those 
situations, host nations tend to deal with the most senior military officer, rather 
than the DA TT. 

COORDINATION: NONE. 

Copy to: DIA/DO 

Prepared By: L.E. Jacoby, RADM, U.S. Navy 



August 7, 2002 9:15 AM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Network Centric Operations 

Thanks for sending the publication on network centric operations. Are there any 

sections or passages in particular that I should focus on? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Information Age Transformation: Getting to a 2 J" Century Military 

DHR:dh 
080702-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_8_/_2._. 0_/_0_·2..-__ _ 

U00447 / 03 
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August 7, 2002 12: 16 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld \)f\ 

Sl'UJECT: Call tu \1r. Hadley 

. :· .. ' 
I .. ~ 

. ,.,.; 

Pkase set me up with a secure call with StcH' I ladlcy sometime. 

Thanks. 

: •:11< ,!•1 
I il<:l'I /~ · 1 ') 

...........•..••.•............••....•.......•......••..........••....... , 

/>lease re~pond l~r _ n ., ( '-> , / ') L 

U00448 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6058 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: 

FROM: 

/SUBJECT: 

Terry Robbins /l 
Donald Rumsfeld (/, 

Gilead 

August 7, 2002 12:51 PM 

I Attached is an article on Gilead. Is this going to raise an issue about my 

ownership of Gilead stock? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Justin Gillis. "Panel Backs New Hepatitis B Drug,·· Washington Post, 08/07/02 

DIIR:dh 
Ot!ll702-:?I 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~_/_}_.-::,_/ _.J _1--__ _ 

9/f 
It; No t. (~ J(i~ 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

August 8, 2002, 4:30 pm 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 

SUBJECT: Gilead 

• You asked today if the recommendation by an advisory panel of the Food 
and Drug Administration for approval of a Gi1ead-deve1oped drug for 
hepatitis 8 wou1d raise an issue about your ownership of Gilead stock. 

• Since you do not normally make decisions involving the purchase of 
medicines by this Department, and since you continue to be recused from 
matters that involve the financial interests of Gilead, this approval shou1d 
not affect you. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: Steve Epstein,!._<b_)<_6) __ __, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/6061 
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NATIONAL NEWS 
Panel Backs New Hepatitis B Drug 
Therapy, Created to Fight AIDS, Works Against Liver Infection 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 
Wnshmgton Post Stojf Wn1er 

~ advisory panel of the Food and 
Drug Administration voted unani
mously yesterday to recommend ap
proval of a new drug for hepatitis B. a 
potentially life-threatening liver ail
ment that afflicts more than 1 million 

CORREGflONS 
An Aug. 3 Business art.$e 

misstated the types of wo rs 
who will benefit from th assis-
tance provided by a de bill 
recently passed by ess. 
The law extends tr e-adjust
ment assistance to " ndary" 

· workers-for ex pie, em
ployees at an auto- arts factory 
who Jose their jo because the 
auto plant the' factory sup-

. . plies is hurt competition 
, , from imported 

In the A 6 Style section, a 
. photo of on of the Irish Tenors 
.:. was misid tificd. It was Fin-
.· bar Wri who was pictured. 

I 

Ali a · de in the Aug. 5 Style 
!1Cctio misstated the domestic 

, box-o ce revenue earned by 
· · "Star ars: Episode II-Attack 
, of e Clones: It is $298 mil
. lio . 

.--·----------' 

Americans. be the second such drug approved for 
The drug, adefovir dipivoxil, is the hepatitis B. It is expected to be used 

latest payoff from the oalioo's e.nor- first in people for whom other drugs 
mous inves,wieui jp A@ research. It have stopped working, but it may 
was origfually developed for that dis- ~tually become an element of the 
ease and then rejected because it~ same kind of combination regimens 
aged the kidneys, but it proved effec- used in AIDS. "I think it's a real win-
tive against hepatitis B in lower, and ner," said Eugene R. Schiff, chief of he-
safer, doses. patology at the University of Miami 

The FDA is not required to follow School of Medicine and a consult.ant 
the recommendations of its advisory for Gilead. 
panels, but it usually does so. Gilead The same l>member FDA Antivi· 
Sciences Inc. of FMter City, C:Jif., said raI Drugs Advisory Committee voted 
it hoped to win formal approval and to reject the drug when it was consid-
put the drug on the market by the end ered for AIDS treatment. 
of the year. Panel mem~ said they remain 

Approval of the drug would give liv- concerned about the potential for kid· 
er doctors a new tool against viral hep- ney damage from the drug. and they 
atitis. About 1.5 percent of the A.mer- called for CIJ'eful monitoring in pa-
ican population is infected with tients who use it. especially for long 
hepatitis B or hepatitis C, two chronic periods. But they said with the }.ower 
illnesses with similar symptoms. doses of the drug used in treating-hep-

That is five times as many people as . atitis, the balance of risks and benefits 
have the human immwtodeficiency vi- had tipped in favor of adefovir. 
rus, which causes AIDS. But hepatitis Several hepatitis patients who 
is slower to produce symptoms. some- spoke yesterday referred to adefovir as 
times raking decades. Many of the af. a~~ and they descn'bed danc
flicted are members of the baby boom mg s edding tears of joy when 
generation who are moving gradually, they learned how well the drug was 
but relentlessly, toward serious liver working for them. "I beg you, please 
illness, potentially including r.ancer. give this opportunity to many other 
Already, viral hepatitis is th.e nation's people," said Elias Ana..,tasopoulos of 
leading cause of liver transplants, and Florida. who said the drug had kept 
many people die while awaiting donor him alive to spend time with his seven 
livers. grandchildren. "They are waiting to 

Against this backdrop, scientists have this medication." 
are laboring to copy the model they de- Larry Kramer, an AIDS activist who 
veloped for AIDS treatment, using an- has spent years criticizing drug com-
tiviral drugs in various combinations panies, also spoke in favor of approval. 
over long periods to slow the damage He is infected not only with HIV. but 
from hepatitis. TheGileaddrugwo;~ -~O~f(550/516'52 

Larry Kramer told an FDA panel the 
drug adefawir dipiwoiul kept him alive long-.. fer a Over trans,lant. 

members that ,idefnyjt; which he re
ceived as an experimental drug, had 
kept him alive long enough to widergo 
a liver transplanl He said his health 
and vitality had been restored. 

"Needless to say, l am not accu&
tomed to appearing on behalf of any 
drug company," said Kramer, who 
made a point of noting that he paid his 
own way to yesterday's meeting. 
'7hank you, Gilead, for saving my 
life." · 

Yesterday's vote was a coup for Gile
ad, a small biotechnology company 
that weathered setbacks to push the 
drug forward. It has already put a dif. 
ferent drug on the market for AIDS 
treatment. one of a handful of small 
companies to achieve that milestone. 

Gilead has struck a deal with a ma
jor pharmaceutical company, GlaxoS
mithKline PLC. to sell the drug over
seas. Hepatitis B chronic-ally infecl-, 
about 5 percent of the world's pop
ulation, mduding large numbers ol 
people in Asia. Hotovec Pomerantz & 
Co .• an investment finn, said in a re
cent report that Gilead and GlaxoS
mithKline are likely to find substantial 
markets for the drug in China, Japan 
and Korea. 

, 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

August 8, 2002 

7:45AM ~' 

Send a note to the Chiefs with a bump slip from me saying, "Attached is the 

guideline paper I wrote when I first came into office this time, which we discussed 

in the meeting yesterday." 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080802.07 

I 
I 

I ,, 

Please respond by: __________________ _ 
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' ' .... 

March 2001 

Guidelines to Be Weighed When Considering Committing U.S. Forces 

Is the action necessary? 

A Good Reason: IfU.S. lives are going to be put at risk, as they will be, whatever we do 
must be in our national interest. If people could be killed, we better have a damn good 
reason. 

Legal Basis: In fashioning a clear statement of the legal underpinning for the action and 
the political basis for the decision, avoid arguments of convenience. They may be useful 
at the outset to gain support, but they wi11 be deadly later as their invalidity is exposed. 

Diplomacy: All instruments of national power should be engaged before resorting to 
force, and they should stay involved once force is engaged. 

Is it doable? 

• Achievable: When the U.S. commits forces, the task should be achievable-at 
reasonable risk~something the U.S. is capable of accomplishing. We need to know our 
limitations. The record is clear; there are some things the U.S. simply doesn't know how 
to do well. 

Clear Goals: To the extent possible, there should be clear, well considered and well 
understood goals as to the purpose of the engagement and what would constitute success, 
so we can know when we have achieved those goals and can honestly exit or tum the task 
over to others. 

Command Structure: The command structure should be clear, unambiguous and one the 
U.S. can accept-not UN control or a collective command structure where key decisions 
are made by a committee. If the U.S. needs or prefers a coalition to achieve its goals, we 
should insist on prior agreement from the coalition partners that they will do whatever 
might be needed to achieve the agreed goals. We must avoid trying so hard to persuade 
others to join a coalition that we compromise on our goals or jeopardize the command 
structure. The mission must determine the coalition; never allow the coalition to 
determine the mission. 

Is it worth it? 

Lives at Risk: If an engagement is worth doing, the U.S., and our coalition partners, if 
any, must be willing to put lives at risk. 

Resources: The military capabilities needed to achieve the agreed goals must be 
available and not committed or subject to call elsewhere halfway through the 
engagement. Even the U.S. cannot do everything everywhere at once. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6064 l 



. ..... 

.. Public Support: If public support is weak at the outset, U.S. leadership must be willing 
to invest the political capital to marshal support to sustain the effort for whatever period 
of time is required. If there is a risk of casua)ties, we should acknowledge that at the 
outset, rather than allowing the public to believe the engagement can be done 
antiseptically, on the cheap, with zero casualties. 

.. Impact Elsewhere: Before committing to an engagement, consider the implications of 
the decision for the U.S. in other parts of the world if we prevail; if we fail; and ifwe 
decide not to act. U.S. actions or inactions in one region are read around the world and 
contribute favorably or unfavorably to the deterrent and U.S. influence. We need to ask 
what kind of precedent a proposed action would establish. 

Ifso-

Act Early: If it is worth doing, U.S. leadership should be willing to make a judgment as 
to when diplomacy has failed and act forcefuIJy early, during the pre-crisis period, to alter 
the behavior of others and to try to prevent the conflict. If that fails, we need to be 
willing and prepared to act decisively to use whatever force is necessary to prevail. 

Unrestricted Options: In working to fashion a coalition or trying to persuade Congress 
or the public to support an action, the National Command Authorities must not dumb 
down what is needed by promising not to do things-not to use ground forces, not to 
bomb below 20,000 feet, not to risk U.S. lives, not to pennit collateral damage. That 
simplifies the task for the enemy and makes the U.S. task more difficult. Political 
leadership should not set arbitrary deadlines as to when the U.S. will disengage, or the 
enemy will simply wait us out. 

Finally·-

Honesty: U.S. leadership must be brutally honest with itself, the Congress, the public 
and coalition partners and not make the task sound even slightly easier or slightly less 
costly than it could become. Preserving U.S. credibility requires that we promise less 
than we believe we can deliver, since it is a fact that it is a great deal easier to get into 
something than it is to get out of it! 

Note: 

Guidelines, Not Rules: Finally, while these guidelines are worth considering, they should 
not be considered rules or a simple formula to inhibit the U.S. from acting in our national 
interest. Rather, they are offered as a checklist to assure that when the U.S. does engage, it 
does so with a full appreciation of our responsibilities, the risks, and the opportunities. The 
future promises to offer a variety of possible engagements. The value of this checklist will 
depend on the manner in which it is applied. 

Decisions on engagement will be based on less than perfect information, often under extreme 
pressure of time. Guidelines will be most effective not in providing answers, but rath.er in 
helping to frame and organize available information. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

11-L-0559/0SD/6065 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
V ADM Giambastiani 
Honorable George Tenet 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfe]d y~ 
SUBJECT: PC Next Week 

January 9, 2002 8:50 AM 

Since Colin is leaving town on Tuesday, we won't have a PC on Tuesday, we will 

have it on Monday. The PC on Monday will be to talk about the way ahead. 

Either we have a good briefing ready by Monday, or else George Tenet and I are 

just going to have a discussion with Condi and Colin about the way ahead. 

Please put that on the calendar. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010902-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1 _/ _1 l.....;./_
1 

02--___ _ 

U0045~ /02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

August 8, 2002 

Condi Rice is going to be away as follows: 

8/16 to 8/27 

8/29 to 9/1 

Colin Powell is going to be in the Hamptons 

9/16 to 9/23 

The President is going to return on 9/3. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080802.08 

---

7:47 AM 

Please respond by: _________________ _ 

cc. ~ ~cc.·, 

l(b)(6) I 
G,~ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld'lt\ 

August 8, 2002 

12:27 PM 

I think I am going to need a person assigned to help me with the National Security 

Council matters completely. He is mine, he works for me, he learns how I want 

things done, he runs down to see that Feith and other people do what they are 

supposed to do, he pesters the NSC to get the materials in. Obviously this is just a 

disaster around here. 

He would know when everything comes in here, he knows the number of pages, 

and he knows what my requirements are. 

See me about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080802.09 

Please respond by: -----------,------------

11-L-0559/0SD/6068 U00453 /03 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld:)~ 

August 8, 2002 

. 8:27 AM 

I want to make dam sure we don't lose that undersecretary for intel because we 

haven't done the work. Are people up there working their tails off to get that 

done? Ifl need to call Graham or somebody, let me know. I am concerned about 

i I. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.01 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Powell Moore 

Donald R 

August 8, 

I want to make dam sur, 

haven't done the work. 

done? If I need to call C 

it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.01 

OfflCI. Of Till SJCUTAllY OF D&RNSI 
ff& IPl.aAL AISIST4NT 

8:27 AM 

tel because we 

ff to get that 

concerned about 

Please respond by: ~ )S \ DJ -~~----r--
7, i 

fec,o/ -
- C-r ~tWi 15 f~MJ . 
~~ i,.n// Cd!1neJ /DtA w,·lh 

fv hi 4,bt>l1 . 
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11:06 AM 
TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7}Dl. 
DA TE: August 8, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

You may want to talk to Richard Perle and calm him down for a few days. There 

is too much Perle in the paper connected to the Defense Department on things that 

aren't helpful. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.03 

Please respond by: _________________ _ 

U00458 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Rick Kisling 

Donald Rumsfeld ·1 J\ 
August 9, 2002 

2:44PM 

Have you figured out security with respect to Joyce's trip to Europe? She leaves 

for London on Saturday, September 21 81
, and is going to Warsaw and be with me 

there for the NATO function. She is then going to Paris, and then touring northern 

France and then returning to Dulles on the 30th. 

Please get back to me with what you propose. - ~ ~J 't r.1 do ~ rl 7 
Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.05 

.-.,. ' .·· 
Please respond by: ____________ ··_<~_· __ · __ _,:_~_. ___ _ 

U00459 /03 
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December 9, 2002 2:39 PM 

TO: Tom White 
Gen. Shinseki ( 

. , FROM: Donald Rumsfeld t . ,./ y SUBJECT: Legacy Force 

\\ \ v I am increasingly uncomfortable with the phrase) "legacy force." It strikes me that 

using it has to he somewhat discouraging to those people assigned to it. Words 

and ideas matter. Please think about that. 

Thanks. 

OHRdh 
1201>0:!-3S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

o,fuj/.,3 Please respond by ____________ _ 

Wl-l •T~ ~€~90~'!)c.. 

A 1T RC. t-,l E.D 

,t,o 
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--;-~ Snowflake ,, 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld V 
August 8, 2002 

SUBJECT: NATO Ministerial in Poland 

2:49 PM 

I understand there are spouse events in Poland. Joyce is going to be in London 

and France with !(b)(6) !good friends of mine from high school. 

They are going to come to Poland with her to go sightseeing in Poland. 

Please take a look at the spouse events or any other events in Poland for the 

Ministers and see if there are any one of them that might be appropriate for the 

l(b)(
6

) !to participate in with Joyce and me. There may be a cocktail party or 

something where we could slide them in some how. Let's take a look at it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.06 

·:c .. 
Please respond by: _____________ ____.;. __ .. ·;·_· ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/607 4 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

August 8, 2002 

Attached is a very strange Jetter to my daughter. It looks to 

2:57 PM 

trying to break the law. My daughter, sensing the it is so ething that should be 

turned over to the authorities, gave it to my assistant · Chicago, who in tum asked 

my friend, !(b)(6) I who is an attorney, about · . He believes it should be 

turned over to the authorities. 

Rather than have them get involved, it seems to me that it might be best if you 

thought about what to do with it, and then to the extent it is appropriate, you do 

what you should do. If in fact someone is proposing something illegal here, which 

it certainly appears, it strikes me we have an obligation to turn it over to the 

Department of Justice. 

Is that your judgment? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.07 

Attach: Letter to ~-(b-)(_
6
_) __ __. 

Ql~1lo~ Please respond by: ___________ o-+-. ----1 • ...---------

11-L-0559/0SD/6075 U00463 /03 
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FOR 

OFFICE of DoD GENERAL COUNSEL 
The Pentagon, Room 3E980 

Washington, D.C. 20301·1600 

SECRETARY RUMSFELD 

August 16, 2002 

FROM Daniel J. Dell'Orto, Acting General Counsel ffJ f /J£1 ~ 6/ 16/d'Z-
SUBJECT: Strange Letter 

• I have reviewed the letter sent to your daughter. 

• I agree that the letter reflects likely criminal activity. I am aware of scenarios 
similar to that posed in the letter. 

• I also agree that the matter should be turned over to law enforcement 
authorities. 

• I recommend that I cal1 the Office of the U.S. Attorney in Chicago and discuss 
this with the First Assistant. Ifhe suggests that I contact the local FBI office or 
postal authorities I will do so. 

• If you agree with this approach, I suggest that you provide me the complete 
names, addresses and telephone numbers of your daughter and your assistant 
who currently holds the original letter and envelope. It would be helpful to 
have that information whether the Office of the U.S. Attorney asks for it so that 
the U.S. Attorney can pursue this matter directly or I am referred to an 
investigator to whom I will provide the information. 

• In the interim your assistant should not handle or pennit others to handle the 
letter or the envelope in which it was enclosed. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6076 
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O'R/JR 

mmm 
1 :im fi:.1.x;n • ou a copy of a letter addressed toL__j.m<l a copy of the envelope in which it 
came. (b)(6) eceived it recently and sent it to me 10 review. l to1d her l thought it should Ix: 
turned over lo the ;mthorities. Howev~r. 1 did not wanr to do that before talking with someone 
trustworthy. so 1 visitecl with Mr. Denny about it today. I left a copy with him. T don't k11ow if 

!(b)(6) !kept a copy or not I retain the original letter and cnvclo~. 

After Mr. Denny's review. he thinks it shoul<l be lumed over to the authorities so that if it should 
ever get out, there would be no way to infer that !(b)(6) !c:ntenaincd the thought for .. even a 
second." He feel~ il ~hould be dealt with in some way rathl.!r than ignor~d. 

He wanted you to ~ee it first and sec if you agree that it should be turned Ovl..-r. 1f you Jo agree, 
we'd like to know to whom we should go with it. 

Th3nks, 
NP 
8/8/02 
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!(b)(6) 
... a: ,, ... ,,a,mm•ll.f.m 

ATTN; .._!(b_)(_6) ___ __, 

J Wff...l. ~ TO Bf:GIIV RY IIW'T'AODDCINC MY5t;I.F, MV .HAMES AIU: PlRUIPIICOMA..A l"AD~ 
o• Cl.Pt: TOWN SOVTR .U1UC,\ ANJ> A SENIOk EM1'1.0VU. o, nu:. SOVTR AFRIC,Uf 
l>EtARTMF.NT Of MINING AND N~ Tl)ltAL Rl:SOVRO:S CURRENTLY RDU: JN AMSTtADAM OH 
A TRA DI JltlSSIO)>.i. 

I A.M WJlfTING TftlS Lan.-. TO SOI.ICIT VOU'R CO-OPE'RA'tlOPI JN OD£1l 'tO UDEDI A.N 
. ft{""°~Mnh~\' lt:l'NC HU.I) mmu TRl1ST"Wffli" iilrsovnr AJtRIC'AH ... 
1'£1AJlTMDQ"O)'AGNJNCA.N.DNA111JlALRlSOORCES. TR[SA10~'TM£NTNOWVALUtO"'T 
USSt.,se.wo.te MIi.LION WAS OIUGJJll>-LL Y lllJlCIIASED av Mil. LUCIO RVMSR:Lb 4NU .l..F.ASID 
TOTMIF. TRANSVAALORAl"G.I: MJNINC COIU'OMTIOllf IN JJ,S. 

SfNCI'tOE.MA TVRITYOFTHISCONTAAtTIN SE1'TEMB£R 1'90,SS:YERALATJ'tMr'nUA v,: BEIEN 
MADE WfT8 OUT SIJCCCSS TO COl'IITACI' MR. LIJ~IO RIJMSFtU> OR A.NY OF ,us CLOSE. 
Ru.An~ IN WROSt: f A VOR TH£ 11'1\'I.STMF.JliT CASH VALII[ CAN ag tAIP. 

MY PARTND WBO IS 1U ACCOVJO'S DIRECTOR A 1 Tiil l>U~lltl'MENT OJ>' MIN11'1G AND TWO 
01 OUR COl.1.1':AC\JIE..~ BA VE JNITIA TED THE l"ROCESS OF FILI.INC A CLAIM JOR l'NIS MOH.EV, 
WJTIJ ntit non Of' BA \'ING TII.E mNDS TRANSFEIUltDJ.BAOAD. WE Rt0\IES7THA"'l"YOU LET 
MY f'ARffll:RS FILE A CLAIM FOR THIS MONEY lltoM 'lllE SOUTH AlldCAM .DUARTMt.NT OJ 
MIMING AND NA 1l1RA~ lt£SOURC£S IND~ TING TNA. T YOV WERE /oHOINTED BY MA. USCIO 
11) BE THE 81:IU.t'ICIAltY Of.' nJL .. l"UND. WHEN nu: CLAIM IS APl'AOVl:D. YOU AS .... ~ 
l'ENUICIAlt'Y W>U.•E JAIi) TH~ .SIJM OF uss,.,sa.oo,,DO (UJlilrrED STABS Dftll....4U) 

SINCE TH£ MONE\' WILL-~ l'AID Dl1l£C'rLY TO ANY BA.MK Of VOUtl C'AOICI:,. YOtJ HAVE A 
1.lA81Ul'Y'rolN~111ATM'Y1~ANDtiftt[IVE75%0FTIIE-tOT.USUMWHIU:YOV 
J(l:l:P !t"6 FOR YOIJA A~lSTANO:. A'N'D CO-OPEaAnON. TIIF. 11£.MADIING $% HAVE 9££.~ 
ACREt:D TO •.c dn ASU>J: TO Z.UMV ALL EXrtNSU THA1' MJGIIT at.: INCWUU:D BY IO'IR 
l'ARTI.-.s IN THE COURSE OF CO,VCUJOJNG TfllS 'tRA'H5ACTCON. nusr; Wt: URGE YOU TO 
JC£Ul'IUS MA TTtll \11:aY CONt"Dl:NTIAL 11:CA~"t W£ ARIE fflU.JN ACIIYF. PUBUC~R\IICE 
,N SOlftJI AFJUCA. 

f WANT TO As..'\'Ult! YOO TIIAT MY FAJl'l'NDIS ARt IN A N)SJTION 'JO MAXI: Tm.: •AvM£Nr OF 
ntL~ Cf.AIM l'OSSIBLI!! PR.OVIDEI> VOl1 C•N CW£ US VERY S'l'JlOll'C CUA'lt,41111.>.L l'llAT OUR 
SHA AF.WILL 8EW£U.SECl1R£DANDTHAT\'0U WIU.NOTIAICtAJ>VAHTACf.OFOURfflSfflON 
Sll'CE THE MONY.Y WD.L •E TRA1'fSn:Rll£D DlltE(.71.Y TO A IJANK ACCOUNT TIIAT YOU 
NOMINA1L 

HE A~'SOU:D TnAT Tlll:U &S AllSOLUttU' N01111NC TO WORRY AD01Tr IN \'Jl:W OF TIDS 
CLAIM. IT '5 ,U~EC'l'LY SAFE WtTII ~o RISK l~VOJ.Vl:D A.NO rr IS 'NOT SVaJ£CT ro ANY 
EN()tmn' .SIN(.'"t; .MY rARTNERS W2U Ill: .HANDLING THE CLAIM Dl1l£Cl'l. \' lN SOVJ11 AJ.'RICA 
ON YOUlt MUI.ALF. 

.---~ ...... _.. . 
I DO eon: MY lllOJ'OSAI. IS ACCffJABU: TO l'OIJ. ":tASI: .ACXNOWU:DCE TIIE R.E<.'Dn Of 
THIS L'P:TIDt. S0TIIAT I CAN PJlOVIDI \'011 WrrH MORECIA.JUFICA'IION AM>IJT TN£CLArM 
AND ffOW Wt! ll'IITEND ro MA.KE Tlfl.~ nt:AL BtNl:flCIAL TO J:VDCYONE Pl..EAS.E. ICl:ACR ME AT 
nus F..M.41L A."f.DIOR ULEPROH£ NUMBER ABOVE. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6079 
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Snowflake 

3:19PM 
TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

August 9, 2002 

/ 
/ 

/ 
,// 

/' 
,/ 

.. /' 

You probably saw the article about the Russian mafia trying to kill Gen. Shelton. 

Who in the world would want to hire the mafia to do that? Shelton was no threat 

to the mafia. Somebody must have wanted it done. Is it worth looking into? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.08 

Please respond by: _________ i)_\ ..... ~_0 ....... lo_~ ______ _ 
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DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS 

DEFENSE JNTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
Washington, D.C. 20340-0001 

U-32/00 8 August 2002 

To: A/DR 

Subject Washington Times Article on GEN Shelton and 
Russian Mob 

1. Today's front page of the Washington Times has an article 
_by Rowan Scarborough that alleges that GEN Hugh Shelton, 
former CJCS, was the rarget of a Russian mob assassination 
plot in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1998. The article is filled with 
inaccuracies and is essentially totally wrong. 

2. I have first hand knowledge of this incident s'nce 
DATT in ussia at t e time an accom anied GENS 
t is visit to St Petersburg. It is true that the official party was 
hastily removed from a Russian restaw-ant where they had just 
finished dinner, but investigation by the Embassy and Russian 
security forces l'evealed that there had been no plot, and that the 
armed men seen by the CJCS security detail were bodyguards 
of a prominent Russian mafia individual who was in the urea. 
There was no evidence that GEN Shelton was the target of 
anything. 

3. GEN Shelton was furious with his security detail for their 
re.action in this incident, and subse uentl fired the aoe 
responsible. en e oun out that the unit had presented an 
award to the agent, he was even more angry. Shortly after the 
incident the enttre security detail was replaced. 

• 
DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS 

DEFENSE INTELLrGENCE AGENCY 
Washington, D.C. 20340-0001 

4. The reporter bases his infom1ation solely on information 
(presumably now declassified) from the agent who was 
subsequently relieved. Additionafly. the rutic1e contains 
considerable embellishment. I rode to the hotel with GEN 
Shelton. He and I were in the back seat of the limousine with 
our wives crouching at our feet. Far from covering GEN 
Shelton with his body, the agent was in the front seat making a 
fool of himself. 

5. There is no substance to this story at alJ, and it is 
embarrassing that the Washington Times would run it on the 

si~:c~ngffie~ 

~ o~J- KeiffiW.Day~ 
, /. ~- • MajorGene~:~V.S.Anny 
~ Director for Operations 

11-L-0559/0SD/6081 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

faul Wn][o)!!itz J .
1 
I 

Donald Rumsfeld 7)\. 

DATE: August 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: Briefing 

3:26PM 

Lefs figure out how we get that special brief on the connection between Iraq and 

Al Qaeda before the agency people at some point soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.13 

Please respond by: ________ 9_; .... \~_1..;..,j.,_o_c(. _______ _ 

U00465 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6082 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

August 9, 2002 

Official Notes 

3:32PM 

I need to see all the notes from the first days of my arrival here, as I have 

discussed. I don't know who has them, whether it is Cambone, JJ or whatever. 

Second, you ought to nail down exactly where all of my notes are from JJ, 

Cambone, Torie, you Ed. We have got to get a full set, and you have got to 

become the master keeper of it all. 

See me on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.15 

Please respond by: __________ i-+l_«;...;..lio.;;.__J--______ _ 
I 

11-L-0559/0SD/6083 
U00466 /03 



3:45 PM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

, DATE: August 9, 2002 

1i\~ SUBJECT: Interns 

,· 

It would have been a nice thing for me to speak to the summer interns, I would 

have thought. 

Maybe next year. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
080902.16 

,~,. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Schedule in Crawford 

August 12, 2002 7:59 AM 

I would like a 30- to 45-minute meeting alone with the President on August 21 

when I go down to Crawford. I have a series of items that have accumulated that I 

want to talk to him about, completely separately from everything else. I suppose 

we could do it after lunch before I leave. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ c_':_' t.....:f_,_~___,_J _0_2.-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6085 
U00468 /03 
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August 12, 2002 8:00 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1) f\.-
SUBJECT: Congressman Armey 

Clearly, we should have briefed Dick Anney. Should we do it now? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by oi / +.-0 / 01..,..,, 

U00469 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6086 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Samuel Theirenstrom 

August 12, 2002 8:04 AM 

Please make a note that Samuel Theirenstrom is a good speechwriter. I know his 

mother, Abbey Theirenstrom. 

Apparently he is in the 'White House with some kind of council on the 

environment. According to Larry and Ricky Silberman, he is good. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

r--Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6087 
U00470 /03 



'- . 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: September 4 CINC Dinner 

August 12, 2002 8:13 AM 

Let's send out the rest of these invitations, but ho]d the retired CINCs-Blair 

Schwartz-and invite everyone e]se who is listed, plus V ADM Giambastiani, MG 

Craddock, Larry Di Rita, Steve Cambone and Genera] SheJton and his wife. 

Please take off Paul Wolfowitz's guest and Secretary Powell, but leave on 

Secretary O'Neill, Andrew Card, Mitch Daniels and the rest of the list. If we get 

three or four regrets, then we will add in the two retired CINCs. 

Someone needs to get started on this pretty fast. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/07/02 Invitation List 

DHR:dh 
081202-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 08 { ! (p { J v 
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August 7, 2002 

,'f we.. 

:MEMORANDUM TO: MR.DIRITA 
01 r 

MARY CLAIRE MURPHY~ 

SEPTEMBER 4th CINC DINNER 

FROM: 

RE: 

Please find attached the proposed guest list for the September 4th Dinner in honor ft e 1 

Combatant Commanders. This list includes the additions from the Secretary. 

Guest List Breakdown: 

The Secretary and Mrs. Rumsfeld 

Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz le Guest 

The Vice President, ~es. P6~ell, 
Sec. O'Neill, Andrew Card & 
Mitch Daniels with spouses 

Current CINC' s with spouses 

Chairman and spouse 

Vice Chairman and spouse 

Service Chiefs(5) and spouses 

Vice Service Chiefs (5) and spouses 

2 Guests 

l /Guests 

10 Guests 

20 Guests 

2 Guests 

2 Guests 

10 Guests 

IO Guests 

Service Secretaries (3) and spouses 6 Guests 

G. Retired CINC's, (since Feb.) and spouses 4 Guests 

TOTAL: b J ~uests 



-· 

Proposed Guest List for Dinner 
in honor of 

The Combatant Commanders of the Unified Commands 
and their Spouses 

Host 
The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense, and Mrs. Rumsfeld 

In honor of 
(Protocol Order) 

General Joseph W. Ralston, USAF, European Command, and Mrs. Ralston 
(Joe/Dede) 

General Ralph E. Eberhart, USAF, Space Command, and Mrs. Eberhart 
(Ed/Karen) 

Admiral James 0. Ellis, USN, Strategic Command, and Mrs. Ellis (Jim/Polly) 

Admiral Thomas B. Fargo, USN, Pacific Command, and !virs. Fargo (Tom/Sarah) 

General John W. Handy, USAF, Transportation Command, and Mrs. Handy 
(John/Mickey) 

General Tommy Franks, USA, Central Command, and Mrs. Franks 
(Tommy/Cathy) 

General William F. Kernan, USA, Joint Forces Command, and Mrs. Kernan 
(Buck/Marianne) 

General Charles R. Hol1and, USAF, Special Operations Command, and 
Mrs. Holland (Charlie/Nancy) 

General Leon J. Laporte, USA, United Nations Command/Joint Forces Command, 
and Mrs. Laporte (Leon/Judy) 

General James T. Hill, USA, Southern Command, and Mrs. Hill (Jim/Tonie) 

11-L-0559/QS D/6~6 by: John Haukedahl 4:10 PM gn12002 
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-· 
Guests 

(Protocol Order) 

The Honorable Dick Cheney, Vice President of the United States and Dr. Cheney 
(Lynne) 

The Honorable Colin L. Powell, Secretary of State and Mrs. Powell (Alma) 

The Honorable Paul H. O'Neill, Secretary of the Treasury and Mrs. O'Neill 
(Nancy) 

The Honorable Paul Wolfowitz, Deputy Secretary of Defense, and Guest 

The Honorable Mitchell E. Daniels, Director, Office of Management and Budget 
and Mrs. Daniels (Chei) 

The Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr., Chief of Staff to the President and The 
Reverend Kathleen Card 

The Honorable Thomas E. White, Secretary of the Army, and Mrs. White 
(Thomas/Susan) 

The Honorable Gordon England, Secretary of the Navy, and Mrs. England 
(Gordon/Dottie) 

The Honorable James G. Roche, Secretary of the Air Force, and Mrs. Roche 
(James/Diane) 

General Richard B. Myers, USAF, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
Mrs. Myers (Richard/Mary Jo) 

General Peter Pace, USMC, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
and Mrs. Pace (Peter/Lynne) 

General Eric K. Shinseki, Chief of Staff of the Army, and Mrs. Shinseki 
(Eric/Patty) 

General James L. Jones, Commandant of the Marine Corps, and Mrs. Jones 
(Jim/Diane) 

Admiral Vernon Clark, Chief of Naval Operations, and Mrs. Clark 
(Vern/Connie) 

11-L-0559/QS D/6001' by: John Haukedahl 4:10 PM Sn/2002 
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General John P. Jumper, Chief of Staff of the Air Force, and Mrs. Jumper 
(John/Ellen) 

Admiral Thomas H. Collins, Commandant of the Coast Guard, and Mrs. Collins 
(Tom/Nancy) 

General John M. Keane, Vice Chief of Staff of the Army 
and Mrs. Keane (Terry) 

Admiral William J. Fallon, Vice Chief of l\aval Operations 
and Mrs. Fallon (Mary) 

General Michael J. Williams, Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps 
and Mrs. Williams (Barbara) 

General Robert (Doc) H. Foglesong, Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force 
and Mrs. Foglesong (Mary) 

Vice Admiral Thomas Barrett, Vice Commandant of the Coast Guard 
and Mrs. Barrett (Sheila) 

FORJ\1ER COMBATA~T COJ\1i\1ANDERS SINCE FEBRUARY 

General and Mrs. Thomas A. Schwartz- FORMER UNITED STATES 
FORCES KOREA COI\.1MANDER (Tom & Sandy) 

Admiral Dennis C. Blair - FORMER PACU'IC COMMANDER 
(Denny/Diane) 

11-L-0559/QS D/609'2by: John Haukedahl 4.10 PM sn12002 



August 12, 2002 8:20 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld\.fl 

SUBJECT: Rachel Bronson 

How good is Rachel Bronson from the Council on Foreign Relations? I watched 

her on a talk show the other day, and she sounded pretty sensible. Have you ever 

looked at her? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_z_[ 2-o __ /_0_1... __ _ 
• 

U00472 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6093 



. 
Snowflake 

August 12, 2002 8:33 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)'-

SUBJECT: Ambassador to Afghanistan 

Please put together some criteria as to what the ambassador to Afghanistan ought 

to be like, what he ought to be able to do. 

Thanks. 

Please respond by __ o_. _cl_/_o_& ....... f _lr1' ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6094 U00473 /03 



• 
,. FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

AMBASSADOR TO AFGHANISTAN 

Duties, Functions, and Responsibilities. 

• Principal duties, functions and responsibilities shall include (but not be limited to) the 
following: 

- Work with and advise President Karzai and other senior members of the Afghan 
Transitional Authority (AT A) on how to anticipate and handle issues, including secure 
matters. 

- Advise AT A leaders on how to deal with regional leaders, without having to threaten the 
use of U.S. forces. 

- Help AT A leaders to think three or four steps out, beyond inunediate solutions -
to foresee problems, and develop courses of action. 

- Meet regularly with the Security Coordinator, international group of managers for 
police and judiciary training to coordinate program activities, and help solve 
problems. 

- Meet periodically with the Security Coordinator, Commander, ISAF, and 
Conunander, Joint Task Force 180, to consult on security issues, and coordinate 
Afghan Army training program and other activities. 

- Consult and coordinate efforts with Washington, to include State (Washington 
Coordinator), DoD (Security Reconstruction Coordinator), CIA and NSC. 

Knowledge and Skills. 

• Record of obtaining results. 

• Strong organizational and project management skills. 

• Forceful personality. 

• Prior high-level security and diplomatic experience desirable. 

• Ability to master the unique sociological demands of Afghanistan (i.e., tribal society, 
diverse ethnic groups, Islamic traditions.) 

• Keen political skills and instincts. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

11-L-0559/0SD/6095 



Snowflake 

August 12, 2002 8:41 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld jl\ 
SUBJECT: Train and Equip 

After meeting with the Iraqi opposition, I need to talk about train and equip in and 

out of the country and what is going on. 

It sounds to me like nothing is going on. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-11 SEGDEF HAS SEEl\t 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Dona]d Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: CIA Briefing on Finances 

August 12, 2002 8:48 AM 

I do need to get that briefing from CIA on finances. I have asked for it, they have 

promised it and I need it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by OS f "-0 / O 1.---· 

11-L-0559/0SD/6097 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1-
SUBJECT: CINC Dinner 

Please add Gen. Abizaid to the CINC dinner. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-19 

August 12, 2002 10:24 AM 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 

Please respond by O 'is f 2-u / o L- · 

11-L-0559/0SD/6098 

Larry Di Rite 

'6/1 "1 
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August 12, 2002 10:58 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "" 

SUBJECT: Defense Program Overview 

Please tell Steve Cambo~~ \!o~ked over his charts. It may be fine for a Pentagon 

briefing, but I think it is ~l!omplicated for a briefing for the President. 

I need a briefing to understand it, and then we are going to have to figure out how 

we are going to refashion it for the President. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/09/02 Defense Program Overview 

DHR:dh 
081202-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_g_/ "_0 _,_/_ffv ____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6099 
U00479 /03 



. .. 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 1 
Separate Ops Centers 

August 12, 2002 10:58 AM 

I have just read the opinions of the three Service Secretaries on ops centers. I am 

unimpressed. 

\Vhat do you think about getting IDA to come in and have Larry Welch take a 

look at it? He is a smart guy and can take an independent look-unless he is 

nervous about doing it, getting the Chiefs ticked off. It may be we would have to 

get somebody who is not so closely connected to DoD. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/09/02 SecArmy, SecNAV, SecAF Responses on Ops Centers 

DHR:dh 
081202-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ c_--.,q_/_o_eo_/_o_L __ _ 

. 
U00480 ·''/ 03 
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June 18, 1002 5:50 PM 

TO: Tom White 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
·Pete Aldridge 

FROM: . Donald Rumsfcld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Ops Centers 

Please take a Jook at the ops center your Service has and tel1 me why it needs to 

.exist, what its function is that cannot be readily done by a departmental ops center. 

I ask the question because, in a traditional sense, the Services today don't have 

operations as such. I recognize the need to keep track of assets, but that is being 

done in several other places, I would think. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHk:dh 
062802-14 

. . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond ·by 

SECJr:::F

i_ 

~ 3 ~~~ 
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S E C R E T A R Y OF T H E A R M Y ~/- -;--- , 

WASHINGTON s~"-u:Z u,a_c C.S ._.,,; ._, Oh\.-' v-

INFO MEMO 
AUG 12 20oz 

July 31, 2002, 1 :30 P .M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEF~~ l,(_,,~UG _ 5 2002 
FROM~ecretary of the Army 

SUBJECT: Support for Service-Specific Operations Center 

• Response to Secretary of Defense question, "Please take a look at the ops 
center your service has and tell me why it needs to exist, what its function is that cannot 
readily be done by a departmental ops center?" 

• The Army Operations Center (AOC) is our internal nerve center to track, 
synchronize, and formulate recommendations for decision-making. It enables Anny 
leadership to anticipate, assess, and coordinate support requirements in peace and war. 

• The AOC provides critical internal networking with Major Anny 
Commands and serves as our direct communications link to Service Component staffs to 
assure rapid analysis and response to Combatant Commanders. The absence of an AOC 
jeopardizes our ability to achieve both internal and external synchronization necessary to 
support our warfighting force. 

• The AOC directs actions to carry out critical U.S. Code Title 10 
responsibilities such as mobilizing and resourcing our force, and is our mechanism to 
plan, implement, and track requirements and actions outside the warfighting arena. 

• Examples include identification of remains and mobilization of Reserve 
Component personnel immediately following September 11, as well as planning and 
sourcing of Force Protection personnel at Anny installations in support of Operation 
NOBLE EAGLE. These functions are service-specific and are most effective when 
organized at the service level. 

• As the AOC workload is service-oriented, the potential efficiencies of a 
consolidated DoD operations center appear to be limited and do not outweigh the 
effectiveness of a focused organization. Recommend continued organization of the AOC 
as a Service-specific entity. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Prepared By: LTC Jay Hooper, !(b)(6) I 

11-t~65~es!Jffl102 



' . 
,t SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 

\ 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Ops Centers 

s~oa= H~S SZ{N 
AllG 1 2 2002 

AUG 6 2002 

On June 2811) you asked, "Please take a look at the ops center your Service has and tell me why it 
needs to exist, what iJs function is that cannot be readily done by a departmental ops center" 

The Air Force Operations Center provides vital, service-specific operational data to the Chief of 
Staff and me. Each member is hand-selected from the I C3 (Command and Control Specialist) Air Force 
Specialty Code career field and must have a minimum of six years operational experience. The NM<;C 
r~ires direct feeds from the Services on status of forces and relies on the trajned judgment of the AF Ops 
Center personnel to "se arate the wheat from the chaff' to rovide time sensitive, relevant AF information 
conso 1dated from all o t aJor ommands ( AJCOMs). The ops center monitors wor w1 e air an 
space operations and serves as the sole continuous communications/coordination link between Headquaners 
Air Force and the MAJCOMs, Joint Staff, and war-fighting Combatant Commanders. Air Force personnel 
can call from any location in the world, 24-hrs a day to receive clarification, guidance, and assistance in 
resolving major/critical operational AF issues. 

During contingencies, the AF Ops Center coordinates personnel mobilization and equipping, 
supplying, and maintaining for MAJCOMs, Component Commands, and Field Agencies performing the 
wide range of current missions. As the executive agent for the Joint Emergency Evacuation Plan (JEEP) and 
key player in the Continuity of Operations (COOP) programs, the AF Ops Center demonstrated its 
capabilities during the Air Staff evacuation immediately following the 9/11 attacks. The Chief and I rely on 
our ops center staff to manage all AF operational reporting policies and procedures, disseminate vital 
information to key leadership, and publish timely, accurate infonnation into the USAF Operation Summary. 
Additionally they provide coordination on all CJCS deployment orders in support of the warfighter and 
provide Air Staff support on an current operational issues. The value of the Air Force Ops Center as a 
continuously available working group in close proximity to CHECKMATE, Operational Readiness, 
Personnel Recovery, and other warfighting planning cells cannot be underrated. No other single command 
center has the capability to assure responsiveness and continuity of Air Force operations under any 
peacetime, emergency, or contingency circumstances. 

Bottom-line, the Air Force Operations Center plays a key role in supporting senior Air Force leaders 
in executing Title JO missions to mobilize, demobiJize, equip, supp)y, and maintain the capabilities of the Air 
Force, especially during crises and contingencies. The ops center ensures the right air and space capabilities 
get to our warfighters on time. It is the 24/7 eyes, ears, and voice of the Air Force and perfonns a vital role 
that is not covered by the NMCC. 

Attachment: 
Ops Center Memo 

cc: DEPSECDEF 

11-L-0559/0SD/6103 
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To: Secretary of Defense 

Fr: Gordon England, Secretary of the Na 

Subj: Operations Centers 

AUG l 2 2002 
August 7, 2002 

• In lieu of separate service operations centers, the centers could be either collocated 
within one facility or centralized into one integrated center. Collocating would not 
yield meaningful benefits except it might save some small amowit of overhead but 
likely not enough to justify the disruption and relocation cost. 

• I vote against centralization. While centralization does promise savings at the time of 
initiation, those savings almost always start to erode quickly. In industry, centralized 
organizations tend to continue to grow in scope and bureaucracy while providing less 
service to their customers. Customers then tend to build up shadow organizations to 
meet their needs that are no longer being met by the centralized function. This 
situation is even more pronounced in the DoD. Look at our centralized defense 
agencies as examples. They are too big, too costly and need to be downsized or 
outsourced. 

• My vote is to keep separate service operations centers. 

·, :: SS!STANT DI RITA 

EXECSE<.; WHITMORE 

11-L-0559/0SD/6104 Ul3020 /02 



August 12, 2002 11:18 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·y'
SUBJECT: Defense Policy Board 

Before I meet with the Policy Board again, I have to get Richard Perle in and talk 

to him. I think I ought to control the agenda items. 

Second, I think we ought to clear the people out of the room 

Third, I think we ought to limit the people who talk to the press about how they 

characterize themselves. 

Fourth, I think I want to have them do some projects. Please give me a list of 

things I could ask them to do-for example, I think they ought to tell me how we 

can stop leaks. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Ricks, Thomas E., 0 Timing, Tactks On Iraq War Disputed," Washington Post, 08/01/02 

DHR:dh 
OSl202-2S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Please respond by __ o_ct__._{ =>_l,+/_J_v __ _ 
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Timing, Tactics On Iraq War Disputed 

Washington Post 
August 1, 2002 
Pg. 1 

Timing, Tactics On Iraq War Disputed 

Top Bush Officials Criticize Generals Conventional Views 

By Thomas E. Ricks, Washington Post Staff Writer 

Page 1 of 4 

An increasingly contentious debate is underway within the Bush administration over how to topple Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein, with the civilian leadership pushing for iMovative solutions using smaller 
numbers of troops and military planners repeatedly responding with more cautious approaches that 
would employ far larger forces. 

Vice President Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld are pushing most forcefully for 
aggressively confronting Hussein, arguing that he presents a serious threat and that time is not on the 
side of the United States, according to several people involved in the closely held discussions. 

Secretary of State Colin L. Powell and CIA Director George J. Tenet are asking skeptical questions 
about a military campaign, especially about the aftermath of what most in the administration assume 
would be a fairly swift victory, according to those taking part in the deliberations. 

Much of the senior uniformed military, with the notable exception of some top Air Force and Marine 
generals, opposes going to war anytime soon, a stance that is provoking frustration among civilian 
officials in the Pentagon and in the White House. In addition, some suspect that Powell's stance has 
produced an unusual alliance between the State Department and the uniformed side of the Pentagon, 
elements of the govenunent that more often seem to oppose each other in foreign policy debates. 

What is not being debated, officials said, is the ultimate goal of removing Hussein from power, an 
outcome that President Bush has repeatedly said he is determined to pursue. But how to do that still has 
not been decided. Officials stressed that the administration is still early in the process of discussing a 
variety of approaches to attacking Iraq and that no formal plan has been put before the president. 

Some top military officials argue that the policy of aggressive contairunent -- through "no-fly" zones, a 
naval enforcement of sanctions and the nearby presence of 20,000 U.S. military personnel -- have kept 
Hussein from becoming an immediate threat. Bush has also approved a covert operation to try to 
dislodge Hussein from power, working in part with Iraqi opposition groups. The questions being 
debated now, officials said, are whether to move against Hussein with overt military action and, if so, 
when and how. 

The lack of answers to those questions is producing new stresses within the administration, some 
defense experts said. Two people involved in the debate -- one inside the Pentagon, one outside it -- said 
Cheney and others at the White House are growing concerned that the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other 
military leaders have fought Rumsfeld and other civilian hawks to a standstill. 11I'm picking up a concern 
that people at the top of the Pentagon are overwhelmed," said one Republican foreign policy expert. 

He and others interviewed for this article spoke only on the condition that their names not be used, citing 
an atmosphere in which information about planning on Iraq is being tightly held in the administration, 
especially at the Pentagon. 
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Making his case, Rumsfeld told the Senate Armed Services Committee yesterday that the situation with 
Hussein will not improve. "Over time, the economic sanctions weaken, the diplomatic effort seems to 
get a little tired, the progress that he's been able to make in proliferating the terrorist states all across the 
globe is a serious one," he said. 

Rumsfeld said that there are "differing views about what one ought to do" but that the relationship 
between the top civilian and military leaders at the Pentagon is c1ose. "The discussions that take place, 
the process that's been established, have been working as well as I have ever seen," he said. 

There are deep differences of opinion about how the debate is likely to end, even among people 
intimately involved in the process, officials said. Some think the military's concerns will put the brakes 
on those advocating a direct confrontation with Hussein, while others say the president has been so clear 
about his determination to remove the Iraqi president from power that he cannot back down. 

One advocate of confronting Hussein said he wonies that the determined opposition of senior military 
leaders ultimately will dissuade Bush. "You can't force things onto people who don't want to do it, and 
the three- and four-star Army generals don't want to do it," he said. 111 think this will go back and forth, 
and back and forth, until it's time for Bush to run for reelection." 

But several others predicted that the military's objections will be overridden. "I'm absolutely convinced 
the president will settle on a war plan that brings about regime change," the GOP foreign policy 
specialist said. 

Ultimately, noted a senior administration official, "the military has limited influence in this 
administration." 

Some civilians in the debate worry that military planners consistently call for more troops in every plan 
because they lack an appreciation of how technological advances have improved the military's offensive 
capabilities since the Persian Gulf War in 1991. "The issue is, our capability to do severe damage to the 
Iraqis is very different today than it was IO years ago," said Dennis Bovin, a member of the Defense 
Science Board and other Pentagon advisory groups. "We have a lot more options available than ever 
before.'' 

In the debate, civilians have urged military planners to consider approaches radically different from the 
half-million-strong Anny force that the United States deployed against Iraq during the Gulf War. The 
current favorite of those backing a smaller, faster approach is a lightning strike involving narrowly 
focused airstrikes combined with a sprint of armored vehicles from Kuwait to Baghdad. The thinking is 
that such a movement of just a few days would not permit Hussein to hide his forces in cities orto 
trundle his artillery pieces to the northern bank of the Euphrates and then to fire shells, possibly 
chemical-laden, at U.S. forces trying to cross that broad river. 

In addition, several other "boJt from the blue" approaches are being discussed behind closed doors and 
studied in war games. "There are a lot of out-of-the-box options, very few of which have gotten into the 
public eye," said one Pentagon consultant. The Special Operations Command in particular has suggested 
some "tactically innovative" approaches that combine "precision strike and information dominance," 
said a Pentagon official. 

Yet no matter how innovative the suggestions, the planners at Central Command seem to weigh them 
down with conventional thinking that would prolong both the preparations for any attack and the war 
itself, according to people involved in the process. That command, the U.S. military headquarters for the 
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Middle East, the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, is headed by Army Gen. Tommy R. Franks, who has a 
reputation in the Pentagon of being extremely cautious. 

'They've had these ideas for months, but they keep on going back to Franks with them, and he says, 'No, 
no, you need three heavy divisions and an air assault division' 11 

-- that is, a backup force of about 60,000 
troops -- as insurance in case a smaller attack falters, one defense official said. The overall force 
considered in one plan earlier this summer would have involved around 100,000 troops, he said. 

In follow-up meetings, pointed questioning by senior civilian officials cut the overall number of the 
notional attack force to 68,000, the official added. Then, he said, "two weeks later, the Army has pushed 
it back up to 120,000.11 

The apparent impasse is causing extreme frustration with Franks and with the Army among some 
administration officials. 

At a July 10 meeting of the Defense Policy Board, a Pentagon advisory group, one of the subjects of 
discussion was how to overcome the military reluctance to plan innovatively for an attack on Iraq. 
"What was discussed was the problem with the services," said one defense expert who participated in 
the meeting. His conclusion: "You have to have a few heads roll, especially in the Army." 

People involved in the planning said the reason so many different p]ans and variations have surfaced -
from a "Gulf War Lite" force involving 250,000 troops to an "Afghan War Redux" that combines a 
relative handful of Special Forces, airstrikes and Iraqi rebels -- is that wildly different assumptions are 
being made about the nature of the war. 

"There's obviously a lot going on about how to do this," said one senior administration official. "There's 
no right way or wrong way. It's difficult because you don't know which countries you can count on or 
what the consequences in the region would be." 

The first major variable is the geopolitical context in which the attack would occur. Some military 
planners believe that the U.S. military ultimately would be able to use bases in nearly every cowitry in 
the area, except Iran and Syria. Others predict that the United States would be far more constrained. 

The second area has to do with the degree of military risk. There are major disagreements, officials said, 
especially about whether the Iraqi military as a whole would fight or just the Republican Guard, 
Hussein's most elite and loyal force. 

Some of those advocating a smaller, faster attack think that it would be a mistake to target the entire 
Iraqi military, which they think has elements that would either decline to fight or even join the U.S. side. 
"If the Republican Guards are the only viable fighting force, and the regular Iraqi army won't perfonn, 
you could really do a Jot of the necessary damage from the air," said a Pentagon adviser involved in the 
discussions. 

Finally, there is an extraordinary range of opinion about what burden the U.S. military and government 
would be required to carry in Iraq after a victory. How long would U.S. troops have to stay, how many 
would be needed and whether they would be joined by peacekeepers from other cowitries are all being 
debated. Most important, perhaps, is the question of whether the Iraqi people would welcome the arrival 
of U.S. forces -- or oppose it. 

All those calculations are complicated by the fact that the nature of the war -- its scope, duration and 
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intensity -- will help shape the ,mood of postwar Iraq . 

"Downing's opposition was to a long, destructive campaign from the ground and air that would hurt the 
post-campaign environment," said one military planner, referring to retired Army Gen. Wayne 
Downing, who recently left a White House position, some say because of his unhappiness with the 
planning for Iraq. 
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Snowflake 

August 12, 2002 11 :22 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 
Torie Clarke 
Tony Dolan 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'lf' 
SUBJECT: Maria Ruzicka 

Please see the attached on Maria Ruzicka. How do we use that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Taranto, James, "You Don't Say," Wall Street Journal, 07/22/02 

DHR:dh 
081202-26 
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Please respond by 0~ f O G,. / a 1-

U00484 
11-L-0559/0SD/6110 
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._QvinionJoumal 
from THI WALL STRIET JOURNAL Editorial Page 

P-RIN,: WINDOW CLOSE WINDOW 

BY JAMES TARANTO 
Monday, July 22, 2002 1: 52 p.m. 

You Don't Say 
"Bush May Use Force to Defeat Terror"--headline, Associated Press dispatch, July 19 

Who Is Marla Ruzicka? 
"Flaws in U.S. Air War Left Hundreds of Civilians Dead," blares the lead headline of yesterday's New 
York Times. "The American air campaign in Afghanistan, based on a high-tech, out-of-harm's way 
strategy, has produced a pattern of mistakes that has killed hundreds of Afghan civilians," claims 
reporter Dexter Filkins. 

But the BB..C reports that the Afghan government rejects Filkins's account: "A spokesman for 
Afghan President Hamid Karzai told the BBC that fewer than 500 civilians were believed to have 
been killed in US air strikes--a low figure considering the size of the military campaign." 

Whom to believe? This passage from the Times account gives ample reason to doubt Filkins's 
objectivity: 

Field workers with Global Exchange, an American organization that has sent survey 
teams into Afghan villages, say they have compiled a list of 812 Afghan civilians who 
were killed by American alrstrlkes. They say they expect that number to grow as their 
survey teams reach more remote villages. 

Marla Ruzicka, a Global Exchange field worker in Afghanistan, said the most common 
factor behind the civilian deaths has been an American reliance on incomplete 
information to decide on targets. 

"Smart bombs are only as smart as people on the ground," Ms. Ruzicka said. "Before 
you bomb, you should be 100 percent certain of who you are bombing." 

So what is this Global Exchange._, which Filkins describes only as "an American organization"? A look 
at its Web site makes clear It's a far-left outfit that opposed any military intervention in 
Afghanistan. Blogger Michael Moynih~_r:i. has more details on Marla Ruzicka, who turns out to be a 
fervent admirer of Fidel Castro. There's also a "report" on the 2000 election dispute from the World 
Socialist Web Site, which quotes her as suggesting Republicans are terrorists: 

Marla Ruzicka, 23, an officially accredited observer from the Green Party, commented 
on the tactics of the Bush supporters. She described them as "really nasty. There was 
one guy with a bald head, like a skinhead. They surrounded me and called me a baby 
killer, because of my support for the right to abortion. When I pointed out Bush's 
presiding over the death penalty, they said: no, no, that's justice. They're scary. Maybe 
they're the ones who should be on the terrorist lists." 

Ruzicka, of course, is entitled to her opinions--but surely her extremist political agenda Is relevant 
to Fllkins's readers in determining how much weight to give to her comments. Meanwhile, buried in 
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• the 16th paragraph of Filkins's story is an admission that the whole thing is trumped up: "Indeed, 
the extraordinary accuracy of American airstrikes since they began in October has produced few of 
the types of disasters that plagued past wars, when bombs aimed at one target hit something else 
instead." Oh well, never mind. 

'Let's Get Saddam!~ 
On Friday President Bush went to Fort Drum, N.Y., where he addressed soldiers who've returned 
from Afghanistan. The New York Times has a nice vignette from the speech: 

As Mr. Bush stood surrounded by the camouflage-clad troops of the 10th Mountain 
Division, among the first sent to Uzbekistan and Afghanistan last fall, one of the 
soldiers yelled, "Let's get Saddam!'' Mr. Bush, dressed in shirt sleeves, just smiled for a 
moment as a roar of approval raced through the crowd. He did not mention Iraq but 
hardly stepped in to quell the cheers. 

"War with Iraq may come sooner than we think," argues Stephen Haye~ in The Weekly Standard, 
who notes that, contrary to conventional wisdom, President Bush does not need to make a "public 
case" for overthrowing Saddam (most Americans are already persuaded) and may not even need 
congressional authorization, since the 1991 Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution, also 
known as Public Law 102-1, is still in effect. 

David Warrel"l, meanwhile, says the Europeans are coming around, and we have the French, of all 
peoples, to thank for it. The defeat of the left in the recent French elections "allowed President 
Jacques Chirac to confirm an entirely new government of the centre-right, including a new foreign 
minister to replace Hubert Vidrine, a man whose visceral dislike of anything American (or Jewish) 
frequently interfered with his otherwise remarkably dubious judgement": 

Official anti-American posturing was largely a function of the French domestic political 
need to assuage such sensibilities on the Left. In turn, German, Italian, Spanish and 
even British official pronouncements were crafted to assuage the official French need to 
assuage the French Left. Thus did the tail wag the dog. 

While America is pondering when to go into Iraq, Spain has gone into a rock. The Weekly 
Standard's ChristoP-her Caldwell has an entertaining account of the "battle" over Perejil (Spanish 
for "parsley"), a tiny island that is part of the Spanish African enclave of Ceuta and was inhabited 
only by goats and sheep until a dozen Moroccan soldiers arrived July 11. After failing to resolve the 
standoff diplomatically, "Spain attacked at dawn on July 17. It captured all six Moroccans 
remaining on the island." 

"This comedy holds some serious lessons," writes Charles Krauthammer: 

Europe berates the United States for holding on to primitive notions of sovereignty at a 
time when the sophisticated Europeans are yielding sovereignty to Brussels, adopting 
the euro, wallowing in Kyoto and, most recently, genuflecting to the newly established 
International Criminal Court. Yet here they are lining up in lockstep to defend Spanish 
sovereignty over a piece of worthless rock that only dubiously belongs to Spain, by 
supposed attachment to the other dubiously claimed Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and 
Melilla, that in turn are little more than colonial anachronisms on the coast of North 
Africa. This same Europe heaps scorn on the United States for defending an infinitely 
more serious sovereign claim--to democratic legal jurisdiction over its own citizens and 
soldiers rather than yielding it to the arbitrariness of the new criminal court. 

As for Iraq, the New York Times contradicts Warren's assessment and says European leaders are as 
wimpy as ever. The Times report is most notable for the revelation that the king of Jordan is a 
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August 12, 2002 12:55 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Videos of Press Briefings 

Please give me a copy of the tape of my press briefings on 9/11 and 9/12, and the 

ones from the period of 10/7 or 10/8. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202·29 
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. Please respond by __ o_~ ..... f'--:..._> _o,__J _o_"2-__ _ 
j 

U00486 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Cot Bucci 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y~ 
SUBJECT: Senator Inhofe 

I ought to have Sen. Inhofe down to lunch sometime. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-30 
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Please respond by __ O_G_r_i _o_Cn ___ t_i _J_'-_· __ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
V ADM Giambastiani 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld yf\. 
SUBJECT: Calendar 

August 12, 2002 I: 12 PM 

I need to lighten up the calendar a little bit. Let's try to have meetings be a little 

shorter. I do have a couple of files I want to try to get through before I leave town. 

Ifl don't start now, I won't make it. 

Let's have a calendar session today and ta]k about how we want to plan the rest of 

August and the months of September and October. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202-33 
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Please respond by __ o _ ___;,'81_,_i_.-...... / o_·-v __ _ 
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TO: Rich Haver 
John Stenbit 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Frank B. Rowlett Awards 

August 12, 2002 2:32 PM 

Gen. Hayden has provided me the attached information regarding an awards 

program. Please take it for action as appropriate. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/31/02 NSA letter to SecDefre: Frank 8. Rowlett Awards 

OHR:dh 
081202·36 
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Please respond by ___ --.~,--~.<....,.;Vl"'"""0 ........ ~~,~~~~4 7 
_t-. ""f?rDK.. /~O ~c:~·t-, • ."\ 
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE 

F"QRT GEORGE G. Ml!!'ACE, MARYLAND 20755-6000 

The Honor:ible Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defe11se Pentagon, Room 3E88Q 
Washjngton, DC 20301-1000 · 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

31 July 2002 

S~Dtf HAS SEfN 
AUG 12 2ooi 

_. 

Jan pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 12th annual Frank B. Rowlett 
Awards. The Rowlett Awards serve to recognize major contributions both by individuals and 
organizaticns whose effons have significantly enhanced the advancement of infonnation 
assurance in, either classified or unclassified, security-related areas. 

To ~nsure that all deserving individuals and organizations in the community have 
an opportu:iity to compete, I urge you to nominate those whose accomplishments in 
information assurance most warrant recognition. Nominations are due no later than Wednesday, 
23 August 2002. (Criteria and nomination fonns are attached.) Please forward your submission 
to my Prot,:>eol office (DC62), Attention: Ms. Regena Sands or Mrs. Aenda Patterson, 

!(b)(6) ~ FAX: !(b)(6) I or via the internet at f.patter@radium.ncsc.mil. 

On 6 November 2002, we will hold the Frank B. Rowlett Awards ceremony at the 
National S:curity Agency, during which time we wj]l formally recognize the awardees. 
Celebratin;~ these achievements among those in our community will stimulate even greater 
interaction among information systems security users, planners, and producers leading to a 
more secure electronic environment for our nation in the 21st century. 

3 Encls: 

~J<. HA.rv-~~""'-" 

Lieutenant General, USAF 
Director, NSA/Chief, CSS 

1. Nomination Format for Individual Achievement Award 
2. Nomination Format for Organizational Achievement Award 
3. Guidance for Frank B. Rowlett Awards 
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Copy Fumis!1ed: 
Deputy Sei:retary of Defense, OSD 
Senior Civilian Official, Command, Control, 
Communications and Intelligence, OSD 

Office of t:1e Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense for NCB/Nuclear Matters, OSD 

Director, National Imagery & Mapping Agency, 
OSD 

Director, National Reconnmssance Office, OSD 
Deputy M:inager, National Communications 

Systems, OSD 
Chief, CuE tomer Services and Information 
Assurance Division, National Communications 
Systems, OSD 

Director, Defense Security Service, OSD 
Director, Defense Special Weapons Agency, OSD 
Chief, Tee hnical Support Division, HQ Defense 

Special ·weapons Agency, OSD 
Director, Defense Logistics Agency, OSD 
Communi :ations Security Officer, ADP and 
Telecommunications Security Division, Office 
Of Command Security, OSD 

Chief, Sec.urity Office, Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency, OSD 

The Joint Staff, J61NSA, OSD 
NSAICSS Rep Defense, OSD 
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G-UIDANCE FOR FRANK B. ROWLETT A WARDS 

This guidance sets forth criteria and nomination procedures for awarding the Rowlett Trophy 
for Organizztional Achievement and the Rowlett Trophy for Individual Achievement. 

CRITERIA 

Information Assurance (IA) National A wards: 

a. Tht: Frank B. Rowlett Trophy for Organjzational Achievement is awarded annually to 
the U.S. Government organization recognized as making the most significant contribution to the 
improvement of national information systems security, operational infonnation assura~ce 
readiness, or the defensive infonnation operations posture of the United States. 

b. Th: Frank B. Rowlett Trophy for Individual Achievement is awarded annually to the 
individual, within a U.S. Government organization, making the most significant contribution to 
improving his/her element's information systems security posture, infonnation assurance 
readiness or the conduct of defensive infonnation operations. 

c. N~tional Security Agency elements and individuals are not eligible for IA National 
Awards. 

PROCEDURES 

Nomination packages for the Rowlett trophies (individual and organizational) awards will 
consist of rhe following: 

a. 01e copy of the justification narrative for the applicable award. The justification 
narrative should not exceed two pages. It must include a description of the site/organization and 
a detailed jescription of significant accomplishments of the nominated unit/organization/ 
individual during the previous calendar year. Endorsement lelters/kudo messages do not 
enhance a nomination and are not to be included. 

b. C·ne copy of the biography of the honoree (to include mailing address and phone 
number). 

c. II" the individual or organization is selected as one of the three finalists, please 
provide tte following infonnation: 

• For nqminalions for individual achievement - name, organization. address, and phone 
number of the honoree 

11-L-0559/0SD/6119 
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• For nominations for organizational achievement - the name, organization, address, 
arid phone number of an individual most familiar with the organization's 
ac:complislunents to serve as POC on all aspects of the ceremony/video production. 
T :ie POC must be able to assist the Protocol Office with the logistics of die ceremony 
aud the NSA Video Production Team with unclassified scripting, video production, 
and possible video taping schedules. 

(U) RESPO~SIBJLIT~ 

The DJRNSA/CHCSS will solicit nominations each year for the Frank B. Rowlett Trophies 
for Organizational and Individual Achievement. Nominations are submitted to the Protocol 
Office (DC6PIAD). 

The In :ormation Assurance Director (IA DIR) will chair a Selection Board comprising the 
IA DDIR anj the Chiefs of B. C. V, X, and Y. The Board will recommend winners to the 
DIRNSA/CHCSS for approval. . 

Tne U.D Protocol Office (DC6PIAD) serves as Executive Secretary for both selection 
boards. In llis capacity, DC6P1AD will solicit nomin:uions from eligible organizations; convene 
selection bo1rds; forward boards' recommendations to DIRNSA/CHCSS for approval; and notify 
finalists. The Frank B. Rowlett Aw:uds Ceremony is scheduled for the first Wednesday in 
November cf each ycnr in the Friedman Auditorium. 

The Agencfs Protocol Office (DC62) will organize and direct all protocol and ceremonial 
functions a~sociated with the Award presentations. 

Offic( of Mullimedin Solutions (DC6M) will organize and direct aU stage/video functions 
associated with the Award presentations. 

Officf of Security Services (MCI 1) will organize and direct all security functions 
associated with the Award presentations. 

2 
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Class i fl cation 

Organizational Excellence 
INFOSEC Nomination Form 

Information o o Individual Who Will Accept Award on Behalf of Organization: 

Name: c ________________ ____. 
(La::t. First. Ml) 

Rank or Grade: Militarv Service (if aDDlicahle>: 

Job Title: [ ________________ ----1 

Brief Synopsis of Duties: 

Assigned Orgr.nization: 

Address: 

Telephone Number: 
E-Mail Ad•lress: 
(if applica.'Jle) 

( 

Brief Background on Organization; 

) 

-

Supervisory Chain of Command: (Names and titles beginning with inuncdiate supervisor) 



•• 
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Classification 

(Con't (if Organizational Nomination Form) 

Narrati"e of Accomplishments: 

Narrative should be no more than two pages in length and 

printed on plain bond paper. 

Classified data will be sanitized before possible presentation. 

Endorsement by Director/Chief of Agency 
or Department 

Nominating Officer -and Title 

Signature Signature 

Printed Name and Title: Printed Name and Title: 

L ___ II L---__ 

Agency Point of Contact: (name and phone number) 

( ) 

PRIVACY' ACT STATEMENT: Authority for collecting information requested on this form is contained in 
50 U.S.C. § 402 note, 5 U.S.C. §§4501-4509, and Executive Order 12333. NSA's Blanket Routine Uses 
found at 58 Fed. Reg. 10,531 (1993) and the specific uses found in GNSA03 apply to this information. 
The reqt 1ested information you provide will be used to identify the individual or organizaUon nominated 
for Rowl,,tt Trophy. Failure to furnish requested information may delay the review of your nomination 
package. 

Page2 
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• • • Classification I 

• Individual Excellence 
INFOSEC Nomination Form 

Name: c ________________ _ 
{Last, First. Ml) 

Rank or Grade: Militarv Service /if aDDlicahle): 

Job Title: [ ________________ ____.! 

Brief Synopsis of Duties: 

Assigned Organization: 

Address: 

Telephone Number: 
E-Mail Address: 
(if applicable) 

( 

Brief Background on Organization: 

) 

I 

-

Supervisory C1ain of Command: (Names and titles beginning with immediate supervisor) 

Cl .fi11-Lf0559f0SDf6123 
ass, 1cat1on 
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Classification 

•.----------------------------------------
(Con 't c.f Individual Nomination Form) 

NarratiYe of Accomplishments: -
Narrative should be no more than two pages ht length and 

printed on plain bond paper. 

Classified data will be sanitized before possible presentation. 

End,)rsement by Director/Chief of Agency Nominating Officer ~nd Title 
or Department 

C II __ ____, 
Signature Signature 

Printed Name and Title: Printed Name and Title: 

C I I.___ _ ____. 
Agency Point of Contact: (name and phone number) 

( ) 

PRIVACY AC'T STATEMENT: Authority for collecting information requested on this form is contained in 50 
U.S.C. § 402 note, 5 U.S.C. §§4501-4509, and Executive Order 12333. NSA's Blanket Routine Uses found at 
58 Fed. Reg. 10,531 (1993) and the specific uses found in GNSA03 apply to this info""ation. The requested 
information you provide will be used to identify the individual or organization nominated for Rowlett Trophy. 
Failure to furnish requested infonnation may delay the review of your nomjnar;on package. 
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August 12, 2002 4:36 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)/\ 
SUBJECT: Invitations 

In the future, I want to see the outreach invitation Jist before people are invited, 

not after they have already been invited. Please don't invite people until I have 

seen the list. I want to change some names, drop off some people and add some 

people, and I want to do it for every one of the outreach events. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081202·38 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ··:··_<'f'--'-/_o_i-+/_·· .. _x_1...-__ _ 

U00490 /03 
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August 13, 2002 9:48 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1}o\ 
SUBJECT: European Media 

Please see me with a plan as to how I can start doing more European press-being 

carried live on television and radio. I don't want to do things where they can put 

me on the cutting room floor. 

It seems to me it probably would be best for the Administration if I get my views 

across in Europe directly. We may want to have some press conferences when I 

am over there and consciously structure them the right way. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0 ___ 1-+,/_o_&-+-j_o_1,.., ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6126 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Col. Bucci 

Donald RumsfeJd {Jf\
Walter Reed 

August 13, 2002 9:52 AM 

We ought to Jet Waher Reed know that I could be a ha]fhour or so early 

tomorrow, and it wouJd be best if they were ready. I don't know how Jong it is 

going to take, and I have to be back at the Pentagon at the end of that time slot. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ o_i ...... / _(?_:i..;../_o?...--_· __ 

~ 

~ 
C. 

U00492 /03 f 
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TO: Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Travel from Taos and Schedule 

August 13, 2002 9:59 AM 

When I do the trips out of Taos, I don't want to depart until after the PDB and the 

CENTCOM can in the morning, and anything else I have to do. I don't want to 

have to get up at 5 a.m., so please don't schedule the PDB or CENTCOM call 

before 8:15 a.m. After I finish those two things, I can go to the airport and depart. 

I would like to try to get home for dinner in the evening-by 5 p.m. if possible

when returning from the troop visits. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_i __ / _~___._I 0_1...-_· ---

U00494 
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August 13, 2002 10:01 AM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \fi\ 
SUBJECT: NSC/PC 

I have to have someone help staff me for the NSC and Principal Committee 

meetings. I want to start keeping track of the weekly calendars, with a copy of the 

way they sent it to us and then the way it actually happened, so we can compare 

the two. 

Thanks. 

DUR:dh 
081302-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_.z ....... /_2.-_o-"/_v_(....,-__ _ 



.... ,,.... "" . .., 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

. . 

•••••• BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 

January 7, 2002/0700 

INFORMATION :MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action. ___ _ 

FROM: E. C. "Pete" Aldridge, Unde~~tae17nse/'.AJ.;quisition, 
Technology and Logistics (": {. ~v /liVI' 

SUBJECT: Anticipated Savings for Currently Approved Business Initiative 
Council (BIC) Initiatives 

The pwpose of this memo is to respond to your inquiry regarding the actual 
savings we anticipate seeing from the approved BIC initiatives, once implemented. 
The BIC Principals have approved 24 initiatives to date (IO at their September 
(TABs A & B) and 14 at the December meetings (TABs C and D)). 
• Some initiatives, e.g., Enterprise Software Initiative, require an up-front 

investment ($.5M) to lay in the software for implementation (TAB A). Other 
initiatives, e.g., Recovery Auditing (TAB A), will reap savings. 

• The remaining initiatives not reflecting any savings, are either unquantifiable; i.e., 
will reduce cycle time, accelerate decision-making, etc. (highlighted in yellow 
shading); or are too early in their implementation to determine exact savings 
(green shading). As the latter initiatives mature, savings will be documented, 
projected, and updated. 

• The savings estimates are preliminary and will likely change when the 
functional/process boards conduct more thorough business case analyses. We 
have contacted OSD (PA&E) to solicit their assistance in developing and 
refining the estimates. We have not yet developed service-by-service 
breakdowns and that will be part of our further refinement of the estimates. 

RECOMMENDATION: For Information Only. 

COORDINATION: TAB E 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology & 

Lo g i st i cs : The Honorable Edward C. Aldridge, Jr. 
Secretary of the Nny: The Honorable Gordon R. England 

Secretary of the Air Force: Th~.)jonorable Dr. J~s G. Roche 
Secretary a-the-h_...Q56~~Ji>Mi White 

Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: General Peter Pace U O O J.f ,., / Q 2 



Attachments 
As stated 

Prepared by: Ms Joanne M. Rodefer,_!<b)_(6_) ___ 
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-1/4/02 14:14 
Early Look At Investments, Potential Savings/Benefits From 

Approved Initiatives (14 Sep 01) 

-Benefits Include Reduced Cycle Time, Accelerated Decision-Making, etc. 

INITIATIVE · · 

ONE TIME PRORITY PLACEMENT 

MODIFY WAIVER AUTHORITY 

MANPOWER M X . · . G MEN 
FLE IBILITY 

RECOVERY AUDITING 

RAISING BTR THRESHOLDS 

WEB-BASED INVOICE*IECEIPT 
PROCESS 
COMMON RANGE SCHEDULING 
TOOL 
LOCAUREGIONALCELLPHONE 
POOLING 
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE 
INITIATIVE 

COMMON FLIGHT CLEARANCE 

75-145 25-50 

35-57 35-57 35-57 35-57 

6-6 6-6 

7-7 7-7 7-7 7-7 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL V • WORKING PAPERS NOT INTENDED FOR USE 

EXTERNAL TO THE fV!lt!~~,~~ffi8q~IL(B1C) EFFORT 

35 .. 57 

6-6 

7-7 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• ·® 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COVNCJL (BIC) 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARJES OF DEFENSE 
DIR.ECTOR DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE GENERAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATJONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Busiaesa Ialdadve Coundl (DIC) Appro'!'al or Quick Hit lnidatives 

In early July 2001, I announced the establishment of the Business Initiative Council 
(BIC) to improve the business operations of the Department of Defense (DoD) through a 
wide anay of short (quick hit) and long-term initiatives. and reallocate savings yielded by 
such initiatives to higher priority efforts (i.e .• peopJe. readiness, modernization, and 
transfonnation). The BlC is operational and ready to identify the first set of business 
initiatives that will lay the groundwork for more far-nmging enterprise-level initiatives. 

On 14 September 2001, the members of the BIC (the Secretaries of the Military 
Services, the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staft and )) received a presentation 
from the BIC Executive Steering Committee (ESC) and the BIC Executive Directors 
(EDs ). which solicited approval for the immediate implementation of eleven quick hit 
proposals. These quick hit initiatives were recommended on the basis of their ability to 
benefit ow- warfighters, provide common (joint) good across DoD, and to provide 
identifiable savings / benefits that will have a positive impact on FYOJ budget / 
execution. At the conclusion of the meeting, the BIC approved ten initiatives and directed 
the DIC ESC and EDs to work with the identified DoD champions of each initiative in 
the development and deployment of their action plans. The approved quick hit initiatives 
and their DoD champions are summarized in the attachment to this memorandum. 

Approval of this first set of initiatives is only the beginning of a phased.effort by the 
BIC to identify and implement promising ideas to improve the way we conduct our 
business. The BIC structure includes seven process / functional boards made up of 
subject matter expens from OSD, the Joint Stall: and the Miliwy Services who will 
continue to work collaboratively and continuously to bring good ideas forward to the BIC 
for consideration. Improving the Department's business operations u)timately takes the 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary of Dehnse for Aeq11isitlon, Tecbaolo1y & 

Lo I is t l c 1: Tllae Honorable Edward C. Aldridge, Jr. 
Sectttary of the Navy: TIie Honorable Gordon R. [neJaad 

Secretary or the Air Force: The Honorable Dr. Jamn G. Rodle 
Sttrerary of the Army: The Hononblt Thomas .E. W.bite 

1'8f·.!~!{!)~~~~re,~5 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

••••• (!) 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 

collective efforts of leadership, and the participation and support of our total workforce, 
to make our operations more efficient. To this end, the DIC is personally committed to 
support the DoD champions of these initiatives to help see them through to successful 
completion, while worldng with the BIC process / functional boards as they continue 
their search for promising new ideas to sharpen DoD business processes. 

~1 
Honorable EdwardC.AkfridgeJ, 
Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics) 

~).~00/ 
DApprovcd 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Vnder Secretary or Dehnu for Acquhltion, Technology & 

L • & is t I c 1: The H•norable Edward C. Aldridge. Jr. 
Stttetary of the Navy: Tbe Honorable Gordon R. EneJand 

Secretary of the Air Force: TIie Honorable Dr. Jame, C. R~he 
Secretary efthe Army: The Henorable T.komas £. White 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• •* 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (DIC) 

A IT ACHMENT (l): 

SUMMARY OF APPROVED QUICK WT INITIATIVES 
(RESULTS OF BIC MEETING, 14 SEPTEMBER 20l1) 

People Processes: 

Tide: One-Time Clearance of Priority Placement for Scientific & Engineenu Positions 
Dncripdon of Inidative: As a "war for people .. tool, eliminate unnecessary delays being 
experienced in the hiring of hard to fill scientific and engineering positions, by allowina 
for a one-time clearance of the Priority Placement Program (PPP). 
Required Policy Changes / Approach: Change .DoD policy to allow one-time clearance 
of PPP for scientific & engineering positions by revising PPP regulations and providing 
implementation guidance. 
Approved Aedon1: BIC agrees to punue modification of DoD PPP regulations to allow 
for one-time clearing for scientific & engineering positions. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (NA VF ACSYSCOM Director of Civilian Personnel 
Programs) 

Title: Modify 180-Day Waitin& Period to Hire Retired Military 
Descripdon of Initiative: As a "war for pcoplet' tool, encourage highly qualified retired 
military persoMel to pursue civil service careers by having SECDEF authorize Service 
Secretaries to delegate waiver authority within the components. 
Required Policy Changes/ Approach: DoD authorize re-delegation of waiver authority 
to the services. 
Approved Actions: BIC ag,ees to request re-delegation authority from SECDEF. 
Respoasible DoD Champion: Air Fo~e (Directorate of Personnel Force Management) 

Tide: Manpower Mix Management Flexibility 
Description of Initiative: OSD allow the Services to make the most efficient use of 
civilian / contract personnel without predetermined consttaints / expectations. 
Required Polley C.banges / Approach: OSD eliminate civilian full-time equivalent 
targets from DoD programming guidance. 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary or Defense ror Acquisition. Tecbnolog)' & 

Log i st Jc 1: The Honorablr Edward C. Aldridat. Jr. 
Secretary of the Navy: Tbe Honorable Gordon R. Engla•d 

Secretary of the Air Force: ne Honorable Dr. J1mes G. Roche 
Secretary of tbe Army: The Honorable Thomas £. White 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• ·® 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 

Approved Actions: BJC will approach SECDEF to support changing the policy and 
practice. with respect to DoD planning guidance. that establishes civilian full-time 
equivalent targets / end-strength conlroJs. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Army (Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower 
and Reserve Affairs) 

Corporate Operations Processes; 

Tide: Recovery Auditing 
Description of Jaltiadve; Use contingency fee auditing servjccs contract to identify and 
recover overpayments in Working Capital funds to providers of goods and services. 
Reqalred Polley Cbaa1es / Approach: Military services and DoD agencies implement 
for working capital funds immediately (Navy, Anny, and DLA have pilots wodcing). 
Samples of successful contingency fee based recovery auditing coocracts to be made 
available to all services / agencies for their use; lessons-learned to be shared so that 
problems leading to overpayments aR corrected. 
Approved Action,: BJC members agree to full implementation of reoovery auditing for 
all DoD working capital funds. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (Assistant S~tary of the Navy for FM&C) 

Title: Raise BcJow Threshold Reprogramming CBIR> Thresholds 
Description or Initiative: Raise the thresholds for BTR actions to provide program 
managers greater flexibility to execute their programs by increasing thresholds for 
Procurement accounts from SI OM to S20M and Research & Development thresholds 
from S4M to SI OM. 
Required Polley Changes/ Approach: Congressional oversight conunittecs (four) must 
approve higher thresholds, but legislation is not required. DoD implement immediately 
when Congress agrees to raise the thresholds. 
Approved Actions: BIC will request USD{C) signature on letters to the four 
congressional oversight committee chairpersons, asking each to consider raising the 
thresholds. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary of DefenH for Acquisition. Tecb.noloJy & 

Log Is tics: The Honorablt Edward C. Aldridge, Jr. 
s«retary of the Navy: Tbe Hoaorable Gordon R. England 

Secretary of the Air Force: Tbe Honorable Dr. James G. Roche 
s«reaary of the Army: Tht Honorablt nomas E. Wbite 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• •* 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 

Title: Web:h@sed Invoice I Receipt Processins 
Description oflnitiative: To reduce the incwrence of incorrectly prepared or missing 
receiving reports and move toward a paperless process. use existing automated systems 
so that DFAS can pay vendors more quickly and accurately. 

Wide Area Worlrflow (WA WF): Reduces prompt payment penalties through 
paperless processing of receiving reports. 
Web Invoicing System (WJnS): Reduces DFAS charging through paperless 
processing of invoices. 

Reqaired Policy Changes/ Approach: Fully enforce policy Chapter 131, Section 2227 
of Title 10 USC (requiring claims I payments to be processed electronically). 
Approved Actions: BIC will direct DoD components to work with DF AS and 
contractors to make WA WF and WlnS a focus of future efforts. 

. Responsible DoD Champion: Marine Corps (Fiscal Division; Accounting Liaison and 
Technical Services (RFL)) 

Tide: Conunon Range Scheduling Tool 
Description of Initiative: To enhance coordination of testing schedules across multiple 
sites, and avoid unnecessary schedulina delays, rationalize the scheduling process across 
the services to enable implementation of a web-based scheduling tool. Develop and 
implement a web-based scheduling tool capable of real or near real-time updates. 
Req•ired PoUcy Chauaes / Approach: No policy changes arc required. 
FY02 Investment Requirement S l .2M for tool development (Services will bear 
investment cost). 
Approved Actioas: BIC agrees to direct development and implementation of a common 
scheduling process with a web-enabled tool. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (NA V AIRSYSCOM Test & Evaluation) 

Title: Local / Reaional Cell Phone Pooling 
Description of Initiative: To overcome risins cost of cellular telephone bills and 
inefficient phone purchases, negotiate new local or regional cell phone contractS to 
consolidate cell phone users into appropriate pools. 
Required Polley Changes / Approach: No policy changes are required. 
Approved Actions: BIC agrees to the purchase of cell services using pooled group rates, 
as manageable. 
Responsible DoD Cllampioo: Air Force (Secretary for Acquisition) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary of Dehnu for Acquisition, Tecllnoloi:y & 

Log h ti cs: Tbe Honorable Edward C. Aklrid~, Jr. 
Secretary of the Navy: Tbe Hoaonble Gordon R. England 

Secretary ol the Air Force: The Henonblt Dr. James C. Roche 
Sttrttary of the Army: Tbc Henorable Tbomas E. White 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• ·® 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (DIC) 

Acquisition Management Processes 

Tide: Enterprise Software Initiative (ESI) 
Descripdoa of lnidadve; Streamline the acquisition process by providing best-priced, 
standards-compJiant software products through expanding the use of the ESI process as 
the benchmark acquisition strategy by: 

1. Using the current structure of executive agents distributed among miJitary 
departments / defense agencies. 

2. Maintaining a flexible process to be responsive to customer nee&. 
3. Extending a software asset management framework within the DoD to enhance 

enterprise software life-cycle management capability. 
Required Policy Changes/ Appreach: No policy changes are required. ESI is an 
ongoing initiative. therefore, integrate implementation strategy in accordance with the 
ESI implementation plan. 
FY02 Investment Requirement: $51 Sk for software asset management tools (Services 
will bear investment cost). 
Approved Acdons: BJC agrees to fully implement ESI. 
Responsible DoD Champion: DoD, Deputy Chief lnfonnation Officer (CIO) 

Tide: Common Fli2ht Clearance Process 
Description of Initiative: In order to reduce clearance turnaround time, develop and 
implement a "common" flight clearance process by incorporating the latest infonnation 
technology advancements. 
Reqajred PoUcy Changes/ Approach: No policy changes are required. 
FY02 Investment Requirement $1 M for process implementation (Services will bear 
investment cost). 
Approved Actions: BIC agrees to implementation of a common fiight clearance process. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (NA V AIRSYSCOM Test & Evaluation 
Engineering) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under SeueUry or Defenst for Acquisition, Tefhnoloey & 

Log i It I cs: The Honorable Edward C. Aldrid~, Jr. 
Secretary of tbt Navy: The Honorable Gordon R. England 

Secretary of the Air Force: The Hoaerable Dr. James C. Roche 
Secr:!ary or the Army: The Honorable Thomas E. Wllite 
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Early Look At Investments, Potential Savings/Benefits From -114/02 14:ts 

Approved Initiatives (3 Dec 01) 
-Benefits Include Reduced Cycle Time, Accelerated Declslon·M·aklng, etc. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

• • •••• BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (DIC) 

December 11, 200 I 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF TIIE MILJT ARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE GENERAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Business Initiative Council's (BIC) Approval of Initiatives 

The BIC Executive Steering Committee and Executive Directors briefed members of the 
BIC (the Secretaries of the Military Services, the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
I) on December 3, 200 I and requested approval for the second set of initiatives. At the 
conclusion of the meeting, the BIC approved the 14 initiatives and provided re-direction on three 
previously approved initiatives, all of which are summarized in the attachment to this 
memorandum. The BIC champions for these 14 initiatives are hereby authorized to develop and 
launch their implementation plans. While undertaking these efforts, they cany my authority, on 
behalf of the Senior Executive Council, which is chaired by the Secretary of Defense. I therefore 
expect the full support and cooperation of all staffs across the Department. 

Approval of this second set of initiatives continues the phased effort by the BIC to 
identify and implement ideas to improve the way we conduct our business. The BIC will 
continue to work colJaboratively and continuously to bring good ideas forward for consideration. 
Improving the Department's business operations ultimately takes the collaborative efforts of 
leadership and the participation and support of our total workforce. To this end, the BIC 
members are committed to supporting the DoD champions during implementation and the BIC 
boards as they continue their search for promising new ideas to sharpen DoD business processes. 

~~ 
E. C. ALDRIDGE, JR. 
Chairman 

Attachment: 
As stated 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Serretar~ of Defense for Arquisilion, Technolog)· & 

Logistics: The Honorablr E. C. Aldridge. Jr. 
Secrelar)· or the !'\a,·~·: The Honorable Gordon R. England 

Secretary of the Air t:orce: The Honorable Dr. James G. Roche 
Srcrelal')· of the Arm~·: The Honorablt Thomas E. White 

Vice Chairia10!(:~{';!5$~f{j~[)/'5r11 !f~ Pace 



AITACHMENT: 

SUMMARY OF APPROVED QUICK HIT INITIATIVES 
(RESULTS OF BIC MEETING, 3 DECEMBER 2001) 

People Processes: 

Title: Optimize Professional Continuing Education 
Description of Initiative: In an effort to streamline Professional Continuing Education 
(PCE), allow Services to determine who/where is the best to provide PCE. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: DoD and the Services make the determination as 
to where PCE will take place, and which Service is best suited to provide this education. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Air Force 

Title: Modify JPME II Requirements 
Description of Initiative: Modify Joint Professional Military Education II by allowing 
the course to be less than 12 weeks, removing the requirement for mandatory sequencing 
(JPME I, JPME 11,joint billet) in order to be designated a Joint Specialty Officer, and by 
allowing Service Staff & War Colleges to provide resident and non.resident JPME II. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: HASC NOAA FY02 includes language directing 
an independent study to review Joint Officer Management and JPME II Refonns. The 
current HASC language requires the SecDef to submit the report to Congress not later 
than June 30, 2002. After completion of the report, and based on the study's 
recommendations, Joint Staff will re-engage with Congress to facilitate the required 
Jegislation to modify JPME II. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Joint Staff 

Title: Allow for Contracting of Security Guards 
Description of Initiative: Allow Services to contract security guards in the Continental 
United States (CONUS) at small locations in an effort to provide increased flexibility as 
the Department continues to enhance anti-terrorism/force protection measures. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Propose legislative language to change Federal 
law (Title IO USC 2465, passed in 1983), prohibiting contracting of security guards. 
Include this language in the FY03 legislative initiatives. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny (Legislative Affairs) 

11-L-0559/0SD/6145 2 



Logistics/Readiness Processes: 

Title: Revise Davis-Bacon Act Thresholds 
Description of Initiative: Raise the current threshold subject to Davis-Bacon Act from 
$2K to the simplified acquisition threshold, currently $1 OOK. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Develop legislative language addressing Title 40 
USC 276a and amending this Title and include in FY03 legislative initiatives to allow an 
increase in thresholds. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny (Legislative Affairs) 

Title: Improve Interservice Product Quality Deficiency Reporting <PODR) Business 
Process 
Description of Initiative: Develop and implement a methodology to seamlessly share 
PQDR data across all Services and Agencies. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Amend Joint Service regulations, 
rewriting/eliminating language necessary to allow for seamless sharing of PQDR. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Defense Logistics Agency (DoD PQDR Process IPn 

Title: Establish Process for Property Conveyance for Conservation Purposes 
Description of Initiative: Allow DoD to convey suiplus property to a State or local 
government, or nonprofit conservation organization for natural resource conservation 
purposes. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Develop legislative language, proposing 
modification of state and federal environmental laws and regulations, to allow for the 
conveyance of sutplus property. 
Responsible DoD Champion: DUSD (Installations and Environment) 

11-L-0559/0SD/6146 3 



Corporate Operations Processes: 

Title: Establish Funding Flexibility Within a Program 
Description oflnitiative: Establish Transfer Flexibility "Between" Appropriations in 
the "Same Program" at $30M or 10 Percent (Lesser of). 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Prepare legislative language and request 
Congress change the General Transfer Authority provision incorporating the 
recommended initiative. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny & Air Force 

Title: Increase Flexibility of Expired Year Funds 
Description of Initiative: Establish authority to reprogram "Expired Ss" "Same FY'', to 
avoid the need to request program specific legislation, when expired appropriation(s) 
have been exhausted. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Prepare legislative language to Congress, 
recommending authority to transfer .. Expired Ss" same "FY" between appropriations. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Air Force 

Title: Increase Expenseflnvestment Threshold 
Description oflnitiative: Increase Expense/Jnvestment Threshold from $1 OOK to 
$SOOK. This will provide Field Commanders greater flexibility in their decision-making 
process and ability to fund critical requirements. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Prepare legislative language to Congress, 
recommending approval to increase Expensennvestment Threshold from $100K to 
$SOOK. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Army & Air Force 

Title: Establish O&M Close•out Flexibility 
Description of Initiative: Allow DOD to carryover for 1 year, up to 2% of Operations 
& Maintenance Funding to pay for emerging, unforecasted must-pay bills. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Prepare legislative language to Congress 
recommending approval to allow DoD the authority to carryover 2% of O&M funding for 
l year. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Army 
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Corporate Processes {continued): 

Title: Streamline Administrative Coordination Process 
Description of Initiative: The roJe of the Jine versus staff within the Department of 
Defense (DoD) needs to be clarified where the line has the authority to make decisions 
and the staff provide advise and counsel. Inculcating this "culturen within the 
Department complements the Freedom to Manage Act of 200 I, where the President and 
SECDEF have asked Congress to trust them in making decisions at the lowest levels 
possible. Similarly, the current voJatiJe environment is p]acing increasing demands upon 
the Department and warrants a significant streamlining of our staffing processes. 
Required Policy Chaages/Approach: SECDEF sign and send a "culturet' memo to all 
members of the Department. The Business Initiative Council functional/process boards 
evaluate the coordination processes, with special emphasis on reduced cycle time and 
accelerated decision making, and make policy and process changes, as needed. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Air Force 
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Acquisition Management Processes: 

Title: Streamline Contract Close-out Process 
Description oflnitiative: Initially close-out 400 plus physically complete cost contracts, 
under $JM and that are at least nine years old. Using lessons learned, develop new 
business practices within the contract closeout community. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: DCMA assesses what is required to 
administratively close 400 plus contracts. 
Responsible DoD Champion: DCMA 

Title: Streamline Cf inger-Cohen Implementation 
Description of Initiative: Develop a process for the appropriate implementation of the 
Clinger-Cohen Act while avoiding the duplication of existing acquisition processes and 
oversight. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Change the DoD 5000.2-R and associated 
CIO/C3 I documents to enable streamlined procedures that satisfy Clinger-Cohen. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy 

Title: Eliminate Excise Tax on DoD Tactical Vehicles 
Description of Initiative: Request authorization of exemption by the Treasury 
Department from paying the Federal Retail Excise Tax (FRET) on all military and 
tactical-wheeled vehicles, above 33,000 pounds Gross Vehicle Weight, which is currently 
required under Tide 26 United States Code, Section 405 J. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: SECDEF sign memo to SECTREAS, authorizing 
exemption from this tax. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (Mr. Don Messer & Mr. Jim Woodford) 
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CHANGES TO 14 SEPTEMBER 2001 BIC PRINCIPALS' DECISIONS 

People Processes: 

Title: One-Time Clearance of Priority Placement for Scientific & Engineering Positions 
Description of Initiative: As a "war for people" tool, eliminate unnecessary delays 
being experienced in the hiring of hard to fill scientific and engineering positions by 
allowing for a one-time clearance of the Priority Placement Program (PPP). 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Change DoD policy to alJow one-time clearance 
of PPP for scientific & engineering positions, by revising PPP regulations and providing 
implementation guidance. 
Approved Actions: BIC Agrees to pursue modification of DoD PPP regulations to 
allow for one time-time clearing for scientific & engineering positions. Implement as a 
one-year test, partner with OUSD (P&R) to establish the universe to be included, (8.XX 
series positions, excluding technicians and Public Works/Civil Engineering). During this 
test phase, establish metrics to assess unintended consequences, both good and bad. If 
the results are positive, expand the program incrementally to cover all occupations. 
Retain provisions to alter the program, in response to significant workforce redirection 
events. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (NA VF ACSYSCOM Director of Civilian Personnel 
Programs) 

Title: Modify 180-Day Waiting Period to Hire Retired Military 
Description or Initiative: As a "war for people" tool, encourage highly qualified retired 
military personnel to pursue civil service careers by having OSD (P&R) authorize 
Service Secretaries to delegate waiver authority within the components. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: DoD authorize re-delegation of waiver authority 
to the services. 
Approved Actions: BIC agrees to request re-delegation authority from OSD (P&R). 
Hold approved BIC initiative in abeyance. Restrictions are waived as the result of 
"Noble Eagle/Enduring Freedom". As the cunent authorities are withdrawn after Noble 
Eagle/Enduring Freedom", the BIC initiative will run for 12 months. During this period, 
partner with OSD (P&R) to establish comparative baselines to evaluate the affect of the 
variables. 

Baseline one: # employed with Dual Comp restriction 
Baseline two: # employed with Dual Comp lifted 
Baseline three: # employed after Enduring Freedom,/Noble Eagle, but with 

Implementation ofBIC Initiative 
Comparative Analysis will then demonstrate if there is significant differences using the 
variables and would lead one to assess if there are arbitrary bars to efficient operations 
Responsible DoD Champion: Air Force (Directorate of Personnel Force Management) 
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Title: Manpower Mix Mana&ement Flexibility 
»~ription of Initiative: OSD allow the Services to make the most efficient use of 
civilian/contract personnel without predetennined constraints/expectations. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: OSD eliminate civilian full-time equivalent 
targets from DoD programming guidance. 
Approved Actions: MP Board draft a memo for DEPSECDEF signature, addressing the 
entire Department and stating that" Federal law dictates that all civilian employees shall 
be managed solely on the basis of the available workload and not civilian end strength or 
full-time equivalents". 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny (Assistant Secretary of the Anny for Manpower 
and Reserve Affairs) 
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Coordination Page 

Under Secretary of Defense (AT &L) Mr Aldridge September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Army Mr White September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Navy Mr England September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Air Force Dr Roche September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Lt Gen Carlson September 14, 2001 
( on behalf of December 3, 2001 
Gen Pace) 
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August 13, 2002 10:06 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: ROEs 

I do think we have to get a team of people who can think and write on the subject 

of RO Es. This is really unacceptable to have them this unintelligible. 

Please let me know who you are going to put on it and when you think they'll be 

back to us. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_i.....1,/_0'~/ ..... D_z-___ _ 

U00497 /03 
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TO: Powell Moore 

CC: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld'~/\ 

SUBJECT: Congressional Briefings 

August 13, 2002 10:20 AM 

Let's make sure we get Richard Anney and other people invited down to brief 

them on WMD. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_9--1/~c_·l ._r.,,J.-/ _o_·i,, __ _ 

U00498 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6155 
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August 13, 2002 1:51 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /\J l 
' I 

SUBJECT: Special Forces as Trainers 

I want someone to do a srudy to see how we couJd stop having Special Forces 

people be trainers all over the world. Why can't the Anny, Navy, Air Force and 

Marines become trainers? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ _ l _· _·1 _·_.·._&........_._ · _ _ _ 

U00499 /03 
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I ' • FOR OFACIAL USE ONLY ... 

.. 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
ANO £VALUATION 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1800 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-1800 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Stephen A. Cambone6<- SEP l 6 2002 

SUBJECT: Special Operations Forces (SOF) as Trainers 

• You requested a study on how could we stop having SOF be trainers all over the world 
(TAB A). 

• Training of foreign forces in de-mining, counterdrug, peacekeeping, and other conventional 
operations are current SOF missions that could be conducted by the Services or component 
commands. 
• Combatant commanders often prefer having SOF perform these missions because of 

their regional expertise, cultural orientation, and language skills. 
• Ongoing SOF missions that could be assumed by the Services or component commands 

include: 
• Training of the Afghan national and Georgian armies. 
• Training of local forces for peacekeeping operations in Ghana, Kenya, Mali, 

Nigeria, Senegal, Uganda, and other nations. 

• In support of the FY04-09 program review, PA&E has asked SOCOM to identify SOF 
missions/tasks that could be performed by conventional forces or federal agencies outside 
DoD. 
• Results will be reported to the Deputy Secretary within the next several weeks in a 

forum that will include the Service chiefs. 
• The SOCOM assessment also will examine "first right of refusal'' options which would 

enable SOCOM to pick and choose training opportunities. 

COORDINATIONS: SOCOM 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Eric Coulterl ... <b_)(_6_) _ ___, 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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August 13, 2002 2:50 PM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelry, k 
SUBJECT: Terrorist Networks 

I think the suggestion that you add the terrorist networks into the briefing is a good 

idea. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081302-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U00502 /03 
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Snowflake 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld) /\ 

SUBJECT: Sudan and CW 

August 13, 2002 2:53 PM 

Attached is a report from 29 August 1998. I suggest you read pages 4 and 5, 

particu)arly. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/29/02 Special Intelligence Report, "Sudan: Evidence of CW Activities at the Shifa 

Pharmaceutical Plant and Links to Usama Bin Ladin" 

DHR:dh 
081302-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

~9 
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August 14, 2002 7:41 AM 

TO: Torie Clarf<e 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Humanitarian Assistance 

Here is some good humanitarian assistance data to be used in a future opening 

statement. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/14/02 CENTCOM Daily Repon 

DHR:dh 
081402·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ -_-______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6160 
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• 
A 

G. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE 

1. CIVIL AFF A1RS TEAM MAZAR-E .. SHA1UF 
CONTINUES RECONSTRUCTION OP SULTAN 
RASIA GIRLS SCHOOL. IN sECnON A OF THE 
MAIN BUILDD"JG, GLASS HAS BEEN INSTALLED IN 
SOME OF THE FIRST FLOOR WINDOWS. THE 
SECOND FLOOR CLASSROOMS AND HALLWAY 
HA VE BEEN PAINTED. IN SECTION B, 
PLASTEltWORK CONTINUES ON 11m FIRST 
FLOOR. THE CONCRETE ROOF OF mE FIRST 
SECTION HAS CURED AND mE WOODEN 
FRAMEWORK USED TO SUPPOR.T THE 'WET 
CONCRETE FOR THE MIDDLE SECTION ROOF IS 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 

2. COALmON JOINT CIVIL MILITARY 
OPERATIONS TASK FORCE (CJCMOTF) HAS 
COMPLE'IED S8 OF 118 APPROVED 
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE PROJECTS USING 
OVER StM IN OVERSEAS HUMANITARIAN 
DISASTER AND CMC.AID (OHDACA) FUNDS. 
THESE PROJECTS SUPPORT REDEVELOPMENT IN 
10 PROVINCES AND INCLUDE 4 MEDICAL, 38 
SCHOOLS, 1 ROAD/BRIDGE, 9 WATER/WELLS, 
AND 6 OTHER PROJECTS. C1CMOTP IS 
CURR.ENTL Y EXECUTING 3 EXCESS PR.OPER'lY 
PROJECTS AND S7 OHDACA PROJECTS THAT 
INCLUDE l O MEDICAL, 20 SCHOOLS, 4 . 
AGRICULTURAL, 2 ROADS/BRIDGBS, 16 
WATER/WELLS AND S OnmR. 
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August 14, 2002 2:00 PM 

TO: Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '<} f\. 
SUBJECT: Calendar 

Please put on my calendar for August 21 that I can start taking a sauna. 

l(b )(6) 1-, 
Also make a note that !is going to be coming to see me. She needs 

an appointment tomorrow, Friday and Monday, before I ]eave town next week. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081402-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ d_g ..... /_1 ....... t ....... /_!)_'l-__ _ 
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TO: Arlene 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld\J~ 

SUBJECT: Dr. Burton 

August 14, 2002 2:00 PM 

Did we ever send a check from the foundation to Dr. Burton's research that I 

agreed to do? 

Also, you should probably tell Dr. Baxter, if it is true, that we have only received 

one biJling for Dr. Burton's trips down here. My recollection is that this was his 

third trip, so we ought to check and see that we get the bi1ls. 

Also, we need to pick a date for Dr. Burton to come and take a look at me again 

sometime between September 4 and September 7, between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. The 

sooner we set it the better for him. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081402-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o __ ._-;_l_i _r,_i_.:::,_1.-__ _ 

U00507 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6163 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Torie Clarke 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Communications Group 

August 15, 2002 7:13 AM 

No more meetings for me with the communications group. They go right out to 

the press. Other people here can meet with them, but I don't think I should. They 

give all their advice to the press instead of us. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O____:.tj--4-(_o_t,...J./_u_v __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6164 
U00509 /03 
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Snowflake 

August 15, 2002 10:15 AM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 
V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld QI\ 

SUBJECT: MoD Ivanov in Warsaw 

There is no need for me to see Sergei Ivanov alone in Warsaw. I will have just 

seen him here in Washington. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081S02-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ IJ_4 ....... /_r o_~_/_· o_-'-_· __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6165 
U00510 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y ~ 
SUBJECT: Monthly SEC Meetings 

August 15, 2002 1:28 PM 

I would like to go over to the Senior Executive Council meetings the third 

Thursday of every month, from 12:00-12:45 p.m. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
081S02-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ - _____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6166 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld~(\ 

Calendar Session 

August 15, 2002 3:47 PM 

I need a ca]endar session on Monday without fail-preferably Fri ay or 

Saturday-on each of the topics concerning the Crawford visit. 

l need to sec the briefings people plan to give, so I can make sure they are the way 

l want them-that includes Korea. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _--""-O--'-i_,_/...:-!_:;..,..:_(_0_2-__ _ 

SEcoa: HAs Sf£N 
AUG 1 6 200?. 
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Snowflake 

August 15, 2002 

TO: Gen. Myers 

CC: Doug Feith ,•' 
/ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d u\ / 
SUBJECT: AQKhan 

I 

What do you think we ought to do about the AQ Khan issue? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081S02-19 

.. ,. 
3:50 PM .--~:f 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ocr IO" I:) "2,.,...-
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. ' 

onald Rumsfel~ 

POAC 

August 15, 2002 3:52 PM 

/ 

, 
/// 

,·.,,1· 
., ., 

Let's not call it the POAC anymore. Why don't we call· 1the Pentagon Athletic 

Facility (PAF) or the Pentagon Athletic Club (PAC). tis not for officers only. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-20 I 
··································;J····································· 
Please respond by b ;J / O <, /J t,. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

July 13, 2002 

SUBJECT: POAC 

3:32 PM 

Someone ought to look at the economics of the POAC. When they move the 

facility, they may want to rearrange who is allowed to go there, and what the 

different fees are. 

The fees ought to be different for people who are active duty as opposed to retired. 

Retired ought to pay more, in my view. I want to know what the economics are. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
071302.09 

Please respond by: __________ ._'< ________ _ 
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The Renovator 
A Pentagon Renovation Program Newsletter 

Vol. 7, No. 2 Mar/Apr 2002 

FITTO WIN! 
The Pentagon Physical Fitness & Readiness Facility 

needs lo be in an 
environment that is 
healthy for its users.'' 

Mark Gravallese, PFRF 
Design Manager, is 
confident that everyone 
will be extremely 
pleased with the fin
ished product. "The 
PAC doesn't have 
enough space for new 
equipment, yet new 
equipment is necessary 
to bring us up to military 
base facility standards. 
When the new PFRF is 
completed, these con
cerns will be a thing of 
the past." 

It is time for the 
Pentagon Athletic Club 
(PAC) to get in shape! 
This spring, the 
Pentagon Renovation 
Program will begin 
consnuction of the new 
Physical Fitness and 
Readiness Facitity 
(PFRF), replacing the 
existing 58-year old 
PAC. Acting PFRF 
Project Manager, Bob 
Pizzano, says that the 
new facility is long 
overdue. Pizzano 
joined the PAC in 
1974 and twenty-eight 
years later, the facility 
is beginning to show i~ 
age. The PAC has 
never undergone a 
major renovation since 
opening in 1945. 

The PFRF will be built 
to accomodate the 

An artist's conceptual rendering of the indoor running track and 
basketball courts that will be included in the new Physical Fitness and 
Readiness Facility (PFRF). 

expected ten percent 
increase in membership over the next two years. The PAC, 
a 78,000-square-foot facility, currently supports about 
2,000 members per day. The new facility will be more 
than SO-percent larger, supporting up to 8,000 members 
per day. The new 120,000-square-foot facility will be 
located at basement level underneath and adjacent to the 
Pentagon's Mall Terrace. 

"Physically, it simply doesn't meet today's spo~ medicine 
standards or space requirements." says Pizzano. 

Dennis Williams, PAC Program Manager, agrees. "We 
have new equipment but we don't have enough space to 
bring it in." Williams also sites the age of the facility as a 
constant challenge in terms of operations. "The cost, in 
terms of man-hours, to maintain this facility is extremely 
high and increases as the building ge~ older." 

The spacious fitness center will boast several new areas, 
including two multi-purpose rooms, one for badminton and 

Dr. Manal Ezzat, Army Program Manager, echoes these volleyball courts, the other for aerobics and stationary bikes. 
sentiments. "From a facility standpoint, the building There wil1 also be courts for squash, handball and 
systems, like the HVAC are inefficient. J\iitqess~~ rac~etball. An indoor running track will be an eagerly 

-1 -I -L-UOO~/OSu/6171 (continued next page) 



August 15, 2002 4:00 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T'j\ 
SUBJECT: Richard Perle 

We have to get Richard Perle in soon. You ought to get him in and work out a 

plan whereby before he gets briefing from people we have some sense of what it's 

going to be. We need to make sure someone has seen it before it is given, that we 

clean out the room so we have a lot fewer people, and that people stop leaking. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ <_J·_1-4-/ _o_(_:1 __ /_:;_L_· __ 
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Snowflake 

August 15, 2002 4:23 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Briefing on Iraq 

Please let me know when that briefing with Tenet has taken place on the Al Qaeda 

connection with Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081S02-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_r ...... /_2._0 ..... /_0_2.-___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6173 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

August 15, 2002 4:25 P~,,/ 

/ 
/ 

// 
SUBJECT: GPS Jammers / 
You are going to get back to me on the GPS jammers. I am concerned about 

them, if Russia is selling them to Iraq. You seem to feel it> s not much of a problem 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-2S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 01 / o ~ / 01.---

11-L-0559/0SD/617 4 
U00523 /03 



August 15, 2002 4:46 PM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: File Meetings 

I need a session to go through Doug Feith's file with him before I leave town next 

week, preferab)y Saturday. 

I also need sessions with Giarnbastiani, Carnbone and Di Rita (if he gets back). 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
081502-.30 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ c_>~_/_1_1 ....... /_o_i..-__ _ SECOEF HASS~ 

!J--u--· ~ 

12-172-· ~-. 

AUG 1 6 2001 

11-L-0559/Qstl)((h'Q 5 / 0 3 



TO: 

FROM: 

Marc Thiessen 

Dona]d Rumsfe]d.')J\. 

SUBJECT: September 11 Speech 

August 16, 2002 7:08 AM 

In my remarks on September 11, I think the focus should be about the American 

people, as we discussed yesterday. You may want to mention that it really is an 

inspiration to see the way these folks have finished the building. It is an 

inspiration to see how the American peop]e have responded. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0816-02-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6176 U00527 /03 



.... 

TO: Newt Gingrich 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Tom Clancy 

August 16, 2002 7:37 AM 

Thanks for your note about the Clancy book. I have just finished reading it. Carl 

Stiner is a good friend and was in charge of looking after me when I was Middle 

East envoy for President Reagan. 

That is an interesting thought you. have, but I suspect that is a long time off! 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
081602-5 

U00528 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6177 



• _l<b_)<
6
_) ___ I CIV, OSD SECDe= HAS SEEN 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 
AUG I 6 2002 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14. 2002 4:37 PM 

To: !(b)(6) !; Ed.Giambastiani@osd.pentagon.mil; 

Cc: Torie.Clarke@OSO.Mil; Herbits 1@aol.com 

Subject: for secdef-post sec idea 

for secdef 
from newt 8/14/02 

Page I of I 

I believe in long range planning. The following is for 2009 when you and Bush leave 
office. 

I am doing a review of Tom Clancy's book with Carl Stiner on special forces and it 
occurred to me that you should seriously consider a post government memoir with 
Clancy. He would give you a dramaticaly bigger audience, earn you a fair amount of 
money. give you an excuse to be on television explaining transfonnation and 
national security and help you organize your thoughts and express them in an easy 
to access and easy to understand manner. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6178 
8/14/2002 



August 16, 2002 12:48 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)(\\ 
SUBJECT: Bradley Graham 

P]ease tell me who Bradley Graham covers. Does he cover CIA or State 

Department? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081602-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O_~_(_w __ /_o_v __ _ 

U00529 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6179 



0: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfe]d~ 

Senator Graham 

August 16, 2002 2:00 P~./ 

/ 

If Senator Graham is in town, I think I probab]y o~ght to meet with him and talk to 

him about this Under Secretary for Intelligence. Please see if he is in town. If so, 

let's set up a meeting before I leave town ... If he is not in town, then I think we 

ought to set up a meeting for immediately after I return. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0816-02·11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

· .. ----Please respond by __ o_~""""/'--2._D__._/_01..r __ _ 

11-L-0559/~JQ 

./ 



Snowflake 

August 16, 2002 2:06 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1~ 

SUBJECT: Hot Pursuit 

We ought to get a point paper for us to talk about hot pursuit when we are down in 

Crawford on August 21. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081602-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_S_l_'}A:)_/_'b_.'-' __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6181 
U00531 /03 



TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld Yr\ 
SUBJECT: L TG ABizaid 

August 17, 2002 10:11 AM 

Please explain to me why I never see General Abizaid in any meetings, for any 

reason, ever. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. Please respond by 0~ J 2-c / CJ'"\, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6182 
U00532 /03 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON --~ :: . ·-

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600:',0,· -', .. '- · · : 

EXTREMELY SENSITIVE - LAW ENFORCE1\mN'rJNF0RMATI0N 

GENEl'IAL COUNSEL 
AcnoN MEMO zrrz JW 1 0 m 3: ~§COS: HAs SEEN 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

JAN 11 zooz 
January 10, 2002, 9:00 A.M. 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ' • 
11 JI.. ~ ;,-:-;, 

~/•?-
SUBJECT: Talking Points - Walker 

• On Saturday, January 5, you and the Attorney General agreed to make a joint 
recommendation, and asked me and Larry Thompson (the Deputy AG), to prepare 
a memo for that purpose. 

• Immediately thereafter, I spoke with Thompson and Adam Ciongoli (The Attorney 
General's special counsel) about this task. They recommended that a memo not 
go, but rather that they should prepare talking points for our review. 

• When we did not receive their talking points, I prepared a set of talking points, 
which we sent to DOJ for their review and comment. 

• We received DOJ's revisions last evening. The talking points at Tab A reflect their 
changes and represent the coordinated position of the Department of Justice and 
me. 

• If you agree with the Attorney General that Walker should be transferred, DOJ 
would like Walker's first arrival in U.S. territory to be in the Eastern Judicial 
District of Virginia (i.e., he should fly into a northen Virginia airport). 

• 

• 

If you approve, you and the Attorney General will communicate your 
decision to the President. 

l~}tprovJ. I will ensure CENTCOM and DOJ coordinate the transfer . 
I liave warned the Deputy Attorney General that you likely will require 
reimbursement for costs of the transfer if done by DOD. 

RECOMMENDATION: The Attorney General and I recommend that you transfer control 
of Mr. Walker to the Attorney General for prosecution in a federal district court. 

JAN 1 l 2002 
Approve Disapprove Other SPl. ASSfSTANT DI RITA 

SJ~ MP, CltAMBASTIANl 
COORDINATION: None 

Attachment: As Stated 

11-L-OSSQSD/6183 

EXECSEC WHITMORE 
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EXTREMELY SENSITIVE - LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION 

There are three principal options for dealing with John Walker: Military 
Prosecution, Federal Criminal Prosecution, and Continued Detention. Pros and 
cons follow. 

• MILITARY PROSECUTION 

• A military prosecution of a U.S. civilian otherwise not associated with the U.S. 
Military could be based on a violation of Article 104 of the Unifonn Code of 
Military Justice (UCMJ) "aiding the enemy" or on violations of the law of war. 

PROS 

• There is some limited historical precedent for the military trial of such 
persons under the antecedent Articles of War (replaced in 1950, by the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice -- UCMJ) 

• Article 104 of the UCMJ -- "Aiding the Enemy" -- provides for the death 
penalty as do, potentially, violations of the law of war. 

CONS 

• No U.S. civilian has ever been prosecuted under Article 104 of the UCMJ 
and no U.S. civilian has been prosecuted under the antecedent Articles of 
War provision since the Civil War. 

• A court may conclude that Walker, a civilian, did not have sufficient 
notice that his conduct would be punishable under the UCMJ. 
However, by engaging in military combat against the U.S., Walker 
should not be able to deny that he was on notice that his actions were 
inherently military and wrong. 

• A court might also conclude that the absence of any military 
prosecutions of U.S. civilians over the last nearly 140 years, at least 
with respect to Article l 04, precludes a UCMJ trial on a theory of 
due process or desuetude (disuse). 

• Post Korean Conflict U.S. Supreme Court case law raises the 
question as to whether such a civilian is amenable to a military 
prosecution. 

• Much of the evidence as to Walker's conduct is derived solely from his 
statements. Under the Military Rules of Evidence, an admission or 
confession may be considered as evidence only if independent evidence has 
been introduced that corroborates the essential facts admitted. 

11-L-0559i/0SD/6184 



EXTREMELY SENSITIVE - LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION 

•FEDERAL CRIMINAL CHARGES 

• Based upon the facts currently available, the Department of Justice (DOJ) is 
considering two principal charges - providing material support or resources to 
designated foreign terrorist organizations (128 U.S.C. 2339B) and providing 
material support to terrorists (18 U.S.C. 2339A). 

PROS 

• DOJ is confident of the above case against Walker based on the evidence it 
already has. 

• Unlike the Military Rules of Evidence, the Federal Rules of Evidence 
(which would govern in a federal criminal trial) do not require independent 
corroboration of a defendant's admission or confession. 

• There is no legal question about the ability to try Walker, as a U.S. citizen 
charged with federal crimes, in Federal District Court. 

• The federal statutes allow for more flexibility than the UCMJ in defining the 
nature of the support provided. 

• If convicted of providing material support to a terrorist organization, Walker 
could receive a life sentence without parole. 

• Prosecution in federal court for these crimes still pennits DOJ to charge 
additional crimes, including treason, based on newly discovered evidence. 

CONS 

• For any charges brought under 18 U.S.C. 2339B, the government would 
need to connect all of Walker's support to al'Qaida or HUM (a terrorist 
organization primarily involved in the conflict in Kashmir) because the 
Taliban is not a designated foreign terrorist organization. 

• For any charges brought under 18 U.S.C. 2339A, the government would 
need to prove that Walker knew his support would be used in furtherance of 
terrorist acts. In addition, any charges under this section for Walker's 
conduct in Afghanistan would have to focus on his activities after October 
26, 2001. 

11-L-0559£0SD/6185 



EXTREMELY SENSITIVE - LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION 

• CONTINUED DETENTION 

• The Geneva Conventions and customary laws of war allow an individual captured 
during a time of hostilities to be detained until the cessation of hostilities. The 
United States has the option of detaining Walker until then. 

PROS 

• Currently, the facts do not support a federal criminal prosecution on the 
most serious charge - treason. While DOJ can continue to develop a treason 
case at the same time it was trying Walker on other charges, investigators 
would enjoy greater flexibility if such an investigation preceded any charges 
being brought. 

• If the ultimate decision was to try Walker before a court-martial, continued 
detention would provide the military with an opportunity to detennine 
whether the facts support a prosecution for violations of the law of war and 
to strengthen its case for a charge under Article 104. 

• Notwithstanding that DOJ is confident in the strength of its case, if the DOJ 
tries the case, relying upon the facts currently available, and they do not 
obtain a conviction, the Double Jeopardy Clause would prohibit the 
government from retrying Walker for the same offense. He could, however, 
be retried for other offenses based on new information, but not for offenses 
of which he was acquitted. 

CONS 

• 

• 

• 

Continued detention without charges increases the likelihood that Walker's 
parents' lawyer will file constitutional challenges to Walker's detention. 
Litigation of collateral issues brought on Walker's terms (and potentially 
Walker's choice of forum) would distract and hamper prosecutorial efforts 
by either DOJ or DoD and diminish one of the primary advantages we have 
to set the litigation's terms. 

Public speculation about Walker will only increase with continued detention 
and no charges. 

The duration of detention would be subject to judicial review. The Geneva 
Convention on Prisoners of War (probably not applicable, but a relevant 
measure nonetheless) requires that detainees be released upon the "cessation 
of hostilities." 

11-L-055~/0SD/6186 



• 

• 

• 

• 

EXTREMELY SENSITIVE - LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION 

The U.S. could hold Walker in detention for an extended period of time, and 
investigators might not develop stronger facts to support prosecution. 
Depending upon how much time has passed, it may then be difficult to 
prevail in a trial because the defendant may claim that he was prejudiced by 
the passage of time because he could no longer locate witnesses favorable to 
his case. 

Delay would also shift focus onto the government's conduct in detaining 
Walker, distracting focus from Walker's own conduct, especially banning to 
a prosecution built heavily on Walker's statements. 

This certainly would be subject to early litigation, perhaps the first non
traditional litigation associated with the conduct of the war. We would 
prefer that our first cases would be ones of our own choosing, ones that 
involve defendants that provoke no sympathy, and ones that offer the 
prosecution the strongest cases. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Because DOJ has a strong case based on the evidence it already has, because a 
military prosecution necessarily entails significant collateral litigation hurdles, and 
because the risks of continued detention probably outweigh any benefits from such 
detention, we recommend that Walker be prosecuted on federal criminal charges as soon 
as possible. 

4 
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January 14, 2002 2:17 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')\ 

SUBJECT: Disposition of Walker 

I agree that eventually the Department of Justice ought to get Walker. I just 

wonder if the Department of Justice knows we can keep him for a while, and 

maybe there will be some cross-referencing and some additional information that 

would help their case. 

I am curious to know what the rush is. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/10/02 GC Action Memo to SecDef, Wa]ker [UOOS33/02] 

DHR:dh 
011402-SO 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_t ...... / _J _<,_f_u_'L __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6188 



January 14, 2002 8:06 AM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9J'-
SUBJECT: Walker 

I don't really care what happens to Walker at this stage. I know he is going to go 

to the Department of Justice-the question is when. 

He is on the USS BATAAN, and the military doesn't want him anymore. We 

could put him in Guantanamo Bay until we are absolutely certain we are not going 

to get anymore information about him or from him, or we could just give him to 

DoJnow. 

Please come up with a recommendation. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011402,S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1 _/ _i ~_/ _o_" ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6189 
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August 17, 2002 12:39 p~-

TO: CoJ. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )A 
SUBJECT: August 22 event / 

Please put this land trust event on August 22 on the calendar as optional. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
22 August Taos Land Trust Benefit 

DHR:dh 
081702-S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_f_:;./_l_~_/_o_'<-___ _ 

) ! ' 

., } 
,' i -
-,/ . " --. ,( I ,)/ )',. 

. ,· { .. '-
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, Aue 16 oz os: 4Sa Pardo !(b)(6) 

_ RECE!VE:C 

Artists Include: 

KC B1:.•11.'io11, Suza111u! Bet:, John Bossllard Fi11e Furnishir,gs. 
Angie Coleman. Bob Cooley. John Famsworth, Alyce Frank Yicror Coler. 

R.C. Gr,rman. Peter flap,en. William Heaton. Margaret Nes, Ken O'Neil, Peter Opheim. 
Paul Am:arc!lla, Mar1t,ery Readi11g. lloy,f Riwro. Maria Rome,·o. Teresa Swaynr. 

(~'i

,l"fl ~ 
Ct>wV._ '() TNL 
(L~Vf' .... 

~· 
/JP 
~ '~-0~ 

Mimi Chen Ting. Jim Wa,t?n.e,: Th.om Wheeler. Mary D[!lpli Wood. 
lap/in-Lamper/ Gallery. Zoe Zimm,>rman 

Online preview starting August 51h. 2002 at w.,ww.taoslandtrust,org 

Auction preview & artists reception 
at the Farnsworth Gallery on August 161h, 2002 

Taos Land Trust 
invites you to our 

2002 Art & Adventures Auction and Dinner 

at The Old Blinking Light 
Thursday, August 22nd, 2002 

Proceed~ will benefit the preserva1ion o/Taos Valley 011(.>r/ook 
and 01her .special lands in th+! Taos n•gion. 

5 :00 - 7 :00 P.M. 
7:00 - 8:30 P.M. 
8:30 P.M. 

Auction Preview. Silent Auction and Cocktails 
Live Auction 
Dinner Followed by Live Music ($50/person) 

11-L-0559/0SD/6191 
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• Aug 16 02 06; 4Sa 

' 

Pardo 

Taos Land Trast'1 
An & Adventures 

Auction and Dinner 
OIIN 

Old Bllnk)ng Light 

From Taos, take swe Rood 64 
nctth 111 the ~oo of Swe 

Roads 64, S22 and 150. 

Tum ri,Jrt onco State Road lSO. 

The Old Blinkirle Li&ht 
(OBL) is on the lcft•band side 
acros.s from mile marker " 1. 

Benefac1or Spo,uors: 

Bob& Lin® 

!(b)(6) p.2 
" 

ITodoiv•iii'ldgel 
Q1---lij)----11 

Participating Sponsors: 

:id's Food Mmket Ji p JI Attiyeh 
I ~111~ TI1UST c~~~~ 
~-~ ... ~ierras de Taos Title Company 

Tht Taos Land Trust's 2002 Art & Adveoturt>s Auction and Dinner 
Thursday. August 22Jld. 2002 

11t TIie Old BliukiDE Lilda1, Ski V:.alky Roiad 
Dl!Uler Resef\-ation Name: _________________________ _ 

Address:-------------------------
Ci~·: ___________ _..State: _____ -..JZip: _____ _ 

iclcphon~: ( --->---------------------
C J/we would like titktts for tbe dinner 1t $SO per person 

Enclosed is my clled for$ n1cide ~~11btc to Taos l..:md Trust. 

Or. pie~ cluirgc my CJ VISA O MistcrC~rd •----------
Amount S Signature: Exp.:. ___ _ 

Cl I re;,..t I am unabl~ to att~nd. Eodostd is my donation of aS _____ _ 

Spoc<' u /mule'fl so plntJr RSI t• b)· .1r1l(tt.,t J 5"'. 100l. For u,ort iefumtottc,,, ettfl tJOjJ 1JJ.JU,t 

.. - - ------------------

11-L-0559/0SD/6t92 



August 17, 2002 12:45 PM 

TO: Rick Kisling 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld "' 

SUBJECT: Demonstrators 

My daughter, !(b)(
6

) !as you know lives in Santa Fe. She said she was driving 

around the other day and saw a number of demonstrators with signs against Bush 

and Rumsfeld and other people. I didn't get many detai1s. 

You might want to be aware of that, and someone may want to check with her and 

see how many people it was, and whether it was just nothing or something. If it is 

something, we might want to keep that in mind as a possibility for Taos. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702·6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~ __ /_i.-_o __ /_()_.,...,_· __ _ 

U00534 
11-L-0559/0SD/6193 
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August 17, 2002 1 :52 PM 

TO: Rick Kisling 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'yfl 
SUBJECT: Misdirected Fax 

Joyce received the attached fax for Mustafa Alhashani on her fax machine. She 

can't figure it out, and I can't figure it out. It is our fax number, but obviously that 

is not our name and 1 don't even know if we have a "'Sentry" safe. 

It could just be a mistake and probably is, but someone might want to look at it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/16/02 Fax from Sentry 

l>JIR:dh 
081702•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_[+-/1_ .. () ..... /-J_-_ ..... __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6194 
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s-16-02: 1:17PM:Sentry Serv,ce !(b)(6) 

Wo1~ LedBr in Fi,,.Reslstant Sscurity StoragB 

FAX: ____ ..._!<b_)(_6) _____ J--_ 

We are pleased to provide the combination on record to your Sentry 
safe. 

Your combination is: - 15 • 7() -04 

Serial number: ____ L.:..;( d--;;...;¢:~ol:;;..J,~ ..... J...,_f __ 

To operate your safe, please follow these steps: 

1. Turn dial in either direction to 0. 
2. Turn dial LEFf three turns and stop at lL._. 
3. Tum ~lial RIGHT stopping the second time on 10 • 
4. Tum dial LEFf and stop at~. · 
5. Turn handle to open door (ifno handle, pull door to open). 

We hope this information will be of service to you. Thank you for 
choosing Sentry. If you need further assistance, please feel free to 
con tad our .Cust~mer Service Department af b )(6) ~Monday -
Friday 8am to 5pm). · 

FOR SENTRY CUSTOMER SERVICE USE ONLY 

.:RELEASED BY: _.·-___ ....,L:.a-P ___ DATE:.L-~- 0 J.. 

· . l(b)(6) 
Sent,y Qvup • 882 Linden A~· RocheSlllr, New Yolk 14625• ___ __, Custom,r Service Fax: !(b )(6) 

' .... 

11-L-0559/0SD/6195 
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August 17, 2002 4:39 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Working with Europe 

If the U.S. and Western Europe worked together, through our coordinated political 

and economic efforts we could do a great deal in the world towards stopping 

proliferation, reducing weapons of mass destruction and contributing to peace and 

stability-to the great benefit of all our people and, indeed, all the people of the 

world. 

The fact that the U.S. and Europe are not in a cooperative mode today weakens us 

all. Europe, under the lead of France, seems often to want to be positioned away 

from us and toward an Iraq, a China etc. The effect is to weaken what we are 

trying to achieve politically and diplomatically, and leads to less success in 

countering proliferation and in stopping WMD and greater risk that the U.S. wi11 

end up having to use kinetic activity rather than diplomacy to achieve goals all our 

people will benefit from. 

Let's talk about this. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ iff_r /_o_G:_ .. /_a_2... __ _ 

U005 36 
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9' j/v. sW8Wtffil<e 
jl,00 

TO: 

August 17, 2002 2:00 PM 

Doug Feith 

.;:{·:· ROM: 
trj\' 

Donald Rumsfeld 'V '{\ 
J'f~ SUBJECT: Quartet 

The next time you are hosting your quartet in Washington, you ought to invite me 

to meet with them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by --f3>} / 0 & / J ·; 
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August 19, 2002 9:32 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yfL 
SUBJECT: September 11 Speech 

Please give some thought to the following: 

On September 11, 2001 and shortly thereafter, we to]d the American people that the task ahead was 

comp]ex, it would be long, it would be difficult, it would require all elements of national power, and it 

would be different from anything we had experienced previously. I pointed out that there would be 

times when we would see the activity visibly, as traditional military action, but that there would be 

other times when, like an iceberg, what was happening would not be visible on the surface. 

When we explained that to the American people, I had every confidence that they had the judgment 

and the staying power to do everything necessary to support the global war on terrorism. 

Today, one year later, we have made great strides in completing the repairs on the Pentagon and 

beginning to move the survivors who were displaced back in. That effort by the outstanding 

construction teams is an example of the fierceness and steadfastness of the American people. The 

emotionalism we feel today and the gratitude for that fierceness and steadfastness is a clear indication 

that the people of our country have what it takes to meet the difficuJt challenges ahead. 

The emotionalism of this day, as we remember those who were lost, is a feeling of gratitude for the 

way our country has pulled together and the way the American people have once again demonstrated 

their courage and determination. 

There are some thoughts for you to consider. Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702·10 
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Please respond by __ 0_6
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Snowflake 

August 17, 2002 2:22 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y\\ 
SUBJECT: Iraq Testimony 

Here is Brent Scowcroft's op-ed piece against the war. I think you ought to look 

at comments Senator Hagel, Brent Scowcroft and Congressman Armey have made 

and address those issues when we fashion testimony, without mentioning them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Scowcroft, Brent, "Don't Attack Saddam," Wall Street Journal, August 15, 2002 

OHR:dh 
081702-1 l 
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• Don't Attack Saddam 
• 

Wall Street Journal 
August 15, 2002 

Don't Attack Saddam 

By Brent Scowcroft 

Page 1 of 2 

Our nation is presently engaged in a debate about whether to launch a war against Iraq. Leaks of various 
strategies for an attack on Iraq appear with regularity. The Bush administration vows regime change, but 
states that no decision has been made whether, much less when, to launch an invasion. 

It is beyond dispute that Saddam Hussein is a menace. He terrorizes and brutalizes his own people. He 
has launched war on two of his neighbors. He devotes enormous effort to rebuilding his military forces 
and equipping them with weapons of mass destruction. We will all be better off when he is gone. 

Think Carefully 

That said, we need to think through this issue very carefully. We need to analyze the relationship 
between Iraq and our other pressing priorities -- notably the war on terrorism -- as well as the best 
strategy and tactics available were we to move to change the regime in Baghdad. 

Saddam's strategic objective appears to be to dominate the Persian Gulf, to control oil from the region, 
or both. 

That clearly poses a real threat to key U.S. interests. But there is scant evidence to tie Saddam to terrorist 
organizations, and even less to the Sept. 11 attacks. Indeed Saddam's goals have little in conunon with 
the terrorists who threaten us, and there is little incentive for him to make common cause with them. 

He is unlikely to risk his investment in weapons of mass destruction, much less his country, by handing 
such weapons to terrorists who would use them for their own purposes and leave Baghdad as the return 
address. Threatening to use these weapons for blackmail -- much less their actual use -- would open him 
and his entire regime to a devastating response by the U.S. While Saddam is thoroughly evil, he is above 
all a power-hungry survivor. 

Saddam is a familiar dictatorial aggressor, with traditional goals for his aggression. There is little 
evidence to indicate that the United States itself is an object of his aggression. Rather, Saddam's problem 
with the U.S. appears to be that we stand in the way of his ambitions. He seeks weapons of mass 
destruction not to arm terrorists, but to deter us from intervening to block his aggressive designs. 

Given Saddam's aggressive regional ambitions, as well as his ruthlessness and unpredictability, it may at 
some point be wise to remove him from power. Whether and when that point should come ought to 
depend on overall U.S. national security priorities. Our pre-eminent security priority -- underscored 
repeatedly by the president -- is the war on terrorism. An attack on Iraq at this time would seriously 
jeopardize, if not destroy, the global counterterrorist campaign we have undertaken. 

The United States could certainly defeat the Iraqi military and destroy Saddam's regime. But it would 
not be a cakewalk. On the contrary, it undoubtedly would be very expensive -- with serious 
consequences for the U.S. and global economy -- and could as well be bloody. In fact, Saddam would be 
likely to conclude he had nothing left to lose, leading him to unleash whatever weapons of mass 
destruction he possesses. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6200 
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Israel would have to expect to be the first casualty, as in 1991 when Saddam sought to bring Israel into 
the Gulf conflict. This time, using weapons of mass destruction, he might succeed, provoking Israel to 
respond, perhaps with nuclear weapons, unleashing an Armageddon in the Middle East. Finally, ifwe 
are to achieve our strategic objectives in Iraq, a military campaign very likely would have to be followed 
by a large-scale, long-term military occupation. 

But the central point is that any campaign against Iraq, whatever the strategy, cost and risks, is certain to 
divert us for some indefinite period from our war on terrorism. Worse, there is a virtual consensus in the 
world against an attack on Iraq at this time. So long as that sentiment persists, it would require the U.S. 
to pursue a virtual go-it-alone strategy against Iraq, making any military operations correspondingly 
more difficult and expensive. The most serious cost, however, would be to the war on terrorism. 
Ignoring that clear sentiment would result in a serious degradation in international cooperation with us 
against terrorism. And make no mistake, we simply cannot win that war without enthusiastic 
international cooperation, especially on intelligence. 

Possibly the most dire consequences would be the effect in the region. The shared view in the region is 
that Iraq is principally an obsession of the U.S. The obsession of the region, however, is the Israeli
Palestinian conflict. If we were seen to be turning our backs on that bitter conflict -- which the region, 
rightly or wrong]y, perceives to be clearly within our power to resolve -- in order to go after Iraq, there 
wou]d be an explosion of outrage against us. We would be seen as ignoring a key interest of the Muslim 
world in order to satisfy what is seen to be a narrow American interest. 

Even without IsraeJi involvement, the results could weU destabilize Arab regimes in the region, 
ironically facilitating one of Saddam's strategic objectives. At a minimum, it would stifle any 
cooperation on terrorism, and could even swell the ranks of the terrorists. Conversely, the more progress 
we make in the war on terrorism, and the more we are seen to be committed to resolving the Israel
Palestinian issue, the greater will be the international support for going after Saddam. 

If we are truly serious about the war on terrorism, it must remain our top priority. However, should 
Saddam Hussein be found to be clearly implicated in the events of Sept. 11, that could make him a key 
counterterrorist target, rather than a competing priority, and significantly shift world opinion toward 
support for regime change. 

No-Notice Inspections 

In any event, we should be pressing the United Nations Security Council to insist on an effective no
notice inspection regime for Iraq -- any time, anywhere, no permission required. On this point, senior 
administration officials have opined that Saddam Hussein would never agree to such an inspection 
regime. But ifhe did, inspections would serve to keep him offbalance and under close observation, even 
if all his weapons of mass destruction capabilities were not uncovered. And if he refused, his rejection 
could provide the persuasive casus beUi which many claim we do not now have. Compelling evidence 
that Saddam had acquired nuclear-weapons capability could have a similar effect. 

In sum, if we will act in full awareness of the intimate interrelationship of the key issues in the region, 
keeping counterterrorism as our foremost priority, there is much potential for success across the entire 
range of our security interests -- including Iraq. If we reject a comprehensive perspective, however, we 
put at risk our campaign against terrorism as well as stability and security in a vital region of the world. 

Mr. Scowcroft, national security adviser under Presidents Gerald Ford and George H.W. Bush, is 
founder and president of the Forum for International Policy. 
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August 17, 2002 3:08 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Sovereignty 

Please give me a note on that concept of sovereignty that you mentioned. I think it 

is a good idea. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-13 
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Please respond by __ o_&....:.../_2.-v~j_J_l..._·· __ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld -~ 

SUBJECT: LTG Hagee 

August 17, 2002 4:40 PM 

I spoke to General Hagee at 2:35 p.m. today and told him I had one or two more 

people I wanted to talk to, but that I was determined that whoever came in not be 

another Commandant of the Marine Corps, but a military leader who happens to 

also be Commandant of the Marine Corps--one who is determined to see the 

Defense Department pull together, determined to see that the Marine Corps is 

more mobile and more lethal, that the relationship with Naval aviation was linked 

tighter, not looser. I don't want the new Commandant to spend time with the 

retired community or the Hill working against the other Services and against the 

Department, but instead he must work with the retired community and the Hill so 

that the Department can be pulled together. 

He said, "I would feel very comfortable doing that." I said, "Well, I want to 

assure you that if this goes forward, I will hold you to that." He said he would be 

delighted. 

So, you can go forward, and we will get it over to the White House for the 

President. I should bring it up with the President on Wednesday. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702·16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by --=0....;;;8;....;..{_2.._0-1-/_<>_1--___ _ 
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August 17, 2002 4:07 PM 

TO: Speechwriters 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vf\ 
SUBJECT: "Very" 

I almost never like to have the word "very" in a speech. I suppose it is okay if we 

are quoting someone. I think it weakens a sentence and a thought. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Snowflake 

' 
TO: Senator Tom Daschle 

Donald Rumsfeld ·y ~ 
SUBJECT: CODELs to Afghanistan 

FROM: 

January 9, 2002 10:12 AM 

I received a phone call this morning from Zal Khalilzad, the President's special 

envoy in Kabul. He said there have been five Congressional delegations in or 

scheduled to be in Afghanistan between January 6 and January 17. 

There is no question but that activity is putting a significant demand on the limited 

U.S. forces and the small number of American Embassy people in Kabul. 

We do need to work this problem. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010902-10 
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August 17, 2002 4:09 PM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

//// 

SUBJECT: CMC 
(. 

(' - ~ \i J ""'( 

Maybe we ought not to talk to the ~ant yet until we get the President's 

approval. 

Please make sure General Hagee knows he can't talk about it until we get the 

President's approval. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081702-18 
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TO: 
c_c·. 
FROM: 

Gen. Franks 
G6-J. M~f:£.S ,'n)r\ 
Donald Rumsf eld · 1;1 \ 

SUBJECT: Lt. Col. Macgregor 

January 10, 2002 8:38 AM 

Here is an article I just read on Lt. Col. Douglas Macgregor. You might want to 

look into him. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/28/97, Newman, US. News and World Report, "Renegades Finish Last" 

DHR:dh 
011002-7 
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ScCOEf HAS SF·: _: · 
MONDAY, July 21, 1997 '~ 

Renegades 
A colonel's innovative ideas don,t sit well with the brass 

BY RlCH.\RD J. NDnW. 

T 
he "Opposition Force" at the Army's 
National Training Center usual~y 
crushes the battalions that come to 
the desert canyons of Fort Jrv,.in, 

Calif., to test their combat skills in mock 
battle. But when Lt. Col. Douglas Mac
gregor, commander of 1st Squadron, 4th 
Ca,-alcy Regiment, arrived for his turn in 
November 1993, he wasn't about to follow 
the usual script. He dispersed his troops 
more widelv than usual. He took uncon-

' ven ti onal risks. At one point bis moves an· 
ticipated the OpFor's tactics so adroitly 
that observers thought he had cheated. In 
a series of five battles, most units typically 
lose four, draw one: Macgregor won threet 
lost one, drew one-still the best showing 
since the Persian Gulf war. 

hasn't been aided by a b!untDess-some 
call it anogance-that fetches comparl· 
sons with the combustible Gen. George S. 
Patton. When he took over the squadron 
that prevailed at the ?."TC, he complained 
that his predecessor, now an influential 
one-star general, had left undertrained 
troops and poorly maintained vehicles. 
But Macgregor, who declined to be inter
viewed for this article, has put his aggres· 
siveness to good use on the battlefi , . 
During the gulf war he was the squadr(!n 
operations officer who essentially direct
ed the Binle of i3 Easting, an early and 
telling encounter v.ith an Iraqi Republi
can Guard unit. In a 23-minute burst of 
fighting, a troop of 10 U.S. tanks and 13 
Bradley fighting vehicles destroyed nearly 
70 Iraqi armored vehicles, v.ith no 
"friend!~ casualties. 

Macgregor orchestrated the batt1e from 
a tank neat the front, taking risks that 
could have been criticned bad the fight 
tunied ugly. He was so involved in the 
shooting that be didn't request artillery 

support or report events to superiors until 
the battle was virru,Uy o~·er, according to 
one of his superior officers. 

"In the peacetime Anny, the emphasis 
is on being cautious, a good bureaucrat, .. 
says John Hillen, who was Macgregor's 
assistant during the gulf war and is now a 
fellow at the Council on Foreign Rela
tions. "A warrior is exactly the opposite." 

If Macgregor does retire v.ithout ever 
commanding a brigade, history sugge.sts 
he might still have some luck selling his 
ideas. Militaiy theorist Basil Henry Lld
dell Hart was a young officer in the British 
Army in the 1.920s when he began writing 
about the virtues o! rapid mechanized at
tacks. His superiors were only mildly in
terested. and Liddell Hart retired as a cap
tain.in 1927, He continued to proselytiu, 
however, and eventually his ideas were 
adopted by Heinz Guderian, the architect 
of the German blitzkrieg that swamped 
the French Army in World War n. At thatl. 
point, the British saw the light. •' 

Macgregor's performance at Fort Irwin 
would see?fi to make him a logical candi
date for the Army's career fast track. In
stead, the gulf war veteran, who holds a 
Ph.D. from the University of Virginia, bas 
been sidelined. The Army promoted him 
to colonel but this summer, !or the third 
time. refused to put him in command of a 
combat brigade-a key step on the path to 
gentral. No.-t ~ will be his tinal chuu:e. 
Many coll~gues say that Macgregor's un
conventional thinking:..reflected in a 
book he bas just , written, Brr.akin, tk 
Phcltinz-may have dOQmed his Army ca~ 
reer. And they wony that in passing 01,-er 
soldiers like Macgregor-"the best war 
fighter the Anny has got," says one official 
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$.horl8ge ·FQr¢es ·u.s. Navfl 
to Shift'EA-6Bs Out of Asia' 

at the ~'TC-the .Anny is showing it pref en By ROBERT HOLZER· 
generals who are good at bureaucratic Oefet'..se News Staff Wlite-

ga.mesmansmp to ones who can think in· w.~GTON - .F'acin3 a shortfall in 
novativelyon the battlefieia. ' ~\'ailable EA-6B elec:D"Onic warfare ail'· 

Bf'WCini th£P~ eiplains many of craft, U.S. ;Navy:"officials _ have bffn •. 
the theories thatheJ~ Macgregor defeat fon:ed to sttip.the.volaliJe llOJ'the.ast Asia . 
OpFor. The key'fs that. combat UJrlts must region of the ~ planes, military 
react much faster to keep pace 'With the and defense ind~ sources said. 
tlood of data that new information tech- Facing UJU'tienting demands from the 
nology is maldJig available. Dfyisions of natfon•s overseas miliwy commanders . 
18,000 soldiers ar-e" too cumbersome and for EA-6B Prowler aircraft to be based 
have too many layen of command for in theSr region, Navy plaMers are·re)ying 
modern warlare, Macgregor writes, and on E.A-6& aboard :in ~ carrier and 
should be broken dov.11 into agile "combat a squadron based in the nortln~est Unit-
groups" a third the siz.e. Smaller units ed States, if an emergency develops 1n 
would also be harder to find and less SUS• nonheast Asia. 

1 
· 

ceptt1,le to chemical and bioloiical attack. All EA-EB squadron has:,been based at 
But the Army's Thuning an~ Doctrine the Iwakuni Air Base on Olcina"-a al· 

Cormnandhas~ J?in~_amucb1;u~re mo~· most continuously since the late 1950s, 
est redesignq~~~~~~~e; tJ:~~ .. , .. -aCfPT~.!P-- ~{ense ind~ SOUJces. 
~al ~1~: due~-~~-~.:~ \'EI'.Y.,~l! .. ~· : t.t:~~r.:~-~ -been a Marine Corps 
slim divisions d~~'!!. t9.,a~u~, l~.,?P,~·-·~- .. , ., . · . .sciuadioh, 6ut the Marine EA-6Bs have 

Panon 11. Maqregor's career P!'°bacly • b en· · · · · nt 

for electronic wazfare airc.""alt to be 
based in Aviano, Italy, in :support of 
NATO operations in Bosru,a. 
. In addm9.li. with the ~tirement of the 
iJi:;.i::of~iK.~ EF-111 Raven 
e1ectron1co;,wmare aircraft by March 
1998," EA:ms'aisa will ba1,·e to assume 
added ~ons at Indrlik, Turkey, and 
in Saud1Mabia;Na: sources said. 
··A:~ ~e detachment now 
~- a;.l!i..¢1*Jc,.lfllceJ,foss, spoke.smarvor 
the commander of na,-ai air forces in the 
.~tic Fleet, said July 17. 

-nte Prowler is more in demand since 
the retirement ot the EF-111,"' Moss said. 

The U.S. Pacific and Atlantic c:on1-
mands ~~·con..-e11ed a meeting about 
how elec:tronJc wazfare aircraft are ap
portioned among the O\·ersea.s e9mman~ 
ders.- '11\e,meetin~. scheduled-,for. the 
week _o!~{uly; lt 'at· \\'l'lidb~y· 'Island,: .. 
Wash., was ~ected to oodress schemes · . 
for better' man::tging the scarce EA·6Bs 



August 19, 2002 9:29 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Disability 

My understanding is that when military officers get ready to leave the service, the 

doctors cal1 them in, give them a checkout physical and tell them they are 

disabled, which they never knew. What they may be doing is comparing their 

hearing, eyesight, etc. to when they entered the military at age 21. They are going 

out at age 60 or 63, so if their eyesight is not as good, their hearing is not as good 

or something else, they call it disability. 

That is not what the Jaw meant. Anyone is going to have less hearing and less 

eyesight, regardless of whether they are in the military or anywhere else. More 

and more officers seem to be "disabled.0 I think we need to change the rules. 

Please see me as to how we should handle this. Let's get the data on the number 

who go out "disabled." 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902·3 
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August 19, 2002 7:55 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'y,A_ 
SUBJECT: Abe Rosenthal 

There was a good articJe by Abe Rosenthal in the Washington Times on August 

19. You could use some of those arguments. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-4 
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August 19, 2002 8:09 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ';;f\ 
SUBJECT: Cruise Missile Memo 

/ ,., 
/ 

,/ 
,,/·· 

/,·' 

,/ 
/'/ 

//' 

.,/.,/· 

/ 

Please send a copy of the memo I sent to the President on cruise missiles down to 

Gen. Myers and Gen. Pace, and make sure Paul Wolfowitz and Doug Feith have a 

copy, since it is now almost in the pape( 

. ~,e, 
Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-.S 
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August 19, 2002 8:38 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \}/\ 

SUBJECT: "Bush Doctrine" 

There is some good material in this Nonnan Podhoretz piece. You ought to take a 

look at some of the quotes from President Bush particularly. They are excellent 

and should be quoted. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Podhoretz, Nonnan, .. In Praise of the Bush Doctrine," Commentary, September 2002. 

DHR:dh 
081902-7 
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SECDEF HAS SEEN 
AUG 19 20Da 

In Praise of the Bush Doctrine 
Nonnan Podhoretz 

IT HAS been said-by me, among others-that 
George W. Bush bears a doser political resem

blance to Ronald Reag3n than to his f'lther. 
The first. and most obvious, similarity is that 

'1Jubya," like Reagan before him, was and sdll is 
very widely regarded as insufficiently intelligent or 
well-informed to be President. By now, the idea of 
Reagan as "the Great Communicat0r" is so en
trenched th.at it has become hard to Temember how 
frequently he was once ridiculed for being both 
inarticulate and an "airhead." In hi~ campaign 
againstJimmy Carter, for exl\mple, Reagan was al
ways being charged wjth comnutting '1gaffes" that 
allegedly showed the problems he had with the 
English language whenever there was no script for 
this former Hollywood actor to rely on. At the 
same time, Nch gaffes were said to reveal his hazi. 
ness about the great issues, dome.,;tic and foreign, 
that as President he would have to ,-onfront. To the 
extent that he was even awue of these issues-gov
emment spending, taxes, the Soviet threat-his ap
p.roacb to them was invariably moclced as "simple
minded."• 

So too with George W. Bush. Beginning with 
the campaign that eventually fandccl him ;n the 
\Vhite House, he was, if anything, more relendcss-

NoRM.t\,-r PoJ>HOllTZ ir eJito1'-4l•lllrge efCoMMEN• 
TARY tJntl a .1miar fo/Jn, llt the Htul.ton lnniir,u. His nf.'fl1 
book, The Prophets: Who They Were, What They Are, 
will be pu/Jlisbid by the Free Prtst in Nwmwer. 

)y ridiculed man Reagan for his difficulties with the 
English bngwge AO less than for his ignorance of 
the particuluities and n'Oallces of world affairs. 
That ample justification exii,ud for dubbing Bush 
"Governor Malaprop," as did oac mercilessly doc
umented assault written during the Republican pri· 
manes, Bush himself cheerfully admitted: 

Well, a lot of folks don't think I ~n string a 
sentence together so when I was able to do so, 
the expectations were so low that all I had to 
do was say. "Hi, rm George W. Bush." 

.As for hit; ignorance of the international scene, 
there was-to cite only one item on a long list
Bush's inability to identify the new president of 
Paldsan. Of course, after Seprcm.bcr 11, he came 
to lcnow the name of Pcrvez Mosharnf oAly too 
well; 2nd not knowing it before seemed ro pose no 
obstacle t0 Bush in. getrlng Musharraf to reverse al
liances and help u.~ topple the Taliban regime in Af. 
glwustan. 

But if Bush was even more roughly treated tfian 
Reagan for his poor comtlWld of the Janpage and 
his dimness ab01Jt international affairs, where the 

. . 
1 Inwutinily. iD mis~ IWlOftl ()Chem R.capn w» in 1hc W1,1-
pmy of hi$ old hero, Franklin D. ltooscvck, of whom tti. pat 
pundit of the dsy, Walter Lip~ had written in his columo in 
1932, whdFDR-rant mma, 1 bid (or me 'WJute I10Qllt: "ff• 
is s pleasant man who, wimoac my .impomnt qmliilCldcms b me 
office, would ,;er, much lib b> lie J>Juideor." The &lends of me 
yonng R.ooscveln wife, Elanor, shared tbis view: their nicbtamc 
fot him ,ns the "f'mdact-dl&SW'." 
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charge of "simpJe-mindcdness" was concerned, the 
contest was too close to call. 

True, Reagan's denunciation of the Soviet Union 
as an "evil empire" evoked an O\ltcry that was noth
ing short of hysterical from all the chancelleries 
and nearly all the private foreign-policy establish
ments in the world. Evil? What place did a word 
like that have in the laicou of intemationa1 a.ff.ms, 
assuming any enlightened person would ever 
dream of exhuming it from the grave of ob1>olete 
concepts in any connection whatsoever? But in the 
eyes of the expcns, needless t:o say, Reagan was not 
an enlightened person at all. He~ a .. cowboy," a 
B-movie actor, who had by some freak of demo
cratic pcrvelSity landed in the White House. In de
nouncing the Soviet empire :.is evil, he was charged 
eitheT with signaling an intention to aiggu a nu
clear war or with being too stupjd to understand 
that h~ wildly provocative rhetoric might do so in
advenently. 

Bush hardly fared better. When, in his fitst State 
o{ the Union speech, he opanded on his definition 
of the war apinst tenorism and denounced Iraq, 
Inn, and N<Jnh Korea :i.s an "ms of evil," the re
action from the s:1mc types who had been so 
alarmed by Reagan was admittedly more scornful 
than hystcrial); this time, there was no carrying-on 
about -a nuclear wu. But the air was just 85 widely 
pervaded with the old sneers and jeers at the "sim
p)e-mindedness" refleaed by the very concept that 
some nations were evil and others good. 

To make matters worse, there wil the global sit
uation that had developed since the end of the cold 
war. In 2 .nutshell, America now comm.anded a de
gree of power gc-eater th:m :mything recorded jn all 
of human history. No one doubted thi1>; nor did 
anyone imagine that .any other country or group of 
countries curnntly existed with me capacity, or the 
'Will, t0 challenge American power. In the past, 
when a :tingle nation had achieved predominance, 
alliances would in'V71riably be formed to balance it, 
but no such p<>ssibility could be discerned on the 
horizon at present or was likely to swim into view 
in the foreseeable furore. 

As the diplomats and the puI1dits saw it, this was 
not a happy circumstance but a dangerous one. 
Given its dangers. who but an ignoramus and a 
simplecon-or a religious fanatic of the vety type 
with whom Bush was going to war-would resort 
m archaic moral absolutes like "good" and uevil"? 
Arid then. who but a fool could bring himself' to 
be1ieve, as Ru4-h (like Reagan before him) evidently 
ha.d done in comp)ere and ingenuou.,; sincerity, that 
the United States represented rhe "good"? Surely 

·only a virtual illiterate could be oblivious of all the 
innumerable crimes committed by America both at 
home and abroad-crime.,; that the cowiuys own 
leading intellecro:us had so richly documented in 
the by-now standard academic view of its history.2 

BUT GEORGE W. Bush wa.,; following in Ronald 
Reagan's footsteps in more than just the vivid 

monl coloration of his rhewric. In both cases, the 
colon were heightened by contrast with the drab• 
ne~ of the spiritual and/or ethical backgn,und 
ag:unst which they were being painted. 

Thus, Reagan\ unabasbed)y reverential attitude 
toward America stood in extreme contrast to the 
ambivalence felt., ~d manifested OJl more than one 
occasion, by his immediate predecessor., Jimmy 
Carter. Two of those occasions were Carter's 
~-peech about the "inordinate fear of Communism 
which once led us to embrace any dktQtor who 
shared in that fear," and the pathetic projection 
onto the Americu people of the .,malaise" from 
which he himsdf was suffering. Mon of all, there 
was Carter's c:onvictfon that this country had cn
u.r~d inrn a perioo ,,( decline, together with his eE

horurion that we cultivate the "'mamrity' ro accept 
thi.1; devdopment, which was in his view both h• 
torically inevit.able and not altogether bad. 

So, tOO, with J3ush and bis predecessor, Bill Clin
ton. The youthful Clinron'~ dii."tnl!tt of American 
power-candidly set forth in the notorious letter 
he wrote to the draft board in seelcing exemption 
from military service during the Vieutam war
persisted d\1ring his presidency. At that stage, it be
c:a me the engine driving bis many efforts to tie 
down this reckJess Gulliver of an America with the 
ropes of .. multilatcnlism." Bush, on the otbei:
hand, had not the slightest do1Jbt that American 

2 Tbe egre~0\1$ Gore Vidal, wa:,s cager .o.c>t to be o\ltd~ ~ the 
ha~Amcria Ol~ia, made bis bid In m imzrvicw ahout hill lat
.st book of~: "l mean, to w.tdi Bu:sh doing his llrdc war dance 
in Cungrus ... 3bout 'mldacn' and dm 'uiii or tMl' •••• l thoughr., 
he doc.'b't evai know what the Yord au meam. Somebody just 
gave it ID b.i.m •••• This it )bour as mindless • Sllltemmt u you 
could roake. Thm.he c:umes up wil:h ,bouu dozen odier cowmid 
tNt h:ffl: ·~· people in t:hen. who mlrhr commk 'tert0risc ICIS.' 
What is a terrorist act? WhaUM:r .be tbinb i~ a tcrrorin aci. AAd 
we •~ goln& tn go after them. JcQuse we ate good ;ond they uc 
iml. AAii we'rc ',eonn2 ~t 'em."' Yet haviaf clicposed of Ba• as 
-mindkss," VJdal surprisini\y contradincd hisll$df and deGled thar 
the l'resiclcnt was "m idiot hw:isel£" Radler. 'B.wi ,ns "CDtfflDL-ed 
- arc idioa.. Aiid we uc ncx i.cl:io1S. We att OOW'C:d. CoWM by •.. • 
slrn-ed Yicw of me world, llDd auocious llll:~ th~ r lt\1~1di7'.C mi~ 
-pem,~ncnt WU' macmDC. AJld 'WC bffC D.O repra;calioa. Oaly dK 
cutpontlOII$ :arc ttpracmcd in ~rm.• 'F.?idcndy Vadll rcalu.od 
belatedly lh3t to c:m~ Bush's mzpiditywould be t0 andumt 
his real po.iD.t: dlat the J>ruidcnt ,iru .u.-andly '"clever• enolo)Jh to 
CMla:al bis lmdying fealty to the oil intcrclllli :md bis "conc:,empc fer 
lhc AmfflaD pcopJot.'" 
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power was a force for good, and-as his European 
critics never rirerl of cha.rgfag-he was mor~ a 
"unilatl:!ralist" than a multilacenlisL 

To put t.hc point more concretely, the rhetorical 
echoes of Reagan reflected a shared worldview that 
:Rllsh w:is hringing up co date now that the cold war 
was over. V\lhQt Communism had been tO Reagan 
in that w2r, terrorism was to Bush in tnt!, one; and 
as Reagan had beCJl persu3ded that the United 
States of America had a mi~sion to hasten the 
demise of the one, Bush believed that we had a 
mission to rid the world of the other. 

Yet ~ this ouly revealed iu;elf to Bush on Sep
tember 11, 2001. Before the attacks on the World 
Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in 
WMrungton. Bush-or so 1t seemed to me-had DO 
clear conception of what he wanted co accomplish 
as President. "Compassionate conservatii;m," the 
ca~ he had adopted for his approach to domestic 2£
f.ms, !IOunded much li.k.e his father's ".lcindlcr, gea'l
iler America." And like the elder Bush's slogan, the 
san~ tacitly and unfurtunaiely lent credence to the• 
£amatory liberal charge that conseTV2tives were a 
h~anJcss breed whose greate..c;t pleasure in life was 
grinding their heels in the faces of the poor while 
piling brreatcr and greater heaps of gold into the 
coffers of the greedy rich.1 

In foreign affairs, the pi-c-9/11 Bush seemed 
placidly content to be nothing more than the un
Clintoo. True to his unshakable distrust of Ameri
can power, Clinton had sl3shcd our defense.~, and 
he had endorsed a conception of"nation buildinJ" 
under which our miliwy forces should primarily 
be employed to do international i;ocial work. The 
multilatcralism about which he was so enthusiastic 
was in essence a euphemism for deference tO that 
org3nization of despots, petty and grand, known as 
the United Nations. Funhcrmore, like the UN it
self. Cliriton had devoted a wildly disproportionate 
amount of energy to the Middle East; and he had 
invited the Palestinian dictator Yasir Ata&t to the 
White Ho\lse more often than any other world 
leader. 

Reversing OT nuJlifying all or mast of these poli
cies, as Bush apparently wished to do, would have 
been enough for many of us to expcricncct if not 
wild enthu,;iasm, then at least relief at his victory 
uver Al Gore, who pre.'iUIIlably would ha~ carried 
on with them. But, ag3m lib: bis father, Bush wa.~ 
deficient in the "vision dung." In foreign affairs, 
this meant that if he had a guiding sense of what 
the American role should be in the post-cold-war 
world, he never communicated it ro the rest of us. 

One can reasonably assume, however, chat for 

the fin.-t eight months of bis presidency, Bush had 
no such seo.sc, and that he had simply gone along 
with his father's sundard "realist" pcrspcct:Ne. In 
that pcnpectiv£, the maintenance of stability is a 
&r more important., and more attainable, objective 
than the "idealistic" or "Wsl,;onfan"-or, for that 
mi1tter1 "Reaganite"-ambjtion to change the 
world, especially with the aim. of making it "safe for 
democncy." 

And then came September 11. Jn its immediate 
aftermath, a tran.,;formed--or, more precisely, a 
trani,figu.rcd---George W. Bush appeared before 
us. In an earlier article in these pagcs,41 suggested, 
perhaps pre.-.'Umptui:msly, tllat our of the blackness 
of smo1'.c and fiery death let loose by September 
11, a kind of revelation, blazing with a very diffcr
en t fire of it.s own, lit up the recesses of Bush's 
mind and heart :and soul. Which is to say that. hav
ing previously been unsure as to why he should 
have been chosen to become President o( the Unit
ed States, George W Bush now /mew that the God 
to whom, as a born-again Christian, he had earlier 
committed himself h.9d put him in the Oval Office 
for a pmpose. He had put him there tu lead 2 war 
ag-.unst the evjl of ttrrori,;m. 

BUSH OFFICIALLY declared this war in an address 
to a joint s~-sion of Congress on September 

20, 2001, in which he first enunc:i.tted tbc general 
terms and spirit of a new "Bush Doctrine." He 
then apanded on the new doctrine in three subse
quent pronouncements-the Sttnc of the Union 
address on January 29, 2002; his speec;h to the 
graduating class of the U.S. Miliury ~adcmy at 
West Point on June l; and the remarls 011. the 
Middle East he delivered three weeks later. onJune 
24. All four of these speeches were enonnously im
pr~sivc, though none of the three later ones q\Jite 
made it tr.> the heights of sublimity scaled by the 
first. 

I hAve no ide9 how much of Bush~ own language 
entered into this text. Conceivably the whole thing 
was produced by his tt~ of speechwriters, 2nd 
Bush 1s only conaibution was to sign off on it. But 
if so, it hardly matters: we are long past the era 

3 Hi= it was Bush more than Re.gm who fit.W.l=r Lippmann's 
~17onizme: ponnit offnnklln D. Roosevd1:, of whorn Lippmmn 
wrote iD the Amil! column I ciuotcd ~ '"Fn.nlwn O. RC)MC9Clt 
is no cruadec. He is M m"bune of the people. Hi:.~ na cnc:my o£ 
tnlJ'CDC:bal piiv~ • 
4 "How to Wm. World Wa1' rv,• February 2002, 111 thst uiic:Jc, 
bortowinr me illuminating tenninology f.im: adopted by the mili
tary am fy,t Elio[ Cobm, I desipatcd the eold ,war as World w.ir 
DI, and the war apinst tcm>rism as World War Iv. I will m:l With 
that tcmiinology here:. 
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when Presidents wrote their own speeches. What 
counts nowadays is the word!. a President pennits 
to be put into his mouth. Jri l:ipeaking those words, 
h~ assumes responsibility foT them, and thereby 
makes them his own as surely-well, almost as 
surely-as if he were their original author. This is 
what Bush did on September 20, in what-ironi
cally, for the former "Governor Malaprop"-~y 
well have been the greatest presidential speech of 
our age. 

It was here that Bush~ conversion from a cc>n
venrlonal "realist" in the mold of his &thee to a 
democratic "idealist" of the Reaganite stamp was 
announced to the world. Of the "global terrorise 
network,,, he dcd:ired in a passage that deserves to 
live forever: 

We have seen their .kind before. They're the 
heirs of alt the murderous ideoJogies of the 
20ch century. By sacrificing human 1ife to serve 
their :radical visions, by abandOlling every nluc 
except the will to power, they follow in the 
path of fascism., Nazism, and totalitarianism. 
And they will follow that path all the way to 
where it ends in hisrory's unmarked grave of 
discarded lies. 

It was also in this speech that Bush broadened 
the object of the pel"!:ional revcJation I thinl be had 
been vouchsafed, so that it now spTead its wings 
OVCl' the American pcor le RS a whole. H he had 
lacked "the vision thing before, he had it now in 
spades. "Great hann has been done ro os," he 
mournfully intoucd toward the end. "We have suf
fered great loss. And in our grief and anger we have 
foWld our mis:.ion and our momcnL"' Then he 
went on to spell out the substance of th.at mission 
and that moment: 

The advance of human freedom, the great 
achieYcmcnc of o\lr time and the great hope of 
evety time, now depends on us. Our nation, 
this generation, will life the dark threat of vio
lence from our people and our future. We wiU 
rally the world to this cause by our efforts, by 
our courage. We will not tire, we will not fal
ter, and we will not f.w . .s 
But in his peroration, reaching back to some o( 

the same language he had been app)yin~ to the na
tion as a whole, 'Bush re\l'crted to the fll'St person, 
and in a scyle that came dose to sounding like a 
prayer: 

I will not forget the wo.uid to our country and 
tho.~e who inflicted it. I will not yield, I will not 
rest, I wi.11 not relent in waging this snuggle fur 

freedom and sec...-urit.y for tl1e American people. 
The course of dus conflict is not known, yet i.s 
outc0me is certain. Freedom and fear, justice 
and cruelty1 h::l'~e always been at war, and we 
know that God is not neutnl between them. 

All this was undcrgirded by an equally startling 
shift in strategic antlJysis. Every President before 
Bush-including his own pre-Scptembcr-11 self
had treated terrorists as criminal individuals or as 
members of Mafia-like organiz.ations to be dealt 
with by the police and the courts. Bue the post
September 11 Bush had come to UDdersund that 
there would be no serious terrorism without state 
s~orship, 

From this recognition flowed a corollary: that jc 
would be necessary to "sr:vve terrorists of funding, 
turn them one against another, drive them from 
place to plac:e until there is no refuge or no re.st." 
More than that, we would henceforth rely on the 
milita.ry as much as or more than on the police 

to pursue nations d1at provide aid 0£ safe ha
ven t0 terrorism. Every nation in every region. 
now has a decision ro make: either you arc with 
us or you are with the terrorists. From this day 
forward, any nation that continues to harbor or 
support terrorism will be regarded by the 
United States as a hostile regime. 

But novel :111d bold as this new strategic formula 
was, at bottom what gave the speech its greatness, 
and ;,s power, was d1c incandescent moral clari'Y 
informing it. Jndeed, so many people were sauck 
by this quality that the tcnn "moral claritY" soon 
became a clkhe, if an inescapable one, much ro the 
dismay 2nd disgust of hordei; of "advanced" 
thinkers and '"sophisticated" commentatoTS and 
diplomats both at home and abroad. 

IN THE four months that ~l:apscd between the 
speech of September 20, 2001 md the St2tt of 

the Union addres.-. onJBD.uary 291 2002, Bosh made 
good on hii. threat that '"Th.e h()W' is coming when 
Ameria will act." After some missteps in the fust 
few weeks, th.is country put on a display of military 

' Ia. dus instante:, uid iD me passarc I quote just below, the echo 
was 11111$ of Ronald Rnpn thm of Willsi:on Cburcbill, who de
cbrcd as WOJ"ld War IJ wa.,; icttiag IIDder way In 1 •>40: "'\Ve lhall 
DI){ fbg or f.ail. We ~mil JO on ED cbe end ... And it Is worth DOGIJ8 
m:u Churchill. wbo bad IN:cn me ~ of many dcroptmy •
cbeC$ In his long career but whn ..,..s DC'VU regarded ~en by Im 
wont enemlC!I as "rimple-miDded: had no hdialdon In amchlft6 1 
phrul: like ".monster of-.ickcdnca" to Hider. Nor did cbe polldcal 
phll~opher Hlnoab Arendt, whose blind wu, If anythmg, owu
cowrlb~d nther dim 100 shnpl~ haYC my probltm in hCI' mas
ltlJ>ICCC, Tbt Origm, ,{ul66~ism, with allmg bocb Na~lam 
imcl CommWlwn "absolute c:ril." 
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mjgbt in Afghanisun that astounded even thf>se 
around the world who had been acknowledging 
through thefr incessant grumbling that Americ2 
had become the sole remaining "superpower": as it 
rnmed out, even they had DO{ known the half of it 
(and neither had many Americans). 

The envy and the fear reinforced by t.his realiza
tion gwerated e9en more scom than before over the 
wk of "good" and "cv:iJ"' emanating from Bush. And 
such derision was rarely unaccompanied by com
plaints from our European allies, the UN. and oth
ers (including what is left of our own foreip-policy 
esr.ablishment) about American "unilateralism." 

Pemaps worst of all from the point of view of his 
l:ritics (whose ranks increasingly embraced not only 
marginal figures like Gore Vidal and his ilk in the 
literary and 2c.adcmic communities but many main
stt~m politicians and pundits) w2s the naming by 
Bush of that "axis of evil" in his Januuy St:ate of the 
Union address. Regimes like those in Iraq, Inn, and 
North Korea, he declared, were "anning to thrcacen 
the peace of the world." And he ,'Olltinucd: 

By seeking weapons of mass dcstruaion, the.~ 
regilnes pose 2 ~ave and growing d2n~er. 
They could provide these arms to terronsts, 
giving them the means to match their hatred. 
They could attack our allies or attempt to 
blackmail the United Sates. In any of these 
ca,;cs, the price of indifference would be cata
strophic. 

Bush had already pretty clearly indicated on Sep
tember 20 that he had no intention of waiting 
around to be attacked again ("we will pursue na
tions that provide aid or safe haven to terrorism"). 
But in his State of the Union speech in January, he 
became much more explicit about his incention to 
go beyond the nmd3Illentally retaliatory oper.ation 
we had launched in Afghanistan by strongly sug
gesting that we would ako take preemptive action 
whenever it might be deemed necessary: 

We'll be deliberate, yet lime is not on our side. 
I will not wait on events, while dangetS gather. 
I will not stand by, as peril draws closer and 
doser. The United Sbltes of America will .not 
~ennit the world\ most d:mgerous regimes to 
threaten us with the world's most destrucrive 
weapons. 

To those wjth ears to h~ar. the State of the 
Union address should have removed all traces of 
ambiguity from the Bush Doctrine as originally 
enunciated on September 20. Yet tbCJ"e wc:re 
many-once more, both at home and abroad-

who contended that the United States needed 
smoking-gun evidence of Iraqi involvement in 9/11 
in ordeT t0 attack Saddam Hussein, and to do unto 
his regime what we had just done tO the Taliban in 
Afghanistan. As it happenc~ such evidence mstcd, 
even if ;t might not have been enough to secure a 
conviction in an American co\lrt of law ot" in the 
hypocritical tribunals of the "international com
munity," not to mcnrlon the "Arab stteet." 

Nevertheless. that particular issue w~ rendered 
moot by the codicil now tacked on to the Bush 
Doctrine. According to this codicil, Saddam~ de
velopment of w~pons of mass desU'l1ction S\.1fficed 
:al) Oll its own to make him a legitimate target in a 
preemptive war 0£ sdf-dcfense. 

"T"HE FIRST pillar of the Bnsh Doctrine, th.en, 
1. was built on a rejection of moral relativism. 

The second stood tall on a. reconccption of terror
ism as a problem involving states and therefore 
calling fu.- a miliwy response (along with other in
struments of power, whether economic: or diplo
matic). And die third was the ~on of our righc 
to preempt. 

Strangcly, that this righc to preempt wa.'I a logical 
extension of the general outline Bush provided on 
September 20, and that it was articufa.ted in the 
plainest of words in dae codicil ofJanuary 29, went 
largely unnoticed. Until, that is, h~ T.eaffirmed it in 
the third of the series of imjor speeches defining 
the Bush Doetrine-the one deliveTed on June 1 at 
West Point to the 2002 graduating class of newly 
commissioned officers of th.e United States Army. 

Perhaps the ruson the J.>:eemption pillar f111ally 
became unmistwbly visible at West Point was 
that, for the first tin1e, Bush placed his new ideas 
in historical conteJrt 

For much of the last centwy, America~ dcknse 
relied on che cold•war doctrines of dctenence 
and containment. In some cases, those strate
gies still a,;:,ply. But new threats aJso require 
new .thinkmg: J?ete.rr~ce-th~ promise of 
mas51ve reuliauon agamst nanons-means 
.nothing .again~t shadowy terrorist networks 
with no nation or citizen to defend. 

Tbjs covered al Qaeda and similar groups. But 
Busb then proceeded to expbm why the old doc
trines coula not work with s regime like Saddam 
Huucin~ in Iraq: 

Containm~nt ii; not possible when unbalanced 
dictators with weapons of mass destruction can 
deliver those weapons or missiles or secretly 
provide them to telTOrist allies. 
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Refusing to flinch from the imp1ications of this 
analysis, Bush repudiated the previously sacred 
dogmas of arms control and treaties againSt the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction as a 
means of dealing with the dangers now facing us 
from Jraq and other members of the axis of evil: 

We cannot defend Americ..":l and our friends by 
hoping for the best. We cannot put our faith in 
the word of tyrants, who solemnly sign fl.OJl

pTOliferatioA treaties, and then systematically 
break them. 

Hence., Bush inexorably continued, 

H we wait for threats to fully materialize, we 
will Nve w~ted roo long .... (Tjbc war on w-
ror 'Will not be won on the defensive. We must 
take the battle to the enemy, disrupt his plans, 
and confront the worst threats before they 
eme-rge. In the world we have entered, the only 
path to safety is the path of ac:cion. And this na
tion will a~ 

But BlL~h did not confine himself in the West 
Point speech to questions of military sttategy. He 
aJso reaffirmed-and ~ven more defiantly in the 
face of the critic:~ he had brought out of the wood
work-the universality of the mo~l purposes ani
mating chis war: 

Some worry that it is somehow undiplomatic 
or impolite to speak the language of right and 
wrong. I disagree. Different circumstances re
quire different methods, but :not different 
moralities. Moral truth is the same in every 
culture, in eveiy cime, and in every pl3Ce .... 
We arc in a conflict berween good and ev.il, 
and America will call evil by its name. 

Then, in a fascinating leap into the g,-eat theo
retical debate of the post-cold-war era (though 
without identifying the main participantS), Bu5b 
cam~ Juwn sq11ardy on the side of Francis Fu.kuya
ma apin!>"t Samuel Huntington: 

The 20th century ended with a single survivmg 
model of human progress, based on non•ne~ 
tiable demands of human dignity, the ruh~ of 
law, limits on the power of the st2te, respect for 
women and private property md free sp~di 
and equal justice ancf religiou.,; rolernnce. 

Hawlg endorsed Fukoymr.a~ wuch-misundemood 
view of "the end of hnit0ty," Bush now brushed ot! 
Huntingtoll~ rival theory of a "cl1Uh of civilliations": 

'When it comes to the common rights and 
needs of mtm aml women, there is no clash of 

civilizations. The requirements of freedom 
apply fully t0 Anica ana Latin America and the 
entire Islamic world. The peoples of the Islam
ic nations want and deserve the same freedoms 
and opporn1nities as people in every nation. 
And their governments should listen to their 
hopes .... Mothers and f:nhers and children 
across the Islamic world, and all the world, 
sh:a.rc the same fears and aspiration~. In pover
ty, they struggle. In tyranny. they suffer. And as 
we saw in Afghanistan, in liberation they cele
brate. 

A LL THIS was fully consistent with the two pre.n vious speeches Bush had made on September 
20 and January 29. But-a very big but-h was not 
con~istent w:itb the realities on the ground in the 
Middle East. In the r~lamic world, llfl.d particularly 
the Arab countries (including S\lat of out "friends" 
as Saudi Arabia and Egypt), motbcts and fathers 
wrm: celebrating Palest:iJlitlll children (including 
their own) who blew themselves up as a W1f of 
killing as l1l211Y Israeli Jews as possi'ble. 

Bush, again \lnlike his f.ather, seemed to harbor 
no animus agafost 1-.rael; and again like Reagan, he 
seemed to have a sense of kinship with theJewiib. 
ru.te. Nor did Bllsh evince the slightest indi~tion 
of agreeing 'With the idea that we had been attadced 
by Osama bin Laden beewse we were coo friendly 
to l..rael. To those who held on to this idea for dear 
life, it made no difference that bm Laden himself 
had given it the lie by treating the issue of the 
Palestinians as relatively unimportant (which did 
not prevent those wne Palestinians from dancing 
in die streets on September 11, aJong with millions 
of other Arabs in other countries who regarded 
him as~ grcaL hero). 

But it aid make a difference to Bush, who be
lieved, as he said ~tember 20, rhat the ten'Otisls 
hated us for "our oms: our freedom of religion, 
ot1r freedom of speech, our freedom to vote and as
sem ble and disagree with each other." On this 
premise, they must hate Israel for the S3Dle reasons. 
And in &ct, Bush added, their wish •to drive luael 
out of the Middle East" was only one element of 
their larger ambition "to drive Christians and Jews 
oul of vast regions of .Asia and Africa." 

Yet this short but accurate summary wsi~ cnm
prom.ised by the strangely di,;cordant note that pre
ceded it: "They want to overchrow existin& gov
ernmenu in mauy Muslim cowitrics such as Egypt, 
Saudi Arabia, and Jordan." The problem here wu 
not th2t Bush was wrong: al Qaeda and related l~
lamic terrorist.s most assuredly did want to over-
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throw those governments. Bue the great sin of the 
Saudi rebrime in bin Laden's eyes had nOthing to do 
with Israel: the sin was to have allowed infidel 
American ttoops onto 5011 sacred to Islam. Similar
ly, the rulers of Egypt and Jordan were guilty be
caus@ they had aligned themselves politically with 
the United Smtes, the "Great Satan. I) 

By professing friendship for the United States, 
these three regime.~ had earned the sobriquet 
"'moderate" in the West, no matter what else they 
did or failed to dn that ill-consoned with such a 
characteriz.ation. None of the three governments 
mentioned by Bush, least of all Saudi Arabia, 
though with the partial exception of Jordan (which, 
however, hac:l allied itself with Sad<lam Hussein in 
the Gulf war), permined its peorlc any of the free
doms to whose prcvia.lence in America the Prei1i
dent had just atuibuted the hatred of us that had so 
horrifically e~loded on September 11. 

Moreover, the controlled and official sute media 
in Saudi Arabia and Egypt were full of viaiolic at
tac.ks on the United Sutes. To cop it all off, the 
Saudis provided much of the financing for the 
madrll.tUS, the religious schools in Saudi Arabia it
self .uid throughout the tmtfrc realm of Islam in 
which students were indoctrinated with the very 
form oflslamil:: r:.ldic-.ilism that bred in their young 
~ouls a seething lust for holy w-u and the "martyr• 
dom" of suicide bombing. Small wonder, then, that 
fifteen of the nineteen 9/11 hijackers were Saudi 
citizens, and that two of the ochers were E,,yptian.s. 

In spire of all mis, the Bush administration was 
apparently determined to spare no effon in e.n list
ing these regimc:s in ic; ... coalition." Even more ex
traordinary was the courting of Syria and Yemen, 
both of which were on the State Department\ own 
list of suces that harbored and sponsored terror
ism. How was it possible to reconcile such a policy 
with the President~ declaration on September 20 
that "'any nation th:Jt continues t0 hubor or sup
port terrorism will be regarded by the United 
States as a hostile regime"? 

The same question might h:a.vc been raised in 
the case of Pakistan, which had supported both the 
Taliban regime in Afghaniswi and al Qaeda. But 
here it had been easy to reconcile the contradic
tion. For when, shortly after Bush's speech of Sep• 
tcmber 20, the U.S. attacked A(ghanistan, Presi
dent Pe.rvez Mu.,;harraf of Pakistan was persuaded 
to be "with us" militarily. No similar mill~ ratio
nale could be unearthed for the administration's 
kowtowing-no weaker word would do-to the 
Arab despots throughout the Middle East. 

True, one heard much b~wig abo\tt all the help 

the Saudis and the Egypti2ns were giving us. But 
the talk was empty. The Saudis vetoed any plan we 
might have to launch air strikes apinst Iraq from 
their territory, and wot1ld not even willingly coop
ente in cutting off funds to terrorist groups. As for 
the Egyptians, the "intelligence" we were S\lppos· 
edty getting from them had no djscemible value in 
the Afghanistan campaign, and they too opposed 
attacking Saddam Hussein. Nor did their con
ttolled press let up on the anti-American (and anti
Semiric) filth that was a central component of the 
dAily diet fed tt> itS readers. 'While President Hosni 
Mubaiu made soothing sounds in intemews with 
AmericaD and other Western papers, or whe11 
spea~g priv.uely to Washington, die editor·m· 
chief of his owo government d3ily 111-Alth/,ar was 
inventing an "axis of evil" of his own. that consist
ed of "Dick Cheney, Coudolcezza Rke, and Secre
tary of Defense Donald Rumsfcld." 

I W2S :lSSured by people better informed thm I 
that, while Saudi cooperation would be convenient 
for a military attack on ITaq, it would not be indis
pensable. If :i;o, one was driven back to the hoary 
cxp:anation of oil. Was it then the Texas oil inter
estS, S4 disproportionately n:presented in the cider 
Bush's administration and still working behind the 
scenes in the youngcr's, that accounted for the con
tradk'tions between the Prc:sident'.s words and his 
policy in this area? For reasons that will become 
clear in I moment, I could not bring myself to 
swallow rhis interpretation. 

BY FAil the $tarkest, and most puzzling. of the 
contr2dictions between Bush's words and his 

policy was the i.nuansigent refusal o( the idminis
tntion to acknowledge that there was not a 
~midgcn of difference between what die United 
StateS was doing in Afghanistan and Israel's aets of 
retaliation against the wave of 5ujddc, or nthcr 
homicide, bombing5 that had been afflicting the 
counuy for nearly two years. 

The low point was the President's a1111ounce· 
mcnt that "'Enough is eno11gh" in. demanding that 
Israel's Prime Minister Ariel Shawn immediately 
withdnw his forces from the West Bank, co which 
they had been sc:nt in late Much. Yet Sharon had 
sent them there for exactly the same reason ours 
had been dispatched to Afghanist:an: in ow:der to 
root out the terrorist infrastructure being har• 
bored, trained, and fin~ced in thst area with the 
apress purpose of killing as many citi2e.ns of his 
counay as possible. 

A.dminedly, Bush never put teeth into his de
mand on lsr-.ael. Although he did not cracdy give 
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Sharon a "green light," as tlle Arab world 2nd its 
sympathizers charged, he did give him ~ flashing 
amber light in the form of a few more weeks: not 
enough to finish the job, but enoogh to make s 
dent in the terrorist infrasttocture that had been 
buiJt up under the Palestinian Authority (PA) over 
which Yasir Arafat presided. In due coun;c, Bush 
also seems to have realized that there was some
tMng worse than incoherent-something :ilmost 
cr.uy-in supporting the esablishment of a Pales• 
tinian state run by Arafat and. his henchmen. Why 
should America acquiesce, let alone help, in adding 
yet another state co those that harbored and spon
sored terrorism precisely at a time when we were 
at war to rid the world of just such regimes? 

It was, I wou]d imagine, out of the inability to 
answer this question that a new idea enteretl and 
suaightened out Bush's thin.king: the PA had to be 
reformed in order to qualify for state.hood. Yet even 
on the dubious 2Ssumption that refonn of the PA 
was a viable project, the Palestinian issue was not 
isofated or autonomous. It had always been the in
strume.nt af the Arab/Muslim world as a whole: an 
instrument to be wielded ag::Li.nst Israel and to dis
tnct the attention of the Muslim peoples from 
their grievances against their own rulers. This 
being so, thcr~ could be no peace betwee" the 
Palestinians and l,;r:ad unless the region a.c: a whole 
were to reconcile it.self to the existence of a sover
eign Jewish stlte in its midst and give up the dream 
of wiping it out once and for all. 

Enter the de-fac:to Saudi ruler, Crown Prince 
AhdullAh, who wa.c; among the first to perceive that, 
sooner or fatct, the ]ogic ofhi~ war against terror
ism wo'11d force Bush to confront and then act on 
this truth about the war against Isr2el. Grasping 
the point, and worrfod, too, about the unprece• 
dentedly bad press his country W9S suddenly get
ting here, Prince Abdullah en1isted the eagerly 
docHe services of Thomas Friedman of the Nrw 
York Trm,:s to wiveil a "peace plan" that wo,dd, he 
claimed, involve the accepunce of Israel by the cn
riTe Anh world. 

But even if the Abdullah plan were more than a 
public-relacions ploy (and a tactic aJculateJ tO tllffl 

Washington's attencion away from Iraq), the con
tradiction wa.~ still left hanging between, on the 
one h:lnd, Bush's unqualified endorsement of the 
craving of Muslims for "the same freedoms and op· 
portunitics" we enjoyed and, on the other, his 
courting and coddling of regimes that denied them 
such freedoms and oppommities. 

It would seem that Bush had been snoo1..-ered by 
the Saudis (no doubt with the complicity of his 

Secretary of State, Colin Powell) into the delusion 
that "'the road to Baghdad runs through Jcro
salem.,,-that, in other words, the Palestinians had 
to be accommodated before Iraq could be attacked. 
And ~o, for several weeks. Bush lost his W2y. He 
dawdled throu~h a series of meetfogs with the 
Saudi and Isn.eli leaders, issuing ~ous m.te:mcnts 
after each encounter that deepened the bog of con
fusion into which he had sunJc. 

Gone! was the mo.ra1 clarity that had previously 
been granted to him, and with it went the sharp
ness of h;s strategic focus 011 Iraq. Bush had 
months earlier vramcd us that time wa.c; •not on our 
side,t: that Saddam alre~c:ly had a store of chemical 
and biological weapons and that (as confirmed by 
high-1cvel defecto~ from Iraq) he was very close to 
developing nuclear ones .as well. Yet here Bush was 
squandering large amounts ohhar precious time 
on a peripher-.tl issue, and undermining what he 
had been crying to accomplish ever since the post-
9/11 revelation of his mwion as President of the 
Un.ired s t:1tes. 

Perhaps it was all this that accounted for the 
am.:i.:z.ing paucity of media attention to his West 
Point speech. Yet that speech .represented an at
tempt to regain the moral clarity Bush had tem
porarily lost (he even brought ill the phrase it
seJO. while .integrating moral con,iderations more 
organic.illy than before into the strategic impera
tive half-created and half-illuminated by this 
clarity. 

EVEN THOVGH it hardly caused a stir, the speech 
(as we have ~eady seen) succeeded beauti

fully in reaffirming and refining the ideas Bush had 
bccu advancing since September 20, 2001. What 
was e,,cn more important. it succeeded in concen
trating the President's own mind. In the tbTee 
weelcs that elapsed between his West Point address 
and his remarks on the Middle Ease of June 24, 
Bush at l~-c managed to achieve the same moral 
clarity abo11t that region that htd come to him 
abaut tcnorism in general aftu 9/11. 

Thus, having earlier become the first American 
President to endorse publicly the establishment of 
a Pa1esrinian stat£, Bush on.June 24 explained why 
he would not ud could not $tide by this endorse
ment unconditionally: 

Tod3y, Palestinian. authorities are cncotm1ging, 
not opposing terrorism. This is ooacceptable. 
And the United Sta~ will not support the ~ 
tablishmeri.t of a Palestinian state until itS lead
ers engage in a sustained fipt ag.unSt the ter
rorists and dismantle their infnmucture. 
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But accomplishing this required the el~crion of 
"new leaders, leaders not compromised by terror" 
who would embark on building "entirely new po
litical and economic institutions based on democ• 
racy, market ea)nomic.o;, and action against terror-
. " ism. 

It was with these words that Bush brought his 
"vision" (as he kept calling it) of 3 Palestinian st.1te 
that could live in peace alongside Israel into line 
with his overall perspective on the evil of tcn:orjsm. 
And having traveled that far, he went the distance 
by redepositing the Palestinians into the larger 
conten from which Arab prop2ganda had ripped 
them. Since this move w2s something else that 
passed almost unnr)ti<..-ed (though .w.cidencally it-~ 
wh:at Jed me to reject our dependence on Saudi oil 
as an explanation for how and why Bush had tem
porarily lost his way), it is worth dwelling on why 
it w2s so imponant. 

Even before the establishment of Israel in 1948, 
the Muslim counoies of the Middle East had bec11 
fighting against the existence of a sovereign Jewish 
St.'\te-4ny Jewish State-on land they believed 
Allah had reserved for those filithful to his prophet 
Muhammad. Hence hundreds of millions of Arabs 
and other Muslims. in conn-ol of more than two 
dozen countrie$ and vast stretches of territory, had 
ranged themselves against a handful of Jews who 
then numbered well under. three-quarters of a mil
lion' and who lived on a tiny sliver of land the: size 
of New Jersey. But after 1967, by redefining the 
Muslim war against the Jewish state as one merely 
between the Palestinians :and the Israelis, Arab pro
pagandists succeeded ~rillian~ in ttansfo~g Is
rael~ image from David to Goliath, thereby ahenat
ing the old ~}'fflpathy it had enjoyed as an underdog. 

Bush now reversed this rever..al. Not only did he 
reconstruct a uuthful framework by telling the 
Palestinian people that they had been treated for 
d«:aJes ":as pawns in the Middle East conflict." He 
also insisted on being explicit about the nations 
th3t belongeJ in this lnrger picture and about what 
th~ had been up to: 

I've said in the past that nations are either with 
us or against us in the war on terror. To be 
cc)untcd on the side of peace, nations must a~t. 
Every leader acru~ly com~ni~ ~ pcac~ will 
enJ incitement to Vlolenc:e m official media :md 
publicly denounce ~omidJe bombs: Every na
tion acrually coJDlllltted to peace wil~ st0p the 
flow of money, equipment, and recnms tc> ter
rorises groups seelong the d~auctioo of Israel, 
indudfiig H3IDas, Islamic Jihad, and Hizbul
lah. Every nation commined to peace must 

block the shipmem: of Irania11 supplies to these 
groups and oppose rermes that promote ~
ror, like Iraq. And Syna must cho?Se the n~ht 
side in the war on terror by dosmg terrorist 
cllD.lps and expelling tenotist org:aniutions. 

IN THESE highly sjgnifiant remarlcs, then, Bush 
rebuilt rhe right con~t in which to under

sand the Middle East conflict. Simultaneously he 
made a strong SW'C in bringing not the Palestinian 
Authority alone but the entire MusHm world, 
"friends» and enemies alike, into his conception of 
the war against terrorism. 

Most supporters of that war-and espedally 
those among them who were friends of Israd
praised chis speedl. But more than a few pro-Israel 
observers critici2.ed its renewed promise of a (duly 
reformed) Palestinian state as "rewarding terror
ism• or even as reviving the discredited Oslo "peace 
process ... 

To the c:ncnt that these n:sponi.es stemmed lrom 
the view that Bush's expea:ations were unrealistic, 
they could hardly he disregarded. The great Ori
entalist Bt:mard Lewis once quipped that to ask 
Vasir Arafat to give up terrorism was like asking 
Tiger Woods to give up golf.. an ~nalogous criti
cism was now le~led by Dantel Pipe.,; and scvcr.tl 
other commentators at Bush\ demmds both on the 
Palestinian Authority and on all the other despo
tisms in the MiddJe East. Pipes summed up the 
case with his usual incisiveness: 

Palestinian terrorism ha3 caused tcnible 
tragedies, but it is not the heart of tbc problem. 
1errorism, afte.r. alt, is hut a w:tic in tlie service 
of a war aim. That war aim-the destructioo of 
Israel-is the hem of the problem. 

In this short piece, Pipes did not apply the same 
point to the entire Muslim world, though he has 
often done so. Other comn1entators have also rcc
ogni1cd the falsity of all the synipy t:2llt emui.ating 
from that world, in Western languages and for 
Western t:onsumption, about the peace that could 
be reached if only Israel end~J ib "occupation"7 

and agreed to 1:he establishment of a Palestinian 
state. But as is clear from what they say ttl one an
other in Arabic, neither the Palestinians nor their 
Muslim "brothers" have givm up Oll the dream of 

6 Tomy, ~ to immipcioo mcl ~tunl .iD.crease, the Jcwh 
poplJ!adon o(J:snc( iii dose lO ftvf. ml1hnn. 

1 Tb aayune wht> wnnrlm. why '6' quotatJoo nurks uvand mis 
'IIVOrd, I nronrdr ft(O.l)lffltfld rca • Efnim lunh\ ~-opmmg 
aruclc, "What 0\.-cupttioil?,• in die my-~'t 2002 l:oMM'-N
TIIRY. 
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wiping Israel off the real map, just .as they have al
ready done in the map; they dr.1w for the textboolcs 
given to their children. M 

EVEN 1·1:10UGH I am one of these comn1enow 
tors, I am still persuaded that Bush\ remarks 

on the Middle East constituted a great brcakw 
through. "W'haccver happened to the Bush Doc
trine?" asked a critic of this speech. My answer is 
that in addition to the rejection of moral relativism. 
the holding of states responsible fo.r the terrorisu 
they sponsor, and the assertion of II right to pre
emption, it now includes a fourth pillar: n:uncly, the 
a~tion of Israel~ war against te.rrorism into our 
own. All fo1.1r pillars together now coxnprise the 
Bush Doctrine, w.b.i~thanks to th.is newest addi
tion-has become much more coherent than it wa.,; 

hcfo1·e, and conseq~ndy more solidly based. 
This is not to say that the count is yet in on 

whether Bush will walk che walk as well as he has 
talked the talk. For example, shortly after the June 
24 remarks, Bush and Powell were again meeting 
wid1 the Saudis, the Egyptians, and the Jordanians, 
who a.II left feeling "reassured" when they should 
h::we bee.o frighceocd. And there were other !ttch 
episodes as well. 

Yet even if Bush fails to match his deeds fully 
with his words, those words will exert an impaL't all 
by the:mselvcs. In many inst.'U>ce~, Ronald Re-.ag-.u1\ 
actions were not always precisely in harmony with 
his words: sometimes they fell well short of what 
the words promised, 2nd sometimes they even con
flicted with his declaratory policy. But as we have 
discovered from former dissiden~ throughout the 
"evil empire" of cursed memory, those words had a 
power of their own that t=nhanced im.measur.ibly 
the wciJht of the mi.~siles behind them. 

In Afghanistan, Bush's waUc m:ltchcd his superb 
talk, in that he wo,dd settle for nothing less th:m a 
change of regime. Bot that, of counc, was only the 
first step in a very long journey-and one that is 
still f:u- from over even jn Afghanistan. The second 
step will be a change of regime in Iraq-sooner 
rather than later, many of us hope and pray. \.Vhen 
Saddam Hussein goes, the Iranian domino might 
also fall, toppled not by American military force 
but by che internal revolution alTeady brewing 
there :-.gajnst the rule of the mullahs. To tlus revo
lution, Bush (though not h.is own Sute Depart
mentf) has ~riven his blessing. 

The bcst..case scenario is that Bush wilt eventu
ally come to grips with the reality that Afghamsttin 
Uld Iran are far from the only countries in the 
Middle East where "reform" is not enovgh to bring 

about che actions he has called upon all of them to 
take. In other words, as in Afghanistan and Inn, 
changes of regime arc the sine qua non throughout 
the rf:gion. 

Obviously it would be foolish to anticipate an 
overnight conversion to democracy and free mar
kets. But 1 would argue that what might realistical
ly be expected is the creation of conditions that 
would point in that direction, while also clearing a 
path to che long-overdue intcmal reform tmd mod
ernization of Islam. I have asked the q\lestion be
fore• and ~k it again D~ why should Islam alone 
forever be exempt from ~e processes that affected 
Judaism and Chrismnity before ic? 

The regimes that richly deserve to be over
thrown and replaced are not confined to the three 
singJcd-out membcers of the axis of evil. At a mini
mum. the axis should extend to S}Tia and Lebanon 
and Liby2, a.\ well as "fricnds" of America like the 
Saudi royal family ond Egypt's Hosni Mubarak, 
alon.g with the Palestinian Authority, whether 
ht.lded by Ara&t or one of his henchmen. 

There is no deoyi.ng that the alternative to mese 
.regimes could easily tum out to be worse, even (or 
especially) i( it co1ncs into power through democ
ratic: elections. After all, by every measure we pos
sess, vciy large :n\lmbers of people in the Muslim 
world sympathi~e with Osama bfo Laden and 
would vote for radical Islamic candidates of his 
stripe if they were given the chance. 

To dismiss this possibility would be the hejght of 
naivete. Nevertheless, there is a polk-y th2t can 
head it off, provided that the United States has the 
will to fight World War IV-the war against mili
tant JsJam.....:to 11 successful conclu~ion, and provid
ed, too, that we then. have the stomach to impo,e a 
new politka1 culture on the defeated parties. This 
.is what we did directly and uo.apo1ogeticalll_ ia 
c~rmany and Jarn after winning World War II; it 
is what we have indirectly striven with some suc
cess to help achieve ill the former Communist 
countries since winning World War III; and it is 
George W. Bush's ultimate aim. in World War Iv. 

There was a song that became popular in Ameri~ 
during World War II: "We did it before, and we can 
do it atpin." What I am o:ying to S2f to die skepac:s 
and the defeatists of roday is that yes indeed we did 
it before; md yes indeed we can do it again. 

i 11 is to !he tramlatioas cil'QJlatcd by the .MidcUt East Mecli11 ~ 
sean:h wtitote (MEMRI) that .w: owe what ,ire hnc now 1cam.t 
ahnut .bat 1ppcan .in Ar.iblc-lmpae:e ncwlt)apers ancJ tclc:YWon 
broadcua, as wdJ as whit is preached by hlumc derics In thdr 
weekly 11ot:nnorni. An ucbivt: can be £oood on ww,r.mami.org, 
9 In "}Jo,,, a) Wm World War tv." 
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TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Scowcroft and Brzezinski Pieces 

Here is the Scowcroft piece that we could respond to point-by-point without 

mentioning his name. Also attached is a Brzezinski piece, which is worth meeting 

each point of in the prepared testimony. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Scowcroft, Brent, "Don't Attack Saddam," Wall Street Journal, August 15, 2002. 
Brzezinski, Zbigniew, "If We Must Fight ... " Washington Post, August 18, 2002. 
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Wall Street Journal 
August 15, 2002 

Don't Attack Saddam 
SECDEF HAS SEEN 

AUG 19 200l 

By Brent Scowcroft 

Our nation is presently engaged in a debate about whether to launch a war against Iraq. Leaks of various 
strategies for an attack on Iraq appear with regularity. The Bush administration vows regime change, but 
states that no decision has been made whether, much less when, to launch an invasion. 

It is beyond dispute that Saddam Hussein is a menace. He terrorizes and brutalizes his own people. He 
has launched war on two of his neighbors. He devotes enorrnous effort to rebuilding his military forces 
and equipping them with weapons of mass destruction. We will all be better off when he is gone. 

Think Carefully 

That said, we need to think through this issue very carefully. We need to analyze the relationship 
between Iraq and our other pressing priorities -- notably the war on terrorism -- as well as the best 
strategy and tactics available were we to move to change the regime in Baghdad. 

Saddam1s strategic objective appears to be to dominate the Persian Gulf, to control oil from the region, 
or both. 

That clearly poses a real threat to key U.S. interests. But there is scant evidence to tie Saddam to V 
terrorist organizations, and even less to the Sept. 11 attacks. Indeed Saddam1s goals have little in 
common with the terrorists who threaten us, and there is little incentive for him to make common cause v 
with them. 

He is unlikely to risk his investment in weapons of mass destruction, much less his country, by handing V 
such weapons to terrorists who would use them for their own purposes and leave Baghdad as the return 
address. Threatening to use these weapons for blackmail -- much less their actual use -- would open him 
and his entire regime to a devasjating_;:esponse by the U.S. While Saddam is thoroughly evil, he is above 
all a power-hungry survivor. · l/ 

Saddam is a familiar dictatorial aggressor, with traditional goals for his aggression. There is little 
evidence to indicate that the United States itself is an object of his aggression. Rather, Saddam's problem 
with the U.S. appears to be that we stand in the way of his ambitions. He seeks weapons of mass 
destruction not to arm terrorists, but to deter us from intervening to block his aggressive designs. 

Given Saddam's aggressive regional ambitions, as well as his ruthlessness and unpredictability, it may at 
some point be wise to remove him from power. Whether and when that point should come ought to 
depend on overall U.S. national security priorities. Our pre-eminent security priority -- underscored 
repeatedly by the president -- is the war on terrorism. An attack on Iraq at this time would seriously 
jeopardize, if not destroy, the global counterterrorist campaign we have undertaken. 

The United States could certainly defeat the Iraqi military an stroy dam's regime. But it would 
not be a cakewalk. On the contrary, it undoubtedly would very expensiv - with serious 
consequences for the U.S. and global economy -- and coul · e loody. In fact, Saddam would be 
likely to conclude he had nothing left to lose, leading him to un ash whatever weapons of mass 
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destruction he possesses. 

Israel would have to expect to be the first casualty, as in 1991 when Saddam sought to bring Israel into 
the Gulf conflict. This time, using weapons of mass destruction, he might succeed, provoking Israel to 
respond, perhaps with nucJear weapons, unleashing an Armageddon in the Middle East. Finally, ifwe 
are to achieve our strategic objectives in Iraq, a military campaign very likely would have to be followed 
by a large-scale, long-term military occupation. 

But the central point is that any campaign against Iraq, whatever the strategy, cost and risks, is certain to 
divert us for some indefinite period from our war on terrorism. Worse, there is virtual consensus in the 
world against an attack on Iraq at this time. So long as that sentiment persists, it would require t e U.S. 
to pursue a virtual go-it-alone strategy against Iraq, making any military operations correspondingly 
more difficult and expensive. The most serious cost, however, would be to the war on terrorism. ..___,. 
Ignoring that clear sentiment would result in a serious degradation in international cooperation with us 
against terrorism. And make no mistake, we simply cannot win that war without enthusiastic 
international cooperation, especially on intelligence.-

Possibly the most dire consequences would be the effect in the region. The shared view in the region is 
that Iraq is principally an obsession of the U.S. The obsession of the region) however, is the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. If we were seen to be turning our backs on that bitter conflict -- which the 
region, rightly or wrongly, perceives to be clearly within our power to resolve -- in order to go after 
Iraq, there would be an explosion of outrage against us. We would be seen as ignoring a key interest of 
the Muslim world in order to satisfy what is seen to be a narrow American interest. 

Even without Israeli involvement, the results could well destabilize Arab regimes in the region, 
ironically facilitating one of Saddam's strategic objectives. At a minimum, it would stifle any 
cooperation on terrorism, and could even swelJ the ranks of the terrorists. Conversely, the more progress 
we make in the war on terrorism, and the more we are seen to be committed to resolving the 
Israel-Palestinian issue, the greater will be the international support for going after Saddam. 

Ifwe are truly serious about the war on terrorism, it must remain our top priority. However, should 
Saddam Hussein be found to be clearly implicated in the events of Sept. 11, that could make him a key 
counterterrorist target, rather than a competing priority, and significantly shift world opinion toward 
support for regime change. 

No-Notice Inspections 

In any event, we should be pressing the United Nations Security Council to insist on an effective 
no-notice inspection regime for Iraq -- any time, anywhere, no permission required. On this point) senior 
administration officials have opined that Saddam Hussein would never agree to such an inspection 
regime. But ifhe did, inspections would serve to keep him off balance and under close observation, even 
if all his weapons of mass destruction capabilities were not uncovered. And ifhe refused, his rejection 
could provide the persuasive casus belli which many claim we do not now have. Compelling evidence 
that Saddam had acquired nuclear-weapons capability could have a similar effect. 

In sumt ifwe will act in full awareness of the intimate interrelationship of the key issues in the region, 
keeping counterterrorism as our foremost priority, there is much potential for success across the entire 
range of our security interests -- including Iraq. If we reject a comprehensive perspective, however, we 
put at risk our campaign against terrorism as well as stability and security in a vital region of the world. 

Mr. Scowcroft, national security adviser under Presidents Gerald Ford and George H.W. Bush, is 
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If We Must Fight ... 

By Zbigniew Brzezinski 

Page 1 of2 

There is a right and a wrong way for America to wage war. Obviously, if it is attacked, America must 
respond with all its might. The same is true if an ally is attacked. But the issue becomes much more 
complex if a threat, but not an attack, is involved. America must then consider carefully the 
consequences of its actions, both for itself as the world's preeminent power and for the longer-term 
evolution of the international system as a whole. 

The United States may have to go to war to oust Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq because the 
potential nexus between conspiratorial terrorism and the weapons of mass destruction that Hussein is 
said to be producing cannot be blithely ignored. But war is too serious a business and too unpredictable 
in its dynamic consequences -- especially in a highly flammable region -- to be undertaken because of a 
personal peeve, demagogically articulated fears or vague factual assertions. 

If it is to be war, it should be conducted in a manner that legitimizes U.S. global hegemony and, at the 
same time, contributes to a more responsible system of international security. Accordingly, several 
essential steps should be followed: 

(I) The president himself has to make, in a speech addressed to the nation, a careful, reasoned case, 
without sloganeering, on the specifics of the threat. Detailed evidence needs to be presented that the 
threat is both grave and imminent. An explanation is also needed as to why one member of 11the axis of 
evil" is seen as more menacing than the others. The president's case should also serve as the basis for 
serious and searching consultations with Congress and with key ames as well as other interested states. 

(2) Iraq's defiance of the international community is the central issue the world should be concerned 
about. Hence the focus of the U.S. concern must be on weapons of mass destruction that Iraq may be 
surreptitiously seeking to produce in contravention ofU.N. resolutions, and not on Saddam Hussein 
personalJy. Moreover, insofar as Iraqi weapons of mass destruction are concerned, a persuasive case also 
needs to be made as to why, in the U.S. view, deterrence no longer suffices. The frequently cited but 
essentially demagogic formula that Hussein used weapons of mass destruction (specifically gas) against 
his own people ignores the fact that he did not use such weapons in 1991 against either U.S. troops or 
Israel, both of which had the capacity to retaliate and thus to deter. 

(3) The United States should itself take the lead in formulating detailed plans for a genuinely intrusive 
and comprehensive inspection regime, one that would define the rules of the game for Iraq's compliance 
with the will of the international community. America's European allies would find it difficult not to go 
along with that approach, while Iraq's recalcitrance -- either by an outright refusal or by subsequent 
efforts to sabotage the inspection process -- would then provide a highly legitimate casus belli for 
military action. 

( 4) As the United States positions itself for war, it must become more active in pacifying the Israeli
Palestinian conflict by pressuring both sides. The current standoff between Ariel Sharon and Vasser 
Arafat has undone much of the progress achieved after Oslo by both Yitzhak Rabin and Arafat, while 
inflicting massive suffering on the Israeli and Palestinian people. In the absence of any serious effort by 
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the Bush administration to push the Israelis and Palestinians toward peace, there is a high risk that a U.S. 
assault on Iraq will be perceived in the region (and probably also in Europe) as pan of an American
Israeli effort to impose a new order on the Middle East without regard for either Iraqi or Palestinian 
civilian casualties. 

(5) The United States should soon begin discussions with its allies as well as other concerned powers, 
including its Arab friends, regarding possible postwar arrangements for Iraq, including a prolonged 
collective security presence and plans for international financing of the social rehabilitation of the 
country. Doing so would also reinforce the credibility of the U.S. determination to use force in the event 
that a nonviolent resolution of the issue proves to be impossible. 

It fo1Jows from the above that there is also a wrong way for America to initiate a war. That can be stated 
very briefly: 

( 1) The initiation of a war should not be decided in camera by the president alone with just a few of his 
own appointees, without regard for either American or global public opinion. 

(2) Pub1ic support should not be generated by fear-mongering or demagogy, with some of it encouraged 
by parties with a strategic interest in fostering American-Arab hostility. Particularly disturbing in that 
regard has been the news report that some members of the Pentagon's Defense Policy Board have been 
pushing, in addition to war with Iraq, a confrontation in U.S.-Saudi Arabian relations. 

(3) War should not start with a bolt from the blue but be the consequence of demonstrated Iraqi 
unwillingness to accept international rules. A sudden launching of war could prompt many in the world 
to justify any subsequent Iraqi retaliation against America or Israel, even with a weapon of mass 
destruction) while setting a dangerous example for the world of an essentially Darwinian international 
system characterized by sudden, preemptive attacks. 

War should be waged with meticulous attention paid to minimizing civilian casualties, especially given 
the widespread view abroad that U.S.-sponsored sanctions have already badly and unfairly hurt the Iraqi 
population. 

UJtimately what is at stake is something far greater than Iraq: It is the character of the international 
system and the role in it of what is, by far, the most powerful state. Neither the White House nor the 
American people should ignore the fact that America's enemies will) whatever happens, do everything 
possible to present the United States as a global gangster. Yet without a respected and legitimate law
enforcer, global security could be in serious jeopardy. America must thus walk a fine line in determining 
when, in what circumstances and how it acts as such in initiating the use of force. 

The writer was national security adviser to President Carter. 
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TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '"' 

SUBJECT: Ruth Wedgwood Piece 

Here is an exce11ent piece by Ruth Wedgwood. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Wedgwood, Ruth, "World Criminal Court a Slippery Slope for US," Boston Globe, August 10, 

2002. 
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THIS STORY HAS BEEN FORMATTED FOR EASY PRINTING 

World criminal court a slippery slope for US 

_By Ruth Wedgwood, 8/10/2002 

THIS HAS BEEN a season of friction with our European allies. In the debut 
of the international criminal court and in the post-Sept. 11 debate over 
Guantanamo detainees, a number of continental companions-in-arms have 
doubted our good faith, hissing with a post-Cold War pique. It's easy to tell 
when you're no longer wanted, in an age of folded nuclear umbrellas. 

Some domestic observers of the Bush administration have shown the same 
disdain. As case in point, one may cite the views of Abner Mikva and 
Anthony Lake, recently expressed in these pages. Judge Mikva seived with 
distinction as President Clinton's White House counsel. Lake was national 
security adviser. 

But Washington's commitment to a robust war against terrorism and worries 
about a roving international court are not an abandorunent of "our most basic 
national ideals." White House mugwumpery is plausibly explained by a 
grounded concern about US national security interests. 

First, consider the International Criminal Court. Mikva and Lake argue that 
we are "defaulting on our basic beliefs" in opposing the use of a criminal 
sledgehammer to audit the actions of American so1diers and political 
leaders. 

It was sensible policy to propose special-purpose United Nations tribunals 
to punish the perpetrators of genocide in Rwanda and the former 
Yugoslavia. 

Since the mid-1990s, both courts have worked overtime to craft a common 
international procedure and present proof against the mountebanks who 
organized those massacres. 

The trial ofSJobodan Milosevic is underway in The Hague. But the design 
of a court for all times and places is a far more intricate task. Many areas of 
the law of anned conflict are unsettled and remain the center of debate on 
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the appropriate mixture of efficacy and restraint. 

It is dangerous to abandon our effectiveness in battle out of risk-averse 
lawyering. Of course we should always be shocked at the violence of war. 
But armed force will sometimes be needed to protect our vital interests and 
shared moral standards against determined spoilers. 

Belgrade's use of brickbats in the Kosovo campaign shows how a 
misappropriation of the law of war can be used as a weapon by a shameless 
adversary. At the outset of the NA TO campaign to stop Belgrade's "ethnic 
cleansing,'1 Milosevic ran to the 50-year-old International Court of Justice 
in The Hague, filing a civil suit to charge that the full range of NATO's 
tactics were illegal. 

The United States escaped on jurisdictional grounds, but a11ies are still in 
the dock. 

The International Criminal Court would raise the stakes yet further, 
permitting adversaries to fling criminal charges against individual members 
of the military, demanding criminaJ investigations as a way of changing the 
subject. 

The abstract norms of the law of war sound clear enough. No deliberate 
attacks on civilians, and no disproportionate harm to civilians in the pursuit 
of a military objective. But there is disagreement on what is a civilian 
object, and what is undue hann. Standard tactics of our military missions 
have been hotly disputed by nongovernmental organizations. 

To disable Milosevic's tanks and armored personnel carriers, we attempted 
to cut off Serbia's fuel supplies. To shut down antiaircraft radar, we 
disabled Kosovo's electrical grid. To keep the nationalist leader from 
maintaining tactical flexibility in deployment, we bombed the bridges over 
the Danube. 

Each of these posed hardships for Serb civilians. But the war aim was to 
keep hundreds of thousands of Kosovar Albanians alive and to protect them 
from losing their lives and homes in Slobo's irrational spasm of ethnic 
cleansing after Rarnbouillet. 

The touted treaty safeguard of "complementarity" says that the international 
criminal court will step in only if the United States is "unwilling or unable 
genuinely" to carry out an investigation and prosecution at home. 

But that is no safeguard in the disputed areas of military doctrine. By 
definition, we will not prosecute a pilot or a commander for employing 
tactics that we believe are lawful. 
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The open desire to "progressively develop the law means that International 
Criminal Court judges will be urged to measure American military actions 
against standards that we have not accepted." 

Indeed, consent has been abandoned even for jurisdiction. The recent debate 
over peacekeeping was ignited, ironically enough, by Europe's desire to 
have the court become a roving substitute for the United Nations Security 
Council, targeting the citizens of countries whose governments have rejected 
the treaty. 

This third-party power grab, though cloaked in sheep's clothing, is the cause 
of Washington's attempt to make plain that we are serious in disputing the 
pretensio~s of a court too big for its treaty-britches. 

There are methods of renewing American cooperation with our allies 
against the world's brutal dictators. The ICC prosecutor, once appointed, 
should make clear the priority of using the court to quell massacres, for 
swearing the temptation to use it as a substitute for NA TO headquarters. The 
treaty parties could put forward one or more military lawyers as judges for 
the new bench, to make clear that the court's deliberations will include some 
understanding of the fog of war. 

But the United States had every right to make clear that it would not join a 
court or treaty that even President Clinton thought was not ready for 
ratification. Manichean melodrama doesn't change that fact. 

The second issue is the detention of fighters captured in Afghanistan as 
"unlawful combatants." Victory in war requires that one vanquish the 
adversary's soldiers. Once they are captured, there is a lawful right to detain 
them as combatants until active hostilities are over. This is a familiar 
prerogative under the Third Geneva Convention of 1949 and customary law 
as well. 

Combatants are not detained as criminals, but rather to keep them from 
returning to the fight. It is a simple misapprehension to suppose that every 
person detained at Guantanamo as a combatant has to be put on trial for war 
crimes or else released. 

Deciding that Al Qaeda and the Taliban do not qualify as a lawful fighting 
force is a profound question appropriately remitted to the highest level of 
responsibility. 

The president's legal and factual finding was recently affirmed by Federal 
District Judge Tim Ellis III, in the pretrial motions surrounding the John 
Walker Lindh case. 
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Contrary to the belief of Lake and Mikva, the term "unlawful combatant" is a 
familiar tenn, stemming from the Supreme Court's decisions in World War 
II, with roots in the earlier Brussels, Hague, and Geneva treaty conferences. 

Over time, we may need to have some procedure for review of the status of 
Guantanamo detainees. These combatants can't be "demobilized" in the way 
of conventional wars. Many were embarked on jihad and do not follow 
earthly authority. But one can reexamine periodically whether their attitude 
has changed and consider any reasons why they may no longer be a threat. 

Our commiunent to humane values must remain absolute, even in fighting the 
nation's wars. But this is not the same as naivete. Officials of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross have talked openly of the need to 
adapt the law of arn1ed conflict to a new set of problems. We face a new 
kind of terrorist network with a taste for weapons of mass destruction, and 
must work hard to create fair standards in countering the threat. 

But a dismal dyspepsia and moral hauteur are not always helpful in meeting 
the intellectual challenge of a new kind of war. 

Ruth Wedgwood, a professor of law at Yale and Johns Hopkins 
universities, is a member of the secretary of state's advisory committee on 
international law. 

This story ran on page A 15 of the Boston Globe on 8/10/2002. 
~ Copyright 2002 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'DA 
SUBJECT: Ruth Wedgwood 

What about putting Ruth Wedgwood on the Defense Policy Board? She is 

certainly good. 

Thanks. 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Ruth Wedgwood Piece 

Vvhat about sending this Ruth Wedgwood piece from me to all the defense 

ministers I ever deal with-or maybe all of them in the world, within reason? 

· Thanks. 

Attach. 
Wedgwood, Ruth, .. World Criminal Court a Slippery Slope for US," Boston Globe, August IO, 

2002. 
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THIS STORY HAS BEEN FORMA TTEO FOR EASY PRINTING 

World criminal court a slippery slope for US 

.BY Ruth Wedgwood, 8/10/2002 

THIS HAS BEEN a season of friction with our European allies. In the debut 
of the international criminal court and in the post-Sept. 11 debate over 
Guantanamo detainees, a nwnber of continental companions-in-arms have 
doubted our good faith, hissing with a post-Cold War pique. It's easy to tell 
when you're no longer wanted, in an age of folded nuclear umbrellas. 

Some domestic observers of the Bush administration have shown the same 
disdain. As case in point, one may cite the views of Abner Mikva and 
Anthony Lake, recently expressed in these pages. Judge Mikva served with 
distinction as President Clinton's White House counsel. Lake was national 
security adviser. 

But Washington's commitment to a robust war against terrorism and worries 
about a roving international court are not an abandonment of "our most basic 
national ideals.11 White House mugwumpery is plausibly explained by a 
grounded concern about US national security interests. 

First, consider the International Criminal Court. Mikva and Lake argue that 
we are "defaulting on our basic beliefs" in opposing the use of a criminal 
sledgehammer to audit the actions of American soldiers and political 
leaders. 

It was sensible policy to propose special-purpose United Nations tribunals 
to punish the perpetrators of genocide in Rwanda and the former 
Yugoslavia. 

Since the mid- l 990s, both courts have worked overtime to craft a common 
international procedure and present proof against the mountebanks who 
organized those massacres. 

The trial of Slobodan Milosevic is underway in The Hague. But the design 
of a court for all times and places is a far more intricate task. Many areas of 
the law of anned conflict are unsettled and remain the center of debate on 
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the appropriate mixture of efficacy and restraint. 

It is dangerous to abandon our effectiveness in battle out of risk-averse 
lawyering. Of course we should always be shocked at the violence of war. 
But anned force will sometimes be needed to protect our vital interests and 
shared moral standards against detennined spoilers. 

Belgrade's use of brickbats in the Kosovo campaign shows how a 
misappropriation of the Jaw of war can be used as a weapon by a shameless 
adversary. At the outset of the NATO campaign to stop Belgrade's "ethnic 
cJeansing," Milosevic ran to the 50-year-old International Court of Justice 
in The Hague, filing a civil suit to charge that the full range of NATO's 
tactics were illegal. 

The United States escaped on jurisdictional grounds, but a11ies are still in 
the dock. 

The International Criminal Court would raise the stakes yet further, 
permitting adversaries to fling criminal charges against individual members 
of the military, demanding criminal investigations as a way of changing the 
subject. 

The abstract nonns of the Jaw of war sound clear enough. No deliberate 
attacks on civilians, and no disproportionate harm to civilians in the pursuit 
of a military objective. But there is disagreement on what is a civilian 
object, and what is undue harm. Standard tactics of our military missions 
have been hotly disputed by nongovernmental organizations. 

To disable Milosevic1s tanks and armored personnel carriers, we attempted 
to cut off Serbia's fuel supplies. To shut down antiaircraft radar, we 
disabled Kosovo's electrical grid. To keep the nationalist leader from 
maintaining tactical flexibility in deployment, we bombed the bridges over 
the Danube. 

Each of these posed hardships for Serb civilians. But the war aim was to 
keep hundreds of thousands of Kosovar Albanians alive and to protect them 
from losing their Jives and homes in Slobo1s irrational spasm of ethnic 
cleansing after Rambouillet. 

The touted treaty safeguard of"complementarity0 says that the international 
criminal court will step in only if the United States is "unwilling or unable 
genuinely" to carry out an investigation and prosecution at home. 

But that is no safeguard in the disputed areas of military doctrine. By 
definition, we will not prosecute a pilot or a commander for employing 
tactics that we believe are lawful. 
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The open desire to "progressively develop the law means that International 
Criminal Court judges will be urged to measure American military actions 
against standards that we have not accepted." 

Indeed, consent has been abandoned even for jurisdiction. The recent debate 
over peacekeeping was ignited, ironically enough, by Europe's desire to 
have the court become a roving substitute for the United Nations Security 
Council, targeting the citizens of countries whose governments have rejected 
the treaty. 

This third-party power grab, though cloaked in sheep's clothing, is the cause 
of Washington's attempt to make plain that we are serious in disputing the 
pretensio!ls of a court too big for its treaty-britches. 

There are methods of renewing American cooperation with our allies 
against the world's brutal dictators. The ICC prosecutor, once appointed, 
should make clear the priority of using the court to quell massacres, for 
swearing the temptation to use it as a substitute for NA TO headquarters. The 
treaty parties could put forward one or more military lawyers as judges for 
the new bench, to make clear that the court's deliberations wilJ include some 
understanding of the fog of war. 

But the United States had every right to make clear that it would not join a 
court or treaty that even President Clinton thought was not ready for 
ratification. Manichean melodrama doesn't change that fact. 

The second issue is the detention of fighters captured in Afghanistan as 
"unlawful combatants." Victory in war requires that one vanquish the 
adversary's soldiers. Once they are captured, there is a lawful right to detain 
them as combatants until active hostilities are over. This is a familiar 
prerogative under the Third Geneva Convention of 1949 and customary law 
as well. 

Combatants are not detained as criminals, but rather to keep them from 
returning to the fight. It is a simple misapprehension to suppose that every 
person detained at Guantanamo as a combatant has to be put on trial for war 
crimes or else released. 

Deciding that Al Qaeda and the Taliban do not qualify as a lawful fighting 
force is a profound question appropriately remitted to the highest level of 
responsibility. 

The president's legal and factual finding was recently affirmed by Federal 
District Judge Tim Ellis III, in the pretrial motions surrounding the John 
Walker Lindh case. 
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Contrary to the belief of Lake and Mikva, the term "unlawful combatant" is a 
familiar term, stemming from the Supreme Court's decisions in World War 
11, with roots in the earlier Brussels, Hague, and Geneva treaty conferences. 

Over time, we may need to have some procedure for review of the status of 
Guantanamo detainees. These combatants can't be "demobilized" in the way 
of conventional wars. Many were embarked on jihad and do not follow 
earthly authority. But one can reexamine periodically whether their attitude 
has changed and consider any reasons why they may no longer be a threat. 

Our commitment to humane values must remain absolute, even in fighting the 
nation's wars. But this is not the same as naivete. Officials of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross have talked openly of the need to 
adapt the law of armed conflict to a new set of problems. We face a new 
kind of terrorist network with a taste for weapons of mass destruction, and 
must work hard to create fair standards in countering the threat. 

But a dismal dyspepsia and moral hauteur are not always helpful in meeting 
the intel1ectual challenge of a new kind of war. 

Ruth Wedgwood, a professor oflaw at Yale and Johns Hopkins 
universities, is a member of the secretary of state's advisory comrninee on 
international law. 

This story ran on page A 15 of the Boston Globe on 8/10/2002. 
IC) Copyright 2002 Globe Newspaper Company. 
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August 19, 2002 11:27 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1J\ 
SUBJECT: Pre-emption 

You may want to Jook up and see what Sir Thomas More said about pre-emption. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-19 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by ________ _ 

U00554 /03 
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Snowflake 

August 19, 2002 2:42 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

CC: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld v" 
SUBJECT: Threats 

To those who say, "Let sanctions work," on Saddam Hussein, the answer is they 

haven't worked. To those who say, "Use diplomacy," the answer is there are 

times when diplomacy doesn't work. Diplomacy was tried on Hitler and it failed, 

with millions dead as a result. 

Some threats are transnational. Weapons of mass destruction are one example. 

Some countries have said and done things that indicate their intent. Iraq is one. 

The U.S. goal was to have weapons of mass destruction gone from Iraq. They are 

still there. 

U1timately, we will all be judged by our actions and whether or not we did what 

was necessary to deal with that danger. 

DHR:dh 
081902,22 
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August 19, 2002 4:39 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Draft Testimony 

It is time to get a draft of possible testimony for Congressional hearings on Iraq 

for mid-September. 

Get the right people working on it. Take the Scowcroft, Hagel, Brzezinski, and 

Lugar arguments-cluster them and develop responses, use historical references 

where appropriate. We ought to be very generous in our comments about the 

arguments against. Some have validity. For example, there are risks-if the 

President decides to do it, the U.S. could get bogged down. There are risks that it 

wilJ cost money. There are risks that it will take a long time after regime change. 

There are risks that a post-Saddam regime may not be perfect. 

Many of the arguments have some truth, but there are also risks in delay-the 

risks of not acting. Eag]eburger's argument is that "eventually we will have to 

deal with Iraq," but he is "not convinced we need to right now." That argument 

needs to be addressed frontally. What would it take to convince him? And if not 

now, when-when is the regime stronger, today, or as he builds his forces with 

each passing day? 

Using questions is a good technique. Eag1eburger says we don't have our a11ies on 

our side. We11, Churchil1 didn't have his a1lies on his side, either, in the pre-World 

War II period. But he was right and those opposing him were wrong. That others 

U00556 /03 
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may not be onboard doesn't make it wrong. There is a pattern of countries being 

wrong. 

Eagleburger says "I see no indication that it has really been thought through." To 

those who say that, it seems to me the answer to them is, "What would you like-a 

complete explanation as to every aspect, so that Saddam Hussein has it all before 

him?'' 

The argument is we must explain it to the American people. That is fair enough. 

We should explain what can be explained, but laying out war plans and making 

predictions that aren't knowable would not be wise. 

Congressional committees right now are trying to connect the dots from pre-9/11. 

If the U.S. fails to act, can you imagine the committees that will be trying to 

connect the dots as to why we failed to act and gave Saddam Hussein the time he 

needed to use his weapons. 

When Franklin Delano Roosevelt started to try to move the country, the country 

was against him and yet he provided leadership for the U.S. to help the UK. 

Should he have waited until everyone agreed? 

NOTE: Please try to figure out a good analogy like the Hgarden hose: analogy for 

lend lease that Roosevelt used. There must be a good one. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 0 ....... 1_/_o_&+-/_o_v __ _ 
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VIA FACSIMILE 
!(b)(6) 

TO: Honorable Henry Kissinger 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetd/,J i,/' 

SUBJECT: Meet the Press / 

August 19, 2002 2:13 PM 

Joyce and I watched you on "Meet the Press." You did well, and I appreciate you 

doing it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902·25 

U00557 /03 
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August 17, 2002 2:22 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y\\ 
SUBJECT: Iraq Testimony 

Here is Brent Scowcroft's op-ed piece against the war. I think you ought to look 

at comments Senator Hagel, Brent Scowcroft and Congressman Armey have made 

and address those issues when we fashion testimony, without mentioning them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Scowcroft, Brent, "Don't Attack Saddam," Wall Street Journal, August 15, 2002 

OHR:dh 
081702-1 l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ ____;0;........:..1+-/..;;...o...;.,..~-+,.....,J'-. £-_· __ 
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• Don't Attack Saddam 
• 

Wall Street Journal 
August 15, 2002 

Don't Attack Saddam 

By Brent Scowcroft 

Page 1 of 2 

Our nation is presently engaged in a debate about whether to launch a war against Iraq. Leaks of various 
strategies for an attack on Iraq appear with regularity. The Bush administration vows regime change, but 
states that no decision has been made whether, much less when, to launch an invasion. 

It is beyond dispute that Saddam Hussein is a menace. He terrorizes and brutalizes his own people. He 
has launched war on two of his neighbors. He devotes enormous effort to rebuilding his military forces 
and equipping them with weapons of mass destruction. We will all be better off when he is gone. 

Think Carefully 

That said, we need to think through this issue very carefully. We need to analyze the relationship 
between Iraq and our other pressing priorities -- notably the war on terrorism -- as well as the best 
strategy and tactics available were we to move to change the regime in Baghdad. 

Saddam's strategic objective appears to be to dominate the Persian Gulf, to control oil from the region, 
or both. 

That clearly poses a real threat to key U.S. interests. But there is scant evidence to tie Saddam to terrorist 
organizations, and even less to the Sept. 11 attacks. Indeed Saddam's goals have little in conunon with 
the terrorists who threaten us, and there is little incentive for him to make common cause with them. 

He is unlikely to risk his investment in weapons of mass destruction, much less his country, by handing 
such weapons to terrorists who would use them for their own purposes and leave Baghdad as the return 
address. Threatening to use these weapons for blackmail -- much less their actual use -- would open him 
and his entire regime to a devastating response by the U.S. While Saddam is thoroughly evil, he is above 
all a power-hungry survivor. 

Saddam is a familiar dictatorial aggressor, with traditional goals for his aggression. There is little 
evidence to indicate that the United States itself is an object of his aggression. Rather, Saddam's problem 
with the U.S. appears to be that we stand in the way of his ambitions. He seeks weapons of mass 
destruction not to arm terrorists, but to deter us from intervening to block his aggressive designs. 

Given Saddam's aggressive regional ambitions, as well as his ruthlessness and unpredictability, it may at 
some point be wise to remove him from power. Whether and when that point should come ought to 
depend on overall U.S. national security priorities. Our pre-eminent security priority -- underscored 
repeatedly by the president -- is the war on terrorism. An attack on Iraq at this time would seriously 
jeopardize, if not destroy, the global counterterrorist campaign we have undertaken. 

The United States could certainly defeat the Iraqi military and destroy Saddam's regime. But it would 
not be a cakewalk. On the contrary, it undoubtedly would be very expensive -- with serious 
consequences for the U.S. and global economy -- and could as well be bloody. In fact, Saddam would be 
likely to conclude he had nothing left to lose, leading him to unleash whatever weapons of mass 
destruction he possesses. 

11-L-0559/0SD/624 7 
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Israel would have to expect to be the first casualty, as in 1991 when Saddam sought to bring Israel into 
the Gulf conflict. This time, using weapons of mass destruction, he might succeed, provoking Israel to 
respond, perhaps with nuclear weapons, unleashing an Armageddon in the Middle East. Finally, ifwe 
are to achieve our strategic objectives in Iraq, a military campaign very likely would have to be followed 
by a large-scale, long-term military occupation. 

But the central point is that any campaign against Iraq, whatever the strategy, cost and risks, is certain to 
divert us for some indefinite period from our war on terrorism. Worse, there is a virtual consensus in the 
world against an attack on Iraq at this time. So long as that sentiment persists, it would require the U.S. 
to pursue a virtual go-it-alone strategy against Iraq, making any military operations correspondingly 
more difficult and expensive. The most serious cost, however, would be to the war on terrorism. 
Ignoring that clear sentiment would result in a serious degradation in international cooperation with us 
against terrorism. And make no mistake, we simply cannot win that war without enthusiastic 
international cooperation, especially on intelligence. 

Possibly the most dire consequences would be the effect in the region. The shared view in the region is 
that Iraq is principally an obsession of the U.S. The obsession of the region, however, is the Israeli
Palestinian conflict. If we were seen to be turning our backs on that bitter conflict -- which the region, 
rightly or wrong]y, perceives to be clearly within our power to resolve -- in order to go after Iraq, there 
wou]d be an explosion of outrage against us. We would be seen as ignoring a key interest of the Muslim 
world in order to satisfy what is seen to be a narrow American interest. 

Even without IsraeJi involvement, the results could weU destabilize Arab regimes in the region, 
ironically facilitating one of Saddam's strategic objectives. At a minimum, it would stifle any 
cooperation on terrorism, and could even swell the ranks of the terrorists. Conversely, the more progress 
we make in the war on terrorism, and the more we are seen to be committed to resolving the Israel
Palestinian issue, the greater will be the international support for going after Saddam. 

If we are truly serious about the war on terrorism, it must remain our top priority. However, should 
Saddam Hussein be found to be clearly implicated in the events of Sept. 11, that could make him a key 
counterterrorist target, rather than a competing priority, and significantly shift world opinion toward 
support for regime change. 

No-Notice Inspections 

In any event, we should be pressing the United Nations Security Council to insist on an effective no
notice inspection regime for Iraq -- any time, anywhere, no permission required. On this point, senior 
administration officials have opined that Saddam Hussein would never agree to such an inspection 
regime. But ifhe did, inspections would serve to keep him offbalance and under close observation, even 
if all his weapons of mass destruction capabilities were not uncovered. And if he refused, his rejection 
could provide the persuasive casus beUi which many claim we do not now have. Compelling evidence 
that Saddam had acquired nuclear-weapons capability could have a similar effect. 

In sum, if we will act in full awareness of the intimate interrelationship of the key issues in the region, 
keeping counterterrorism as our foremost priority, there is much potential for success across the entire 
range of our security interests -- including Iraq. If we reject a comprehensive perspective, however, we 
put at risk our campaign against terrorism as well as stability and security in a vital region of the world. 

Mr. Scowcroft, national security adviser under Presidents Gerald Ford and George H.W. Bush, is 
founder and president of the Forum for International Policy. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 7, 

August 19, 2002 2:04 PM 

SUBJECT: 28 April 2003 Laird Youth Leadership Day Conference 

Here is this note from Mel Laird. I told Mel I thought it was about an 80 percent 

chance I could try to do it. He is going to go ahead and list me in the program. 

Please put it down on the calendar. We will have to let him know as early as 

possible if it looks like I cannot. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/0S/02 Laird ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
081902·28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ ---_____ _ 
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AUG. ~. 2002 12: 48~M MtLVlN LAIKU KtAUtK~ Ulbt~I 
MELVIN R LAIRD 

Suite 212 
1730 Rhode bland Avenue, N.W. 

Washingwn, D.C. Z0036-3120 

August S, 2002 

NU. Ltl I r. L 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
AUG 19 200Z 

(Via FAX - Confirming copy to follow with sample prop-ams ud background 
information) 

Dear Rummy: 

Your participation as Keynote Speaker for the Nineteenth Laird Youth Leadership Day 
Conference being held Monday, April 28, 2003, on the campus of the University ofWiseonsin
Stevens Po~ will be greatly appreciated. As pointed out to you in our conversation this past 
Friday, your contribution will be tremendous. The theme of this year's conference is "Proud to 
I,~ an Ameman." 

Your appearance as Secretary of Defense with these outstandmg high school students, will 
receive a great deal of attention. It was over thirty years ago that I outlined my plan to change 
the Selective Service System by instituting the lottery. ending the dr~ and establishing the All
Volunteer Service at a Laird Day on this very campus. All of these personnel goals WCR: 
accomplished during my over four years at DoD. There will be a portion of this "Proud to Han 
~rican" program reporting on the success of the All-Volunteer Service. As its so-called 
''rather". I am, of course, prejudice. My respect and admiration for the wonderful people in the 
Department of Defense, the Services, and independent agencies is well knovm, even before 
taking over as Secretary of Defense from my nine-terms on the House Defeo.sc Appropriations 
Committee. 

urird Youth Leadership Day oriainated almost SO years ago. During my service in the Congress, 
the Laird Youth Leadership Foundation sponsored these leadership conferences and multiple 
college scholarships. The program was continued while serving as Seem.my of Defense for over 
four years, Counsellor at the White House and now with my service at the Reader's Digest. This 
youth program 'W8.S initiated to brin& together reeop.ized federal, state, and local experts at each 
conkrcncc for discussion with two junior and two senior students elected from each of the high 
schools located in my Congressional District. These student delegates report t.o their student 
bodies, service clubs and other organi7Jltions following this conference. Beause of the 
unanimous positive R:sponse to the experience gained from all conference participants, this 
biennial event bas been continued through the years. 

Recent con.krcnccs have expanded the base of students to include hi&h schools from all over 
central and north.em Wisconsin, which coincides with the major drawing area for the 
University's enrollment. In addition, the Laud Youth Leadership Foundation bas aranted over 
360 college scholarsmps to outstanding high school students. This program bas been financed 
by me through my personal contn'butions and with honorariums received over the years. 

Enclosed are some of the previous programs to give you an idea of the events of the day. Last 
year former Govemor Lee Dreyfus was honored by the University and did a magnffi.cent job as 
keynote speaker. Every Secretary of the Department of HEW/HHS, incluclin& Donna Sbalala, 
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The HonorabJe Donald Rumsfeld 
Auemt S. 2002 

John Gardner, Tommy Thompson. W'tlbur Cohen and Elliot Richardson, bas keynoted tms 
con:fi:reacc. Otha distinguished Americans such as Former President Gerald Ford, Henry 
!Gssmgcr, Larry Eagleburgcr, Jolm Deutch, Elizabeth Dole. Shirley Hufstedler and Lamar 
Alexander, have also been among our keynoters. My Democratic friends, all the way from 
Congressman Dave Obey, ranking member of House Appropriations, 1D WJSCOnsin's Attorney 
General Jim Doyle, continue to ~ resource leaders on an almost regular basis. 

Along 'With you as noon keynote speaker, we will present in separate smaller workshop sessions 
during the morning and afternoon, seven or eight nationally-known discussion leaders who will 
exchange views with the students on vital issues cballengina our '08lion and the world. AJ. each 
of these conferences, the keynote speaker is the hmcheon speaker. My sue,C!tion would be for 
you to make a 20 to 25-minute presentation to the well over 400-elected student delegates 1tom 
these over 100 high schools. Each school will also ha~ present one mculty adviser. A short 
informal question and answer session with the students could follow your talk, if you so desire. 

Thank you, Rummy, for your enthusiasm over this invnation. It is good to spend time with these 
young high school studm1s from time to time. They ~ our future as well m the future for the 
.AJl·Vohmteer Service. 

Wrth best wishes and kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
l 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-1000 

~~ 

En.closures: Several Laird Youth Leadership Programs 
Laird Center .Dedication Brochure, Bend, Marb 

P.S.: The Stevens Point airport will take jet aircraft service and is within five minutes of the 
luncheon program you will keynotB at the University of W'J.SCOnsilL You may combine this trip 
with an Illinois appearance or an appearance on the West Coast You would be present for the 
luncheon and at leu a twenty-minute presentation at the luncheon. In all you can count on not 
much more than an hour and a half out of your busy Monday travel schedule. I reaJ.iie you will 
be combining this appearance with a busy travel schedule, btt it does not bmt to spend some 
time in America•s Heart Land. 
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AUG. ~. 2002 12: 48PM MELVlN LAIRD READ~RS DlGtSI NU. Lij l r. l 

FAX 
Date 8/5i02 

TO: The Hon. Donald 
Rumsfeld 
(b)(6) 

Phone (b)(6) 

Fax Phone 

I CC: 

I Number of pages Including cover sheet 

FROM: 

Phone 

Fax Phone 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

3 

I REMARKS: D Urgent CB:! For your ,aview D Reply ASAP D Please Comment 

Dear!(b)(6) 

Attached is the letter we spoke about on the telephone. As you suggested, I wtll send the 
original letter along with the sample programs and background Information via Federal Express. 

Thanks for your heJp. 

~ 
Kathy Weaver 

Executive Assistant to Melvin R. Laird 
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Snowflake 

August 19, 2002 2:29 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d 

SUBJECT: NATO 

I think we ought to keep trying to find opportunities to mention my connection to 

NATO as a former Ambassador and our support for NATO. We are getting 

pounded in Europe. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-32 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 
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August 19, 2002 3:24 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l1f'-

I think we ought to find ways to connect here in Washington with the NATO 

countries that are helpful to us. I ought to see the key people from those countries 

if you, Paul or the Chairman are meeting with key officials here in the Pentagon. 

Even a quick drop by ~an make a difference. 

Possibly we ought to get a group of them in for lunch sometime or give them a 

briefing, for example give the WMD briefing to the ambassadors here. 

Thanks. ,. 

OHR:dh 
081902-33 
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Please respond by __ O_j~/ ....:....13..;;......L.../ D_iv_· __ 
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Snowflake 

August 19, 2002 3:34 PM 

TO: l<b)(6) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: E-mail to l\ewt Gingrich 

You suggested learning the lessons of Chechnya. It is a good idea, but rather than 

bri11gi11gfolks here I think we may have some U.S. officers from the Foreign 

Military Studies Office or the Cell/er for Army Lessons Learned go lo Russia to 

meet with them. 

Regards. 

l>IIH.:Jh 
081902·34 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -______ _ 
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August 19, 2002 3:36 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1){\ 

SUBJECT: C-130s 

Please get on top of this C-130 matter, coordinate it and get it pushed the right 

way. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/16/02 USD(C) memo to SecDefre: C-130 sales 
Undated USD(AT&L) memo to SecDefre: C-130 sales 

DHR:dh 
081902-35 
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Please respond by __ D____.1-t-' 2._._o ..... {_0_'L __ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

Pete AJdripge 
Oov l\i ~\c.\i\.e.;VV'I 

Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: C· 130 Sales 

July 26, 2002 2:59 PM 

Colin Powell's response to my memo on C-130 sales is attached. Please tell me 

what'I ought to think about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07 /25/02 SecStatc ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
072602·12 
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Please respond by __ o;;....,)f;;;_.;_/ _o....;.~..;../_o_~_· __ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·11$EcoEf ttASSEEN 

COMPTROLLER 

INFO MEMO AUG 19 2001 
August 16, 2002, 11:50 AM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim }::-·\ 
' ........,1 

SUBJECT: Response 10 yo:r question on C-130 Sales k{;1 
• I fully agree with Pete Aldridge's comments to you on this matter (attached). 

• I would add, however, that license-free export to defense ministries in NATO, Japan 

and Australia does not cover the range of "friendly countries" that should benefit from 

this easing of restrictions. 

• For example, Congress has designated Israel, Jordan and Argentina as major non

NATO allies. They too should be included in the IT AR exemption. 

• Further, there may be other states who are especially supportive in the Global War on 

Terrorism, that should also be included in the exemption. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, OC 20301·3010 SECDEF HAS SEEN 

ACOUl51TION. 
TEC~NOLOGY 

AND LOGl$TIC:5 INFORMATION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

AUG 1 9 2002 

FROM: Mr. E. C. "Pete" Aldridge, Jr. Under Secretary of Defense (AT&L) 

SUBJECT: Response to your question on C-130 Sales 

• You asked for my opinion on Secretary Powell's response to your memo on C-130 
sales. (Tab A). 

• ln a 26 July meeting chaired by the N!;<.: stall, it was agreed that State would draft text 
for an IT AR exemption concerning export of aircraft and their spare parts to NA TO, 
Japan and Australia. Although DoD has not yet seen the draft text, we expect that 
export of aircraft spare parts will be made much easier. allowing up to 12 exports of 
$5,000 each per consignee per year. 

• The exemption wil1 apply to eight aircraft types considered "Major Defense Equipment 
(MOE)," including C-130s older than Model J. This will allow license-free export to 
defense ministries in NA TO, Japan and Australia, provided the aircraft are 
demilitariz.ed. Lesser (non-MOE) aircraft will be able to go license-free to any 
government agency in these countries. 

• Assuming the State draft text conforms to the above, it will be a modest step forward 
for aircraft but a major step forward for aircraft pans. Given Commerce's 
unwillingness to have these aircraft transferred to their dual-use list {under conditions 
agreeable to State), I think this is the most we can accomplish at this time. 

• The DoD lead for this activity is Lisa Bronson in OSD Policy. Once the ongoing 
intcragency activity produces results, we will review and provide you with the 
appropriate recommendation at that time. 

CONCURRENCES: USD(P)/CP&TSPw~...,,\ '""'"• USD(C) a/nc4l 

RECOMMENDATION: None. 

Prepared By: OUSD(AT&L)/(IC), Marvin WinkelmannJ .. (b_)_(6_) ___ _. 

0 
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FR~~ Di:"MRTMENT OF STATE <FRII 7. 26'02 10:49/6T. t0:42/NOJ._(b_)(_6_) __ __,! P 2 

Dear Don, 

200218262 

THE $fCAETARY Of STATe 

WASHINGTON 

uuly 25, 2002 

Regarding your July 23 note on the U.S. Munitions Lis~ 
review, I support the idea of transferring older, 
demilitarized cargo aircraft to friendly governments 
without the usual State license. While DoD first floated 
its ideas a·year ago, your team'& revised proposal was 
formally shared with us this spring. 

Because Commerce was not interested in administering 
special tailored licenses of military equipment to restrict 
their end use (such as to sanctioned countries), State 
recently ~eveloped a proposed license exemption for this 
purpose, and DoD cleared on our proposal July 1S 
(Commerce's views are still pending). Our proposal will be 
discussed interagency at an NSC staff-led meeting tomorrow, 
July 26. 

My understanding is that the plan is for closure on the 
USML Category VIII aircraft licensing change to be 
concurrent with a proposed significant increase in the 
aircraft parts transaction exemption. Together. these 
signiticant refonns will allow our respective defense trade 
control staffs to concentrate their efforts on the more 
sensitive export cases. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 

1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

11-L-0559/0SD/6260 
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The Honorable Colin L. Powell 
Secretary of State 
U.S. Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 20520 

Dear Colin, 

JUL 23 am 

1 understand there is work being done between State and DoD to update the 

U.S. Munitions list, which governs our export policies. There is one p~cular 

issue I would like to raise with you directly. 

We are proposing to either transfer demilitarized older cargo aircraft to the 

export control jurisdiction of the Commerce Department or to permit their sale to 

friendly governments without the need for an export license. 11lis initiative for 

these older cargo aircraft, which are of limited military significance, will facilitate 

sales to a broader range of countries than is now possible. We don't attach any 

security concerns to such aircraft. including C· 130s, and they would be of great 

benefit in a lot of poorer countries. The need for export license review for these 

items also distracts both State and DoD licensing officers from more important 

work. 

Perhaps with your assistance we could help to facilitate a resolve this 

matter. 

Sincerely, 

U11007 /02 



January 3, 2002 12:32 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe)d \~ 

SUBJECT: Defense Cooperation Account 

I have no idea what a Defense Cooperation Account is. This memo from Dov 

doesn't mean a thing to me. What is it about? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/28/01 USD(C) memo to SecDef re: Large Individual Donation to Defense Cooperation 

Account 

DHR.:dh 
010302-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by A 
/o JJ"n~_)

P/12~ J~ 
\ 

{);;!L w 
i..arV Di Rita \/\ \ 

~ 

U00!565 /02 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1100 
-· - --· 

" ..... · . ··-· - ... -

INFO MEMO 

·~qf( ftOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE . 

. ~ <J / FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

-.·-··S~~"-· [" ----.. -. : ~-\IUcr HI'~ ..... 
r,o Set·': 

J,4N .fr 
03 2002 

December 28, 2001, 11:45 AM 

..?~??// -\ 
\ SUBJECT: Large Individual Donation to Defense Cooperation Account 

• Mr. Timothy Me11on made an unrestricted charitable gift of 280,000 shares of 

Hewlett Packard Company common stock to the Department of Defense 

(DoD), Defense Cooperation Account. The market value on December 26, 

2001, was $5,852,000. The Bureau of Public Debt at Parkersburg, West 

Virginia, has authority to accept and liquidate this gift for the DoD. After the 

sale of the stock, the Bureau of Public Debt will credit the proceeds to the DoD 

account. 

• Mr. Mellon resides in Lyme, Connecticut, with his wife Pat. He is the 

chairman and founder of the privately-he]d Guilford Transportation Industries, 

which operates the Guilford Rail System, a major freight hauJing railroad 

system in the northeastern United States, and Pan Am Airways, a scheduled 

passenger air carrier based in Portsmoutht New Hampshire. Mr. Mellon 

graduated from Yale University with bachelor and master degrees in city 

planning. 

• The Congress must authorize the use of funds deposited in the Defense 

Cooperation Account. 



August 19, 2002 4:26 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Material for Testimony 

Here is some material we might want to use in the testimony. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
02/17/98 Clinton Remarks on Iraq to Pentagon Personnel 

[ clinton4.nara.gov/WH/New/html/l 99802 l 7-5402.honl] 

DHR:dh 
081902-37 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6264 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
Office of the Press Secretary 

What's New• 
Februai:y 1998 
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For 
Immediate 
Release 

• Annual Economic February 17 
1998 

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT 
ON IRAQ TO PENTAGON . 

PERSONNEL 

The Pentagon 

12:37 P.M. EST 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Vice President, for your 
remarks and your leadership. Thank 
you, Secretary Cohen,· for the superb job 
you have done here at the Pentagon and 
on this most recent, very difficult 
problem. Thank you, General Shelton, 
for being the right person at the right 
time. Thank you, General Ralston, and 
the members of the Joint Chiefs, 
General Zinni, Secretary Albright, 
Secretary Slater, DCI Tenet, Mr. 
Bowles, Mr. Berger. Senator Robb, 
thank you for being here; and 
Congressman Skelton, thank you very 
much, and for your years of service to 
America and your passionate patriotism, 
both of you; and to the members of our 
Armed Forces and others who work 
here to protect our national security. 

I have just received a very fine briefing 
from our military leadership on the 
status of our forces in the Persian Gulf. 
Before I left the Pentagon 1 wanted to 

11-L-0559/0SD/6265 
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talk to you, and an those whom you 
represent -- the men and women of our 
military. You, your friends and your 
coJleagues are on the front lines of this 
crisis in Iraq. 1 want to you and I want 
the American people to hear directly 
from me what is at stake for America 
and the Persian Gulf; what we are doing 
to protect the peace, the security, the 
freedom we cherish; why we have taken 
the position we have taken. 

I was thinking as I sat up here on the 
platform of the slogan that the First 
Lady gave me for her project on the 
millennium, which was: Remembering 
the past and imagining the future. Now, 
for that project, that means preserving 
the Star-Spangled Banner and the 
Declaration of Independence and the 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and 
it means making an unprecedented 
commitment to medical research and to 
get the best of the new technology. But 
that's not a bad slogan for us when we 
deal with more sober, more difficult, 
more dangerous matters. 

Those who have questioned the United 
States in this moment, I would argue, 
are living only in the moment. They 
have neither remembered the past, nor 
imagined the future. So, first, Jet's just 
take a step back and consider why 
meeting the threat posed by Saddam 
Hussein is important to our security in 
the new era we are entering. 

This is a time of tremendous promise 
for America. The superpower 
confrontation has ended on every 
continent; democracy is securing for 
more and more people the basic 
freedoms we Americans have come to 
take for granted. Bit by bit, the 
Information Age is chipping away at the 
barriers -- economic, political and social 
-- that once kept people locked in and 
freedom and prosperity locked out. 

http://clinton4.nara.gov/WH/New/htmttrJgo919§~Jl~P'6266 
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But for an our promise, an our 
opportunity, people in this room know 
very wel1 that this is not a time free 
from peril·- especiaJ1y as a result of 
reckless acts of outlaw nations and an 
unholy axis of terrorists, drug traffickers 
and organized international criminals. 
We have to defend our future from these 
predators of the 21st century. They feed 
on the free flow of infonnation and 
technology. They actually take 
advantage of the freer movement of 
people, information, and ideas. And 
they will be alJ the more lethal if we ' 
a11ow them to build arsenals of nuclear, ij 
chemical, and biological weapons, and 
the missiles to deliver them. We simply • 
cannot allow that to happen. 

There is no more clear example of this 
threat than Saddam Hussein's Iraq. His 
regime threatens the safety of his 
people, the stability of his region, and 
the security of all the rest of us. 

I want the American people to 
understand, first, the past: How did this 
crisis come about. And I want them to 
understand what we must do to protect 
the national interest and, indeed, the 
interest of all freedom-Joving peop]e in 
the world. 

Remember, as a condition of the cease
fire after the Gulf War, the United 
Nations demanded •• not the United 
States, the United Nations demanded-· 
and Saddam Hussein agreed to declare 
within 1 S days •• this is way back in 
1991 -- within J 5 days his nucJear, 
chemical, and biological weapons and 
the missiles to deliver them; to make a 
totaJ declaration. That's what he 
promised to do. 

The United Nations set up a spcciaJ 
commission of highly trained 
international experts, called UNSCOM, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6267 
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to make sure that Iraq made good on 
that commitment. We had every good 
reason to insist that Iraq disarm. 
Saddam had built up a terrible arsenal 
and he had used it •• not once, but many 
times, in a decade·long war with Iran, 
he used chemical weapons -- against 
combatants, against civiJians, against a 
foreign adversary, and even against his 
own people. And during the Gulf War, 
Saddam launched Scuds against Saudi 
Arabia, Israel, and Bahrain. 

Now, instead of playing by the very 
rules he agreed to at the end of the Gulf 
War, Saddam has spent the better part 
of the past decade nying to cheat on this 
solemn commitment. Consider just 
some of the facts. Iraq repeatedly made 
false declarations about the weapons 
that it had left in its possession after the 
Gulf War. When UNSCOM would then 
uncover evidence that gave lie to those 
declarations, Iraq would simply amend 
the repons. For example, Iraq revised its 
nuclear declarations four times within 
just 14 months, and it has submitted six 
different biological warfare 
declarations, each of which has been 
rejected by UNSCOM. 

In 1995, Hussein Kamel, Saddam's son
in-law and the chief organizer oflraq's 
weapons of mass destruction program, 
defected to Jordan. He revealed that Iraq 
was continuing to conceal weapons and 
missi)es and the capacity to build many 
more. Then, and only then, did Iraq 
admit to developing numbers of 
weapons in significant quantities, and 
weapon stocks. Previously it had 
vehemently denied the very thing it just 
simply admined once Saddam Hussein's 
son-in-law defected to Jordan and told 
the truth. 

Now, listen to this. What did it admit? It 
admitted, among other things, an 
offensive biological warfare capability, 

11-1 -nssgiosn/6268 
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notably 5,000 gallons ofbotulinum, 
which causes botulism; 2,000 gallons of 
anthrax; 25 biological-filled Scud 
warheads; and 157 aerial bombs. And 1 
might say, UNSCOM inspectors believe 
that Iraq has actually greatly understated 
its production. As if we needed funher 
confirmation, you an know what 
happened to its son-in-Jaw when he 
made the untime1y decision to go back 
to Iraq: 

Next, throughout this entire process, 
Iraqi agents have undermined and 
undercut UNSCOM. They've harassed 
the inspectors, lied to them, disabled 
monitoring cameras, literally spirited 
evidence out of the back doors of 
suspect facilities as inspectors wa1ked 
through the front door -- and our people 
were there observing it and have the 
pictures to prove it. 

Despite Iraq's deceptions UNSCOM 
has, nevenheless, done a remarkable 
job. Jts inspectors, the eyes and ears of 
the civilized world, have uncovered and 
destroyed more weapons of mass 
destruction capacity than was destroyed 
during the GuJfWar. This incJudes 
nearly 40,000 chemical weapons, more 
than J 00,000 gaJJons of chemical 
weapons agents, 48 operational 
missiles, 30 warheads specifica1Jy fined 
for chemical and biological weapons, 
and a massive biological weapons 
facility at Al-Hakim, equipped to 
produce anthrax and other deadly 
agents. 

Over the past few months, as they have 
come cJoser and closer to rooting out 
Iraq's remaining nuc1ear capacity, 
Saddam has undenaken yet another 
gambit to thwan their ambition by 
imposing debilitating conditions on the 
inspectors and declaring key sites which 
have stilJ not been inspected off Jimits -
including, 1 might add, one palace in 

11-L-0559/0SD/6269 
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Baghdad more than 2600 acres large . 

By comparison, when you hear all this 
business about presidential sites reflect 
our sovereignty, why do you want to 
come into a residence, the White House 
complex is 18 acres, so you')) have 
some feel for this. One of these 
presidential sites is about the size of 

· Washington, D.C. That's about -- how 
many acres did you tell me it was --
40,000 acres. We're not talking about a 
few rooms here with delicate personal 
maners involved. 

1t is obvious that there is an attempt 
here, based on the whole history of this 
operation, since 199 I, to protect 
whatever remains of his capacity to 
produce weapons of mass destruction, 
the missiles to deliver them, and the 
feedstocks necessary to produce them. 
The UNSCOM inspectors believe that 
Iraq still has stockpiles of chemical and 
biological munitions, a smalJ force of 
Scud-type missiles, and the capacity to 
restart quickly its production program 
and build many, many more weapons. 

Now, against that background, Jet us 
remember the past, here. It is against 
that background that we have repeatedly 
and unambiguously made clear our 
preference for a diplomatic solution. 
The inspection system works. The 
inspection system has worked in the 
face of lies, stonewalJing, obstacle after 
obstacle after obstacle. The people who 
have done that work deserve the thanks 
of civilized people throughout the 
world. It has worked. 

That is a]) we want. And if we can find 
a diplomatic way to do what has to be 
done, to do what he promised to do at 
the end of the Gulf War, to do what 
should have been done within 15 days -
within 15 days of the agreement at the 
end of the Gulf War-~ ifwe can find a 

http://clinton4.nara.gov/WH/New/html19-Jso919§~Q~P/627Q 
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diplomatic way to do that, that is by far 
our preference. But to be a genuine 
solution, and not simply one that glosses 
over the remaining problem, a 
diplomatic solution must incJude or 
meet a clear, immutable, reasonable, 
simple standard: Iraq must agree, and 
soon, to free, full, unf enered access to 

these sites, anywhere in the country. 
There can be no delusion or 
diminishment of the integrity of the 
inspection system that UNSCOM has 
put in place. Now, those terms are 
nothing more or less than the essence of 
what he agreed to at the end of the Gulf 
War. 

The Security Council many times since 
has reiterated this standard. lfhe accepts 
them, force wiIJ not be necessary. If he 
refuses or continues to evade his 
obligation through more tactics of delay 
and deception, he, and he alone, will be 
to blame for the consequences. 

1 ask all of you to remember the record 
here: what he promised to do within 15 
days of the end of the GuJfWar, what 
he repeatedly refused to do, what we 
found out in '95, what the inspectors 
have done against all odds. 

We have no business agreeing to any 
resolution of this that does not include 
free, unf enered access to the remaining 
sites by people who have integrity and 
proven competence in the inspection 
business. That should be our standard. 
That's what UNSCOM has done, and 
that1s why I have been fighting for it so 
hard. That's why the United States 
should insist upon it. 

Now, let's imagine the future. What if 
he fails to comply and we fail to act, or 
we take some ambiguous third route 
which gives him yet more opportunities 
to develop this program of weapons of 
mass destruction and continue to press 

11-L-0559/0SD/6271 
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for the release of the sanctions and 
continue to ignore the solemn 
commitments that he made? We)], he 
wil) conclude that the international 
community has Jost its will. He will 
then concJude that he can go right on 
and do more to rebuild an arsenal of 
devastating destruction. And some day, 
some way, I guarantee you, he'll use the 
arsena1. And I think every one of you 
who has reaJJy worked on this for any 
length of time believes that, too. 

Now, we have spent several weeks 
building up our forces in the Gulf, and 
building a coalition of like-minded 
nations. Our force posture would not be 
possible without the suppon of Saudi 
Arabia, of Kuwait, Bahrain, the GCC 
states and Turkey. Other friends and 
a11ies have agreed to provide forces, 
bases or logistical suppon, including the 
United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and 
Portugal, Denmark and the Netherlands, 
Hungary and Poland and the Czech 
Republic, Argentina, Iceland, AustraJia, 
New Zealand and our friends and 
neighbors in Canada. That list is 
growing •• not because anyone wants 
military action, but because there are 
people in this world who believe the 
United Nations resolution should mean 
something, because they understand 
what UNSCOM has achieved, because 
they remember the past and because 
they can imagine what the future wi}) be 
depending on what we do now. 

If Saddam rejects peace and we have to 
use force, our purpose is clear: We want 
to seriously diminish the threat posed by 
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction 
program. We want to seriously reduce 
his capacity to threaten his neighbors. I 
am quite confident from the briefing I 
have just received from our military 
leaders that we can achieve the 
objectives and secure our vital strategic 
inter~sts. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6272 
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Let me be clear: A military operation 
cannot destroy an the weapons of mass 
destruction capacity. But it can, and 
will, leave him significantly worse off 
than he is now in terms of the ability to 
threaten the world with these weapons, 
or to attack his neighbors. And he will 
know that the international community 
continues to have the will to act if and 
when he threatens again. 

FoJlowing any strike, we will carefully 
monitor Iraq's activities with all the 
means at our disposal. If he seeks to 
rebuild his weapons of mass destruction 
we will be prepared to strike him again. 
The economic sanctions wi)) remain in 
place until Saddam complies fully with 
all U .N. resolutions. 

Consider this: Already these sanctions 
have denied him $110 billion. Imagine 
how much stronger his armed forces 
would be today, how many more 
weapons of mass destruction operations 
he would have hidden around the 
country ifhe bad been able to spend 
even a smalJ fraction of that amount for 
a miJitary rebuilding. 

We will continue to enforce a no-fly 
zone from the southern suburbs of 
Baghdad to the Kuwait border, and in 
Northern Iraq, making it more difficult 
for Iraq to walk over Kuwait again or 
threaten the Kurds in the North. 

Now, Jet me say to aJJ of you here, as an 
of you know, the weightiest decision 
any President ever has to make is to 
send our troops into hann's way. And 
force can never be the first answer. But 
sometimes it's the only answer. 

You are the best-prepared, best
equipped, best-trained fighting force in 
the world. And should it prove 
necessary for me to exercise the option 

11-L-0559/0SD/6273 
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of force, your commanders will do 
everything they can to protect the safety 
of all the men and women under their 
command. No military action, however, 
is risk free. I know that the people we 
may call upon in unifonn are ready. The 
American people have to be ready as 
well. 

Dealing with Saddam Hussein requires 
constant vigilance. We have seen that 
constant vigilance pays off, but it 
requires constant vigilance. Since the 
Gulf War we have pushed back every 
time Saddam has posed a threat. When 
Baghdad ploned to assassinate former 
President Bush, we struck hard at lraq's 
intelligence headquarters. When 
Saddam threatened another invasion by 
massing his troops in Kuwait, along the 
Kuwaiti border in 1994, we 
immediately deployed our troops, our 
ships, our planes, and Saddam backed 
down. When Saddam forceful1y 
occupied lrbil in Northern Iraq, we 
broadened our control over Iraq's skies 
by extending the no· fly zone. 

But there is no better example, again I 
say, then the U.N. weapons inspections 
system itself. Yes, he has tried to thwart 
it in every conceivable way. But the 
discipline, determination, the year in· 
year out eff on of these weapon 
inspectors is doing the job. And we seek 
to finish the job. 

Let there be no doubt, we are prepared 
to act. But Saddam Hussein could end 
this crisis tomorrow, simply by letting 
the weapons inspectors complete their 
mission. He made a solemn 
commitment to the international 
community to do that and to give up bis 
weapons of mass destruction a Jong 
time ago, now. One way or the other, 
we are determined to see that he makes 
good on bis own promise. 
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Saddam Hussein's Iraq reminds us of 
what we ]earned in the 20th century and 
warns us of what we must know about 
the 2 J st. In this century we ]earned 
through harsh experience that the onJy 
answer to aggression and i]]egal 
behavior is firmness, determination, 
and, when necessary, action. 

In the next century, the community of 
nations may see more and more the very 
kind of threat Iraq poses now: a rogue 
state with weapons of mass destruction, 
ready to use them or provide them to 
terrorists, drug traffickers, or organized 
criminals, who travel the world among 
us unnoticed. If we fail to respond 
today, Saddam and all those who would 
foJJow in his footsteps will be 
emboldened tomorrow by the 
knowledge that they can act with 
impunity -- even in the face of a dear 
message from the United Nations 
Security Counci] and cJear evidence of a 
weapons of mass destruction program. 

But if we act as one, we can safeguard 
our interests and send a clear message to 
every would-be tyrant and terrorist that 
the international community does have 
the wisdom and the wiJl and the way to 
protect peace and security in a new era. 

That is the future l ask you alJ to 
imagine. That is the future I ask our 
allies to imagine. If we Jook at the past 
and imagine that future, we will act as 
one together. And we still have, God 
willing, a chance to find a diplomatic 
reso]ution to this, and if not, God 
wi]]ing, the chance to do the right thing 
for our children and grandchildren. 

Thank you very much. (Applause.) 

President and Firgt Lady I Vice Presidcn1 and Mrs. Gem 

Record o{ Pree- I The Bridin1 Room 

11-L-0559/0SD/6275 
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August 19, 2002 5:47 PM 
• 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <v f'. 
SUBJECT: Projects in Afghanistan 

What can the Seabees and the Corps of Engineers do in Afghanistan quickly, for 

which we can find the money? 

Thanks. 

l>HR:dh 
081902-42 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

Tab 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 203011f:t~T -7 
INFO MEMO 

... : ~ ... 

t.11 9: LIQ 

COMPTROU.ER 
October 3, 2002, 7:05 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ OCT 4 2002 

SUBJECT: Department of Defense Reconstruction Assistance for Afghanistan 

• This memo supplements the analysis that Gener~ Myers provided you on Afghan 
reconstruction on September 17, 2002. ( u~.:r) 

• The Chairman highlights both the fine work that our civil affairs personnel have 
undertaken in Afghanistan using Overseas Humanitarian Disaster and Civic Aid 
(OHDACA) funds, and the potential role of the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) in 
Afghan reconstruction. 

• CJCS states that CENTCOM is prepared to obligate $12 million for OHDACA 
projects in FY03. With these funds, our civil affairs personnel, who have embedded 
engineer and contracting elements, could drill drinking water wells, upgrade utility 
systems, repair bridges and roads and construct or repair medical facilities and 
schools. We wil1 not be able to undertake any large reconstruction initiatives with 
FY03 OHDACA funds, however. 

• I think that DoD efforts could be both robust and highly visible if we get foreign 
nations and NGO's (e.g. Asian Development Bank and World Bank) to fund major 
reconstruction projects in northern Afghanistan, and get the COE to manage those 
projects. 

• I met with Under Secretary of the Army, Les Brownlee, Ambassador David Johnson 
(State's Afghanistan coordinator), DASO Joseph Collins, and representatives from the 
NSC and the COE to examine an expanded role for the COE in Afghanistan 
reconstruction. There is broad consensus that the COE could be very effective in an 
Executive Agent7Program Manager function. --

• We determined that the COE could assist international financial institutions in the 
d~rnent o[ioads m Nithem Afghaf!istan, particularly the "Ring-Road" that_:~~ms 
from Herat - Mazar-..e.:Shaci£..- Kalwl.. Jj:_ha.~_ e~!~Jlsive. constructiqn__m.rui.agen1~nt 

SPL A.5StSTANT 01 RiTA I 
~S::.:,R.::;MA~CfW)l)~-0..;CK ...... --,i----· J 

MA BUCCI 

11-L-O 55 9/ 0 SD /6~=C:..=WH::.,:ITM=O:::RE_..J,.p.!'.t....1-J 
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experience in Afghanistan; between 1960-67 it managed the construction of nearly 
one-third of Afghanistan's road network. 

• Additionally, the COE could supervise smaller DoD road and bridge projects to 
connect Afghanistan with Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. These affordable projects 
would enhance security and re-supply, and create trade opportunities in the region. 
My staff is investigating whether DoD has the legal authority to fund these projects 
with DoD appropriations. 

On Tuesday, October 9, the COE will provide me a white paper on how it would help 
rebuild roads and infrastructure in Northern Afghanistan, and provide me cost 
estimates. Among other things, the COE will outline how it would: 

• Work with the Afghan Transitional Authority to evaluate the highest priority 
projects. 

• Submit construction plans, procedures, and timeline to the Afghan Government for 
review. 

• Jump-start the project by organizing Requests for Proposals (RFPs ). 

• Employ as many local Afghan workers as possible so militia members are 
provided employment opportunities. 

• If the CO E's white paper is convincing, and if we have the requisite authorities, I will 
propose that we explore the early creation of a COE program management donor 
center in Afghanistan. We will have to identify funding to support the center. 

• If the COE takes on this function, it will need to complement, not usurp, the role of 
US military civil affairs personnel who are managing OHDACA programs. 

• On a side note, I had a cordial meeting with India's Afghan reconstruction 
coordinator, Arun Singh. India is enthusiastic about working with the U.S. in 
Afghanistan in the coming months. India has already done considerable 
reconstruction work in Afghanistan. Only the U.S., Japan, U.K., and Germany have 
committed more funds to Afghan reconstruction in 2002 than India. 

COORDINATION: ATTACHED 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared By: Josh Boehrn, .... !(b_)(6_) __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6279 



CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO Clf-497-02 
17 Septeaber 2002 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .L 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcfJt'/ '1/'1 
SUBJECT: Projects in Afghanistan 

• The foJlowing is provided in response to your request (TAB) concerning projects 
in Afghanistan that the Seabees and Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) can do 
quickly and for which we can find the money. I have reviewed the types of 
projects these organizations and others can accomplish in the near-term. 

• US Central Command (USCENTCOM) is managing a humanitarian assistance 
program as an integral part of its theater security strategy. Current projects 
include drilling drinking water wells, upgrading utility systems, repairing bridges 
and roads and constructing or repairing medical facilities and schools. Projects are 
funded from various DOD accounts, including Overseas Humanitarian Disaster 
and Civic Aid (OHDACA) and Humanitarian and Civic Assistance (HCA). 

• USCENTCOM indicates that it is prepared to obligate up to $12 million of FY 03 
OHDACA funds, if provided by OSD, to support contracted humanitarian 
assistance efforts. Army Corps of Engineers or Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command is capable of negotiating and awarding such contracts. Such contracts 
will employ local nationals, develop indigenous skills and add resources to the 
Afghan economy. 

• Contracting is the best method to accomplish these projects. Military engineer 
forces in Afghanistan will continue to be fully employed in force protection and 
operational missions for the foreseeable future. Conducting humanitarian 
assistance projects with military forces wilJ require deploying additional forces 
into Afghanistan. Such deployment would increase the force footprint in the 
region, as well as reduce the availability of military engineer units to support 
combat operations. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: V ADM G. S. Holder, USN; Director, J-4; ... l<b ..... }C ... 6 .... } _ .... 

11-L-0559/0SD/6280 U15~76 /02 



Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorab]e George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld <y,,.~ 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

August 19, 2002 6:28 PM 

I hope your documentation on Iraq takes account of this report, if it is accurate. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
R 3014242 MAY 02 

DHR:dh 
081902-44 

U00567 /03 

---



Snowflake 

August 19, 2002 7:53 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: PoweJl Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld''){l 

SUBJECT: Flag Defense Attaches 

Attached is a memo on a proposal to change the Jaw so we don't have to assign a 

one-star to Paris as the defense attache. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/19/02 DIA memo to SecDefre: Flag Defense Attaches [w/081502-23] 
08/19/02 SecDef memo to CJCS [081902-45] 

DHR:dh 
081902-46 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by C>tj / :') '2/ )l/ 

U00569 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6282 
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Snowflake 

August 20, 2002 7:17 AM 

TO: General Myers 

CC: RADM Jacoby 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Flag Defense Attaches 

I would like to stop the assignment of Dupre to Paris. I don't think a two-star is 

appropriate. 

I think we ought to assign an 0-6 so we don't end up with a two-star there ifhe 

gets promoted. 

I will ask the General Counsel to prepare a proposal to change the law, so we can 

go back to an 0-6, as in other countries. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/19/02 DIA memo to SecDef re: Flag Defense Attaches 

DHR:dh 
081902-45 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by D'i /01,, / O't,.., 
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INFO MEMO 

U-090/DR 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Acting Director, Defense lntelli;;?c"~ 

SUBJECT: Flag Defense Attaches 

Sf/J 

SECDEF HAS SEEN ?ft 1 
AUG 1 9 2002 .. /;jg/'/ 

August 19, 2002 

Sir, you noted that we have a two-star defense attache (DA TI) in Paris and asked what 
rank DA TT would normally be assigned to a country like France, whether two-stars are 
assigned to any.other country, and if one-stars are assigned in China and Russia. 

• ,Public Law I 05-85 of Nov 1997 specified the DA TT in France hold (or be on the 
promotion list for promotion to) the rade of one-star. The law was the result of 

arriman in France to enact this change. 

- Sen Warner pressed the Department to fill with a one-star. Eventually RADM 
Larry Poe, a Reserve two-star assigned to ASD(C3I) as a civilian, was 
activated and assigned as DA IT. He arrived in Jul 2000 and is scheduled to 
depart in Sep 2002. 

- The previous DATT was an Army 0-6. At various times in the past there were 
Flag/General officers assigned to France. 

• Brig Gen Felix Dupre, USAF, is scheduled to replace RADM Poe. Brig Gen 
/ Dupre is a two-star select. He was assigned as Military Assistant to ~ACEUR, 

GEN Ralston, from Apr 2000 to Mar 2002. Dupre is fluent in French. 

• The other one-star DAIT positions are in Russia and China. Both are filled with 
one-stars. France is the only country with a two-star. 

• DAIT assignments equivalent to France (U.K., Germany, Italy, Australia, Japan 
for example) are 0-6's. 

COORDINATION: NONE. 

Prepared By: RADM L.B. Jacoby, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy 

11-L-0559/0SD/6284 
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Snowflake 

August 15, 2002 4:15 PM 

TO: RADM Jacoby 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Defense Attaches 

I understand we have a two-star defense attache in Paris. What is normal in a 

country Jike France-an 0-6? Do we have two-stars anywhere else, or are there 

one-stars in China and Russia? 

Please advise. I want to talk to Senator Warner about this soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081502-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6285 



August 19, 2002 7:57 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·\) 

SUBJECT: Testimony Nuggets 

Another thought. You might check to see how many people were killed in World 

War JI. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-47 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6286 
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August 19, 2002 5:00 PM 

SUBJECT: Pre-emption 

If Gennany had been stopped prior to World War II, it would have saved (?) 60 

million lives. 

DHR:dh 
081902-16 

11-L-0559/0SD/6287 



Snowflake 

TO: Honorable Co]in Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ·J.h 
SUBJECT: NODIS Cables 

August 19, 2002 7:57 PM 

We are apparent1y not getting NODIS cables again. I am told there was a NODIS 

cable on Turkey recently that we didn't get. As I mentioned to you the other day, 

there were several others. 

I would rea11y appreciate it if you would go back and look at the system and see 

that we get the appropriate NODIS cables. 

In this particular case, apparently the Ambassador knew last Thursday that the 

Turkish delegation was planning to cancel their trip, and DoD didn't learn about it 

in sufficient time to even weigh in to try to tum it around, which we certainly 

would have done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-48 

~ 

t 
U00571 /03 f 
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August 19, 2002 8:03 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld '""' 

SUBJECT: More Thoughts 

Here are some random thoughts I have dictated over the weekend that might be 

usab]e in various projects you are current1y engaged in. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
SecDefMFRs 

DHR:dh 
081902-49 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ----------

U00572 /03 
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August 5, 2002 11:18 AM 

SUBJECT: Leaks 

It would be wonderful if everyone who likes to leak memos and everyone who 

likes to pubJish classified material had a daughter or son in the advanced party of 

every military operation. I suspect it would get their attention. 

DHR:dh 
080502-39 

11-L-0559/0SD/6290 



August 5, 2002 10:48 AM 

SUBJECT: Iceberg Analogy 

I want to use the iceberg analogy with the press on the war on terrorism. 

DHR:dh 
080502-34 

11-L-0559/0SD/6291 



August 19, 2002 11:31 AM 

SUBJECT: Symptoms 

By the time you see the symptoms of some diseases, it is too late to deal with 

them. 

DHR:dh 
081902-21 

11-L-0559/0SD/6292 



August 19, 2002 12:12 PM 

SUBJECT: 

The wife of a friend of mine was being harassed by a neighbor. She went to the 

court and asked for a restraining order against the person harassing her. Shortly 

thereafter, the neighbor murdered the wife. 

On the day of the funera], I was at my friend's house when the mailman came to 

the door. In the mai] was a notification decJining their request for a restraining 

order for insufficient evidence that the neighbor posed a threat to the wife. 

Iraq has refused the UN's restraining orders. With WMD it can km more than one 

wife of a friend. 

DHR:dh 
081902-18 

11-L-0559/0SD/6293 



August 19, 2002 4:21 PM 

SUBJECT: Lagging Intelligence 

U.S. inteI1igence cannot know everything. And we do not. We need to keep 

reminding ourselves of that truth. 

Our intelligence is generally a few years late, sometimes as much as eight or ten 

years late from the event to when we actuaUy gain knowledge of an event. So 

there wil1 always be a great deal we don't know. We acknowledge that fact. In 

making judgments and assessments as to the risks we face, that fact must be kept 

in mind. 

If the U.S. sets as the standard we must meet that we must wait until we have 

evidence suitable to prevail in a court of law-"beyond a reasonable doubt"-it 

wi]] most certainly be too late. 

DHR:dh 
081902-23 

11-L-0559/0SD/6294 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Letter from PUK Secretary General 

August 20, 2002 6: 16 PM 

When you get a letter like this one, I don't think you should be writing in green 

and red all over everything. You ought to figure out a different way to do it. 

When a memo comes in to me that I want to send to some other people, and it has 

your writing all over it, underlines and marks, then there is no way I can send it to 

other people without having it all retyped. There ought to be a better way to do 

this. 

Please make sure someone answers this letter from Talabani, and I want to see the 

words before it goes out. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/19/02 Jalal Talabani (Secretary General, PUI<) ltr to SecDef 

:,, n I 1- o 
............•................................................... ~.\ ..... 
Please respond by O cq / o b / J·1-
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SECDEF HAS SEEN 
AUG i O 2002 

yla...J-"11 i'1-JJ' .a~'l1 

, WI .:e,t 'II 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 

The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 2030 I 

August 19, 2002 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
Secretary General 

It was an honor for me to meet with your Excellency in the White House last week. I was heartened to 
learn of your attention to the intricacies of the Iraq issue, and your commitment to the vision of a 
democratic Iraq. 

The institutions of seJf.govemment in the Kurdistan Region, free Iraq, can be a catalyst for wider 
democratization of the whole of the country. Our model proves that Iraq can be different, and Iraq need 
not be governed by tyranny. We also understand fully that our interest lies in close partnership with the 
United States. Furthermore, this is a part of the Islamic Middle East in which U.S. support is widely 
appreciated and acknowledged. Therefore, it is only logical to predict that Saddam Hussein identifies 
Iraqi Kurdistan as a priority target in his effort to neutralize plans aimed the removal of his regime. 

I am confident that the United States is fully aware of our vulnerabilities in the face of possible onslaught 
by Saddam's army or WMDs. Given the seriousness of the present situation, it is urgent that the United 
States Government publicly states a robust commitment to defend the territory and people of Iraqi 
Kurdistan. 

In particular there is need to train our military personnel to assist in supporting possible US Air Force 
combat missions that will be necessary to repel Iraqi aggression. Mobile Training Teams should be 
dispatched to our territory to arrange for this as a matter of urgency. This will be seen as a serious 
deterrence to Baghdad aggressive intentions. 

Further, we are seriously concerned about the use of chemical and biological weapons against our people. 
It is imperative that our friends in the United States make available to us mobile clinics, means of 
protection and antidotes to deal with this serious possibility. 

The PUK is a partner with the United States in this noble endeavor to bring about a democratic Iraq-we 
look forward to working closely with you and your colleagues for our common interest in democracy and 
stability in the Middle East. 

Sincerely, 

~--------=> 
Jalal Talabani 

11-L-0559/0SD/6296 



August 20, 2002 9: 17 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l)f\ 
SUBJECT: Access to Prisoners 

I just saw on television that the Afghans have a lot of Al Qaeda and Taliban 

prisoners that they are not allowing us access to. 

Please find out if that is true and what we need to do to fix it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O~ / -i~ f O'l.-

11-L-0559/0SD/6297 
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August 20, 2002 11 :04 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1) ·f\ 
SUBJECT: Art in Conference Room 

Please have someone take a look at how we could improve the art in the 

conference room. It is really grubby. There is terrific artwork around this 

building. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-4 

······························~·········································· 
Please respond by __ o_C4_f _/ o_~_!_)_v __ _ 

U00576 /03 
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Snowflake 

August 20, 2002 11:06 AM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1" 
SUBJECT: Alleged Massacre 

Please get in touch with CENTCOM and see if they have someone working on the 

subject of the allegations being printed in all the papers about a massacre in 

containers. 

Thanks. 

DHR:clh 
082002-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1 · ~ ! ::>l, / .l L-
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U00577 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Senator Hutchison 

Should Kay Bailey Hutchison be asked to speak at this event, or just be 

introduced? 

Thanks. 

UHR:dh 
01\2002-7 

·························································~~~~~~~ 
Please respond by _______ _ i/f 1 - AU~ 2 0 ~007 
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August 20, 2002 4:32 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)\. 
SUBJECT: Coalitions 

I think we ought to get a piece of paper that shows we had no coalition when we 

were attacked on September 11, and then we could list how many countries were 

added every week thereafter. That way we can remind all these people who now 

are saying all the Europeans are against us and everyone is against us that 

coalitions don't blossom fully developed in the morning sun. They evolve over 

time, and 1 suspect that is what will happen this time. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ O_r_:i.:...f _O_l....:..(_:J_t..---_· __ _ 

U00580 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/6301 



August 20, 2002 4:34 PM 

TO: Gen. Pace / 
/ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Strikers 

Why were the Strikers all killed in Millennium Challenge? I have never been very 

impressed with them. I am kind of curious as to what the problem was. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pl ease respond by __ 0-=----"..:....JJ /'--';_(,:,_' I--'/ D;._'\..-___ _ 
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August 20, 2002 4:34 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Declaratory Policy 

Has this July I memo been addressed at a11 in your shop? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/01/02 SecDef memo to USD(P) 070102-54 

DHR:dh 
082002·11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by O ~ I o <c I ) ·1_,,, 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld/{J/\, 

Declaratory Policy 

July 1, 2002 6:02 PM 

Please take this Tony Dolan memo and convert it into a memo from me to the 

President, with some suggestions as to how either he or I, or somebody, could use 

it for a speech and provide encouragement to people. 

We need to get the declaratory policy fashioned. I do not want to stick this into 

the interagency process, where everything dies or gets so dumbed down that it is 

worthless. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/29/02 Dolan memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
070102-54 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
' I 

Please respond by 08-t O C ! " C -.. 
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... Lan'Y 0\ Rita 
SECDEF HAS SEEN '"jlzA 

March 29, 2002 I)\., . 
MEMO 
TO: Secretary Rumsfeld ~/ 

JUL O I 2002 57·:3 

FR: Anthony R. Dolan / 
Re: The quick takedown. 

~Y~t 
45):,<J 

THE QUICK HIT -- A great coach named Bob Ciocher used to teach his fighters 
to do the unexpected and instead of maneuvering around after the opening bell to 
rush across the middle of the ring and bop the other guy right on the chin. 
Sometimes it worked; the fight was over before it started. (I think there is 
something similar in wrestling.) 

Once in a while the quick hit works. 

HITLER - "No one wiJI make peace with me" Hitler told Pommel. He was right. 
But the allies might have had another way. The historical consensus seems to be 
growing on a tragic point, that if the FDR had not suddenly announced 
"unconditional surrender" £a1marently to please Stalin) enough high ranking 
Germans might have joined in the plot against Hitler to make it work. ----
BAD GUYS PSYCHOLOGY - For all their bravado and incorrigibility even the 
worst of the dictators are susceptible to fear. Quadaffi got religion after a wake-up 
calJ from an F-111 that threw one down his front porch. And the Soviet Politburo 
was a lot less aggressive after the cruise and Pershing missiles were in place. (In 
eight minutes those creaky old reprobates could barely get out of their chairs, let 
alone down to the shelters.) 

SELF-INTEREST- If the obsessive self-interest (the basis of the criminal psyche 
- see long paper) of even the dictators makes them stand down, imagine how it 
might be among those who are around them. In the face of strength ( and their own 
fear), they might be in a deal-making mood. 

NOT A DAY GOES BY; IN TOO DEEP - No one knows this better than 
criminals like Sadam. So, a day doesn't go by when this sort of dictator doesn't 
remind those around them that they are in too deep to expect any clemency. 

CALIBRATION NEEDED - What follows needs to be calibrated. Maybe 
extended to all "axis-of-evil" nations. Maybe Castro too. (A master through his 
neighborhood spying apparatus to get others to participate in his crimes and 
oppression.) 

11-L-0559/0SD/6305 I 
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•• 
And maybe someone e)se needs to say this. (Pres?) But this is the general idea. 

"Dictators like Sadam know how to spread the b]ame, get everyone invoJved. 

The result is that in societies like Iraq many people get drawn into the 
wrongdoing. And then the guilt begins. And more wrongdoing follows. Soon a 
cycle of guiJt and wrongdoing and more guilt takes over. 

The result is despair. Among the very people in the best position to help 
overthrow a regime there is no hope. They think they have to follow Hitler into the 
bunker. 

I don't think the cycJe of guilt and wrongdoing has to go on endJessly, that it 
can't be escaped from. I think there should be some hope. There are those in Iraq 
and in other places that need to know this -~ those who would like to help 
overthrow such cruel and reckless regimes but are afraid that by doing so they 
would be committing an act of self-destruction because of their own past 
involvement in its crimes. 

That isn't necessarily the case. I can't speak for the Iraqi peop]e or whatever 
opposition forces would make up a new govenunent. But I do know I would be 
urging the President of the United States to use the good offices of this nation to 
urge leniency and even an offer of amnesty for anyone instrumental in taking 
down the Iraqi regime and opening the way to a decent life for the long-suffering 
people of that nation. 

Let's face it: The nightmare nexus is the terrorist in possession of a weapon of 
mass destruction. Sadam embodies it. In fact, he not only has these weapons but 
has shown a willingness to use them - and he is now trying to add a nuclear bomb 
to his arsenal. 

But he knows his rule has no moral legitimacy, and even among his closest 
associates there are those who would like to see a new government in Iraq. So he 
is plenty sacred. The other dictators also live in fear. We shouldn't forget this. 

Neither should we forget that there are those at powerful positions in such 
societies who also want change. Maybe out of self-interest. But maybe self
redemption too, that may be a cause. They may regret their wrongdoing and want 
to see their nations liberated." 

11-L-0559/0SD/6306 
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August 20, 2002 4:57 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y fl,, 
SUBJECT: Counter Terrorism 

Please see the attached memo I sent you on Ju1y 4. What is the answer to that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/01/02 SecDef memo to PAE 070402.7 

DHR:dh 
082002-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by O 1 {o <P_{ »~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6307 
U00583 /03 



July 4, 2002 12:46 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "<l/L. · 

SUBJECT: Counter Terrorism 

How do we develop a counter terrorism activity at the Pentagon. Is there such a 

thing today? 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
070402.7 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 0::....1...:...i..[ ... I ....:'1....1:/_· o_'--_______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6308 



TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Presidential Nominations 

August 20, 2002 5:37 PMM 

One of the real projects we have to push is to get all these nominations over to the 

White House fast so they get up to the Hill right after Labor Day. I hope you will 

press hard on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 08 / ·J ·~ / I) I-,-

11-L-0559/0SD/6309 U00584 /03 
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August 20, 2002 5:54 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T)A 

SUBJECT: CIA Finances Briefing 

Please see if I can get the briefing on finances that the CIA is working on via 

SVTC. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
082002-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ot / :So J a 1..-

11-L-0559/0SD/6310 
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01/02/2000 23:22 ._!(b_)_(6_) __ _, TAOS GUEST HOUSE PAGE 02 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

August 22, 2002 

10:28AM 

Call Condi Rice. She said to me that we have got to get the detainee mess sorted 

out, that nobody is able to get answers. I think she is getting this from the UK. 

Call her and find out what she is talking about. She always comes in with these 

cryptic messages as thought the Pentagon is messed up, and I don't have any idea 

what she is talking about. 

I told her that everyone who has wanted to see their detainees has been able to and 

it is baloney. But you should check it out and get back to her. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
082202.06 

Please respond by: _______ ~--1...Ja_'-t_).._,o_c{_;__ _______ _ 

U00588 /03 
11-L-0559~0SD/6311 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers I'-. 
Donald Rumsfeld'yl 

Presence in Central Asia 

January 10, 2002 12:03 PM 

Please don't forget that I want the Saudi Arabian footprint reduced, but I don't 

want it all put in other states subject to the same pressures of the Jntafada. 

They surely need to go into some other states, but ones where we are comfortable 

with the stability-both Arab and non-Arab states, possibly Central Asia, and/or 

offshore. We need to see how that is being proposed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011002-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ o_,_ (_ic,_/_0_v __ _ 
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01/02/2000 23:22 .... l<b_)_<6_) ____ _, TADS Gl£5T t-0..JSE PAGE 04 

10:2S AM 

TO; Steve Cambone 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfcld ~ 

DA TE: August 22, 2002 

SUBJECT: \Aj 

We have got to come up with new words for .. swiftly defeat" and ••win 

decisively". They just don't work. Any thoughts? 

Also, from the meeting with the President we need to come up with two or three 

word sentences that clarify exactly what the strategy is as opposed to the force 

sizing construct. 

Please get back to me with a suggestion. 

Thanks. 

DHR/11J1 
082202.01 

Please respond by: ________ g.....:...i-1~---J,.../ _o_·~..:....__ ______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6313 
U00589 /03 
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01/02/2000 23:22 .... l<b~)(~6)~----' 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld?Z 

August 22, 2002 .( 

TAOS Gl.EST HOUSE 

Give me a report back after Newt talks to Abizaid. 

Thanks. 

DHR/am 
082202.03 

PAGE 03 

10:28AM 

P~ase respond by: ______ ~.;.:li-,;.d_S'-+l-0~....;....-------

11-L-0559/0SD/6314 
U00590 /03 
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01/04/2000 00:20 ..... l<b_..)(..._6)........_........, 

Snowflake 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

·~'l: FROM· Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

~<J'~ DATE; August23,2002 

ii.\11y SUBJECT: 

TAOS GUEST Hl..J5E PAGE 03 

1:04PM 

Condi says that John Gordon is going to head up a group for her and Ridge 

looking at the Homeland Defense implications of war with Iraq. She claims this 

was done during the Gulf War and she wants to know who the DoD should assign 

for that. I said I would get back to her. 

Who do you recommend? 

Thanks. 

DHR/un 
08130:1.01 

11-L-0559/:0SD/6315 

Larry D, Rite 

q/2-1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld))~ 

August 24, 2002 

3:42 PM 

I need to see a copy of Present at the Creation. There is a quote in there that is 

near the end of the book about Atchinson observing after Pearl Harbor state 

department people going to work. If Marc Thiessen could pull that quote out for 

me, I'd like to see it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/IWl 
082202.05 

11-L-0559/0SD/6316 U00592 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

LanyDi Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld l )t 

August 29, 2002 

TAOS Q.EST I-DUSE 

SUBJECT: ROE Brietin1s 

Some time I ought to get briefings on the supporting authorities Rules of 

Engagement. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
OS2902.03 

Please respond by: ______ q.;...\~yo_. ----------

11-L-0559/0SD/6317 
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01/10/2000 86: 06 !(b)(6) 
si"l6Wftli1Re .......... ....__ _ _, TAOS Gl.£ST HOUSE 

TO: Lany Di Rita 

DATE: August 29, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

Let's send a thank you to Admiral J. L. Betancourt for his hospitality in San 

Diego. 

Thanks. 

OHR/am 
Ol2902.<M 

Please respond by: ________________ _ 

' \ 
\ 

PAGE 08 

U00595 /03 
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TAOS GLEST HOOSE 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

urns cld\J' 

DATE: August 29, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

Let's not put two days of calendars on the same pieces of paper like we did for 

San Diego and Ft. Irwin, etc. 

Thanks. 

DHR/un 
082902.0$ 

Pkase respond by: ________________ _ 

i 1· 

(Vik; ' 1/tJ ~J 

(J)~ 

0 iJ--' 

PAGE 05 
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Oil iUl~OOO Ob:~b l(b)(6) TAr:1:, GI.EST t-0.JSE 
~8W~Re 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
August 29, 2002 

There were some things briefed to us at the SSC in San Diego on Point Loma that 

might be useful in Guantanamo Bay. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a.zn 
082902.06 

,___ ___ ... 
Pl~ase respond by: _______________ _ 

I , I 

PAGE 06 



01/10/2000 06: 06 l(b)(6) 
~8Wtf.liRe ..... __ ___. 

TAOS GUEST Hll.JSE PAGE 07 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

DATE: August 29, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

I think I should only have one town hall per location. and I think even doing two 

in two days is a lot. Part of the advantage is the press, and you lose that advantage 

if you do three in two days. You probably lose it if you do two in two days. 

Thanks. 

DHJVun 
081510:?.07 

Please respond by: ______ q....L..t,,il'~----------

\ 
· .. ~---

U00598 /03 
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sWBW~~e 
01/10/2000 06 :06 ..... l(b~)(6~)~_. TAOS GI.EST 1-0JSE 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

LanyDiRita 

Donald Rumsfeld ·y,/\ 
August 29, 2002 

1 would like to see a menu so that I could order different meals on the 0-5. The 

food js lousy in there. 

Thanks. 

DHR/w, 
011902.0I 

Pl~ase respond by: _____ --'q'--\+-~---- ------

PAGE 09 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
August 29, 2002 

I think someone ought to go back •~ ' " ,v,isi. 
,s."i. o,or. 

m awful lot of 

important things to people\\ ct.ot111"~~,.-iAJCt 
off\ ,." ..... ~~ 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
082902.11 

Please respond by: ____ _ 

U00601 10 ~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/6323 3 



*** O'NCt.ASStPlBD ••• 
••••• Thi• Heaeage He• Beeo Altered••••• 

RTTOZYUW RVBH!tVA33?3 2391331-UUtJO--Run:ND.. 
ZNR uutJUU ZZH 
B 27&3~tz AV9 92 
Pl l:IPffi!B:V IUN · 
TO l\PRJCS{§ICPIF WA§HnfMON PC{ 1ASP-ST9 <TAP 'MR'' 
INPO RUBHC/SECSTATB WASHDC 8022 
RUDADN/D'l'llA DULLBS WASSlNG'!ON DC/ /CT/ I 
RUEKDlA/%>:tA ~ 'DC//DR-2// 
RUKKJCS/SBCDBF WASHINl11'0H DC//'CJSDP-AIJHDJ// 
RUDilA/CIA WASHlBlTOB 'DC/ /ACIS/SIO'l// 
RVDJCS/SBCDBP WASHDmTON DC//GC// 

IDEI:18 K?BV 003373 

D'1'RO 02-0407 

B.O. 12958: NIA 
TAGS: PAIUI, tJS, UP 

SPBJICT I C'ffl; LKT'l'IB, DP¥ NWJ§W 9! PIEffiU 
6BPDClmflSO·TQ §E£RETABX OP DlfEN§I, Re P9NNeP 
RUMSPBLE> REOJJISTDfG BII:PSI 9l IPWPNWJ' 
COYPIP mmp THI COOP'PITIYB 'J'HBRT B1PJG'19I 
RIPAMI, 

Page 1 o! S 

1. ON 16 A.tJGUST 2002 t7ra0-lt RBCBIVBD A LM"l'BR PROII 
GENERAL OP' 'l'HE ARMY SHJUDCHENJt0 TO HR. DONALD lttJIISPBLD 
REQUESTING BQUIPIO'i:N'l' BE 'l'AJCIN OUT OP STOCK wrr&Dt '1'HB 
PJWGWORK OP '1'HB COOPERATIVB THRBA'l' RBDOC'l'lOH PROGRAM 
IN UOAINB. 

2, UHOPPICIAL 'nANSLA'rXON POLLOWS: 

DDR SECRETARY RtJNSPBU>. 

FIRST OF ALL l WOOU, LI'KI TO BXPllSS KY SDICDB 
GRA'l'BPUI..NBSS TO 'rHB O. S. GOVERNHmf1' ARD. 'l'HB DIPAR'l'HDfl' 
OP DEPBNSE OP THE UNITED S'I'A.'l'BS OP AMBaICA. POJt 
PltOVIDINO tJICRA.tNB WITH ASSISTANCE IN DBSTR'UCTICM OP 
STRATEGIC NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND COON'l'BR PROLIPKRATICJN OP 
WEAPONS OP MASS DESTRUCTION Dl ACCOmw«:8 W'l'l'B '1'BB 
AOREBNBNT BB'l'NEEN THB UNl'l'B!) STATBS OP AHBIUCA AND 
UDAINB OA'l'BD DECENBBll S, 1993. 

IN Atxmff, 2002 THB PROCESS OP t)ISTRUC1'IOII OP SS-
24 SILO LAtJNCBINQ SYSTEMS (RS-22) OF 'J'HB 43RD IIISSILB 
ARMY IS TO BE CC*PLBTBD WITHIN '1'BB l'JWISWOltlt OP fllB 

. . 
OSD - SBCDBP CULB DIS'l'R.IBO'l'ION: 

f?(. CJ11:;B':)? / S1L ASST:_..,/_ EXECSDC: .... "'-- SR MA: ___ _ 
·;===:=~:-.:::::: CCD: ~ CABLI CH: nLB: ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6324 



.. 
••• UNCLASSIPIBD ••• 

••••• Thia Mes•age Ha• Been Altered••••• 
Page 2 of S 

IMPL1CNDTATION OP 'l'HE AGJUmllElff BBTNEBH THI I>BPAR'nlBN'l' 
OP DEPBNSE OP '1'HB UNITED STATES 01' ANBIUCA AND TD 
MINISTRY OP DEFENSE OP' UKRAINB OR PROVIDING tJDAINB 
WITH NA'l'BRIAL, SERVICES, AND CONDUCTDJG CORRBSPONDING 
TRAINING OF PERSONNBL IR CONNl!lC'l'IOII WITS '1'HB 

. DESTROC'l'IOH OP '1'BB STRATIQIC HUCLBAR WBAPONS. 
APTER. ACCOMPLISHING '1'HB AC'l'XVITillS RELATED TO TD 

DBSTIUJC'1'IOH OP THE ss-2, SILOS (llS-22) AND DISBMI»ll2ft' 
OP THJI C31U) MISSILE AIUff IN 2002 AND REDUCTION OP THI: 
VOLUNB OF DESTRUCTION ACT?Vl'l'IBS, A SIQNIPICJMr PART OP 
D'l'l!DUAL THAT WAS GRANTBD TO UD.AINB BY 'l'HB GOVBRNMllNT 
or THE 'UNITED S1'ATBS OF AMERICA ACCORDING '1'0 TIIB ANNn 
(A) OP THI AGRBDIBNT JS TO BB RBI.,SASl!'J). SPBc:IALiftS 01' 
THE MINISTRY OP DBFENS1$ OP UDAINB BAVB DEPINBD '1'HK 
LIST OF 'l'HR lCA'l'BRIAL (ENCLOSED) PROl'OSED FOR RBNOVAL 
OUT OF 'l'HB PROGRAM OP STRA'l'BGJC OPFBNSIVB WEAPONS 
D&STIWC'l'ION. 

A'r TRB SAMS TIME TBB RJ:LEASBD MATERIAL IS 
EX'l'RENELY NEBDBD BY 'l'HE ARMED FORCBS OF tJJCRADB TO 
BQUIP THE BNBRGENCY-RBSCUB 'l'IWIS PORMBD POil EMDGBNCY 
SITUATIONS CONNBC'l'ED WITH BMBRGENCIBS ON SBHSITIVB 
INEIUS'J'RlAL OBJBC'l'S, .JtOCJCBT Jl'UKL CONPCINBN'rS STORKS AS 
WILL AS WITH VIOLA''l'ION OP BCOLOGICAL SI'l'VA'l'IOH OH nB 
DANGEROOS OBJECTS OP UJCRAnm, FLOODS, l.'IRlPTim OP ICE, 
DRIP'l'ING OP SNOW, WINDS, PIUS, HYDRODYMAKIC ACCIDDTS 
ON DIDS, DANS, B'l'C. 

IN ACCORDANCE Wl'l'H Aa'l'JCLB V OP TBB ABRBalBNT 
Bl'l'WEIIN UDAINZ AND 'l'HB·UNITBD S'l'ATBS OP .Alla.ICA C»f 
PROVIDING UltRAlNE WI'l'II ASSIS'l'ANCB IN J:>KS'l'RUC'l'ION Oi' 
S'l'RATBGXC NUCLEAR WBAPONS AS WELL AS IN COUNTBR 
PROLlFERA'l'ION OF WEAPONS 01' MASS DBS'l'JWCTIOH DATED 
ocroBBR 25, 1993 TBB MINISTRY OP DBPINSE OP 'UDAID 
Ht1ST Gl:T Tim WRZT'l'EN CONSENT PRON 'J'B8 UNITED S'l'AftS OP 
AMERICA RBeaRDING "l'HI USB OP THB ABOVB-NBNTlONED 
EQOIPIIBRT AND MATERIAL POR TB PUJUIOSU THAT t>IPFBRS 
nae THB SI'r!m IN 'rHB AGREJDm;NT. 

'ONDBR SOCS CONDITIONS I WOULD LIU TO ASlt FOR YOUR 
ASSISTANCE IN SOLVING 'l'HB ISSUES OR RBCBIVINQ BY 
UJCRAXNB NECESSARY' l>OCOMEN'l'S FROM AU'l'HORIZID AGBNCIBS OP 
THB UHI'l'BD STA'l'BS OP AMERICA POR REMOVAL OP HA'l'ElllAL 
NBN'l'IONBD IN 'J'BB·LIST PROM THB P.ROGIWI OP STRATEGIC 
OPFENSIVB Wi'A'PONS DESTRUC'I'ION IN 0Rl)IR TO USS IT POa 
THB PURPOSIS OF THI ARMED PORCBS 011' UDADIB. 

I MOULD LID TO TAD THIS OPPORT[7JIII'l'!' TO BXPRBSS 
NY BEST REGARDS AND CONFII>ENCB IN l'UJtTBJlll EXTENSION OP 
FllUITFUI, l>lALOG BBTWEBN Z>EPBNSE AGENCIES OP OJtRllNB AND 
THE UNITED STA'l'BS OP AMBaICA.. 

RBSPBCTFULLY, 

//SI<JRBD// 
V. p. SHICIDCHl!!NKO . 
MINISTER OP DBFBNSB OF UXRAINB 
GBNBRAL OP THB ARMY OP UbAlNE 

••• tJNCLASSIPIBD ••• 
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*** UNCLASSIFIBD ••• 
••••• Thi• Message Ha• Been Altered••••• 

Im. DOHJW> RUMSPBLD 
SBr:RB'1'ARY OP J)Bl'ENSE 
tJNITm> STATES OP AMERICA 

LIST OF TBB MATBlUAL PROPOSBD TO BE UMOVBD PROM '1'RB 
PROGRM OF STRA'l'EGIC OPFBNSIVB WEAPONS Bt.IMIHATION 

NUKBBR/twm/SERIAL mJNBBll/HO'l'B 
1/BtJS •BLUE BIJU>*/1BAABCSA,ff0699?1 
2/BUS •BUJB BIJU>*/1BAA8CSA,ff069973 
3/BUS "Bt.UB BIRD* /1BM8CSA,&'l'P0699'76 
4 /BUS • BLUE BI1U)• / 18AAICSA4'1'P069977 
S/BOS •m.UB Bl1U)•/1BAA8CSA4'1T06998' 
6/Bt1S •BLtJB Btar>•/1BAABCSA4'1'1'069987 
'7 /BTJS •m.UB BIJU>• /1BAABCSA4'l'P069990 
8/BUS •at,tJB BIJU>•/1DAABCSA4TP069991 
9/SOS "BLUB BIRD"/1BAABCSA4TF069981 
10/CAR CBBVltOLBT •SlJBTJRaAN*/1GIIIG1(26J3TJ423343 
11/CAR CHlM\OLBT • SUlltJlUWf* /1GRGlt26J1 W'24961 
12/CAR CRBVROLBT "stra1JRBAN•/1GNGJU.6J8TJ343994 
13/CAR CHBVROLBT •StJB1JUAN•/1GNG1t16J1YJ183062 
14/c.\R CRBVROLB'l' •swtnuWf• /1GNGJU6Jl.YG21l561 
15/CAR CHSVROLBT •StJS'CJUWf*/1GCHlt33P8TP020125 
16/VlUf ~ 12 PAX/1GJGG3SYSSPS50?6S 
17/VAN GIie 12 PAX/1GJGG35Y8SP5S0808 
18/AMBULAl«:B/1H'rSCAAL6VH4,2176 
19/FIRB-BNGIN1/1HTGI.A!:T75B6811?8 
20/1'IRB-2NODIB/1H'J'GLAE'MYH211903 
21/FlRB-BNGINB/1H'fOLAET1TH342578 
22/CRANE TlltJClt GJtOVB RT 58B/83336 
23/CRANB TRUCK GROVE RT SBB/83237 
24/CJtANB TlltJCJt GROV'Z R~ S&B/83238 
2S/C1Wf8 fttJCX GROVE RT S&B/83239 
26/CRANI 'l'IUJC1t JalUPP 6200/8088 
27/~ TRUClt CN128P.it/S?O?O 
28/CRANI ~UCX CN128P&R/S?071 
29/CRANB TROCK GROVZ AT 635/850555 
30/CRANB 'l'aUCX GROVE AT 635/86103 
31/CRANE 'l'aUCIC GROVZ AT 635/850579 
32/RAIUIAY CIWG/001 
33/POJUC-LI?l' TRUClt WlOOINS/951098-6971 
34/PORK-L?P'l' TRUClt 'WIGGINS/951089-6962 
35/POlUt-LIP't TRUCK.'WIOGlNS/951090-6963 
36/POJUC-LIP'l' 'l'RUCK WIOGIRS/951092-6965 
37/POIUt-LIP'l' TRTJCJC WIOGINS/951093-6966 
38/PO!Ut-t.IP'l' TRUCk WIOGINS/951091-696, 
39/PO!Ut-LIPT TRUCK WIOGINS/951094-696? 
40/POJUC-LIP'l' TRUCk r1'-38G/7BS00S67 
41/.PORX-LIP'l' TRUCK lT-38G/7BS00568 
42/RLBCTR.IC TROLLEY MAPS/11-21-9S-08S 
43/BLBCTRIC TROLLEY .IQPS/11-21-95-082 
4,/BLBCl'lUC TROLL£Y KAPS/11-21-95-081 
45/BLBC'l'JUC 'l'ROLLEr MAPS/11-21-95-083 
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46/BLBCTRIC TROLLEY lfAPS/11-21-9S-086 
,7/ELBCTIUC TROLLEY MAPS/11-21-95-084 
48/BLBCTRIC TROLLEY AMCUS/95010151 
49/CONPRBSSOR AMCUS/95010152 
50'/COHPRESSOR. AHCUS/9 50101'3 · 
51/COMPRESSOJl ANCOS/95010146 
52/CONPR.ESSOR. ANCUS/95010150 
53/Ala>S (NI'l'ROGBN-OXYGBN S'l'ATION)/5055 
54/AIDS (NITROGEN-oxYGBN S'l'ATION)/5036 
55/AIO)S (N7'1'R.OGBN-oxYOBN STATION) /5097 
56/AKDS (NITROGEN-OXYGEN STATION) /50'6 
57/TRAC'TOR ~S GKC XODIAIC/1GBH7H159TS02550 
SI/TRACTOR AIDS GMC KODIA1t/10B11'7H1J2TJ101787 
59/'l'RACTOR AJCDS GMC KODIA1C/1GSN'7R1J8TJ101874 
60/'l'RAC'l'OR AICDS GMC KODIAIC/10mt7B1J3TJ102530 
61/HYDRO-ABRASIVS CU'l'TBR RADL\N 36200D-660/590240-l 
62/HYDRO-ABRASIVE CUTTER RADIAH 36200D-660/S91240-1 
63/HYDRO-ABRASIVE CUTTER RADIAN 36200D-660/S96040-1 
64/HYl>RO-ABRASlVB CU'l'TBR RADIAN 36200D-660/S98030-4 
65/'l"RACTOR FORD L9000 2S3, STAKE 6X6/1PDYU90T9SVA31037 
66/TJIAC'J'OR PORD L9000 283, STAKB 6X6/1PDYV90T9SVA37038 
6?/TRAC'l'OR FORD L9000 2S3, STAJCB 6X6/1PDYU90T9SVA3?039 
68/T'RACTOR FORD L9000 2Sl, STAJUl 6X6/1PDYU90T9SVA37040 
69/BtJLLDOZBI\ CAT-D9N/6XJ00926 
70/BULLDOZER CAT-D9H/79Z0S788 
71/BULLDOZBR CAT-D9N/79Z05?89 
?2/BULLDOZER CAT-D9N/79Z0S790 
73/BULLDOZBa CAT-D9N/8PB061Sl 
?•/EXCAVATOR CAT 214BPT/9MP00580 
75/BXCAVA'l'OR CAT 214BF'l'/9NF00571 
76/EXCAVATOR CAT 320L/9JCK02932 
77/'BXl:A.VATOR CAT 320L/9Xlt02929 
78/TRACTOR ll'ORD LT-9500/2FZYBXYB2XAF26202 
79/TRAC'l'OR PORD LT-9500/2FZYJDCYB2XAF26203 
80/DUIIP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYO$OTOSVA39940 
81/Dt.DIP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90T6SVA35S36 
82/l)ONP TRUCK PORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90TOSVA33891 
Bl/DUMP 'l'JlUClC FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90'l'5SVA37956 
e,tJ>UNP TRUCK FORD L9000 2DS/1PDYU90TOSVA,0473 
85/DUNP TRtJCK FORD t.9000 2D5/1PDYU90T4SVAl99j2 
86/DUHP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1PDrU90T9SVA40472 
87/DUMP TRUClt PO.RD L9000 2D5/1FIJYU90T4SVA34076 
88/DUMP TRVCX FORD L9000 2D5/1FDYU90T7SVA33892 
89/DUMP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1FIJYU90T4SVA42842 
90/DUNP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90T6SVA42843 
91/DOMP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1FDYU90T8SVA,2844 
92/DOJIP TRUCK FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90T2SVA33895 
93/IXJNP TRUCK FORD L9000 2DS/1PDYU90T6SVA33897 
9,/DUHP TRUCK FORD L9000 2DS/1PDYU90T7SVA379S? 
95/DUNP TRtJCJC FORD L9000 2DS/1PDYU90T9SVA35952 
96/IJUMP TRUCJC FORD L9000 2DS/1FDYU90T9SVA33893 
97/DUMP TRUCK FORD L9000 2DS/1PDYU90T2SVA399'1 
98/DUKP 'l'ROCX FORD L9000 2D5/1PDYU90T1SVA36366 
99/DUIIP 'l'R~ FORD L9000 2DS/1FDYU90TSSVA36368 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Jesse Helms 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Jesse, 

JAN 22 ml 

I want to thank you for another demonstration of your 
foresight and wisdom regarding our national security. 

I'm told that, during the Senate consideration of the 
Chemical Weapons Convention and against pretty stiff 
opposition, you preserved the President's authority to allow the 
use of Riot Control Agents in certain military actions. It won't 
surprise you to know that the issue has come up a few times 
during the campaign in Afghanistan. But for your efforts, we 
would have found our hands tied in rather non-sensical ways. 

Thank you once again, my friend. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6329 U O O 6 2 3 / 0 2 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFE"4SE 
' 2.900 DEFENSE PENTAGON "···· 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-2.900 ..._, 

--~·-, !''' I : 1. ~ 
• .. •. • • • • • ; • i 2: , : q rv 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
POLICY 

JAN 8 2002 

, 

ACTION MEMO 
1-01/015485-NPP 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ :::t.OR: 
/ FROM: 

./' 
J.D. CROUCH, II, ASSISTANT SECRE~TOF DEFENSE FOR 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY 

JAN 8 2002 
SUBJECT: Letter to Sen. Jesse Helms acknowledging foresight in retaining Riot 

Control Agent option 

• At your instruction, I asked Marshall Billingslea to prepare a letter to Senator 
Helms (Tab A), regarding his defense, during Senate consideration of the 
Chemical Weapons Convention, ofDoD's right to use Riot Control Agents. 

RECOMMENDATION: SECDEF sign letter to Senator Helms (TAB A). 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

·-

11-L-os5oisot6330 U00623 /02 



January 9, 2002 I :48 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
VADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Non-lethal Riot Control Agents 

Condi Rice told me this morning during the call that I have oral authority from the 

President to authorize the CINC to use non-lethal riot control agents anywhere in 

CENTCOM. In addition, we have authority to use them on aircraft and ships 

transiting between CENTCOM and Guatanamo Bay, Cuba, and at the base in 

Guantanamo Bay. 

I have told Tommy Franks about this. Ed, you should make sure the other 

appropriate people are told, for example, TRANSCOM if they are transporting 

people by ship or air and SOUTHCOM for people in Guantanamo Bay. 

I also told Gen. Franks that I expected them not to be used anywhere except 

Afghanistan or near the Pakistan border, unless I am told to the contrary 

beforehand. 

Condi said I will be receiving written confirmation of this at some point. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010902-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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Douglas Feith 

Powell A. Moore 

Coordination Page 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Legislative Affairs 

11-L-0559/0SD/6332 



January 9, 2002 1:48 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,y ~ 
SUBJECT: Non-lethal Riot Control Agents 

Condi Rke told me this morning during the call that I have oral authority from the 

President to authorize the CINC to use non-lethal riot control agents anywhere in 

CENTCOM. In addition, we have authority to use them on aircraft and ships 

transiting between CENTCOM and Guatanamo Bay, Cuba, and at the base in 

Guantanamo Bay. ~;"Ec_;)EF-

I have told Tommy Franks about this. Ed, you should make sure the other 

appropriate people are told, for example, TRANS COM if they are transporting 

people by ship or air and SOUTHCOM for people in Guantanamo Bay. 

I also told Gen. Franks that I expected them not to be used anywhere except 

Afghanistan or near the Pakistan border, unless I am to]d to the contrary 

beforehand. 

Condi said I will be receiving written confirmation of this at some point. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0)0902-14 

PON1=-. 
v/1< 

z:t1o 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6333 
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Snowflake 

January 8, 2002 5:37 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VA 
SUBJECT: India 

Do you have any recollection of India providing some assistance to Libya with 

respect to either WfvfD or ballistic missiles? 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010802-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by u1 / 11 / o 1-

S, t. - 4~ 
. /11( ,'1,<.C, //,c.l,... :s IJ,.j- ,S ~ 1"'--J i-<-
~ J S7 r·"'-· ~',,(/ cL( v,,,-fl_ ,',,tf"J J-r4,; 

~ 
1 /f /t>2-

SECOEF ~ SEEN 
JAN IO 2002 

.;£COEF COMTROl# 
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S E C R E T A R Y OF T H E A R M Y 
WASHINGTON 

January 10, 2002 

-~ 
;(}· 

C "' TO: 

I
('~ Secretary Rumsfeld 
\'l 

~- ~ FROM: Tom White, Secretary of the Anny 

' 

SUBJECT: Homeland Security/Melt-Down of Civil Support Obligation 

Per our discussion earlier this week and your note, we on the HLS team, will 
ensure the shot clocks on our support to other federal agencies are enforced. The big~t 
£h_allenge will be the Natiof!~]_ Qu'1!.<!.~~_pp~rt to _ _p_Q:_rJ~ the airport ~e~y_rit.)'.. task .. I will 
work it directly with Secretary_ M_in~ta .~n4 k~.!!P y_oy info1T11~d. 

-··--· ·-·--- ··-··- ··- . - . - .. 

uoo 668 /02 



... 
• 2:58 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Secretary White )\-

Donald Rumsfeld j, 
DATE: January 9, 2001 

SUBJECT: 

I would like to be sure you are notifying any of the civilian agencies where U.S. 

forces - regular, reserve or guard - are being used, that we are not going to be able 

to extend their tours, and that you would like a report on a weekly or twice per 

month basis indicating what steps they are taking to be certain that when they 

reach the end of our commitment date that they will have in place the kinds of 

capabilities needed to replace whatever military forces are currently being used. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
01092.01 

Please respond by:--------------------

11-L-0559/0SD/6336 



.... 
• 2:58 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Secretary White )\-

Donald Rumsfeld 1, 
DATE: January 9, 2001 

SUBJECT: 

I would like to be sure you are notifying any of the civilian agencies where U.S. 

forces - regular, reserve or guard - are being used, that we are not going to be able 

to extend their tours, and that you would like a report on a weekly or twice per 

month basis indicating what steps they are taking to be certain that when they 

reach the end of our commitment date that they will have in place the kinds of 

capabilities needed to replace whatever military forces are currently being used. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
01092.01 

Please respond by: ___________________ _ 

0 

N 
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August 17, 2002 3:10 PM 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: General Ralston Letter 

I have edited the Ralston letter again. I still don't Jike it. 

P1ease have one of the speechwriters go up to my back room and read the letter 

Forresta1 sent my father, and see if we can't elevate these letters, particularly in a 

case like Ralston's, where he deserves it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Retirement ltr for Gen. Ralston 

DHR:dh 
081702-14 

i1h1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

V --



Admiral Bobo Generic, USN 

Dear Admiral Generic: 

Congratulations on your retirement from the United 
States Navy and thank you for your 35 years of dedicated 
service to our nation. 

As you reflect on your long and exemplary career, 
consider the remarkable period during which you served. Our 
nation prevailed over a determined Soviet adversary through the 
Cold War, checked Iraqi aggression during Desert Storm, and 
has now embarked on a global war against terrorism. 

The price of freedom is high, and you have willingly 
borne your share of the cost. Throughout, you set a standard for 
professionalism and service, and served America with honor. 

I extend the Department's appreciation for a job well 
done. I wish you, Bobette, and your family all the best for the 
future. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6339 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

... 

General Joseph W. Ralston, USAF 
SACEUR/USCINCEUR 
CMR 450, Box 7100 
APOAE09705 

Dear General Ralston: 

Congratulations on your retirement fr; the United States Air Force and 
thank you for over 37 years of dedicatec • nd distinguished service to our nation. 

Your leadership at an import· t time in our nation's history has set a standard 
for professionalism and service. ou leave behind a brilliant record of 
achievement; one that, I am c ·tain will be a source of great pride and satisfaction 
to you in the years to come I extend the Depattment's appreciation for a job well 
done. 

I wish you an ede all the best for the future. I hope you will always reflect 
on your years of 1f Force service with great pride and satisfaction. 

Sincerely, 

·-· ~: .. ,-----· ........ ---·-· 

. i .-fl 
i -i ( L--( L,(~-~i _z} -

'' I I f,, 
'·· ··' f I ) I 

. _,-C {,'---(~- i__.l{_:~.),~ 
,. 
( .... ~ .. 

. , ,~ 
' , I I I 

-/(. 1,CA .... ) ~ /L ~ .A .• , \_.,-. ·, ... ft!_ . . . -C.Y '-'{_, ,_ _;.;::., . . 

.:_ • :.::). '<-_.,,/;)_.-~1,_.' ~ ~ ',. .. ( ' • ,, /. . ~ ,- [,,/ '-<..-'L~ . ___ ... '\...-'. ' .,#' 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

ald Rumsfeld ~ 

I have edited the Ral n letter again. I still don't like it. 

Please have one of the chwriters go up to my back room and read the letter 

Forrcstal sent my father, an ee ifwe can't elevate these letters, particularly in a 

case like Ralston's, where be 11P:u'"' 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Retiiemcnt ltr for Gen. Ralston 

DHl.:dh 
Oll'101•U 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ______ _ 

v . .._ 
c:=,. 

~ 

" ·, 
't 
• I\ ··,._./ 



... .. 
Snowflake 

January 14, 2002 10:46 AM 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Gen. Franks 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 1 ~ 
SUBJECT: Kissinger Piece 

The attached is well worth reading. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/13/02 Kissinger, Washington Post, .. Phase D and Iraq" 

DHR:dh 
011402·26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ -_____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6342 uoo 7 40 /02 



washingtonpost.com: Phase II and Iraq Page 2 of4 

-: Ironically, govenunents on whose territory terrorists are tolerated wil1 fmd it especially difficult to 
cooperate unless the consequences of failing to do so are made more risky than their tacit bargain with 
the terrorists. 

Phase II of the anti-terrorism campaign must therefore involve a specific set of demands geared to a 
precise timetab)e supported by credib]e coercive power. These should be put forward as soon as possible 
as a framework. And time is of the essence. Phase D must begin while the memory of the attack on the 
United States is still vivid and American-deployed forces are available to back up the diplomacy. 

Nor should Phase II be confused with the pacification of Afghanistan. The American strategic objective 
was to destroy the terrorist network; that has been largely accomplished. Pacification of the entire 
country of Afghanistan has never been achieved by foreigners and cannot be the objective of the 
American military effort. The United States should be generous with economic and deve)opment 
assistance. But the strategic goal of Phase II should be the destruction of the global terrorist network, to 
prevent its reappearance in Afghanistan, but not to be drawn into Afghan civil strife. 

SomaJia and Yemen are often mentioned as possible targets for a Phase II campaign. That decision 
should depend on the ability to identify targets against which Jocal govenunents are abJe to act and on 
the suitability of American forces to accomplish this task if the Jocal govenunents can't or won't And 
given these 1imitations, the United States will have to decide whether action against them is strategically 
productive. 

All this raises the unavoidab)e chaUenge Iraq poses. The issue is not whether Iraq was involved in the 
terrorist attack on the United States. The chalJenge oflraq is essentially geopolitical. Iraq's policy is 
irnpJacably hostile to the United States and to certain neighboring countries. It possesses growina 
stockpiles of bioJogical and chemical weapons, which Saddam Hussein has used in the war against Iran 
and on his 0\\111 population. It is working to develop a nuclear capability. Hussein breached his 
commitment to the United Nations by evicting the international inspectors he had accepted on bis 
territory as part of the armistice agreement ending the GuJfWar. There is no possibility of a negotiation 
between Washington and Baghdad and no basis for trusting Iraq's promises to the international 
community. 

If these capabilities remain intact, they could in time be used for terrorist goals or by Saddam Hussein in 
the midst of some new regional or international upheaval. And if bis regime survives both the Gulf War 
and the anti-terrorism campaign, this fact aJone will eJevate him to a potentialJy overwhelming menace. 

From a Jong-range point of view, the greatest opportunity of Phase II is to return Iraq to a responsible 
role in the region. Were Iraq governed by a group representing no threat to its neighbors and willing to 
abandon its weapons of mass destruction, the stability of the region would be inuneasW'ably enhanced. 
The remaining regimes flirting with terrorist fundamentalism or acquiescing in its exactions would be 
driven to shut down their support of terrorism. 

At a minimum, we should insist on a U.N. inspection system to eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass 
destruction, with an unJimited right of inspection and freedom of movement for the inspectors. But no 
such system exists on paper, and the effort to install it might be identical with that required to overthrow 
Saddam Hussein. Above all, given the ease of producing bioJogical and chemical weapons, inspection 
must be extremely intrusive, and experience shows that no inspection can withstand indefmitely the 
opposition of a determined host government. 

But if the overthrow of Saddam Hussein is to be seriously considered, three prerequisites must be met: 

1/14/2002 



•• washingtonpost.com: Phase II and Iraq Page 3 of 4 

... (a) development of a military plan that is quick and decisive, (b) some prior agreement on what kind of 
structure is to replace Hussein and (c) the support or acquiescence of key countries needed for 
implementation of the military plan. 

A military operation against Saddam Hussein cannot be Jong and drawn out. If it is, the battle may tum 
into a struggle oflslam against the West. It would also enable Hussein to try to involve Israel by 
launching attacks on it -- perhaps using chemical and biological weapons -- in the process sowing 
confusion within the Muslim world. A Jong war extending to six months and beyond would also make it 
more difficult to keep allies and countries such as Russia and China from dissociating fonnaJ1y from 
what they are unlikely to join but even more unlikely to oppose. 

Before proceeding to confrontation with Iraq, the Bush administration will therefore wish to examine 
with great care the military strategy implied. Forces of the magnitude of the Gulf War of a decade ago 
are unlikely to be needed. At the same time, it would be dangerous to rely on a combination of U.S. air 
power and indigenous opposition forces alone. To be sure, the contemporary precision weaponry was 
not availab)e in the existing quantities during the Gulf War. And the no-fly zones will make Iraqi 
reinforcements difficult. They couJd be strengthened by being turned into no-movement zones 
proscribing the movement of particu]ar categories of weapons. 

Still, we cannot stake American national security entire]y, or even largely, on local opposition forces 
that do not yet exist and whose combat capabilities are untested. Perhaps Iraqi forces would coJ1apse at 
the first confrontation, as some argue. But the likelihood of this happening is greatly increased if it is 
clear American military power stands in overwhelming force immediately behind the Jocal forces. 

A second prerequisite for a miJitary campaign against Iraq is to define the political outcome. Local 
opposition wou]d in aJJ likelihood be sustained by the Kurdish minority in the north and the Shiite 
minority in the south. But ifwe are to enJist the Sunni majority, which now dominates Iraq, in the 
overthrow of Saddam Hussein, we need to make clear that Iraq's disintegration is not the goal of 
American po]icy. This is aJJ the more important because a military operation in Iraq would require the 
support of Turkey and the acquiescence of Saudi Arabia. Neither is likely to cooperate if they foresee an 
independent Kurdish state in the north and a Shiite republic in the south as the probable outcome. A 
Kurdish state wou]d inflame the Kurdish minority in Turkey an.d a Shiite state in the south would 
threaten the Dhahran region in Saudi Arabia, and might give Iran a new base to seek to dominate the 
gulf region. A federal structure for a unified Iraq would be a way to deal with this issue. 

Creating an appropriate coalition for such an effort and finding bases for the necessary American 
deployment will be difficu]t. Phase II is likely to separate those members oftbe coalition that joined so 
as to have veto over American actions from those that are witting to pursue an implacable strategy. 
Nevertheless, the skiJJfuJ diplomacy that shaped the first phase of the anti-terrorism campaign would 
have much to build on. Saddam Hussein has no .friends in the gulf region. Britain will not easily 
abandon the pivotal role, based on its special relationship with the United States, that it has earned for 
itself in the evolution of the crisis. Nor will Germany move into active opposition to the United States -
especially in an election year. The same is true of Russia, China and Japan. A determined American 
policy thus has more latitude than is generally assumed. 

But it wilJ be far more difficult than Phase I. Local resistance -- especialJy in Iraq-· will be more 
determined and ruthless. Domestic opposition will mount in many countries. American public opinion 
will be crucial in sustaining such a course. It wiJJ need to be shaped by the same kind of dedsive and 
subtle leadership by which President Bush unified the country for the fust phase of the crisis. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/a1l4-"a9~R.3~£Q.~aii4t1nguage=printer 1/14/2002 
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•• The writer, a former secretary of slate, is president of Kissinger Associates, an international consulting 
firm. 

<O 2002. Los Angeles Times Syndicate International 

C 2002 The Washington Post Company 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9;, 
SUBJECT: Walker 

January 14, 2002 8:06 AM 

I don't really care what happens to Walker at this stage. I know he is going to go 

to the Department of Justice-the question is when. 

He is on the USS BATAAN, and the military doesn't want him anymore. We 

could put him in Guantanamo Bay until we are absolutely certain we are not going 

to get anymore information about him or from him, or we could just give him to 

DoJ now. 

Please come up with a recommendation. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
Ol 1402·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1 _! _1 _·;_/_0_1---___ _ 

---

0 
[V 
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January 14, 2002 2:17 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \~\ 
/ 

SUBJECT: Disposition of Walker 

I agree that eventually the Department of Justice ought to get Walker. I just 

wonder if the Department of Justice knows we can keep him for a while, and 

maybe there will be some cross-referencing and some additional information that 

would help their case. 

I am curious to know what the rush is. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/10/02 GC Action Memo to SecDef, Walker (U00533/02] 

DHR:dh 
011402-SO 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_, .;_} _t _(..._! ._) ~----
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Director Robert Mueller, FBI 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld VJ\ 
SUBJECT: FBI Representation in EUCOM 

January 15, 2002 7:55 AM 

We have a real problem with the FBI representation in General Ralston's 

interagency group. The most recent FBI representative arrived and said he was 

leaving in two weeks. He is going to be the fourth one in the last few months. 

We simply have to get this straightened out. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011402-67 

11-L-0559/0SD/6350 U00793 /02 



Snowftake 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld V~ 
Improvements in Afghanistan 

January 15, 2002 8: 12 AM 

Please take a look at the list of offers we have received from our liaison friends 

and coalition partners to see if there are things the coalition can do in Afghanistan 

that would visibly show that the United States and our coalition partners care 

about the Afghan people and are building hospitals, schools, roads, etc. 

Next, I would like you to take a look at what we are capable of doing in that 

country that would be visible and acknowledged as something that the U.S. is 

doing and has done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011502·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
' I 

Please respond by __ r_, _! _L_l_._1 _Y_L-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6351 U00794 /02 



.. . ., 
..... .. ... 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

Disclosure 

January 4, 2002 9:44 AM 

This man, Bruce Ramsay, is my nephew, the son ofmy sister. When I was cleared 

he was queried whether he worked for the Government. He is a computer expert. 

Here is his statement. Please look at it and see if we need to do anything about it 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/20/01 Ramsay ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
010402·23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6352 U00821 /02 



' ' .. . . ,. 

Joyce and Don, 

Thanks for the card and the book. I've actually seen 'Rumsfeld's Rules' on a 
DOD website, but it is nice to have the printed version. I can definitely relate to 
the rules and there is a sense of the family in some sections that brings back 
memories. 

Don, it looks like you are enjoying the role of Secretary again. I imagine it is more 
eventful than you expected. 

I hope your kids are doing well. J hear a bit from Joan occasionally, but not 
enough to know what everyone is doing. 

Suzanne and I leave for Costa Rica today. Her daughter is completing a 
university study abroad program there. It should be an adventure. Most of my 
travel has been business related. Travel in a country completely lacking in 
infrastructure will be a new experience for me. 

Don, when you took the Secretary position I was asked if I worked in a defense 
industry. I did not. Since then I have taken a position as Director of Integration for 
an Organic LED flat panel display start-up company. We are developing 
processes and manufacturing capability for flat panel displays. I took the position 
because I believe OLEO technology will displace LCD and CRT based displays 
and that this company has unique intellectual property with the potential to play a 
significant role in developing this market. One plan under consideration is to set 
up display manufacturing in the US. I tell you all of this because DARPA will be at 
our facility for a meeting in January and I want to be sure that all disclosure laws 
are followed and you are not subject to any unfortunate surprises. I hope that my 
role in this company will not bias decisions in a negative way. Under other 
circumstances J would not expect a transaction as small as ours would likely be 
to even be visible in a DOD budget pie chart. 

Thanks again for the book. 

If you are ever in the bay area it would be wonderful to see you again. 

P~ 
Bruce and """l<b ... )("""'6).....---

l<b )(6) 

bruce_rams@yahoo.com 

11-L-0559/0SD/6353 
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THE SECRETARY OF DE'.F'ENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Bruce Ramsay 
83 Partridge Drive 
Novato, CA 94945 

Dear Bruce, 

Thanks so much for your note and the infonnation. 
I will pass it along to the General Counsel here at the 
Pentagon, so they are aware of it. 

With my best wishes for the New Year, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6354 



GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEF~~SE . -
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

·- ' ,, 1 . ,., (', ''iJ 
• •:. I ~.. • • l :_,,.. • ~ • ' 

GENERAL COUNSEL INFO MEMO 

FOR: 

,.,,.-~ 
// r.-v \ 

SECRETARY OF DEFE/i!.F~i I ti 
January 1 ~, 2002, 4:00PM 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ,/IJ.J":f;j-""::. 
SUBJECT: Disclosure 

• Bruce Ramsey, your nephew, advised you that he is now employed by a 
company that is seeking business with DARPA. You asked whether we 
need to do anything about it. We do not need to do anything now in 
response to this disclosure. 

• If you have a close, personal relationship with your nephew, you may not be 
able to participate in matters that affect his company or in which he 
represents his company. 

• In the unlikely event that your participation in such matters were ever 
required, at that time I could detennine whether you should be authorized to 
participate because DoD's interest in your participation would outweigh the 
concern that the integrity of our programs may be questioned. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: Gail D. Mason~ ... (b-)(_6_) ___ __. 

11-L-OSSQSD/6355 U00822 /02 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE . -

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON .. : : 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

Ol!NERAJ.. COUNSEL INFO MEMO 

FOR: 

~;j:"(I' \ 
SECRETARY OF DEFEflk~jf1i' . -

January 1~, 2002, 4:00PM 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ,NJ~ 

SUBJECT: Disclosure 

• 

• 

• 

Bruce Ramsey, your nephew, advised you that he is now employed by a 
company that is seeking business with DARPA. You asked whether we 
need to do anything about it. We do not need to do anything now in 
response to this disclosure. · 

If you have a close, personal relationship with your nephew, you may not be 
able to participate in matters that affect his company or in which he 
represents his company. 

In the unlikely event that your participation in such matters were ever 
required, at that time I could determine whether you should be authorized to 
participate because DoD's interest in your participation would outweigh the 
concern that the integrity of our programs may be questioned. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: Gail D. Mason,.._!<b_)<_6) ___ _, 

11-L-055~SD/6356 U00822 /02 



.. . ., 
..... .. ... 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

Disclosure 

January 4, 2002 9:44 AM 

This man, Bruce Ramsay, is my nephew, the son ofmy sister. When I was cleared 

he was queried whether he worked for the Government. He is a computer expert. 

Here is his statement. Please look at it and see if we need to do anything about it 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/20/01 Ramsay ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
010402·23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6357 U00821 /02 



' ' .. . . ,. 

Joyce and Don, 

Thanks for the card and the book. I've actually seen 'Rumsfeld's Rules' on a 
DOD website, but it is nice to have the printed version. I can definitely relate to 
the rules and there is a sense of the family in some sections that brings back 
memories. 

Don, it looks like you are enjoying the role of Secretary again. I imagine it is more 
eventful than you expected. 

I hope your kids are doing well. J hear a bit from Joan occasionally, but not 
enough to know what everyone is doing. 

Suzanne and I leave for Costa Rica today. Her daughter is completing a 
university study abroad program there. It should be an adventure. Most of my 
travel has been business related. Travel in a country completely lacking in 
infrastructure will be a new experience for me. 

Don, when you took the Secretary position I was asked if I worked in a defense 
industry. I did not. Since then I have taken a position as Director of Integration for 
an Organic LED flat panel display start-up company. We are developing 
processes and manufacturing capability for flat panel displays. I took the position 
because I believe OLEO technology will displace LCD and CRT based displays 
and that this company has unique intellectual property with the potential to play a 
significant role in developing this market. One plan under consideration is to set 
up display manufacturing in the US. I tell you all of this because DARPA will be at 
our facility for a meeting in January and I want to be sure that all disclosure laws 
are followed and you are not subject to any unfortunate surprises. I hope that my 
role in this company will not bias decisions in a negative way. Under other 
circumstances J would not expect a transaction as small as ours would likely be 
to even be visible in a DOD budget pie chart. 

Thanks again for the book. 

If you are ever in the bay area it would be wonderful to see you again. 

P~ 
Bruce and -1(b-)( .... 6)--

l<b)(6) 

bruce_rams@yahoo.com 

11-L-0559/0SD/6358 
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THE SECRETARY OF DE'.F'ENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Bruce Ramsay 
83 Partridge Drive 
Novato, CA 94945 

Dear Bruce, 

Thanks so much for your note and the infonnation. 
I will pass it along to the General Counsel here at the 
Pentagon, so they are aware of it. 

With my best wishes for the New Year, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/6359 



TO: David Chu 

FROM: 
•().J\ 

Donald Rumsfeld / I \. 

SUBJECT: Coordination with VA 

December 23, 2002 4:10 PM 

The President wants a progress report on how we are doing with the Veterans 

Administration and Toni Principi on coordinating and cooperating our activities. 

Please give me a report by January 8. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122302~9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O 1 / 0 'i / o ~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6360 uoo 862 /03 



S E C R E T A R Y OF T H E A R M Y 
WASHINGTON 

' ,·q '" ~~. (\,.,., 
'·. ' '. l. -

INFO MEMO 

January 17, 2002, 11: 15 a.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:~~he 

SUBJECT: Changes in the National Guard 

JAN 1 7 2002 

• In response to your question about the National Guard artic1es written by 
David Moniz, USA Today, I thoroughly reviewed the author's allegations 
and our procedures and have concluded that we have adequate oversight of 
the Guard. Further, since the articles have received little, if any, attention, 1 
recommend that we do not offer an official response. 

• The author made two major alJegations: that there is inadequate oversight 
by the Pentagon over misconduct by senior Guard officials, particularly the 
State Adjutants General (AGs); and that there is widespread inflation of 
troop strength reporting to hide shortages and guarantee that units wi11 not 
be moved to other states that have greater potential for recruiting. I would 
note that we engaged in extensive discussions with Mr. Moniz prior to his 
publication in an effort to provide him accurate information. 

• Most of the author's information on specific misconduct cases is factual, 
but outdated; therefore, his conclusions are not relevant to our present 
situation. Further, in the cases he cites, every individual was held 
accountable. We exercise oversight through the rigorous process of federal 
recognition, the same process that we employ for active duty officers. 
While the State Governor has the option to retain an AG who is not 
federally recognized, none of the currently serving A Gs are in a non
federally recognized status for misconduct. We also have the option of 
withdrawing federal recognition. I also asked The Inspector General to 
compare misconduct rates between active and Guard general officers. He 
found the difference in rates of substantiated allegations to be negligible. 
In the current environment, lam convinced that it is in a Governor's best 
interest to sustain the quality of AGs now serving. 

11 ~LJl5(BJQSQJ6361 
U010~1 /02 



SUBJECT: Changes in the National Guard 

• Similarly, the present operational environment dictates that strength 
reporting be accurate. The Guard has a very detailed and rigorous process 
of monitoring strength figures to ensure readiness. The current national 
objective is a 98% participation rate with a target of 2% non-validation of 
pay (not paid for three months due to absence from drill). The national 
average at the end of December is at 2.7%. In addition to the close scrutiny 
we exercise over this reporting, there is scant motivation today to inflate 
troop strength figures. The Army National Guard has met recruiting and 
retention goals for the last four years and has proven their readiness as we 
continue to increase our reliance on our reserve components. I was 
particularly impressed with the Guard's responsiveness in the aftermath of 
September 11. 

• I am confident that our current practices amount to adequate oversight and 
stand ready to discuss in further detail if you wish. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: Colonel Joseph Schroedel, ... l<b_)_<6_) __ __. 

2 

11-L-0559/0SD/6362 



TO: Tom White 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ))\\, 

SUBJECT: National Guard 

December 28, 2001 7:22 AM 

Should we make some changes in the National Guard? Please take a look at this 

file. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/21/01 GC memo to SecDefre: National Guard 

DHR:dh 
122801-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6363 



GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

December 21, 2001, ~ lfAs '.:· .. 
St;,. ·v 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DEC ,r, 
2 a zoo, 

WilliamJ. Haynes II, General Counsel ~i,/<J• 
SUBJECT: USA Today Articles About the National Guard: "Tarnished Guardians" 

You asked for my views about the series "Tarnished Guardians,"which was printed in 
USA Today beginning with the December 17 edition. 

• I understand that the articles have David Chu's personal attention and that he has 
asked the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reseive A ff airs to 
evaluate the assertions in them. I also understand that Dr. Chu is providing an 
Information Paper to you on this matter. 

• My office has offered to work closely with the Office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Reserve Affairs. 

• I recommend that Legislative Affairs and Public Affairs work with Personnel and 
Readiness and my office to develop a comprehensive approach for responding to 
the USA Today series. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment 

Prepared by: Jim Smyser,.._!<b_)<6_) __ _, 12/zt 

flclJQ(-

11-L-ossG>so16364 
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December 19, 2001 2:25 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Tom White 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld AA 
SUBJECT: National Guard 

Is there anything we ought to be doing with respect to this "Tarnished Guardians" 

article? It seems to me it might offer us an opportunity. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
12/17/01 USA Today article, Moniz and Drinkard: "Misconduct Marks Guard Command" 

DHR.dh 
121901•7 

11-L-0559/0SD/6365 
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. 
Vice President Richard B. 

Cheney last week said he be
lieves most al Qaeda ceJJs can 

disbanded without direct 
.S. military force. 

"There may be a few cases 
where military force is the the 
only option, or where military 
force is required for one reason 
or another to wrap up these 
ceHs," he told Fox News 
Channel. 

USA Today 
December 17, 200 l 
Pg. 1 
Tarnished Guardians - Part 
! 
6. Misconduct Marks 
Guard Command 
Lack of oversight by Penta· 
gon, states let misbehavior 
flourish 
By Dave Moniz and Jim 
Drinkard, USA Today 

WASHINGTON 
Americans have taken comfort 
since the Sept. 11 terrorist at

ks as National Guard units 
ady every state have been 

out to protect airports, 
er plants and other critical 

parts of the nation's infra
structure. Yet, at a time when 
the 460,000-member Guard is 
playing such a vital role, an in
vestigation by USA TODAY 
reveals a pattern of misconduct 
in the Guard's upper echelons 
that has continued for more 
than a decade. Much of the 
misconduct has gone unpun
ished as governors. state leg
islatures and members of Con
gress look the other way and 
Pentagon investigators are 
powerless to root out the 
proble~. 

The abuses range from in
flating troop-strength reports 
and misusing taxpayer money 
to sexual harassment and 
stealing hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in life-insurance 
payments, some intended for 
the widows and children of 
Guardsmen. Together, they 
raise questions about the qual
ity of some of the Guard's top 
le and the political spoils 
s nder which many are 
p 

SA TODAY identified 
nine states in which the high
est-ranking officer, called an 
adjutant general, has engaged 
in misconduct during the past 

- •• ·- _ ...... _..... ---·· • -~,.· ••• -. J •• ·-· ·- ....... • 

decade. However, the full ex· assment guidelines and created 
tent of the abuses may never promotion-review panels. 
be made public because the The problems in the 
Pentagon has refused to allow Guard's leadership extend to 
open access to its investigative the top. This year, the Penta
reports. The identified states goo investigated the Guard's 
are New York, Illinois, Ken- top officer, Lt. Gen. Russell 
tucky, California, Mississippi, Davis. head of the National 
Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyo- Guard Bureau, the Guard's 
ming and Massachusetts. administrative headquarters. 

elected. Adjutants gen.eral of
ten don't meet military or edu
cational qualifications required 
of active duty generals Gover
nors can pick lieutenant colo
nels for adjutant general, skip
ping three ranks and the in
tense training that goes with 
them. 

After interviews with The investigation found that 
more than I 00 present and Davis failed to discipline a 
former Guard members and a senior aide who bad sexually 
review of l O years of Pentagon harassed a colleague and rnis
documents, many never before led federal investigators about 
disclosed, the newspaper has bis role in the incident. 
found that: The report said his testi-

*Guard officials in many mony was "not credible" and 
states have repeatedly inflated "failed to meet the standard for 
Anny Guard troop.strength re- honesty." The finding against 
ports to hide a shortage of sol- the head of the National Guard 
diers. Within individual Na- Bureau resulted in a stem letter 
tional Guard units, as many as of rebuke by the secretary of 
10% to 20% of the troops are the Air Force. 
"ghost soldiers" who exist only Andrew Bacevich, a re
on paper, government investi- tired Army colonel and mili
gators and Guard officers say. tary analyst at Boston Univer
The practice raises questions sity, says the litany of offenses 
about the Guard's ability to conunitted by top Guard com
field fully ready units in this manders is "deeply troubling." 
time of crisis. "lt should be a cause for 

Some Guard wuts inflate deep and profound concern" if 
troop levels so that the federal Guard commanders aren't held 
government won't transfer to the same standards of con
those units, and the money that duct as regular military offi
goes with them, to states that cers, Bacevich says. 
can recruit. Independent armies 

*Pentagon records show The National Guard 
that during the past five years. spends S 13 billion a year in 
National Guard generals have federal defense money, but the 
committed serious offenses at Pentagon has virtuaJly no con
roughly double the rate of trol over these state-run mill
regular Air Force and Anny taries. The two-star generals 
generals. During that time, 16 who command the National 
Air National Guard generals Guard in the 50 states report to 
committed such offenses com- the governors, not the Defense 
pared with 14 in the Air Force. Deparunent. Consequently, the 
The Air Force has about twice Pentagon has no power to re
as many generals. In the Anny move incompetent or corrupt 
Guard, 55 generals committed adjutants generaJ. They are 
serious offenses compared state, not federal, employees. 
with 65 in the Anny. The Because the Constitution 
Army Guard has 193 generals, gives control of the National 
the Army 365. Guard to the states, the Guard 

•Jn the nine states where also is not subject to the Uni
interviews and investigations form Code of Military Justice, 
show adjutants general have the standard of conduct for 
conunitted misconduct, little regular military personnel. In
has been done to improve the stead, the states typically have 
selection process or oversight. their own laws similar to the 
One of the nine states, Ken- federal military code, but the 
tucky, has created a selection Pentagon has no role in en
advisory panel to help the gov- forcing them unless Guard 
emor pick the state com- troops are placed on active 
mander. Another, Illinois, duty for missions overseas 
passed a law allowing the gov- sucb as in Bosnia and Kuwait. 
emor to pick someone from All but two adjutants gen
outside the Guard - an active- eral are appointees of state 
duty or reserve officer - for governors. In Vermont and 
the top job, iss'fi ~~!t:155910se,res6'eY are 

The Guard traces its roots 
to colonial times, when each 
state defended itself with a 
homegrown militia. Today, 
most Guard members are part
timers who hold full-time ci
vilian jobs and perform mili
tary drills one weekend a 
month. Many of the Guard's 
leaders, including the adjutants 
general, are full-time soldiers 
working for their states. 

Regular military officers 
say they ha.ve great respect for 
the competence and sacrifices 
made by most of those who 
serve part rime in the Guard. 
The National Guard's contri
butions in war and peace are 
well known and include fight
ing in World War II, Korea 
and Desert Storm, as well as 
helping citizens during hurri
canes, floods and wildfires. 

However, Gu.udsmen in
terviewed by USA TODAY 
say they are often demoralized 
by the behavior of some top 
leaders who tarnish the organi
zation. 

Officers familiar with 
misuse of office and miscon
duct cases involving adjutants 
general say reforms are long 
overdue. One of those is Ron 
Triggs, a Wyoming attorney 
and retired Army Reserve 
lieutenant colonel who has 
handled numerous legal cases 
involving the Guard and Re
serves. 

'System is dysfunctional' 
"The system is dysfunc

tional and has been for a long 
time," Triggs says. 

Guard senior officers rise 
through a system that, unlike 
the active military, allows 
some with little fonnal educa
tion to get top jobs. Dozens of 
senior Guard officers - lieu
tenant colonels, colonels and 
generals - have been pro
moted with no college degrees 
or with degrees that required 
little academic work. In one 
case described in an Anny in
vestigation, a Guard general 
obtained a correspondence de
gree by completing few re· 
quirements. He got 119 of 134 

I 



·. ·college credits for his military 
and life experience. 

Lt. Gen. Davis, who was 
inted head of the National 

ard ·Bureau by President 
lintoo, says that the Guard 

does not have a leadership 
problem and that oversight 
works well. "Could it be bet
ter? Yes," Davis says. 

Davis did not respond to 
several USA TODAY requests 
for interviews about his own 
misconduct investigation. 

However, Brig. General 
Ron Rand, head of Air Force 
public affairs, described the 
letter of reprimand written to 
Davis by the Air Force secre
tary as the kind that could be 
career ending for a general on 
active duty. "At a minimum," 
Rand says, "it means that cor
rective behavior is required." 

Maj. Gen. Russ Groves, 
who commanded the Kentucky 
Guard ·until he retired last 
sununer, says many governors 
are beginning to look for bet
ter-qualified Guard command
ers. "There is a new generation 
that comes from a background 

t is less political and more 
·t based," says Groves, a 

· versity of Kentucky profes
sor. 

Even so, the political ap
pointment system that puts 
Guard commanders in power 
remains largely unchanged, 
and Defense Department in
vestigations show that Guard 
officers who conunitted of
fenses faced few conse
quences. 

A string of offenses 
A pattern of misconduct 

over the past decade is re
vealed · in court documents, 
criminal cases and Pentagon 
investigations obtained by 
USA TODAY through the 
Freedom ofJnformation Act. 

The Pentagon provided 
reports only for those miscon
duct cases the newspaper was 
able to discover on its own. 
Citing privacy laws, the Penta· 
gon de~ied access to all other 
investigation reports. 

The investigations were 
conducted by inspectors gen

I from the Army, Air Force 
epartment of Defense. ht 
cases, those accused of 

conduct typically do not 
have lawyers and are not given 
the evidence presented against 
them. The IG makes a ruling 
based o.n a "preponderance of 

evidence," which is a slightly Guard captain who reported 
lower standard than in criminal his misconduct. Westerdahl 
cases. left office last year at the end 

The newspaper's review, of his term. Guard officials in 
coupled with more than 200 Colorado said they did not 
interviews with Guard mem- know how to locate Wester
bers, military officers and law dahl. 
enforcement officials, shows A spokesman for Gov. 
that: Bill Owens said that Wester-

•wyoming Adjutant Gen· daht had been investigated 
eral Ed Boenisch remains in during the tenure of Gov. Roy 
charge of the Wyoming Guard Romer and that, under state 
despite two Pentagon investi- law, Owens could not replace 
gations in the past three years. Westenfahl until his term ex. 
According to documents in pired. 
those cases, investigators *Illinois Adjutant General 
found that Boenisch stopped Richard Austin was the subject 
Guard members from exposing of a 1998 Pentagon investiga
wrongdoing, improperly dis- tion that concluded that during 
charged officers, retaliated summer training two years 
against whistleblowers and ap- earlier, Austin got drunk in 
proved a plan in which one of front of his soldiers and "dis
his lieutenant colonels falsified played conduct unbecoming an 
documents to receive a pro- officer and a gentleman." The 
motion he had been denied. report also found that Austin, 

Boenisch declined to be in a "drunken and reckless 
interviewed for this article, but manner," drove a vehicle car
an e•mail response from his rying soldiers dwing that same 
public affairs staff said he did- training exercise. Pentagon of
n't violate military rules or ficials say that active duty offi
regulations. Rachel Girt, a cers are routinely relieved of 
spokeswoman for Gov. Jim command for such offenses, 
Geringer, said the governor's but Austin retained command. 
office believes the investiga- He left office in 1999 and was 
tions exonerated Boenisch. appointed deputy director of 

*The Pentagon detennined aeronautics for the state of Illi
in 1998 that California Adju- nois's Department of Trans· 
tant General Tandy Bozeman portation. 
engaged in an "inappropriate A spokesman for Illinois 
relationship" with a female of- Gov. George Ryan said Austin 
fleer in the California Guard. served out his tenn under 
The military prohibits relation- Ryan's predecessor, Gov. Jim 
ships between commanders Edgar. 
and their troops because it can • A Pentagon investigation 
create the impression of favor- found that Massachusetts Ad
itism. Bozeman could not be jutant General Raymond V ez. 
reached for comment. ina had used govenunent 

Bozeman continued the equipment for personal use, 
relationship despite being initiated improper investiga
wamed by numerous officers tions of subordinates and re
that it was damaging morale in taliated against soldiers who 
the California Guard, Pentagon reported misconduct. Gov. 
investigators reported. Paul Cellucci fired Vezina in 

He retired as head of the 1999. 
California Guard in a routine "'Kentucky Adjutant Gen· 
change of command in 1999 eral Robert DeZam was sen
when Democrat Gray Davis tenced to 1 S months in federal 
replaced Republican Pete Wil- prison in 1997 for perjury after 
son as governor. he lied to Pentagon investiga-

* A 1999 Pentagon report tors about his role in asking 
found that Colorado Adjutant Guard officers to make $500 
General William Westerdahl campaign contnbutions to 
regularly used National Guard Gov. Brereton Jones. DeZam 
aircraft for personal vacations, lost an appeal and served his 
had improper relationships sentence. 
with subordinates, failed to *Colorado Adjutant Gen· 
properly report an accident in- eral John France retired at the 
volving an aircraft he piloted end of his term in 1995, the 
and. improp_.sr!)r _J., re~IW~g~Jllf ~~ A,.. ~9l~n report 
against a (loll>Rl0!)-U'C1'tl) ~J(~eatened to 

block the promotioll of a 
Guard lawyer who complained 
about 250 improper flights 
France bad taken. Some of the 
flights were joy rides in Guard 
fighter jets flown to impress a 
private men's club to which 
France belonged. France de
clined comment. 

*Oklahoma Adjutant Gen
eral Tommy Alsip was sen
tenced to five years ia prison 
after pleading guilty to embez
zlement in 1993. Following a 
state investigation, Alsip ad
mitted that while he was head 
of a life insurance fund for 
Oklahoma guardsmen in the 
late I980s, he stole $388,000 
by filing false claims. 

Among the funds he pock• 
eted were payments intended 
for Guard widows and chil· 
dren. 

Questions about Guard 
operations in at least two states 
are ongoing: 

Maj. Gen. Danny James, 
the adjutant general of Texas, 
was nominated this fall by 
President Bush to become head 
of the Air National Guard in 
the United States. However 
James' Senate confumation is 
being held up while the Air 
Force detennines whether mis
conduct allegations against 
James merit a full-blown in
vestigation. 

The Air Force won't dis
close the nature of the allega
tions. 

The California National 
Guard also is under scrutiny. 
The state Legislature requested 
an audit last summer after 
Guard officers there accused 
state commander Maj. Gen. 
Paul Monroe of using $1 mil
lion intended for armory 
maintenance and a Guard-run 
youth academy to hire friends 
for lucrative Guard jobs. The 
audit is due to be completed 
early next year. 

Monroe says the allega· 
tions are groundless and part of 
a campaign to discredit him by 
senior officers within the Cali
fornia Guard. 

Nobody's watching 
Veteran Guard command

ers say two factors contribute 
to misconduct by adjutants 
general: 

• A lack of federal over
sight creates a climate in which 
commanders believe they can 
violate regulations without fear 
of punishment. 
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*Because almost all of the 

money for Guard units comes 
m the federal govenunent. 
vemors and state legislatures 

end to largely ignore their op-
eration. 

Buddy Stroud. who led the 
Guard in Louisiana for 18 
years, says the Guard exists in 
a gap between federal and state 
oversight, and governors often 
leave concerns in the hands of 
their adjutants general. 

Dean LeVay, a federal 
inunigration judge in Arizona 
who retired from the Army 
Guard as a colonel three years 
ago, says he found it impossi
ble to get the governor or the 
Legislature interested in inves
tigating misconduct. 

"Everyone at the state 
level thinks the federal level 
has a handle on the problems," 
LeVaysays. 

No enforcement power 
The Pentagon can and 

does investigate adjutants gen• 
eral. Officials say, however, 
that they have no power to en
force their findings. All the 

ntagon can do is forward its 
·ngs to the National Guard 
au, which can reconunend 

action to governors, who have 
the power to discipline or re• 
move adjutants general. 

Unlike command positions 
in the regular military, top 
Guard jobs often are viewed as 
political rewards to be handed 
to a governor's ally. 

Charles Rogers, an Okla· 
homa district attorney who 
helped prosecute former adju. 
tant general Alsip for embez
zlement, says he was "ap
palled, shocked and sickened" 
that someone like Alsip could 
ever be chosen to command 
the military. 

Rogers says that Alsip, 
who was appointed adjutant 
general after donating $15,000 
to Gov. David Walters, would 
never have risen to such an 
important position in the 
regular Army. 

"The adjutant general in 
Oklahoma makes more money 
than the governor," Rogers 

A{Zt i:;;::i~:g ::ic:: 

-kl be a mistake to assume 
the Guard is colTUpt from top 
to bottom. 

"But to the extent that at 
the top the National Guard is a 
bunch of political hacks and 

cronies, it imperils the ability commanders, Mr. Karzai and 
of our nation to respond.'' General Fahim, in a bomlr 
Rogers says. damaged room with Afghan 

ts laid wall to waJJ and 
uflage netting serving as 

New York Times eries. 
December 17 2001 Ten~ pitched inside . the 

• frosty Umted States operations 
7. Rums( eld Pays Call center sheltered computers and 
On Troops And Af. communications equipment as 

ghans Mr. Rumsfeld, wearing a 
windbreaker from the Army 

By Thom Shanker . Special Operations Command. 
BAGRAM, !Jghan!stan, greeted Mr. Karzai, who ar

D~c. 16 - W ~lkmg beside a rived wearing a lambskin hat 
minefield on his way to meet and a traditional robe of blue 
Afghanistan's provisional lead· and green plaid. 
ers, Defense Secretary Donald Referring to the members 
H. Rumsfeld offered America's of Al Qaeda, most of them 
Jong-term support to the new fighters from foreign lands 
government today but made who turned this country into a 
c~ear that the Pentagon's war base of operations under the 
amlS had not been fully _met Taliban. Mr. K.arzai said, 
~nd mus~ not be compro~sed "They considered themselves 
m secunng the post.Taliban the rulers of Afghanistan." 
peace. Opposition forces were 

Mr. Rumsfeld, wh?se incapacitated by their civil 
~entagon became a front _hne wars, be said, and the military 
m the Sept. 1 I attacks, amved assistance from the United 
at an air base with hangars States was "the opportunity we 
bearing bullet scars and littered wanted." 
with the c~rcasses of w~r· "You helped Afghanistan 
planes. He 1s the first senaor liberate itself - for a second 
B_u~h adminis~tion ~fficial to time," he added, referring to 
vts1t Afghams~ smc~ . the American military aid that 
start of the Amencan nuhtary helped rout the Soviet Anny. 
response. The Bush administration's 

No a_ir ~f. tri~halism mental map of the world had 
marked his vas1t, . w_hich was no doubt labeled Afghanistan 
not announced until Just hours "Terra Terroris" but after set
before his c.17 military trans· ting foot be;e today, Mr. 
port plane touched down. He Rumsfeld said it was still too 
chose ~one of ~e victor's ~ra· soon to declare Afghanistan 
tory m rallymg Amencan bberated from terror terrorism 
troops here and in his private and terrorists. ' 
discussions with leaders who He said his meetings with 
are to take power on Dec. 22. the two interim leaders was "to 

Instead, Mr. Rumsfeld make sure we're all on the 
told Hamid Karzai, the provi· same wavelength as to what's 
sional head of government, and left to be done." 
9en. !vfuhammad Fahi':11,. the The new government, Mr. 
mcommg defense ~mste:r, Rumsfeld said, is "going to 
that . much work re~med m have to be something that fits 
hunting down the Tahban ~d Afghanistan and is not uncom· 
mem~rs of _Qs~ bm fortable for the neighbors, and 
Laden s organazat1on, Al that is able over time to de-
Qaeda. . velop enough cohesion so that 

To the troops. he satd the it can keep these factions from 
war _was not o~er. "The Tali· fighting with each other and 
ban 1s not runnmg the country keep terrorists out and manage 
at the moment," Mr. Rumsfeld crime and the good Lord 
said. "There still are Al Qaeda willing de~l with the heroin 
and Talib.an people in .the and the' drug problems." 
c~u.ntry,. m the .. mo~tams, The defense secretary an• 
h1dmg m the c1t1es, m the nounced that Washington was 
caves and across the bord~rs. likely to support an intema
There are a lot of fanatt~al tional peacekeeping force be
people .• ~d we need to fimsh ing considered to help restore 
the Job. '1 '1 I _ ni:;.i:;.g~Anltiib~Mapital, by 

Mr. Rum;fl!l<I lite18' ~ 'c~t?ffi.ht'Jg'1'~iMI support, 
ings with the two anti-Taliban 

intelligence and transportation, 
and that the United States 
might agree to having Ameri. 
can forces stand by with a 
"quick reaction capability as 
backup" should the 
peacekeeping force run into 
trouble. The force is expected 
to have 3,000 to 5,000 mem
bers and could evenrually be 
sent into cities other than Ka. 
but. 

Mr. Rumsfeld flew to the 
base in a cavernous C-17 
military cargo plane, the fust 
to make a daylight landing 
here since the air base, 20 
miles north of Kabul, fell to 
allied forces. 

But continuing security 
concerns were underscored as 
the door swung open and Mr. 
Rumsfeld's delegation was 
warned that the plane was 
parked on a strip of tarmac 
sandwiched between mine
fields. 

An Afghan honor guard 
greeted the secretary, and a lo
cal security force of fighters 
from the Northern Alliance 
lined the runway. 

It was at times hard to tell 
the allies apart, Afghan from 
American. One scruffy soldier 
wearing the uniform favored 
by the Northern Alliance - a 
pakol, the woolen hat with 
round, flat crown, as well as a 
patterned sweater with a scarf 
and vest - was assigned to the 
pool of drivers for Mr. 
Rumsfeld's visit. 

"Welcome to Afghanistan, 
sir," he said crisply with the 
best of United States Atmy 
discipline before explaining 
that many of the American 
troops whose missions bring 
them into contact with Af
ghans wear local garb to pres. 
ent a lower profile. 

The air base at Bagram, 
built in the 1950's with assis
tance from the Soviet Union, is 
the only active airfield for 
heavy freight traffic in Af· 
ghanistan. 

Mr. Rumsfeld also visited 
a base in the region that is 
home to the Special Operations 
forces that have been so 
prevalent in this military cam
paign. The base's location 
could not be disclosed under 
ground rules set by the Penta
gon. 

One AC·l30 pilot, an Air 
Force captain who gave his 
name only as Jason, described 
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:-,.. 
TO: Doug Feith ~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "' 

SUBJECT: Mines 

Colin Powell tells me there is a letter from Patrick Leahy and a letter signed by a 

hundred members of the House and Senate saying that the Pentagon has given up 

on the plan to deal with mines that the prior administration had committed to. 

Also, apparently there is a study going around that says we want to not only have 

mines that expire, but regular mines as well as part oftransfonnation. 

I have never heard of any of this. Could someone please look into it and get back 

tome? 

·Thanks. 

DHR:db 
010802-S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ~' / _____ 11 .... /_o_'l-___ _ 
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~~-JR-1-2002 18=26 FROM 
~ 1211112001 17:39 FAX 

TO i(b)(6) P.04 
~002/010 . 

ctongr£S1 at tfJr ltniteb :6tatel 
llalmitn. •< 2osis · . . . .. 

George W~ Bush 
President of du, UDiced States 
The White Rouse 
1600 Pamaylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20SOO. 

Dear Mr. Prcaident. 

December 19, 2001 

We share your cagfflless for.global md human security duriq these troubling times. 
With this in mind. we write to express our Hrious concern about the direction of tba current 
Achainistration review of U.S. policy on antipersonnel (AP) landmines. Al. you bow, the 
Depanmeot of Defense has recently completed iaa compoDeDt and, after uiput from the State 
Department and the National Security Council, 1he review is expected to re.ach your desk for 
approval. We rcspcc1fwly uric tha! you en.sun ~t lhe policy your Adm.inistntion authoma: 
takes into ~unt the indiscriminate consequences inherent in the natme of antipellonnel 
Jandmines, the danger lhcsc weapom pose to civilians and U.S. troops, and the desire to continue 
U.S. leadership and unity among our key intcmational allies. · 

. We have received reports that the Department of Defense has ~ntly recommen4ed Che 
followina change. to cuneiit landmine policy: · 

·1) The abandomnent ofU .S. plana to comply with the Mine Ban Treaty by 2006. 
2) 'Ibe cc:a1ation of efforts to eliminate dumb ·IIWICS m>m the U.S. arsenal by 2003. 
3) The ierminatiou of the search for akcmativm to AP mines. 
4) The assertion of the indefinite need for AP mines, bo1h sman and dumb. in Korea and 

elsewhere, particularly in speciai opcrati~ ,. 

Thc5c alanning recommendations are out of step with your own avowed commitment to 
protect .i:moceat civilians ~d. iDdeed, U.S. crooi,t. 

At, you know, most of the modem nulitarics in the world, iocluding our major allies in 
the war against tem>rism, have ended their use of mtipcraonnol landmines because of thcs 
weapon's indi~ and d.iaproporti<inatt impact on unarmed men. women. and childrca. 
The 1997 Mine Ban Treaty•s protuoition on tbc weapon's use_ production, .transfer. and stockpile 
has resulted in a sipificant dccrcuc: of landmine injuries and deaths, the demuction of m.illiam 
of stockpiled weapons. and a virtual end to the.transfer ofanlipenonncl mines. The United 
Srata• global leadership in mine clearance and. victim assistance has also contributed 
significantly to decreasing landmjne casualtia. American leadership is similarly needed to 
encourage other treaty holdouts to support the global ban. · 

Mines have caused over 100,000 U.S. Army casualties si~ 1942, including one third of 
all ,;asualties in Viemll!l and in the Golf War. On May 19, 2001. Dine retired military leaders~ 
including Lt .. Gama! James F. Hollingsworth, former Commander ofUS-ROK forces) ~ · 
their support f'or the Mine Ban Treaty. stating that the elimination of AP mines from the U.S. 
arsenal would enhance U.S. combat mobility and eff'eetiveness and prolect U.S. sc:rviceme111111d 

11-L-~/6370 
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women. It is clear that changes in t2etics, docll'ine. or aubatitution of alternative sensor/weapon 
systems already available could compensate for antipasonncl J.andmjncs in Korea and elsewhere. . . 

Afghanistan is. perhaps, the best example of the reason to eliminate this weapon from our 
araenal. In that country there an an estimated 8-10 million Jandmincs in the ground. The 
Landmine µonitor 2001 reports that in the year 2000 an e¢imated 88 people per month were 
maimed or killed by the we.apoo in Afghanistan, a nation tbe size or Texas. Demining operations 
in that country funded. in p~ by the United Slates, employ nearly S ,000 wodcers and cost 
millions of dolJars each year. Now U.S. and allied 1roops in Afghanistan are a.Isa at serions risk 
oflosing lives and limbs to this insidious weapora. We encourage you tO insist that the Northern 
Alliance end its use of the weapon and dcsuoy their stockpiled. inventory. 

Most importantly, we urge you to instruct the State Department md the National Security 
Council to rcdiRct the landmine& policy review t.o re.fleet 1he need for the eti.mina.tion of lhis out
mod~ indiscriminate weapon from the U.S. aneoal. Only in this way can the, United States 
resume its 1"dership on this important mtcrnational issnc. . 

Sincerely. 

Jama P. McOovcm 

• 
Lane Evan, 

Steve Hom 

Frank A. LoBiondo , 

11-L-0559/0SD/6371 
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Page3 

David Bonior 

r),.,t ~ 4, .. /.·-
William Lipinski 

TO l(b)(6) P.06 ............... 

Leach. 

. . 

~L ~-1''1 · John C Coobey 

~··~ 
, BobFi 
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President Georp W. Bush 
Page4 

Tim Roemer 

TO !(b)(6) P.07 ........... -·-

~{).~ 
· Martin Olav Sabo . 
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President George W. Bush 

p~/frl 
RonKind 

~P..J,. 
William J. Pascre ~ 

-·-· 

~~--r Blmnenauer 

TO ~(b)(6) 

Tam Allen 

1/ttt~ 
Hilda Solis 

Vic Snyder 
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~,'2<-,M.(;() ~·' 
" Dinny . . · · . 

Thomas Barett 
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Lew.is . ,· 

: ~ 

·.~e~h. 
:Frank Pallone, Jr~ . · 
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January 15, 2002 11:15 AM 

TO: Gen.Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j Jl. 
SUBJECT: Collateral Damage 

Should we take a look at getting more standardized definitions for collateral 

damage? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011502·21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ·. 0' / f i / D'l-

• 

5E('_})1:3-F -

12.E-~f f)N5Z£-

-~r~. 
V/J2-

ef1)7 

11-L-0559/0SD/6379 
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16 January 2002 

INFORMATION PAPER ~s~/17 
Subject: Response to question from SECEF 

I. Purpose. Respond to SD's questions, "Should we take a look at getting 
more standardized definitions for collateral damage?" 

2. Key Points. 

• You are correct, there is no DoD standard for collateral damage. 

• Theater procedures/definitions are inconsistent. 

• My staff has developed a draft standard. The standard has been 
previously agreed to by all CINCs, with the exception of CENTCOM. 

• rm reviewing the draft standards and will implement via a CJCS 
instruction once you approve concept. Will get on your calendar. 

Prepared by: RADM L. E. Jacoby, Director of Intelligence. J-2. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6380 
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November 23, 2002 3:35 PM 

TO: Tom White 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ).}). 

SUBJECT: Report on Tanlc Operation 

I want to see a report after you have taken your steps with respect to the Lima tank 

operation. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
112302.12 

············································~···························· 
Please respond by ____ 1_1-_/i--:J.Q_...._j_o_~_t-, _____ _ 

o, / o~ J o3 ( et,. ~(Y~~.\B.:) ~ o~ l 
01/ i. i.. / o3 (ey:r. A-P/>K-ovt::-t> Uy osb) 
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INFO MEMO 

January 21, 2003, 9:00 a.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

- ;~ / J /:. ~ 1AH 2 4 2003 
FROM: Tho~ Secretary o~ 

SUBJECT: Report on Tank Operation 

• This responds to your request to see a report after steps had been taken with 
respect to the Lima Tank operation, based on observations by former Secretary of 
the Treasury, Honorable Paul O'NeilJ, during a visit to Lima Anny Tank Plant 
regarding underutilized capacity, plant management, and safety issues (Tab A). 

• Lima Army Tank Plant is a Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated facility 
operated by General Dynamics Land Systems with oversight provided by the 
United States Anny Tank-automotive and Armaments Command, and the in-plant 
Defense Contract Management Agency Office. This facility has diversified by 
applying its manufacruring capabilities to products beyond tanks. In addition to 
the Abrams tank produced for the Anny and Egypt, they currently fabricate upper 
hull strucrures for the Stryker, complete strucrures for the Marine Corps' 
Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle, as well as gun turrets for Navy Cruisers. 
The facility is also used to assemble the Wolverine Heavy Assault Bridge and test 
the Stryker Anti-Tank Guided Missile variant. 

• General Dynamics Land Systems currently employs 610 personnel at Lima Anny 
Tank Plant, of which 90% operate on the first shift. Remaining personnel on other 
shifts are primarily dedicated to equipment and facility maintenance. 

• Observations made by former Treasury Secretary O'Neil]: 

~ Observation 1: Lima Army Tank Plant was disorganized. 

Response: The recent reductions in Abrams tank production requirements and 
the termination of the Crusader program have resulted in pockets of 
underutilized manufacturing space within the plant, leaving the facility not as 
efficient as it could be, and creating some facility maintenance issues. The 
pockets of manufacruring may have caused the perception of disorganization. 
However, it is important to note that within the current production operations 
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SUBJECT: Report on Tank Operation 

dedicated to the existing Abrams, Stryker, and other service programs, efficient 
operations are being used. 

To address Lima Army Tank Plant's efficiency shortcomings and facility 
maintenance issues, a Contractor and Government team has been formed to 
review the methods by which we contract for management of facility 
operations. The objective of the team wiJI be to introduce more efficient 
methods for operating the installation, to establish clearly understood standards 
for non~production related functions, and to gain better visibility over the 
instaJlation operation costs. We invite your representatives to visit Lima Army 
Tank Plant in the June 2003 timeframe to see the results of these efforts. 

The future of Lima Army Tank Plant beyond the current known projected 
workload is dependent on the Future Combat Systems (FCS). Lima Army 
Tank Plant is no longer exclusively dedicated to Heavy Combat Vehicle 
manufacturing. The facility is also being used for Medium/Light Vehicle 
manufacturing (i.e. Stryker and Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle 
component/structure fabrication) as outlined in the FCS Acquisition Strategy. 
Discussions with General Dynamics Land Systems indicates that they are 
considering using Lima Army Tank Plant for their Manned Ground System 
proposal to the Lead System Integrator for FCS. The Army has made a 
significant investment in Lima Army Tank P1ant that can be used to offset FCS 
faci]itization costs. The current p]anned workload can provide a bridge for 
Lima Army Tank Plant to be uti]ized in support of the FCS Program. In the 
event Lima Army Tank Plant is on the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
list, the Army must be prepared to make a significant investment in relocating 
Lima's capability. Non-Army customers would be forced to estab]ish their 
own capability or support the Army relocation. FCS would lose the advantage 
of any facilitization cost savings associated with using Lima Army Tank Plant. 

» Observation 2: The plant appears to be an unsafe environment. 

Response: General Dynamics Land Systems has an excellent safety record 
utilizing Lima Army Tank Plant. The appearance of an unsafe environment 
may have been attributed to: ( 1) retention of inactive equipment in place, (2) 
pockets of manufacturing activity, and (3) outstanding facility maintenance 
issues. Again, these problems are being worked by a Government/Contractor 
team. 

11-L-055910SD/6383 



SUBJECT: Report on Tank Operation 

~ Observation 3: People seemed to be standing around at the end of the shift. 

Response: General Dynamics Land Systems' policy for hourly workers 
provides five minutes for wash up at lunchtime and five minutes at shift 
change. During Honorable O'Neill's visit, workers had cleaned up their 
workstations, and in some cases had moved to the checkout points, in 
accordance with their established labor standing operating procedures. 

~ Observation 4: The production capacity was low. 

~ Response: Reduction in Abrams requirements has adversely affected the use of 
Lima Anny Tank Plant capacity. Lima Anny Tank Plant was designed to meet 
a surge rate requirement of 120 tanks per month on a 3/8/5 shift basis. 
However, today the plant is only funded to produce 10 per month on a 1/8/5 
shift basis. General Dynamics Land Systems will utilize 45% of available 
Industrial Plant Equipment capacity/capability to meet FY03 requirements. 

• Ongoing efforts to workload Lima Army Tank Plant: 

» General Dynamics Land Systems is incentivized to increase facility utilization 
through the use of a "Rent-Free Use" contract clause. This clause allows 
General Dynamics Land Systems to produce products for other DoD customers 
without an equipment usage charge. 

» Foreign Military Sales tank requirements are being pursued by General 
Dynamics Land Systems that could potentially increase the plant's utilization. 
Possible customers are Taiwan and Turkey. 

» The Army is exploring options to allow for introduction of non-DoD work into 
the plant as a means of further reducing overhead costs. 

» Lima Army Tank Plant's future is being evaluated as part of the upcoming 
BRAC and the Anny's Transformation requirements, especially as it relates to 
FCS workload. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: Memorandum from Secretary Rumsfeld, November 23, 2002, subj: Report 
on Tank Operation 

Prepared By: Mr. Prince Young, Jr., .... l<b_)<_6) ___ _ 
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December 38, 2002 11:59 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 
SECDEF HAS SEEN 

,AN 2 4 200:i 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeldl)/L ... 

SUBJECT: Russia 

Please take a look at this paper on Russia. My instinct is to stick with EUCOM u 

the contact 

Let's talk. 

Thanks. 

Altlt.b. 
12/18/02 DAIT Moscow paper: .. A Way Ahead on US.Russian MilitalyConcld Plan" 

DHR:db 
123001-6 (11 CCIIIIPl*').doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by O I / I J / oJ 

~ 

"" .... 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Paul O'Neill 

Donald Rumsfel<l"~ 

SUBJECT: Closing Books 

January 21, 2002 12:33 PM 

Here is a note I sent Dov Zakheim, Pentagon comptroller, and here is the answer I 

got back. What is your reaction? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/07/02 SecDef memo to USD(C) re: Closing Books 
01/16/02 USD(C) memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
012102-29 

11-L-0559/0SD/6386 uo 1170 / 02 



«_, ...... ·-. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

SUBJECT: Closing Books 

INFO MEI\10 

SECOEF HAS SEEN 
• 

11 
l.i '·• ~ ' 10o·· .. ~.*-\ r.: ,·.· .• I.e. I 

January 16, 2002, 9:25 AM 

• There are two aspects of closing the books: budget execution and financial statement 

preparation. The Department of Defense closes the books for budget execution 

purposes monthly by the 16th workday of the following month and for financial 

statement purposes annually. 

• We cannot provide the financial statements within a week because most of the 

existing systems cannot collect and maintain the detailed financial data needed to 

prepare the financial statements in less than the current 4-5 months time frame. 

• Closing the books within a week will require major systems upgrades. Those 

upgrades will be implemented as part of the Department's Financial Management 

Modernization Program. The program is underway and its first major phase is 

development of an enterprise architecture that will be completed by March 2003. 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Rita Cronley,._ ___ _, 
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January 7, 2002 2:11 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld 1J f)_ · ~FROM: 

/ SUBJECT: Closing Books 
' 

Paul O'Neill has gotten the Treasury books so that each month they can be closed 

in four days. What do we do? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702-46 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _______ _ 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 

January 21, 2002 2:21 PM 

SUBJECT: MemCon with MoD Reyes 

FYI. 

Attach. 
01/21/02 Memorandum of Conversation between SecDef and MoD Reyes of Philippines 

DHR:dh 
012102-41 

11-L-0559/0SD/6389 



21 January 2002 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

SECDEF Call to Philippines Minister of Defense Alfredo Reyes 

January 21, 2002 10:20 AM 

SECDEF: Hello, Mr. Minister. Don Rumsfeld calling. There has been so 
much publicity that I wanted to call to thank you for your strong support on 
the war on terrorism. Be aware that we are very supportive of your efforts. 
I've been trying to be very careful to follow your public statements closely 
and characterize the situation along the lines you have described. 

REYES: Thank you. We are monitoring your statements and they are 
helpful. Only Senator Brownback's statement was not. The president has 
said we are sticking to our commitments and we will support the war on 
terrorism. 

SECDEF: We will see that we are careful here and continue to characterize 
our work with you properly. How are you doing? 

Reyes: We can handle it. We remain steadfast as a strategic partner in this 
war on terrorism. 

SECDEF: Thank you. We wish you well. 

Reyes: Thank you. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6390 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 r • -:"· !"" -, 

January ~8,-2002 5:-00,p.m. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THESE 
. j~~) 

_,_.~··., .. ·' 
/ 

FROM: uo1ren~~ (Legislative Affairs) 

SUBJECT: 

o The Office of Legislative Affairs will develop and implement an aggressive plan to 
expand Congressional support for Department goals and objectives in 2002 in close 
coordination with the Services. 

o Elements of the plan will include: 

1) A breakfast each Thursday when Congress is in session that you would host. 

2) A breakfast each Wednesday when Congress is in session to be hosted by Secretaries 
Wolfowitz, Aldridge, Feith, Zakheim and Chu on a rotating basis. The Service 
Secretaries will regularly host similar events. 

3) ~n active aie~d~ of trips for Members and staff to military installations and 
activities in cooperation with the Services. Examples are Anny trips to the Special 
Forces Command at Fort Bragg and the Airborne and Ranger Schools at Fort 
Benning; Navy trips to carriers; Marine trips to Camp LeJeune and Air Force visits 
with the B-2 Wing at Whiteman. 

4) Regular presentations of the threat briefing being developed by Rich Haver in the 
Roosevelt Room at the White House with the goal of reaching 535 Members of 
Congress over an extended period of time. 

5) Congressional trips (CODELS) abroad focused on DoD objectives, including a 
refil!larjzed DlQJJthly routine of one trip per month for each House of between five an~ 
ten Members to the CENTCOM AOR • 

.... 

6) Appearances by you, the Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries and Service Secretaries 
before Congressional organizations. This would include the party caucuses, as well as 
other Congressional organizations such as the Chowder and Marching Society, the 
New Democratic Coalition, the Blue Dog Democrats, the Black Caucus, the Hispanic 
Caucus, the Women's Issues Caucus and the Democratic Budget Study Group. 
Attendance at events that are open to you as a former Member, like the House Gym 
Dinner, should be scheduled. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6392 uo 1202 /02 



-2-

7) General Officers and Flag Officers will be made available for appearances before 
Congressional town hall meetings in the districts of Members on a bipartisan 
basis. 

As usual, there will be a comprehensive round of Congressional hearings before the 
House and Senate Armed Services Committee and the Defense Subcommittees of the House 
and Senate Appropriations Conunittees involving you, the Deputy Secretary, the Service 
Secretaries and the Under Secretaries. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6393 



January 14, 2002 3:05 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~f\ 
SUBJECT: Program List 

I need this list of reductions, postponements and terminations to show the cuts 

over the FYDP. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/21/01 FY 2003 Major Defense Program Reductions, Postponements, Terminations 

DHR:dh 
011402-SI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_,_/_,_i_l_o_"l--__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6394 
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Larry Di Rita 
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SENSITIVE 
12/21/2001 3:31 PM 

FY 2003 Major Defense Program Reductions, Postponements, Terminations 

Navy ($Millions in FY03) 
• S1owed Production of Amphibious Transport Ships (LPD) -1,033 

• DD-21 Terminated/Convert to DD-X R&D program +111 

• Postpone next generation nuclear aircraft carrier -309 

• Terminate Navy Area Missile Defense -100 

• Reduce V-22 purchase by 32 Aircraft (15 next year) -403 

• Begin Phase-out of 19 Spruance-Class Destroyer -70 

• Begin Phase-out ofF-14 Fighter Aircraft/S-3 Anti-sub Aircraft -35 

• Complete Phase-out of Inchon-class helicopter carrier -48 

Air Force 
• Postpone/Restructure Low-Altitude Space Based IR System -785 

• Begin deactivating Peacekeeper ICBM +137 

• Deactivate 33 of90 B-1 Bombers -120 

• Begin phase-out of 14 C-5As and 56 C-130s Cargo Aircraft 

Army 
• Begin Phase-out of 1000 Vietnam-era Helicopters 

• Terminate 19 army 'legacy' ammo/weapons programs 

Department-wide 
• 15 percent Headquarters staffing reduction 

• 10-15 percent Defense Agencies cuts 

• Close overseas nuc1ear storage sites 

Other: 
• Deep cuts to non-reimbursable DoD detailees 

• Congressional Passage of 2005 Base Closures 
11-L-0559/0SD/6395 
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SENSITIVE 
January 24, 2002 

FY 2003 Major Defense Program Reductions, Postponements, Terminations 

Nayy 
• Slow Production of Amphibious Transpon Ships (LPD) 

• DD-21 Tenninated/Convert to DD-X R&D program 

• Postpone next generation nuclear aircraft earner 

• Terminate Navy Area Missile Defense 

.... ~ .... }~:~:uce V-22 purc~e by 32 Aircraft (15 n~xt_year) 

• Begin Phase-out of 19 Spruance-Class Destroyers 

• Begin Phase-out of F-14 Fighter Aircraft/S-3 Anti-sub Aircraft 

• Complete Phase-out of Inchon-class helicopter carriers 

Air Force 
• Postpone/Restructure Low-Altitude Space Based IR System 

• Begin deactivating Peacekeeper ICBM 

• Deactivate 33 of 93 B-1 Bombers 

• Begin Phase-out of 14 C-SA and 56 C-130 Cargo Aircraft 

Army 
• Begin Phase-out of 1000 Vietnam-era Helicopters 

• Terminate 7 Army 'legacy' ammo/weapons programs in FY 2003 
and 17 in the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP) 

Department-wide 
·• t5 percent Headquarters staffing reduction 

• 10-15 percent Defense Agencies cuts 

.......... ciose overseas nuc1eai.-stcirage sites · :·· ~·~::--· 
TOTAL ______ ,, __ ------·--------

Other: 
• Deep cuts to non-reimbursable DoD detailees 

• Congressional Passage of 2005 Base Closures 

11-L-0559/0SD/6396 
MAR-e1-20e2 16:11 95% 

($ in Millions) 
FY 03 FY 04-07 
-1,072 +992 

+100 

-243 

-100 

-403 

-55 

-106 

-48 

-785 

+137 

-120 

0 

-100 

-532 

-209 

-195 

0 

-3,731 

-3,522 

-1,683 

-1,015 

+370 

-340 

-762 

-225 

-1.128 

+398 

-520 

-240 

-410 

-3,099 

-905 

-250 

-119 

-12,458 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

January 17, 2002 

10:26 AM 

Please give me the account of the Syracuse campaign referenced in this letter to 

Merrifield. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 

011702.0S 

Please respond by: _________________ _ 

.... __ 
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.JOHN MERRIFIELD, M.C 
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Thucydides and the Syracuse Campaign 

Based on the letter and the context, Dr. Merrifield' s allusion to Thucydides' writings on 

the Syracuse campaign (The Peloponnesian War, Books VI and VII), seems to be a 

caution against greed, overconfidence, and the desire for empire. The Athenians were 

drawn into war against the Syracusans (416) by a request from an old ally, the 

Egestaeans, who requested Athens' support against Syracuse. The Athenians, lured by 

the opportunity to add Sicily to their empire, agreed. They embarked on the expedition 

confident that the Syracusans would be easily conquered and that other "barbarians" 

would quickly ally themselves with the Athenian effort. The force sent for the war was, 

according to Thucydides, "by far the most costly and splendid Hellenic force that had 

ever been sent out by a single city up to that time" and was put forward at huge expense, 

with the appearance of strength, rather than military competence, becoming the focus of 

Athenian efforts. The campaign was disastrous: despite early promise, the war ended in a 

decisive and extremely costly defeat at the hands of the Syracusans, with the Athenian 

navy destroyed and the forces slaughtered as they attempted to escape. As Thucydides 

ends his account of the campaign, "They were beaten at all points and altogether; all that 

they suffered was great; they were destroyed, as the saying is, with a total destruction, 

their fleet, their aimy, everything was destroyed, and few out of many returned home." 

This devastating defeat was a turning point in the war with Sparta: following Syracuse, 

the tide of the war turned against the Athenians and the empire began to dissolve from 

within. The war ended in 404 with surrender by the Athenians and permanent destruction 

of their empire. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6401 
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January 12, 2002 8:58 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Financial Disclosure Report 

I would like to see a draft by April 1 of the report I have to file by May 15. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/10/02 OC Info Memo to SecDef, "Ethics Reports You Must File This Year" 
0 l /09/02 SecDef memo, "Required Reports" 0 l 0902-2 

OHR:dh 
011202-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1 ..... /_,g_/ O_'w' ___ _ 
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January 9, 2002 7:09 AM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J ~ 
SUBJECT: Required Reports 

What legal, ethical or financial reports do I have to file this year? When are they 

due? Who is supposed to prepare them? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010902-2 

. . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1_/_,_e,_(_o_'l---" __ _ 
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GDIDAI. COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel '4).}f..71
' :;, .. /.,,_. 

SUBJECT: Ethics Reports Y ~u Must File This Year 

• You asked what legal, ethical, or financial reports you must file this year. 

• You must file a Public Financial Disclosure Report (SF-278) by May 15. 
This report covers calendar year 200 I, and will update the report that you 
submitted when you were nominated to be the Secretary of Defense. 

• You must advise the Director of the Office of Government Ethics and the 
Chairman of the Senate Anned Services Committee when you fulfill the 
requirements of your ethics agreement. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: Steve Epsteinj .... (b_)(_6) ___ __. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Larry Di Rita 
Ray DuBois 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

December 20, 2002 8:04 AM 

SUBJECT: AFIP and USUHS 

Please take a look at this letter from my friend, Dr. Bernie Wagner, and get back 

to me with an indication of what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/21/02 Wagner llr to SecDcf 

DHR:dh 
122002--4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_, L.../ /=---7=---/:.....;;o_~ __ _ 
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Bernard M. Waenert M.D. 
EmeM1$ .Re1carch Proftswr Df PalboSo~ 

N~ Yon. Umft1Sir, Medical Onb:r 

Mr.Donald Rumsfeld 
Suite40S 
400 North Michl,an Avenue 
Chicas«>. Illinois 606 I I 

Dear Don: 

l(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) 

l<b)(6) 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
OEC ! 0 2001 

November 21. 2002 

The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP).plays a vital role in our counuy•s 
military preparedraas. Virtually all of its programs arc dirt.ctly related to military 
readiness.Furthermore, many of these programs arc unique in their specificity to the 
needs of DoD.f or example. many cities.counties and states have foren~ic patholoSY 
programs. However. the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System is specifically 
designed to address the unique circumstances attendant to deaths among the military.As 
we have discussed in the past, the AFIP has che strongest group of palhologists in the 
world. Their expertise is focused not onJy upon the appropriate diagnosis and trannent 
of disease amona military personnel but also the support of DoD in research of specific 
imponance to the Armed Forces and the educ.atjon of health professionals throughout the 
miliwy health care system. 

This educadon component of the AFIF°'s mission has prompted the recommend11ion that 
jJ be united with the Uniformed Servi~s Universiry of the Health Sciences (USUHS). 
Careful examination of these two organizations reve.a.Js an amazing degree of possible 
syneigy should they be combined. Such a combination would not only provide benefits to 
DoD and our country but could result in major cost savings. 

In summary. the AF.IP is vital 10 the mission ofDoD in tcnns of military readiness. force 
Health Protection and homeland security. The value ofUSUHS to DoD is wcJI known 
and respected. An alignment between the AFIP and USUHS would reinforce the major 
strengths of both institutions and also result in significant cost savings for DoD. I served 
for lS years as a member of the Comminee on Toxicology.National Academy of 
Sciences. During this tim~ the DoD was our major sponsor of studies. Repeatedly. we 
used the AFIP as a consultant to our comminee. 

Here's wishinJ you and your family a happy Holiday Season and I hope to see you soon. 
With very best personal regards, 

~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/6406 



JAMES M. DENNY 

rb)(6) 

November 25t 2002 

Ms. !(b)(6) 

Office of Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 

l(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) I 
'-· __ ___.FAX 

Attached is a letter that Bernie Wagner asked me to pass on to Don. Bernie was a 
member of the Scientific Advisory Board at Searle when Don was CEO and has been a 
member of the Scientific Advisory Board at Gilead for some time 

Kindest Regards, 

Cy~ 
JMMdm 

11-L-0559/0SD/6407 



• 
Colonel Stacey K. Hirata 

Hililtzq Dq,,,q 
Offe, of th, lhJ1"'1 U"4n ~cntary of D,j~,ru 

lnstallatiom alfll EnirolUIVlft 

23Dec2002 

CAPT Steve Wellock 
P&R 

Steve. 

Can you tell me who within P&R will be responding to the 
altached SecDef snowflake? 

Re.quest they keep us infonned of the reply to the SecDef. 

Further request they attempt to answer Mr DuBois· handwritten 
questions (on the snowflake). 

Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6408 



December 23, 2002 4:52 PM 

TO: Bill Winkenwerder 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \l ~ 
SUBJECT: Information 

What do you know about the following: 

1. A drug Fort Detrick is working on that eliminates pain for a period, just by 

a whiff of something. 

2. A synthetic vaccination that covers an or most particular risks. 

Apparently the Surgeon General of the Army has been looking at this, or Fort 

Detrick. Al Haig mentioned them to me. Is there any prospect to them? 

Thanks. 

L>HR:dh 
l22302-S6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ () ...... J-+j_' 2_tf .............. f_,_l ___ _ 
I 

11-L-0559/0SD/6409 
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Snowflake 
c'\:J · d ;t:1101 
J-'J ,r1H1_ Dl '.J ID 1<b)(6) JAM r:,i:_; '03 1 7: 2'? No . 003' F. 02 

(. l5 ~f ~/'7 'N&v(-l)'tl,et 19, 2062 

.... ... 2.-()03 

S.HP~·2 

\c1 
TO: \ , Dou~ 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld 1)fl 

SUBJECT: Missile Fuel facility ;/? f"i" ~~;
113 

What in 1he world are we going to do about this facility that was built ,o·process 

missile fuel? PJease see the attached. 

Thanks. 

Artach. 
Undated CIA Senior Executive Memorandum 

OHR:dh 
111902.1 S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w•••••••• 

Please respond by _____________ _ 

Unclassified w~en separate from attachment 

•. ¥ 0 WWWC/CIEIC.I,. 
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January 23, 2002 7:16 AM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Photos of Detainees 

Please tell me precisely what the rules are with respect to photographs of 

detainees, and Jet's Jook at it and get a policy established for Guantanamo, 

Bagram, Torie Clarke and everyone else who is releasing these things. 

In addition, it seems to me that anytime we release a photo, we ought to have an 

explanation of what in the world it is, so people know. That clearly would have 

saved all these problems the last four days, ifwe had explained what that one 

picture was. I hope it has been taken off the web site. 

We need some precise rules as to how we oing to handle the prisoners and the 

photos. 

(\> 

~I 
0,\, 
L S.~ ( > 

. ty) 

Thanks. Jf'i ~'l 

O,~- '~ ~ ~·~ 
DHR:dh 
012302-i 

~ ·~~ ~f' (i 
..............................................................•......... ' \~ 

j / ) •. .> \ 
,...q ; :~~ )l.-- eftp w 

J
(l'\ ~ 

e' r· 
~; ~ ~ ~ ~tfti~9 \ 

1 _\ t( _cf~ 
. ( \ ~ \ (\ 0 (\ Q.,~ C'Q 

. . t,\c,1e '\ ~ \- S I ( \\ l· } . 
11-L-0559/0S.DJ641 ~v: °"J\ ~11 ~ 0 
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Please respond by 



GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

January 24, 2002, 7:30 AM 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~z~/~" 
SUBJECT: Photos of Detainees 

• You asked about the precise rules with respect to photos of detainees and 
directed establishment of a policy for places where detainees are being held. 

• The rule in regard to photographs of detainees is based on Article 13 of the 
Third Geneva Convention of 1949: "(P]risoners of war must at all times be 
protected, particularly against acts of violence or intimidation and against 
insults and public curiosity." 

• While this rule does not explicitly forbid the taking of pictures and publication 
of photographs of prisoners of war, the U.S. Government has interpreted it to 
mean that photographing prisoners of war or detainees and publishing the 
photographs in newspapers or journals would be holding them up to public 
curiosity and therefore forbidden. Tab A contains a written explanation we 
provided to interested DoD officials on January 10. 

• Still, we have worked with OSD/PA to accommodate press interests to the 
extent possible. As a result, the approved guidance of January 11 provides: 
"'Qroup or wide area photo/video coverage of detainees in and about detainee 
facilities mav be pennitted by the camp commander, subject to security 
requirements and the follow in restrictions B includin that "[ n ]ews media 
·coverage, inc uding photo/video coverage. will not identify individual 
detainees, by name (s) or by image." I believe this guidance strikes the right 
balance. Tab B. 

• I concur that when photos are posted, they should be fully explained. We 
understand from OSD/P A that the photo that caused so much discussion 
carried some sort of explanation about detainees arriving. 

COORDINATION: None 

11-L-osRoso1s413 
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January 10, 2001, 16:00 
J. Burger, OGC, IA 

Policy on Photos of Battlefield Detainees 
Prepared by the DoD General Counsel 

While Operation Enduring Freedom battlefield detainees have not been determined to be 
prisoners of war, the policy on forbidding photography is in accord with treating them 
consistent with the protections provided under the Third Geneva Convention. This is not 
a change in policy. It is in conformity with long-standing U.S. procedures and practice. 

We realize that some photography of detainees has been seen in the world's media during 
the past several weeks. Some of this has been inadvertent or unavoidable. Some of this 
has resulted from the Department's long-standing policy not being clearly understood or 
uniformly applied. The Department's underlying policy has not changed. 

The policy of prohibiting the release for publication of photography of prisoners of war is 
based upon Article 13 of the Third Geneva Convention of 1949. That Article states: 
"(P]risoners of war must at all times be protected, particularly against acts of violence or 
intimidation and against insults and public curiosity." 

While this rule does not explicitly forbid the taking of pictures and publication of 
photographs of prisoners of war, the United States Government has always interpreted it 
to mean that taking pictures of prisoners of war and publishing them in newspapers or 
journals wouJd be holding the prisoners up to pub)ic curiosity and is therefore forbidden. 

The United States has historicalJy forbidden the release of photographs of prisoners of 
war, and has objected when hostile powers have published photographs of, or held press 
briefings showing detained U.S. military personne1. 

The theory behind the rule is that the detaining authority might use the publication of 
pictures for its own ends, for example, to show that it was treating the prisoners 
humanely while in truth it was not. There have been instances when detaining powers 
have used photographs and press briefings for propaganda purposes. 

The Department's regulation on prisoners of war and other detained persons states that: 
"Photography, filming and video taping of individual EPW (enemy prisoners of war), Cl 
(civilian internees) and RP (retained persons) for other than internal Internment Facility 
administration or intelligence/counterintelligence purposes is strictly prohibited. No 
group, wide area or aerial photographs of EPW, Cl and RP or facilities will be taken 
un)ess approved by senior Military Police officer in the Internment Facility's chain of 
command." (Reference: paragraph 1-Sd of AR 190-8, OPNAVIST 3461.6, AFI 31-304, 
MCO 3461.1) 

As we proceed, we will review applicable policies, including this one, as appropriate. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6415 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

RAAUZYUW RUEKJCS9221 0121711-UUUU--RUEKCHP. 
ZNR UUUUU 
R 111124Z JAN 02 
FM SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//OASD-PA// 
TO RHEHNSC/NSC WASHINGTON DC 
BT 
UNCLAS 
SUBJECT: SUPPLEMENTAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE (PAG) ON DETAINEES. 
REFERENCES: A. SECDEF MESSAGE 072300Z JAN 02, PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
GUIDANCE (PAG) FOR NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE or DETAINEE OPERATIONS IN 
NAVAL BASE GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA IN 
SUPPORT OF OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF). B. SECDEF MESSAGE 
072020 DEC 01, CONSOLIDATED PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE (PAG) FOR NEWS 
MEDIA COVERAGE OF OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM. 
1. PURPOSE: TO CLARIFY AND SUPERCEDE PAGON COVERAGE OF DETAINEES 
AND DETAINEE FACILITIES. 
2. EXTERNAL NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE or DETAINEES: 
2.A. GROUP OR WIDE AREA PHOTO/VIDEO COVERAGE OF DETAINEES IN AND 
ABOUT DETAINEE FACILITIES MAY BE PERMITTED BY THE CAMP COMMANDER, 
SUBJECT TO SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND THE FOLLOWING RESTRICTIONS. 
INSERT THESE RESTRICTIONS IN NEWS MEDIA GROUND RULES. 
2.A.1. NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE, INCLUDING PHOTO/VIDEO COVERAGE, WILL NOT 
IDENTIFY INDIVIDUAL DETAINEES, BY NAME(SJ OR BY IMAGE (I.E., CLOSE-UP 

PAGE 04 RUEKJCS9221 UNCLAS 
IMAGES OF INDIVIDUAL FACE(S) THAT WOULD ALLOW INDIVIDUALS TO BE 
IDENTIFIED WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.) 
2.A.2. COVERAGE MAY SHOW GROUPS OF DETAINEES, BUT ONLY IN COMPLIANCE 
WITH THE RESTRICTION IN PARA. 2.A.1. 
2.A.3. COVERAGE OF DETAINEES IN TRANSIT IS NOT PERMITTED, INCLUDING 
GROUND AND AIR MOVEMENT BETWEEN DETENTION FACILITIES, OR MOVEMENT 
BETWEEN DETENTION FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION (BUSES, FERRIES, 
PLANES, ETC.). 
2.B. COVERAGE OF DETAINEE INTERROGATIONS OR INTERVIEWS IS NOT 
PERMITTED. NEWS MEDIA INTERVIEWS WITH DETAINEES ARE NOT PERMITTED. 
2.C. INTERVIEWS WITH SENIOR COMMANDERS, SUPPORT STAFF, AND DETENTION 
CAMP PERSONNEL ARE PERMITTED, CONSISTENT WITH THE GUIDANCE IN PARA. 
6. OF REF A. 
3. INTERNAL NEWS, COMBAT CAMERA COVE.RAGE: INTERNAL NEWS COVERAGE OF 
DETAINEE ACTIVITIES IS PERMITTED, SUBJECT TO THE RESTRICTIONS IN 
PARAS. 2.A. THROUGH 2.C. or THIS PAG. PARAS. 2.A. THROUGH 2.C. OF 
THIS PAG DO NOT APPLY TO COMBAT CAMERA. ANY COMBAT CAMERA OR 
INTERNAL NEWS IMAGERY, OR INTERNAL NEWS STORIES, MUST BE CLEARED 
THROUGH OASD-PA TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH PARAS 2.A. THROUGH 2.C. 
BEFORE PUBLIC RELEASE. 

PAGE 05 RUEKJCS9221 UNCLAS 
4. ACCESS BY NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS: CONSISTENT WITH THE 
THIRD GENEVA CONVENTION OF 1949 AND WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES PERMIT, 
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE or THE RED CROSS/RED CRESCENT PERSONNEL WILL 
BE PERMITTED TO VISIT AND OBSERVE DETAINEES. ONLY ICRC PERSONNEL 
WILL BE PERMITTED TO VISIT/OBSERVE DETAINEES. 
5. CHANGES TO PREVIOUS PAG: 
5.A. PARAGRAPH 5.E. OF REF. A IS DELETED IN ITS ENTIRETY AND 

UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/6417 
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Pri~ted fiy)ames Surger http://chairs.policy.osd.pentagon .... OVU7IED9.QTF.uncl+YES+James+Burger 

2 of3 

UNCLASSIFIED 
----------------~----------------------------------------------------
SUPERCEDED BY THIS PAG. 
5.B. PARAGRAPH 8, 8.A., 8.C. AND 8.D. OF REF. A IS DELETED AND 
SUPERCEDED BY PARA. 3 OF THIS PAG. NEWS AND IMAGERY OF SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS FORCES WILL BE COORDINATED BY THE REGIONAL CINC'S PA 
OFFICE THROUGH US SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND BEFORE FORWARDING TO 
OASD-PA FOR RELEASE APPROVAL. 
5.C. QUESTION-AND-ANSWER 8 OF REF. A. IS DELETED AND SUPERCEDED BY 
THE FOLLOWING: 
Q8. WILL THE DETAINEES HAVE ACCESS TO NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS? 
AS. CONSISTENT WITH THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS AND WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES 
PERMIT, INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS/RED CRESCENT 
PERSONNEL WILL BE PERMITTED TO VISIT AND OBSERVE DETAINEES. ONLY 

PAGE 06 RUEKJCS9221 UNCLAS 
ICRC PERSONNEL WILL BE PERMITTED TO VISIT/OBSERVE DETAINEES. 
6. THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION IS PROVIDED FOR 
USE AS APPROPRIATE: 
6.A. BASED ON THE DEPARTMENT'S EXISTING GUIDANCE, DETAINEES AT 
GUANTANAMO WILL BE TREATED AS THEY WERE TREATED UPON COMING UNDER 
U.S. CONTROL IN AFGHANISTAN: HUMANELY AND CONSISTENT WITH THE 
PROTECTIONS PROVIDED UNDER THE THIRD GENEVA CONVENTION OF 1949. 
WITHIN THIS GUIDANCE, THE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF DETENTION AT 
GUANTANAMO MAY BE AFFECTED BY SECURITY NEEDS AND THE TEMPORARY NATURE 
OF THE AVAILABLE FACILITIES AT GUANTANAMO. 
6.8. EVEN THOUGH DETAINEES AT GUANTANAMO HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE 
THEATER OF OPERATIONS, THEY ARE ENEMY PERSONS CAPTURED DURING THE 
ONGOING COALITION CONFLICT AGAINST TERRORISM. 
6.C. NO PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE DETAINEES WILL BE ALLOWED. THIS IS 
CONSISTENT WITH LONGSTANDING U.S. PRACTICE, INCLUDING OPERATION 
DESERT STORM, AND CONSISTENT WITH THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS, 
WHICH PROHIBIT DETAINED PERSONS FROM BEING SUBJECTED TO PUBLIC 
CURIOSITY OR HUMILIATING TREATMENT. 
6.D. THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROss· (ICRC) HAS HAD 
ACCESS TO DETAINEES WHILE THEY WERE IN THE CENTRAL COMMAND AREA OF 

PAGE 07 RUEKJCS9221 UNCLAS 
OPERATIONS. THIS, TOO, IS CONSISTENT WITH THE GENEVA CONVENTION 
PROVISIONS. AT GUANTANAMO, WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES PERMIT, ICRC 
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE PERMITTED TO VISIT THE DETAINEES. 
6.E. NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGOSJ WILL NOT HAVE ACCESS TO 
DETAINEES. THIS, TOO, IS CONSISTENT WITH THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS, 
WHICH RECOGNIZE THE SPECIAL ROLE Of THE ICRC FOR PURPOSES OF ENSURING 
HUMANE TREATMENT AND MONITORING CONDITIONS OF DETAINEES. 
6.F. DETAINED PERSONS HAVE BEEN AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE TREATED 
HUMANELY. HUMANE TREATMENT MEANS, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THAT THEY WILL 
BE GIVEN ADEQUATE FOOD, WATER, SHELTER, CLOTHING AND MEDICAL 
TREATMENT. WITHIN THIS GUIDANCE, THE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS Of 
DETENTION AT GUANTANAMO MAY BE AFFECTED BY SECURITY NEEDS AND THE 
TEMPORARY NATURE OF THE AVAILABLE FACILITIES AT GUANTANAMO. 
6.G. THE POLICY ON LIMITING PHOTOGRAPHY IS IN ACCORD WITH TREATING 
DETAINEES CONSISTENT WITH THE PROTECTIONS PROVIDED UNDER THE THIRD 
GENEVA CONVENTION. THIS IS NOT A CHANGE IN POLICY. IT IS IN 
CONFORMITY WITH LONG-STANDING U.S. PROCEDURES AND PRACTICE. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

6. H. THE POLICY OF LIMITING T:1E RELE.!;.SE FOR Ft.:Bl..ICATION OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF ;:)ETAINESS IS CONSISTENT WI'!'E AR';ICLE 13 or THE THIRD 
GENEVA CONVENTION OF 194 9. T:-:A'r ARTICLE S'!'ATES: ' [ P] R:iSONERS OF WAR 

PAGE 08 RUEKJCS922l UNCLAS 
MCST AT ALL T:MES BE PRO~ECTED, PARTICULARLY AGAINST ACTS OF VIOLENCE 
OR IN':'IMICA7ION AN~ AGAINST 11\SUL':'S AND PUBL:C CURIOSITY.' WHILE THIS 
RULE DOES NOT EX?LICI?LY FORH!D THS TAKING OF ?I:TURES AKO 
P0BLICAT:ON or PHOTOGRJ\?HS OF SUCH INDIVDUALS, THE Ut-ITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT HAS INTI::RPRETEC :T TC f~EAN ':'!-IAT TAKING ?IC'ICRES OF' 
INDIVIDUAL PKJSONERS OF WAR OR DETAINEES AND PUBLISHING THEM IN 
NEWSPAPERS OR ,JOURNALS WOU!.D BE HOLDING THEM t;p TO PUBLIC CCRIOSITY 
ANJ ~S THEREFORE FORBIDDEN. 
6.1. THE UNITED STATES HAS HISTORICALLY f'OREID~EN THE RELEASE OE' 
PHOTOGRAPES OF J~CIV!DUAL PRISONERS 0: WAR, AND HAS OBJECTED WHEN 
IIOSTILE POWERS HAVE PuBLISHED PHOTOGRAPHS OF, OR HELj PRESS BRIEFINGS 
SHOWING DETAINED U.S. MI:..I:ARY ~ERSONNE: .. 
6.J. AS WE PROCEEC, WE WILL REVIEW APPt.:CAALF.: ?CLIC:ES, !NCLUDING 
THIS ONE, AS APPROPRIATE. 
7 nnc:;n I PAJ CONTACT IS THE DOD PRESS OFFICE, !(b)(6) ! COMM 

!(b)(6) !E-MAIL NEWSDESK@OSD. r-'.IL. 
BT 
11922: 

NNNN 
<!AAA]> Ol/12/20C2 1223 <'.AAA]> 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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' 
'- . - ' • UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 
r·-.1 !"I,-.,:• r-•1 
...... - .. . . • . _ .... i • 2: 5 :. 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS D~~:~if;f) > D 92l __ _ 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE FF[..; ~ llHJ,· / 0 FD t 
FROM: Dr.DavidChu,USD(~u:df./.c!4?A.,-~-n·6 ?- ..... 

t7 
SUBJECT: Thoughts on Defense Science Board Task Force Report on "Training ln 

ve, Superiority & Training Surprise" 

• You asked for my thoughts on Andy Marshall's note to you about Joe 
Braddock's Defense Science Board Task Force report, Training 
Superiority & Training Surprise (see attached). 

• The training community may be the one sector that can react - transform 
- by 2004. Indeed, the QDR identified the transformation of military 
training as the key enabler for achieving the operational goals of DoD 
Transformation. 

• In response to your direction in the QDR, we are working with the 
Services, Joint Staff, and CINCs to develop a Strategic Plan for 
Transforming Training. We should be ready to report to you in early 
March. 

RECOMMENDATION: NIA 

Attaclunent: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Paul Mayberry, DUSDIR,._!<b_)(_6) ___ ..... 
Cc: Andy Marshall 

11-L-osOosD/6420 U01419 /02 



·• .... . .. . ~ . .. 

) 
. Janu~iy 4, 2002 · 2:43 PM 

· · TO: · ToirfWJµ(e ·_· . : . ' 
Gordon Englaqd· 
iimRoche 
David Chu 

PROM: · ~Riunsfeld 'y/L, 
'. . . suamqT~ .. DSB Report~ Training . 

: . 

... .. . . 

. . H~'s ~- iQtetestfugrq,olt from the P~B. ~ Andy Ma~all fo~~~--. . 
. . . ' · .. 

. . ·.·. 

Thanks. 
. . . . . 

Attach.· : . . . 
Jan~:2001.-DSB Report.. '7raiobig Superiority & ~J'JWP8 ~" 

·. · .. DHR:.ts .. 
· 01040i,;Js : 

····-~·····~·······~············~ .. ~ .............. ~~-~ .......... ~.~ ..... . 
Please r~pom:I by ____ .;.....;..._...;.... ___ _ 

, 

-· ...... 

U-00256 /0·2 
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I\'°;; ~--·· bf.: j-1 OFFICE-OF THE;: .. SECRETARY OF. DEFENSE 
..... 

DIRECTOR OF, 
.- NET, !.SSE$$~ 

2950 DEFENSE·.PENTAGON 
-~ASHINGTON, DC 203Pl-:29SO 

', ,, 

... - . 
•,. 

- L7t1WL. ,· .. ~~. ·-3 'Fi,'·l £~: ~? 
J •. -..,;.._# J ··-

. .. ~ : . 
. .: .·· 

. .: : . . . : · 1artWllY 2, 2002 

·MEMORANJ;>UM FOR m;E SECRETARY QF DEFENSE· 

FROM: Andrew Marshall 
. ·· .... ·. . . 

. .. 

. . ... ·' . ·.. . 
. . . · · .. 

.. -__ · -~is~·inter~g~-~I-~~~g·;~~-~~yoµ~y'n~~---. ·_ .. _·:· 
hav.e seen it and_ because superior trainµig is one of.our force's in~ im~i:tarit . :· . 
areas o( advantage ·over potential -opponents. Excellent training iri-~cetil?e is ~ot .. ·. 
o.ur.hi~ori.cal pattern. We ·owe the current ·situation to a·revoll,ltion iit training that.· · 
Ix?~ in 1he early-1970's.. . · · · . . 

... 
·. J<,e l3raddock, o~e of the d:ircctors of the DSB stQdy, tells m~ 'that the basis 

of our a~van~ in·~gis .. ~r<;>~& slightly foi now but it·dcscivcs attention. 
.· Also, there· are new opportuniti~, Jle\V technologi~ that can provide farth~r 
-iµtpro.vement iQ ~g. · · · ·' · 

. . . . . . 
. . . I . . . . . 

. A s~nd report on a sub~ucnt phase o(the study group'~ work.will be · · 
· · ~v.ajl~le at mid-year. · 

\. 

·-MA~·--.·.-.· . 

. 'WHfTMORE· 
~ ·.·. 

. ~ . 

. 11-L-'O~/OS0/6422 
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January 18, 2002 9:27 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <"Q~ 
SUBJECT: Reply to India 

Please make sure we get a nice thank you to the Minister of Defense of India for 

the silver box he gave us. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011802-6 

...•.....................••...............................•............. , 

Please respond by __ .... _1_l _1. _·~ _I !)_-_'--__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6423 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

••• BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 
January 24, 2002/1145 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: E. C. "Pete" Aldridge, Under Secre?t~) ;J~z... 
SUBJECT: Anticipated Savings for Currently Approved Business Initiative 

Council (BIC) Initiatives 

The purpose of this memo is to respond to your inquiry regarding the actual savings we 
anticipate seeing from the approved BIC initiatives, once implemented. The BIC 
Principals have approved 24 initiatives 10 date. 

• Of the 24 approved BIC initiatives, 8 (TAB A) reflect a ($874M-$1.2B) savings. 
Some initiatives, e.g., Enterprise Software Initiative, require an up-front investment 
($.5M) to lay in the software for implementation. Other initiatives, e.g., Recovery 
Auditing, do not require an investment and will reap savings. 

• The remaining initiatives nor reflecting any savings (not shown in TAB A), are either 
unquantifiable; i.e., wi11 reduce cycle time, accelerate decision-making, etc.; or are too 
ear]y in their implementation to determine exact savings. As the latter initiatives mature, 
savings wm be documented, projected, and updated. 

• The savings estimates are preJiminary and will likely change when the 
functionaVprocess boards conduct more thorough business case analyses. We have 
contacted OSD (P A&E) to solicit their assistance in deveJoping and refining the 
estimates. We have not yet developed service-by-service breakdowns and that will be 
part of our further refinement of the estimates. 

RECOMMENDATJON: For Information Only. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments 
As stated 

Prepared by: Ms Joanne M. Rodefer .... l<b_)<_6) ___ .... I ;oM·u,c;;.,. 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: lindfr Srrrt>tar~ of Ut>fFn•r for Arqui1>ilian. 1'f'C'hnalot:~ & Lof?istic:s: 

St>crt1a/J~t\t~~~~f1LQ~ffi;iiand LJ Q 1. k ·1 . ..,_. / Q 2 
St't·rflar.,· of 1hr Air for('f': Tht> Hm,or.iblt> l>r . .Jamei. G. ~ocht> ~ V 

St>rret 11n· nf I hf' ,, rm,·: The 11 onora ble Thomai: F,. Whitf' 
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Initiative Title & Description: 

Approval /)ate: 14 Sep (JI 

Recovery Auditing: 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Required/Savings: 
Web-based Invoice/Receipt 
Processing: 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Reyui red/Savings: 
Local / Regional Cell Phone Pooling: 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Required/Savings: 
Enterprise Software Initiative (ESD: 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Required/Savings: 
1-\pproval Date: 3 Dec (}l 

Allow for Contracting of Security 
Guards 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Required/Savings: 

INVESTMENT 
REQUIRED 

SAVINGS 
($M) 

Use contingency fee auditing services contract to identify and recover overpayments in Working 
Capital Funds to providers of goods and services 
Recovering vendor over-payments, through contingency fee-based contracts with private auditors 

FY02 FY03 FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 Cum Sav 

0 0 $75-$145 $25-$50 $25-$50 $25-$50 $25-$50 0 0 $175-$345 
To reduce occurrence of incorrectly prepared or missing receiving reports and move toward a 
paperless process, using existing automated systems, so that DF AS can pay vendors more quickly and 
accurately 
Removing paper-based receiving reports, the primary cause of late payments/interest penalties 

FY02 FYOJ FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 Cum Sav 

$0.3 $1.0 $7-$11 $21-$34 $35-$57 $35-$57 $35-$57 $35-$57 $35-$57 $20]-$.BO 
To overcome the rising tellular telephone bills and cost of inefficient phone purchases; negotiate new 
local or regional cell phone contracts by consolidating cell phone users into appropriate pools 
Obtaining lower overall costs and/or enhanced service plans and capabilities 

FY02 FYOJ FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 
0 0 $3-$10 $3-$10 $3-$10 $3-$10 $3-$10 0 

FY09 
0 

Cum Sav 
$15-$50 

Streamline the acquisition process by providing best-priced, standards-compliant software products, 
through expanding the use of the ESI process as the benchmark acquisition strategy 
Using the combined purchasing power of the entire DoD to negotiate agreements, resulting in volume
discount savings 

FY02 FYOJ FY 03 
$0.5 0 $7.0 

FY04 
$7.0 

FYOS 
$7.0 

FY06 
$7.0 

FY07 
$7.0 

FY08 
0 

FY09 
0 

CumSav 
$35 

Allow Services to contract security guards in the Continental United States at small locations, in an 
effort to provide increased flexibility, as the DoD continues to enhance anti-terrorism/force protection 
measures 
Contracting out security guards vice permanent government employment, thus gaining short-term 
increase in security during increased threat conditions 

FY02 FY03 FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 
0 0 11-r:.b559~-SD/6if ~6 s,.o 

FY07 
$7.0 

FY08 
$7.0 

FY09 
$7.0 

Cum Sav 
$45.SO 



Initiative Title & Description: 

Appmval l)ate: 3 Dec 01 

INVESTMENT 
REQUIRED 

SAVINGS 
($M) 

Revise Davis-Bacon Act Thresholds: Raise the current threshold subject to Davis-Bacon Act from $2K to the simplified acquisition 
threshold, currently $100K 

Summary of Savings: Gaining the ability to submit more contracts/ projects for local competitive bid, vice using government
fixed labor rates; expands small business opportunities 

FY02 FY03 FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 Cum Sav 

Investment Required/Savine,s: 0 0 $6.S $6.5 $6.S $6.S $6.5 $6.S $6.5 $45.5 
lmpr(jve Interservice Product Quality Develop and implement a methodology to seamlessly share PDQR data across all Services and Agencies 
Deficiency Report (POOR) Business 
Process: 
Summary of Savings: Creating a better interface among item managers, service engineering pools and contractors to resolve 

critical safety issues, as well as a potential cost avoidance in PDQR process 
•'Y02 FYOJ FY 03 FY 04 FY OS FY 06 FY 07 FY 08 FY 09 Cum Sav 

Investment Required/Savings: $0.75 $0.75 0 $0.75 $0.75 $0.75 $0.75 $0.75 $0.75 $4.5 
Eliminate Excise Tax on DoD Tactical Request authorization for exemption by the Treasury Department from paying the Federal Retail 
Vehicles: Excise Tax (FRET) on all military and tactical-wheeled vehicles, above 33,000 pounds Gross Vehicle 

Summary of Savings: 

Investment Required/Savings: 

TOT AL: Investment Required 
/Savings: 

Weight, which is currently required under Title 26 United States Code, Sections 4051-4053 

A voiding in excess of $228M in taxes across FYDP (FY 03-09) 
FY02 FYOJ FY 03 FY 04 FY 05 FY 06 FY07 FY08 FY09 

0 0 $65.9 $21.2 $33.5 $38. 7 $(,8.9 $52.4 $70.6 

$1.75 $0.7S 
$167.9-
$248.9 

$91.45- $117.75- $122.95- $153.15- $101.65- $119.25-
$136.45 $171.75 $176.95 $207.15 $123.65 $141.85 
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CumSav 

$351.2 

$874.1-
$1206.7 
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Coordination Page 

Secrelary of the Anny Mr. White September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secrerary of the Navy Mr. England September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Air Force Dr. Roche September 14, 200 I 
December 3, 2001 

Vice Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Lt Gen Carlson September 14, 2001 
Staff ( on behalf of December 3, 2001 

Gen Pace) 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••••• BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 
January 7, 2002/0700 

INFORMATION :MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: E. C. "Pete .. Aldridge, Under~9.(.tf,nse~~quisition, 
Technology and Logistics {:(. ~v /l~z. 

SUBJECT: Anticipated Savings for Cuttently Approved Business Initiative 
Council (DIC) Initiatives 

The purpose of this memo is to respond to yom inquiry regarding the actual 
savings we anticipate seeing from the approved BIC initiatives, once implemented. 
1be BIC Principals have approved 24 initiatives to date (10 at their September 
(TABs A & 8) and 14 at the December meetings (TABs C and D)). 
• Some initiatives, e.g .• Enterprise Software Initiative, require an up-front 

investment ($.SM) to lay in the software for implcment.ation (TAB A). Other 
initiatives, e.g., Recovery Auditing (TAB A), will reap savings. 

• The remaining initiatives not reflecting any savings, are either unquantifiable; i.e., 
will reduce cycle lime, accelerate decision-making, etc. (highlighted in yellow 
shading); or are too early in their implement.ation to determine exact savings 
(green shading). As the latter initiatives mature, savings will be documented, 
projected, and updated. 

• The savings estimates are preliminary and will likely change when the 
functional/process boards conduct more thorough business case analyses. We 
have contacted OSD (PA&E) to solicit their assistance in developing and 
refining the estimates. We have not yet developed service-by-service 
breakdowns and that will be part of our further refinement of the estimates. 

RECOMMENDATION: For Infonnation Only. 

COORDINATION: TAB E 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Chairman: Under Secretary of Deftnse for Acquisition, Technology & 

Log Is ti cs: The Honorable Edward C. Aldridge, Jr. 
Set:retary of the Navy: The Honorable Gordon R. England 

Secretary of the Air Force: The Honorable Dr. Jan,es G. Roche 
SecRtary of the Army: The Honorable Tho...as E. White 

Vitt Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: General Peter Pace U () O J.f ,., / O 2 
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Attachments 
As stated 

Prepaml by: Ms Joanne M. Rodefer,_!<b_)<6_) __ _ 
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-1/4/82 14:14 
Early Look At Investments, Potential Savings/Benefits From 

Approved Initiatives (14 Sep 01) 

-Benefits Include Reduced Cycle Time, Accelerated Decision-Making, etc. 

. . : ·. / ~ · .. 

. . • . . 

INrTIATIY~· . · : 

ONETIMEPRORrTYPLACEMENT 

MODIFY WAIVER AUTHORrTY 

MANPOWER X . 

RECOVERY AUDmNG 

RAISING BTR THRESHOLDS 

WEB-BASED INVOICEIRECEIPT 
PR 
COMMON RANGE SCHEDULING 

35-57 

6-6 

7-7 

35-67 35-67 35-57 

6-6 6-6 

7-7 7-7 7 .. 7 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - WORKING PAPERS NOT INTENDED FOR USE 
EXTERNAL TO THE BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL(BIC) EFFORT 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• ·® 
8VS1NESS INITIATIVE COVNCIJ .. (BIC) 

MEMORANDUM FOR. SECRETARIES OF THE MJLITARY DEPARTMBNTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIBFS OF STAFF 
UNDER. SECRETAJUES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR. DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE GENERAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Ba1UN11 lahlafive Coaadl (BIC) Appro~al of Quick Hit laidaUv• 

In early July 200J, I annouaeed the establisbmalt of the Busineu Initiative Council 
(DIC) to impl'ovc tho bminea operatiou of the Depertmalt of Defense (DoD) tbroush a 
wide anay of abort (quick hit) and Jona-term initiative,. and reallocate smnas yielded by 
such initiativea to higher prioricy efforts (i.e .• people, rcadmeas, modanbation, and 
tnnsfonnation). The DIC is operational and ready to identify the fint set ofbusi.ncu 
initiatives that will lay the groundwodt for more far-nnam, entapriM.levol initiative&. 

On 14 September 2001, the members of the BIC (the Secretaries of the Military 
Services, the V~ Chairman oflhe Joint Chiefs of Staff; and)) received a pre,mrerion 
&om tbc DIC Executive Steering Committee (ESC) and the DIC EHcutive Directon 
(EDI), which solicited approval for the immediate implementation of eleven quick hit 
proposals. These quick hit initiatives were rccommcndcd on the buis of their ability to 
benefit our warfighlerl, provide ~on (joint) good ac:ross DoD, and to provide 
identifiable savinp / benefits that will have a positive impact on FY03 budget/ 
execution. At the conclusion of the meeting. lhe BIC approved ten initiatives and directed 
the DIC ESC and EDI to work with Ille identified DoD champions of each initiative in 
the development and deployment of their action plans. The IIFl)roved quick bit initiatives 
and their DoD champions are summarized in the auachmena to this memorandum. 

Approval of this rm set of initiatives is only the beginning of a p.bascd-cff'ort by the 
DIC to identify and implement promising ideas to improve the way we conduct our 
buamesa. The BIC structure includes seven procas / functional boards made up of 
subject matter experts ftom OSD, the Joint Stalt and the MililaJ)' Services who will 
continue to work collaboratively and coatinuousJy t.o bring good ideas forward to the DIC 
for consideration. Improving the Department's business opaations ultimately takes the 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Cllair111a•: IJader Secuury or Dde11n ror Acq•hlllo•, Teebaolo1J & 

L • 1 I It I c •: ne H .. onWe Edward C. AJdridp. Jr. 
Secm1ey of Ille Navy: TIie Hoaonble C.rdoa R. EnpHd 

Seeteul')' ol tH Air Fore.: Tbe ff•ao,_. Dr. Jaats G. ROCH 
Secntaey of tlle Arnay: Tile Henonble n .... , £. W.ldte 

Jelal Staff: Cetleral RlcbaNI 8. Myers 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

• • • • ee 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COlJNCIL (BIC) 

collective efforts of leadorabip. and the panicipation and support of our toCal workforce, 
to make our operation, !DOR efficient. To this md, chc BIC is penonally cmunitted to 
support the DoD champions of tbac initiatives to help aee than tbroup to IUCCCISful 
completion. while wodang with the DIC process/ f\mctional boards II cbey continue 
their search for promising new ideas to sharpen DoD buainesa proceaes. 

~1 
Honorable Edward C. Aldridge.Tr.ti 
Under SecJetary of Defeme 
(Acquisition. Technology. and Logistics) 

f!'t'J. JI.IIO I 
Approved 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Cb•Jrnun: Uadrr Se~retary of Defense for Acq uhltlon. TecllaelOI)' & 

L • 1 I It I c •: TIie a .. onble Edward C. Aldrtdp. Jr. 
Secretary •f ••e N•YJ: TIie H.....able Gerdo• R. E•&l•n4 

Secretary .r die Air Force: TIie R .. c>r•I* Dr. James G. R«lte 
Secretary of Ille Army: ne HoMnble n.... E. Wllllle 

Jolllt Staff: Getlenl Rkbrd B. Myen 
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DEPARTMENT 0-F DEFENSE 

••••• (!, 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC> 

A1TACHMENT(J): 

SUMMARY OF APPROVED QUICK HIT INITIATIVES 
(RESULTS OF BIC MEETING, 14 SEPTEMBER JOtl) 

People Proseun; 

nae: One· Time Clearance of Priority Placement for Scientific & F.oBPWM P9titjonl 
Detaipdea of lllidadve: >J a ""war for people" aool, elimim,te unneceesery delays bcina 
cxpaienced in the hirina of bard to fill lCicntific and ensmcaina poeitiom, by allowiD& 
for a one.time cleanoce of the Priority Placemcm Propam (PPP). 
Required Policy Choses/ Approach: Chaa,e DoD policy to allow one-time cleanmcc 
of PPP for ,cicntifsc & engineering poeitions by reviaina PPP regulanom and providilJa 
implememaioo auidancc. 
Approved Aedons: BIC agrees IO pursue modification of DoD PPP regulations IO allow 
for one-time clearing for scientific & engineering positions. 
Rapoadble DeD Qamplea: Navy (NA VF ACSYSCOM Director of Civilian Pet10DDCI 
Programs) 

Tide: Modify 180.Day Waitioa Period to Un Retired Military 
Daaipde• ol lnldatlve: As a ·'war for people" aoot. mc:ouragc highly qualified retired 
military personnel to pursue civil semce careen by having SBCDEF authorize Seivice 
Secretaries to delegate waiver authority within 1hc components. 
Requind Polley Cltaa1e1 / Approacll: DoD authorize re-delegation of waiver authority 
to the HrVicet. 
Approved Ado .. : BIC aarees to request re-delegation authority &om SECDEF. 
RapeuJIJle DoD Champlea: Air Force (Directonse of Personnel Force ManaJcmcnt) 

Tide: Maimowu Mix Mpgement Ecxibiliry 
Dacrtpdon or laldadve: OSD allow the Services to make the most efficient uac of 
civilian / contnct penomel without predeiennined constraints / expectations. 
Required PoUey Claaa1a / Approadll: OSD eliminate civilian fldJ.lime equivalent 
targets &om Do0 programming guidance. 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Clulr•a•: Under Secretary of Dtrease ror Ac11ahltlo•, Tecbaolo1y & 

Lo I I It I c •: ne Hoaerable l'.dward C. AJdrlclp. Jr. 
Secm1ry of lbt Navy: Tbe Hoaorabfe Gordo• R. Enpalld 

Sunlary of tlte AAr "-ree: TN Hononble Dr. JalDtl G. Rodie 
Secretary or•• Ar1111: TN tlHOrable Thoma• IE. Wllitt 

Jol11t Staff: Cetwal Rlclt1rd a. M)'ff• 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• •ct 
BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (81C) 

AJproved Acdon: BIC will approach SECDEF to aoPJk)l't dlangitta the policy and 
practice, with mpcct to Do0 plannma ,uidance, that atal>lisbes avilian fidl-timc 
equivalent tarpts / end-seraa,da controls. 
Retpoadble DoD Claamploa: Anny (Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower 
and Reserve Affairs) 

c,rnorate Qmatiw Processa; 

Tide: R,ecoyc,y Auditing 
Descripdoe of laldatm: Use contingency fee audiq services contract to .idaatify and 
recover overpayment, in Workina Capital Funds to )'IOViden of ,oods and acrvices. 
llefllllnd Pellq Clluae, / Approadl: Militaly services and DoD apncies implemmt 
for working capital fi.mds irnmedietel)' (Navy. Am.y. and DLA have pilots wodciag). 
Samples of succcnfiaJ contingency fee based recovery audiq conacts to be made 
available to all services / ageoc.ia for their use; Jessom.lcamecl to be ,hued so that 
prol>lems Jeadint to overpayments me corrected. 
Approved Acdou: BIC members agree to full implementation of recovery auditing for 
all DoD working capital funds. 
Res,emlble DoD Cbampioa: Navy (Assiscant Secaetary of the Navy for fM&C) 

nde: Raise Below '[hmhold Rew:esrwnrnjn1 tBTR.) Jlvvholds 
Deseripdoa of laltiative: Raise the tbnsholcls for BTR aeciom to provide propam 
managers lfCller fJexibility to execute their programs by inmuing thresholds for 
Procuremem account, from SIOM to S20M and Research & Development thresholds 
from S4M to SIOM. 
lteftelnd Poley Cllup, / Approach: Congressional oversight committees (four) mut 
approve higher thresholds, but Jcgisladoa is not required. DoO implement immectiately 
wbeo Congress agrees to raise the ducsholda. 
Approved Aedou: BIC will request USD(C) signature on letters to the four 
conpeasional ovenigbt committee chaiJpellOm, asking each to comider raising the 
tbraholds. 
Relpeaslble DoD Cuapioa: Under Secretary of Defeaae (Comptroller) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
CllaJrmae: Uader Secretary or Deh•u ror Ac:11uhltloa. Teeb••l•IY & 

Lo&ltUes: The Heaonble IEdwaNI c. Al4rld~.lr. 
Secmary er die Na~: TM Honorable Gordo• R. En,Ssnd 

S.ntar, oflhe Air fefff: TIie ""°"ble Dr. Jame, C. Redle 
Sectttary of th Army: The Hononblt ne .. , I. Wkitt 

JeJnt Scalt: w11tnJ Rkhar• 8. Myen 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•• • • ee 
BUSINESS INJTIATIVK COUNCIL (BIC) 

ntle: WeJ>-based Invoice/ Receipt Pmcgsing 
Descriptioa ef Jaidadw: To reduce the iDcunence of incorrecdy prepared or missmg 
receiving reports and move towanl a paperless process. uac existing automated systems 
so that OF AS can pay vendors mon, quickly and acc:urately. 

- Wilk ..4reo Worlifluw (WA WF): Reduces prompt peymmt penalties tbroup 
paperless processms of receiving reports. 

• Web Invoicing Systo1 (WlnS): Rcduca DFAS chqin,g throup paperless 
proceaina of invoicel. 

Required Polley Oanaea / Approach: FuJly enfon:e policy Chapter J31, Scctioa 2227 
of Title 10 USC (rcquirina claims/ payments to be processed elccln>Dically). 
Approved Acdou: BIC will direct DoD componenll to work with DFAS and 
comracaon to make WA. WF and WlnS a focus of futme efforts. 

· Relpomll,le DoD Claampion: Marine Corps (fiscal Division; Accounting I i1i1CM1 and 
Technical Savicoa (RFL)) 

Tide: Common Baoae SchglyliAC IooJ 
DelcrlpUoa o(IDldatlve: To enhance coordination of testing schedules acroN multiple 
sites, and avoid unneeeasary schodu.ling dclll)'I. rationaliu the scbcdu.ldll p, oc::aa 8':l'OII 

the services to enable implemClllabOD of a wcb-basod schcdulina tool. Develop and 
implement a web-based schedulin& tool capable of real or near 1"1-timc updates. 
Requtnd Polley Cllaaan I Approacb: No policy changes~ required. 
FYOZ lnvatment Requlremeat: $1.2M for tool development (Services will Har 
inllf!Slment cost). 
Approved Adieu: BIC agrees to direct development and implementation of a cmnmon 
scheduling proccaa with a web-enabled tool. 
Rapoa11ble DoD Champloa: Navy (NAV AJRSYSCOM Tat & Evaluation) 

Title: Local / ReRional Cell Phone Pooling 
Dacripdon of laldadve: To overcome rising cost of cellular telephone bills and 
inefficient phone purchases, negotiate new local or rcJioaal cell phone contraccs to 
consolidate cell phone users into appropriate pooh. 
Required Policy Chaaps / Approach: No policy changes are required. 
Approved Actions: BJC aa,ees to die pwdwe of cell services using pooled group ra&cs, 
as manageable. 
Responsible DoD Claampion: Air Force (Secret.81)' for Acquisition) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Ch•irmaa: UDdcr Secretary of Dch•te for Acqolslllon, T1tcllnolo1y & 

Lo I I I tic•: Tllit Hoaonblt f.dward C. Aldrtd~, Jr. 
s«ma,y of tile Nawy: TIie HHonbJc Cordoa R. Eapnd 

Secrittary oltbc Air Force: The H .. orable Dr. Ja1m1 C. R-k 
Sttreta,y of tbc Army: The H .. onble Tlle111a1 £. White 

JoJ111 Staff: Getaeral .Rkurd B. M,-en 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••• •* 
8US1NESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BIC) 

Acquisition Manwmeat ProcesRf 

Tide: Entgriae Software lpjtjetiye (BSU 
DescrJpdea ol laUlatm: Streamline the acquisition procesa by p,oviduw bat-piced, 
standaRls-compliant software products throup expanding the use of tbe BSI proceu u 
the benchmark acquisition antegy by. 

I. Usina the cummt structure of exec:utive agents dislributccl amooa military 
deputmenas / defcase agencies. 

2. Maintaining a flexible process to be responsive to cutomet Deeds. 
3. Bxtffl4tina a software asset management fi'amewort within 1be DoD to enbMOe 

eatapriso software life-cycle management capability. 
Reqllind Polley C•aap, / Approacla: No policy changes are required. BSI is ID 
ongoma initiative, tberefore, integrate implcmentaaion ltlategy in accordance with the 
ESI implemelllation plan. 
FYt2 Javestmeat Reqatrement: $.SIS.It for software asset manapment tools (Services 
will btar imwlmfflt co,I). 
Approved Aetlo•: BJC aa,ees to fully implement ESL 
Responlllale D.» Cllaapioa: DoD, Deputy Chief Information Officer (CIO) 

Tide: Commog fli&hJ Ciea,ance Pmcffl 
Descnpdoa of Jaldatlve: In order to reduce clearance tumaround time. develop and 
implement a "co,nDM>G" flight clearance procea by inco,poraim, the latest informalion 
teclmolOI)' advanc.ements. 
llefaldred Pelley Claanaes I Approadl: No policy changes are required. 
PY02 lovestlllent Requinment: SIM for process implemeotatioa (Services wlll 6ear
imwtment CMI), 
Approved Acdou: BIC agrees to implementation of a common fliaht clearance process. 
Respomlble DoD Cbaaploa: Navy (NAV AIRSYSCOM Tat & BvaJuatioa 
f.nginoering) 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Cb•irm••: U 1ulu Secretary or Dehan for Acq11hlti••• Tecbaolocy & 

Lo I I st tc 1: T1te Hoaonble Edward C. Aldrldae, Jr. 
s«retary of tbe Na-.,: TIie lf••Of'ule Gordo• R. Eaalaad 

Seentary of tbt Air .Poree: ne Ho..-rablt Dr., ... c. -.CIM 
Secr:tary of die Aray: 'Be H.aorab!e no ... E. W"ile 

Johlt Staff: Cotnl Rkltud B. Myen 
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Early Look At Investments, Potential Savings/Benefits From -v4/02 t4:ts 
Approved Initiatives (3 Dec 01) 

-Benefits Include Reduced Cycle Time, Accelerated Declslon·M·aklng, etc. 

ALLOW FOR CONTRACTING OF SECURITY 
GUARDS 
8TR~AMUN.; :·:. . : . ·'· __ , ., . ·-'· · , . _ . 
EDUCATiON. ·· ·· ·: > -'\-. ·· '· 'i'.·~,/-: · ·<:·i-. · 
MODIN JPM!E-'11'.R&W. . · 
REVISE DAYas.BACON ACT THRESHOLDS 
IMPROVE INTERSERVICE PQDR BUSINESS 
PROCESS 
ESTABLISH FUNDING FLEXIBILITY WITHIN A 
PROGRAM 
ESTABLISH PROCESS FOR PROPERTY 
CONVEYANCE FOR CONSERVATION 
PURPOSES 
INCREASE FLEXIBILITY OF EXPIRED VEAR 
FUNDS 
INCREASEEXPENSEIINVESTMENT 
THRESHOLD 
ESTABLISH O&M CLOSE~UT PROCESS 
STREAMUNECONTRACTCLOSE-ouT 
PROCESS 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY .. WORKING PAPERS NOT INTENDED FOR USE 
EXTERNAL TO THE BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL(BIC) EFFORT 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

•••••• BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL (BfC) 

December 11, 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF TIIE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CJDEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSIST ANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE GENERAL COUNSEL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Business Initiative Council's (BIC) Approval of Initiatives 

The BIC Executive Steering Committee and Executive Directors briefed members of the 
BIC (the Secretaries of the Military Services, the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. and 
I) on December 3, 200 l and requested approval for the second set of initiatives. At the 
conclusion of the meeting, the BIC approved the 14 initiatives and provided re-direction on three 
previously approved initiatives, all of which are summarized in the attachment to this 
memorandum. The BIC champions for these 14 initiatives are hereby authorized to develop and 
launch their implementation plans. While undertaking these efforts, they carry my authority. on 
behalf of the Senior Executive Council, which is chaired by the Secretary of Defense. I therefore 
expect the full support and cooperation of all staff's across the Department. 

Approval of this second set of initiatives continues the phased effort by the BIC to 
identify and implement ideas to improve the way we conduct our business. The BIC will 
continue to work collaboratively and continuously to bring good jdeas forward for consideration. 
Improving the Department's business operations ultimately takes the collaborative efforts of 
leadership and the participation and support of our total workf orc:e. To this end, the BIC 
members are committed to supporting the DoD champions during implementation and the BIC 
boards as they continue their search for promising new ideas to sharpen DoD business processes. 

~~ E. C. ALDRIDGE, JR. 
Chainnan 

Auachment: 
Asswed 

BUSINESS INITIATIVE COUNCIL 
Cluinna•: Undrr Scrrrtary of Drhau for Atq•isilion, Technology & 

. Lo Ii st i cs: Tbe Hoaonl,lc £. C. Aldridp. Jr. 
S«ttl1ry of the l'i.a,·y: T•e Hononblr Gordon .R. Engla1d 

StttttJlry of the Air f ortt: The Henonble Dr. J1111es G. Roclte 
Secre1uv of the Annv: The Honerable Tltomas £. Whiir 

Vite Ch1in";.1i: of the J~in1 Chiefs of Staff: Craeral Peter Pace 
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AITACHMENT: 

SUMMARY OF APPROVED QUICK JUT INmATIVES 
(RESULTS OF DIC MEETING, 3 DECEMBER 2001) 

People Processes: 

Title: Optimize Professiopa) Continuing &tucation 
Description of laitiative: In an effort to streamline Professional Continuin& Education 
(PCE). allow Services to determine wh~ is the best to provide PCE. 
Reqllirecl Polley Cbanges/Approadl: .DoD and the Services make the detenninatioa as 
to where PCE will take place, and which Service is best suited to provide this education. 
Re1pontible DoD Champfoa: Air Force 

Title: Modify JPME II Requirements 
Deseriptio• of Initiative: Modify Joint Professional Military Education D by allowing 
the course to be less than l 2 weeks. removing the requirement for mandatory sequencma 
(JPME I, JPME II, joint billet) in order to be designated a Joint Specialty Officer, and by 
allowing Service Staff & War Colleges to provide resident and non-resident JPME II. 
Required Polley Cban1es/Approach: HASC NDAA FY02 includes language directing 
an independent study to review Joint Officer Management and JPME II Reforms. The 
cumnt HASC language requires the SccDefto submit the report to Congress not Jatcr 
than June 30, 2002. After completion of the report, and based on the study's 
recommendations, Joint Staff will re.enga,c with Congress to facililate the required 
legislation to modify JPME II. 
Responsible DoD Cbampioa: Joint Staff 

T.itJe: Allow for Conqacting of Security Guards 
Description of Initiative: Allow Services to contract security guards in the Continental 
United States (CONUS) at small locations in an effort to provide increased flexibility as 
the Department continues to enhance anti-terrorism/force protection measures. 
Req•ired Polley Changes/Approach: Propose lcgisJativc language to change Federal 
law (Title 10 USC 2465, passed in 1983), prohibiting contracting of security guards. 
Include this language in the FY03 leaislative initiatives. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Army (Legislative Affairs) 

2 
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Logistics/Readiness Processes: 

Title: Revise Davis-Bacon Act Threshold& 
Dacriptioa oflaitiative: Raise the current threshold subject to Davis-Bacon Act from 
$2K to the simplified acquisition lhreshold. cumntly SI OOK. 
Required Policy Cbange.s/Approadl: Develop legislative language addressing Tide 40 
USC 276a and amending this Title and include in FY03 legislative initiatives to allow an 
increase in threshold&. 
Respoaaible DoD Cbampioa: Anny (Legislative Affairs) 

Title: Improve Interservice Product Quality Deficiency Reporting (PODR} Business 
Process 
Deseriptioa of Initiative: Develop and implement a methodology to seamlessly share 
PQDR data across all Services and Agencies. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Amend Joint Service regulations, 
mvriting/climinating language necessuy to allow for seamless sharing of PQDR. 
Respouible DoD Champion: Defense Logistics Agency (DoD PQDR Process IP1) 

Title: Establish Process for Property Conveyance for Conseo:ation Purposes 
Description of Initiative: Allow DoD to convey surplus property to a State or local 
government, or nonprofit conservation organization for natural resource conservation 
_pwposes. 
Required Poliey Changes/Approach: Develop legislative language, proposing 
modification of state and federal environmental laws and regulations, to allow for the 
conveyance of sUIJ)IUS property. 
Responsible DoD Champion: DUSO (]nstallations and Environment) 
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Comonte Opentions Processes: 
Title: Establish Funding Flexibility Within a Program 
Descriptio11 orinitiative: Establish Transfer Flexibility "Betweenn Appropriations in 
the "Same Program" at S30M or t O Pereent (Lesser of). 
Reqajrecf Policy Cbangesl Approach: Prepare Jesislative Janpge and request 
Congress change the General Transfer Authority provision inco.rporating the 
recommended initiative. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny & Air Force 

Title: Increase Flexibility of Expired Year Funds 
Detcription or Initiative: Establish authority to reprogram "Expired Ss .. "Same FY", to 
avoid the need to ~uest program specific legislation, when expired appropriation(s) 
have been exhausted. 
Required Policy Cban1es/Approacb: Prepare legislative lanauaae to Congress. 
recommending authority to transfer .. Expired Ss" same "FY" between appropriations. 
Ra_ponlible DoD Champion: Air Fol\1C 

Thie: Increase Expensellnycstment Threshold 
Descripdoa of laidative: Increase Expense/Investment Threshold ftom $1 OOK to 
$SOOK. This will provide Field Commanders greater flexibility in their decision-making 
process and ability to fund critical requirements. 
Required Polley Cbaages/Approacll: Prepare legislative language to Congress, 
recommending approval to increase Expense/Investment Threshold from SlOOK to 
$SOOK. 
Respo11sible DoD Champion: Army & Air Force 

Title: Establish O&M Close-out Flexibility 
Description of Initiative: Allow DOD to canyover for I year, up to 2% ofOpenttions 
& Maintenance Funding to pay for emerging, unforccasted must-pay bills. 
Required Poli~ Cban1esl Approach: Prepare legislative language to Congress 
recommending approval to allow DoD the authority to carryover 2% of O&M funding for 
J year. 
Responslble DoD Cbampiou: Army 

4 
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Corponte Processes (continued): 

Title: Streamline Administrative Coordination Process 
Description of Initiative: The role of the line versus staff within the Department of 
Defense (DoD) needs to be clarified where the line has the authority 10 make decisions 
and the staff' provide advise and counsel. Inculcating this "culture" within the 
Department complements the Freedom 10 Manage Act of2001, where the President and 
SECDEF have asked Congress 10 trust them in making decisions at the lowest levels 
possible. Similarly, the cUITCllt volatile environment is pbwing increasing demands upon 
the Department and warrants a significant streamlinina of our staffing processes. 
Required Policy Cbaqa/Approacb: SECDEF sign and send a "culture" memo 10 all 
members of the Department The Business Initiative Co1D1Cil functional/process boards 
evaluate the coordination processes, with special emphasis on red~ cycle time and 
accelerated decision making, and make policy and process changes, as needed. 
Responsible DoD Cbamploa: Air Force 

s 
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Acquisition Management Processes: 

Tide: Streamline Contract Close;out Process 
Description of Initiative: Initially close-out 400 plus physically complete cost contracts, 
under SJ M and that arc at least nine years old. Using lessons learned, develop new 
business practices within the concract closeout community. 
Required Polley Cbangea/Approach: DCMA assesses what is required to 
administratively close 400 plus contracts. 
Respo111ible DoD Champion: DCMA 

Title: Streamline Clinger-Cohen Implementation 
Description of Initiative: Develop a pwess for the appropriate implementation of the 
Clinger-Cohen Act while avoiding the duplication of existing acquisition processes and 
oversight 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: Change the DoD 5000.2-R and associated 
CIO/C31 doeuments to enable streamlined procedures that satisfy Clinger-Cohen. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy 

Title: Eliminate Excise Tax on DoD Tactical Vehicles 
Description of Initiative: Request authorization of exemption by the Treasury 
Department from paying the Federal Retail Excise Tax (FRE1) on all militaiy and 
tactical-wheeled vehicles, above 33,000 pounds Gross Vehicle Weight. which is cunendy 
required under Title 26 United States Code, Section 40S 1. 
Required Policy Changes/Approach: SECDEF sign memo to SECTREAS, authorizing 
exemption from this tax. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (Mr. Don Messer & Mr. Jim Woodford) 

6 
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CHANGES To 14 SEPTEMBER 2001 DIC PRINCIPALS' DECISIONS 

People Processes: 

Title: One-Timc Clearance of Priority Placement for Scientific & Engineering Positions 
Description oflnitiative: As a "war for people" tool. eliminate unnecessal)' delays 
being experienced in the hiring of hard to fiJI scientific and engincerina positions by 
allowing for a one-time clearance of the Priority Placement Program (PPP). 
Requincl Policy Changes/Approach: Change DoD policy to allow one-time clearance 
of PPP fol scientific & engineering positions, by revising PPP replations and providing 
implementation guidance. 
Approved Actions: DIC Agrees to pursue modification of DoD PPP regulations to 
allow for one time-time clearing for scientific & engineering positions. Implement as a 
one-year test, partner with OUSD (P&R) to establish the universe to be included. (8XX 
series positions, excluding technicians and Public Works/Civil Engineering). During this 
test phase. establish metrics to assess unintended consequences. both good and bad. If 
the results are positive, expand the program incrementally to cover aJl occupations. 
Retain provisions to alter the program, in response to significant workforce redirection 
events. 
Responsible DoD Champion: Navy (NA VF ACSYSCOM Director of Civilian Personnel 
Programs) 

Title: Modify 180-Day Waiting Period to Hire Retired Mjlitary 
Description oflaitiative: As a "'war for people" tool, encourage highly qualified mired 
military personnel to pursue civil service careers by having OSD (P&R) authorize 
Service Secretaries to delegate waiver authority within the components. 
Required Policy Cbanges/Approada: DoD authorize re-delegation of waiver authority 
to the services. 
Approved Actions: BIC agrees to request re-delegation authority ftom OSD (P&R). 
Hold approved BJC initiative in abeyance. Rcs1rictions arc waived as the result of 
"Noble Eagle/Enduring Freedom". As the current authorities are withdrawn after Noble 
Eagle/Enduring Freedom", the BIC initiative will nm for 12 months. During this period, 
partner with OSD (P&R) to establish comparative baselines to evaluate the affect of the 
variables. 

Baseline one: # employed with Dual Comp restriction 
Baseline two; # employed with Dual Comp lifted 
Baseline three: # employed after Enduring Freedom/Noble Eagle, but with 

Implementation ofBIC Initiative 
Comparative Analysis will then demonstrate if there is significant diff'erences using the 
variables and would lead one to assess if there are arbitrary bars to efficient operations 
Responsible DoD Champion: Air Force (Directorate of Personnel Force Management) 
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Title: Manpower Mix Manapment Flexibility 
Description of Initiative: OSD allow the Services to make the most eff'JCient use of 
civilian/contract personnel without predetermined constraints/expectations. 
Required Policy Cbaagesf Approach: OSD eliminate civilian full-time equivalent 
targets ftom DoD prognunmina guidance. 
Approved Actions: MP Boud draft a memo for DEPSECDEF sipture, addressing the 
entire Department and stating that" Federal Jaw dictates that aJl civilian employees shall 
be managed solely on the basis of the available workload and not civilian end strengdl or 
full-time equivalents". 
Responsible DoD Champion: Anny (Assistant Secretary of the Anny for Manpower 
and Reserve Affairs) 
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Coordination Page 

Under Secretary of Defense (AT &L) Mr Aldridge September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Army Mr White September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Navy Mr England September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Secretary of the Air Force Dr Roche September 14, 2001 
December 3, 2001 

Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Lt Gen Carlson September 14, 2001 
( on behalf of December 3, 2001 
Gen Pace)· 
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January 8, 2002 3:24 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz ' CC: 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\)(\ , 

SUBJECT: Law of the Sea 

At lunch with Condi, Colin and the Vice President, the subject of the Law of the 

Sea came up. Apparently, Jesse Helms calJed the Vice President as well as me. 

They want the Vice President to go up and try to talk Jesse Helms into Jetting it go 

through. 

The Secretary of State made the comment that all the items we had objected to 

years ago, when I was the spcciaJ envoy to scuttle the Law of the Sea, had been 

corrected. 

Why doc:m 't someone take a look and see where we are. The claim is that the 

Russians arc going to make a claim along a ridgeline up to the North Pole and that 

if we arc not onboard with the Law of the Sea, we won't have the ability to stop it. 

I asked the question if we were onboard, would our position be that we wanted to 

do in the Russians and stop it? Someone better look at it. 

Thanks. 

Dl!Rdh 
Ol0Bfl2-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond hy 
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INTERNATIONAL SECURFT'I' 
POLICY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 ·2.900 . 

•., • r ~- ":.. - -

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DE~~~R INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY POLICY (J. D. Crouch I~ 

SUBJECT: UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 

.... , 
• 

.., ... 

EF-0452 

!!•jl I 2 ')1002 ~M 1 1 L.i 

• You asked in Tab A where we are regarding UNCLOS, given SECST ATE comments 
that previous objections have been corrected, and the assertion that U.S. accession is 
necessary to stop a pending Russian continental shelf claim. 

• U.S. objections to UNCLOS were largely resolved in 1994 (Tab B). We would 
probably want a strong resolution of ratification to provide additional clarifications 
and protections. 

• On 20 December, Russia proposed to the UN Commission on the Limits of the 
Continental Shelf to extend its continental shelf beyond 200 NM on its Arctic and 
Pacific coasts. The Commission will review the proposal from 25 March to 12 April. 

• The Russian claim includes two large ridges in the Arctic. This portion of the claim is 
objectionable because it is inconsistent with UNCLOS technical criteria for such 
claims. ) 

• Regardless of UNCLOS, Russia's claim is inconsistent with longstanding, customary 
international law. 

• If the claim is endorsed, Russia would gain certain sovereign rights (Tab C) over the 
ridges. Possible consequences include Russian interference with submarine cables or "-
other U.S. activities, and Russian control of any oil, gas or mineral deposits. ('J 

• Endorsement of the claim by the 21-member Continental Shelf Commission (Tab D) L---i\ 
which is currently chaired by a Russian, is unlikely. It would require a two-thirds ~ 
majority vote of the Commissioners present. The U.S. is working with other J 
governments to defeat the claim. ~ 

• Accession to UNCLOS would make the U.S. eligible to have a representative elected 
to the Commission. However, the U.S. would have to accede by 11 March and get a 
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representative elected in April. Given the likely opposition in the Senate, it is 
doubtful that UNCLOS would be ratified by then, so it should not be a factor in our 
thinking. 

• As you heard in the meeting on UNCLOS in September, the Services support the 
treaty since it codifies critical navigational rights and freedoms. 

• OSD remains lukewarm on the issue, believing that DOD's equities are not 
significantly affected. However, we have a general concern that U.S. participation in 
UNCLOS international organizations could not prevent (and could be viewed as 
endorsing) decisions that are inconsistent with U.S. interests, including with regard to 
the continental shelf and the deep seabed. 

• SECSTATE is keenly interested in moving forward on UNCLOS. Senator Helms, on 
the other hand, has asked you and the Vice President to defer action until next year. 

• As a matter of interagency horse trading: If you decide that you wish to support 
UN CLOS accession, we recommend that you urge SECST A TE to agree to our plan to 
mount an aggressive campaign to block the International Criminal Court Treaty's 
entry into force. 

COORDINATION: TAB E. 

Attachments: as stated 

Prepared by Marshall S. Billingslea, DASO/Negotiations Policy, . ._!<b_)<_
6

) __ .... 
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January 8, 2002 3:24 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz ' 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)~ 
SUBJECT; Law of the Sea 

At lunch with Condi, Colin and the Vice President, the subject of the Law of the 

Sea came up. Apparently, Jesse Helms called the Vice President as well as me. 

They want the Vice President to go up and try to talk Jesse Helms into letting it go 

through. 

The Secretary of State made the comment that all the items we had objected to 

years ago, when I was the special envoy to scuttle the Law of the Sea, had been 

corrected. 

Why doesn't someone take a look and see where we are. The claim is that the 

Russians are going to make a claim along a ridgeline up to the North Pole and that· 

ifwe are not onboard with the Law of the Sea, we won't have the ability to stop it. 

I asked the question if we were onboard, would our position be that we wanted to 

do in the Russians and stop it? Someone better look at it. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
010802-J9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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TAB B - U.S. OBJECTIONS TO UNCLOS RESOLVED 

1982 Objections 1994 Fixes 

• Inadequate decision-making role in • US guaranteed seat in Council and 
the International Seabed Authority newly created Finance Committee 

I no guaranteed US seat on Seabed • all financial decisions by the 
Authority governing Council Seabed Authority and 

amendments to the seabed 
• US could easily be out-voted mining regime are subject to US 

veto 

• new voting rules in Council can 
be used to block other 
substantive decisions 

• Mandatory technology transfer to • Mandatory technology transfer 
other nations and Seabed Authority provisions eliminated 

• No assured access for US miners • Applications for mine sites approved 
on a first-come, first-served basis 

• approval not discretionary 

• protection added for US pioneer 
investors 

• Part XI loaded with economic • Part XI modified consistent with 
disincentives free-market principles 

• production limitations to protect • production limitations have been 
land-based producers eliminated 

• preferential treatment for • preferential status of Enterprise 
Enterprise (mining arm of the has been eliminated 
Seabed Authority) 

• $1 million annual fee imposed on 
• large financial burdens on miners has been eliminated 

private miners 
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• Amendments to seabed mining • Amendments cannot enter into force 
regime permitted without the without the consent of the State 
consent of State Parties Party 

• Surplus revenues can be distributed • Any financial decision of the Seabed 
to groups contrary to US interests Authority, including the distribution 

of excess funds, is subject to US 
veto 
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TAB C - UN CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA 
RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 

• The coastal state exercises sovereign rights over the Continental Shelf for the 
purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources. (Article 77(1)) 

• No one else may explore a coastal state's Continental Shelf or exploit its natural 
resources without the coastal state's consent. (Article 77(2)) 

• The coastal state has the exclusive right to authorize and regulate drilling on the 
Continental Shelf for all purposes. (Article 81) 

• The coastal state has the right to regulate, authorize and conduct marine scientific 
research on its Continental Shelf. (Article 246) 

• The coastal state has the exclusive right to construct and to authorize and regulate 
the construction, operation and use of: 

• artificial islands; 

• installations and structures for the purposes of exploring and exploiting, 
conserving and managing the natural resources of the Continental Shelf and for 
other economic purposes; and 

• installations and structures which may interfere with the exercise of the 
rights of the coastal state in the Continental Shelf. (Articles 60 and 80) 

• Due notice must be given of the construction of artificial islands, installations 
or structures, and permanent means for giving warning of their presence must 
be maintained. (Articles 60 and 80) 

• The rights of the coasta] state over the Continental Shelf do not affect the legal status 
of the superjacent waters or of the air space above those waters. (Article 78(1)) 

• The coastal state cannot infringe or unjustifiably interfere with other nations' 
navigation or other rights and freedoms. (Article 78(2)) 

• All states are entided to lay submarine cables and pipelines on the Continental 
Shelf. (Article 79(1 )) When laying submarine cables and pipelines, States shall 
have due regard to cables and pipelines already in position. (Article 79(5)) 

• Subject to a coastal state's right to take reasonable measures for the exploration 
of the Continental Shelf, the exploitation of its natural resources and the 
prevention, reduction and control of pollution from pipelines, a coastal state 
may not impede the laying or maintenance of submarine cables or pipelines. 
(Article 79) 
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• The delineation of the course for the laying of pipelines on the Continental 
Shelf is subject to the consent of the coastal state. (Article 79(3)) 

• A coastal state may establish conditions for cables or pipelines entering its 
territory or territorial sea. (Article 79(4)) 

• A coastal state has jurisdiction over cables or pipelines constructed or used 
in connection with: 

• the exploration of its Continental Shelf or the exploitation of its 
resources; or 

• the operations of artificial islands, installations and structures under its 
jurisdiction. (Article 79( 4)) 

• The Continental Shelf consists of the deep sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine 
areas that extend beyond a coastal state's territorial sea to the outer edge of the 
Continental Margin or to a distance of 200 NM from the baselines from which the 
territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the Continental Margin does not 
extend to that distance. (Article 76(1)) 

• The Continental Margin is the submerged prolongation of the landmass of the 
coastal state consisting of the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, slope and rise. 
(Article 76(3)) Subject to certain limits, the Continental Margin may extend 
beyond 200 NM. 

• The Continental Margin does not include the deep ocean floor with its oceanic 
ridges or the subsoil thereof. 
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION ON THE LIMITS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 

{elected tor a term of five years, i e. 1997 . 2002) 

Mr. Alexandre Tagore Medeiros de Albuquerque 

Mr. Osvaldo Pedro Astiz 

Mr Lav.,;er;ce F A\ivosrka 

Mr. Aly Ibrahim Beltagy 

Mr. Samuel Sona Betah 

Mr. Harald Brekke 

Mr. Galo Carrera Hurtado 

Mr. Andre C.W. Chan Chim Yuk 

Mr. Peter F Croker 

Mr. Noel Newton St Claver Francis 

Mr. Kazuchika Hamuro 

Mr. Karl H. F Hinz 

Mr A Bakar Jaafar 

Mr Mladen Jurac1c 

Mr Yun B0nsov1tch Kazmm 

Mr. lain C. Lamont 

Mr. Wenzheng Lu 

Mr. Ch1sengu Leo M'Dala 

Mr. Yong.Ahn Par1< 

Mr. Darnel Rio 

Mr. Krishna.swami Ramachandran Srrnrvasan 

e Officers of the Commission 

Nationality 

Brazil · 

Argentina 

Nigeria 

Egypt 

Cameroon 

Norway 

Mexico 

Mauritius 

Ireland 

Jamaica 

Japan 

Germany 

Malaysia 

Croatia 

Russian Federation 

New Zealand 

China 

Zambia 

Republic of Korea 

France 

India 

At its first session. held at United Nations Headquarters in New York, 16 - 20 June 1997 (CLCS/1). the 
Commission elected Mr Kazmin as ,ts Chairman by acclamation. Following consultations undertaken by the 
Chairman. Mr Ast1z. Mr Awos1ka and Mr Srinivasan were elected Vice·Chairmeri and Mr Croker was elect:;!d 
Rapporteur All the officers were elected to a term of two and a half years 

Ounng the sixth session, the election of the officers for the second part of the five-year term took place. 
resllltmg 111 the election of Mr Kazrnm as Chairman by acclamation, and of Mr. Ast1z. Mr Awos1ka and Mr. Park as 
V1ce·Cha1rmen, and Mr Croker as Rapporteur 

The Commission also established a subs1d1ary body of five members to deal with the question of providing 
advice to coastal States :n accordance with article 3 (1} {b) of Annex II to the Convention The members of that 
body are Mr. Karl Hinz (Chairman), Mr Aly Beltagy. Mr Kazuch1ka Hamuro, Mr. Noel Francis and Mr Mladet1 
Jurac1c 

It was decided that all sessions of the Comni1ss1on would normally be held at United Nations Headquarters"' 
New Yori,. 
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TAB E- Coordination 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Mr. Douglas J. Feith /-- ·! •. : 11. i : ~ ; 

DOD Principal Deputy General Counsel Mr. Dell'Orto- 1/11/02 

Deputy Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans, Policy & 
Operations) RADM Krol - 1/11/02 

DOD Representative for Ocean Policy Affairs RADM Lohr- 1/11/02 
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\ · Snowflake 

November 23, 2do2 2:47 PM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 

~"- FROM· Donald Rumsfeld "9l ,«1 SUBJE~T: Roles for NATO Response Force and EU Force 

. \1 0\ 
'{\I What do.you think about arranging ourselves so the NATO response force is for 

warfighting and peacemaking, and the EU force is for peacekeeping. They are 

required to have separate training and separate capabilities, which we think is a 

good idea, but it is different. Therefore, we won't end up with a tug of war over 

which force should do what. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
1.12302.4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ 1_2---1lt----l ~____.J .... 0_1--______ _ 

te.s.:>oC\)~c. ~ -r 

Reu iAe, 

11-25-02 12:02 IN 
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Snowflake 

November 23, 2002 3:51 PM 

TO: J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld f), 

SUBJECT: NATO Response Force 

At the.Ministers' lunch, the Greek MoD said something strange, to the effect that: 

"Europe has to decide when the NATO Response Force would deploy, since most 

of the forces arc European." That is crazy. Let me know what you think we ought 

to do about that. 

We also need to figure out what we want to do with the Response Force, if 

anything. Do you envisage it simply operating with our forct!s, or would wt: add 

somclhing to it? 

We need to develop guidance. so that Myers can give ~uidancc to the Military 

Committee as to what our views are on the 1:ommand structure as well. That came 

up in the mcding, "s l recall. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
112301 17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

OFFICE OF 1 HE SECRETARY 

1 000 NAVY PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20350-1000 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

January 28, 2002, 8:00 AM 

FROM: Gordon R. England, Secretary of the Navy January 28,2002 

SUBJECT: Swan Island, Honduras 

• In response to your memo of January 21, 2002 (TAB A) the fo11owing 
addresses looking into Swan Island as a replacement for Vieques. 

o The Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) did not consider Swan Island 
during the Vieques 2000 study. 

o CNA was asked to take a Hquick" look at the feasibility of using Swan 
Island as a replacement for Vieques. Based on the original study 
criterion the island would have been assessed only marginally suited to 
support NSFS, amphibious operations, or air-to-ground training and 
unsuitable for combined arms training. The island would have been 
rated high risk for development and continued use as a live fire training 
range. 

• Based on this assessment, Swan Island is not considered feasible for use as 
a replacement for Vieques. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: CAPT Al Banks;l .._<b_)<_6) __ ___. 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gordon England 

Admiral Clark, CNO 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Swan Island, Honduras 

January 21, 2002 10:56 AM 

HaYe you.{olu.looked-.at.Swan Island as a replacement for.Vieques~ I bet we 

could buy it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012102-JO 

··························································~·············· 
Please respond by __ o_, .... l_1_s .... f _D_~_-__ _ 
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Snowflake 

January 21, 2002 10:56 AM 

TO: Gordon England 

CC: Admiral Cl~ CNO 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Swan Island, Honduras 

Hmte yon.iolu.lookcd.at.Swan Island as a replacomaat foi:.-Viaques~ I bet we 

could buy it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
012102-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 01 J 1s I o-z.. 
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l(b)(6) l(D uuu .l / uuu 1 

Tom White 
Gordon F.agland 
James Roche 

FROM: Donald RumsfcJd yl\ 
SUBJECT; . Safety Records 

.i-. 
,. . ..... 

• + I JI o• 
0 

• 

• 

-------

I would apprcciate·it if you would send me quartedy reports on your saf~ 

records-the J:D~ you are us~g and showing whether they arc g~g ~er or 
WO!Se. 

Thanks. 

·~·································~·····~·.······························ 
Please respontiby··---------

U01590.· I.O? 

. .·.i. 



TAB 

Snowflake 

January 4, 2002 6:03 PM 

SUBJECT: Korea 

Don't forget to get back to me and explain to me what the relationship is with the 

CINC and Korea, which way it chops and what goes with it 

We also ought to look at whether or not we want to straighten it out if we don't 

like it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
01040242 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _______ _ 

Tab 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1cftt4'1(z;1 

CM-145-02 
28 January 2002 

SUBJECT: Command Relationship - US Pacific Command and Korea 

• Mr. Secretary, you asked me to explain the relationship between US Pacific Command 
(USP ACOM) and US Forces in Korea (USFK) and whether now is the time to make 
changes in the command relationships in Korea (TAB). 

• Commander, USFK, General Schwartz, is a subordinate unified commander to 
USPACOM. Under this command, he has operational control over the 7th Air Force, 
Eighth US Army, US Naval Forces-Korea, and US Marine Forces-Korea. 

• General Schwartz also wears two other hats. As Commander in Chief, United Nations 
Command (CINCUNC), he operates under a United Nations mandate to provide 
multinational command on the Korean Peninsula. As Commander in Chief, Combined 
Forces Command (CINCCFC), he leads a Republic of Korea (ROK)-US combined 
command to ensure unity of command and interoperability ofUS-ROK forces during 
cnsts. 

• During wartime, USP ACOM becomes a supporting CINC to General Schwartz under 
his CINCUNC and CINCCFC hats. As CINCUNC and CINCCFC, General Schwartz 
reports directly to the Secretary of Defense and SECDEF/ROK Minister of National 
Defense respectively. General Schwartz also continues to report through USP ACOM 
on US only matters (e.g., US administrative and logistic functions). 

• Regarding USPACOM's relationship with Commander, US Forces-Japan (USFJ)~ in 
peace and war USFJ is subordinate to USPACOM -- a strictly US chain of command. 
This might be worth reviewing for possible change. I think the USFK/USP ACOM 

relationship is about right. . ~ ~,. U.-,~) 
• I propose Admiral Blair review the USF J relations~t .:Je a recommendation. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TG George Casey, Director for Strategic Plans and Policy, ... l<b_)(_6_) __ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/64 71 U O l 614 /Oz 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1cftt4'1(z;1 

CM-145-02 
28 January 2002 

SUBJECT: Command Relationship - US Pacific Command and Korea 

• Mr. Secretary, you asked me to explain the relationship between US Pacific Command 
(USP ACOM) and US Forces in Korea (USFK) and whether now is the time to make 
changes in the command relationships in Korea (TAB). 

• Commander, USFK, General Schwartz, is a subordinate unified commander to 
USPACOM. Under this command, he has operational control over the 7th Air Force, 
Eighth US Army, US Naval Forces-Korea, and US Marine Forces-Korea. 

• General Schwartz also wears two other hats. As Commander in Chief, United Nations 
Command (CINCUNC), he operates under a United Nations mandate to provide 
multinational command on the Korean Peninsula. As Commander in Chief, Combined 
Forces Command (CINCCFC), he leads a Republic of Korea (ROK)-US combined 
command to ensure unity of command and interoperability ofUS-ROK forces during 
cnsts. 

• During wartime, USP ACOM becomes a supporting CINC to General Schwartz under 
his CINCUNC and CINCCFC hats. As CINCUNC and CINCCFC, General Schwartz 
reports directly to the Secretary of Defense and SECDEF/ROK Minister of National 
Defense respectively. General Schwartz also continues to report through USP ACOM 
on US only matters (e.g., US administrative and logistic functions). 

• Regarding USPACOM's relationship with Commander, US Forces-Japan (USFJ)~ in 
peace and war USFJ is subordinate to USPACOM -- a strictly US chain of command. 
This might be worth reviewing for possible change. I think the USFK/USP ACOM 

relationship is about right. . ~ ~,. U.-,~) 
• I propose Admiral Blair review the USF J relations~t .:Je a recommendation. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG George Casey, Director for Strategic Plans and Policy, ... l<b_)<_
6

_) __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/64 72 U O l 614 /Oz 
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TAB 
Snowflake 

January 4, 2002 6:03 PM 

SUBJECT: Korea 

Don't forget to get back to me and explain to me what the relationship is with. the 

CINC and Korea, which way it chops and what goes with it. 

We also ought to look at whether or not we want to straighten it out ifwe don't 

like it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010402-42 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _______ _ 

Tab 
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FROM o~c OF SECDEF/EXECUTIVE SUPPORT CTR <TUEi t. 22' 02 9:02/ST. 9:0t/NOl._(b-)(-

6
) __ _.I I' ·1 .. 

January 7, 2002 2:11 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

Dona]d Rumsfe]d 1}\l. ~FROM: 

/ SUBJECT: Closing Books 
"' 

Paul O'Neill has gotten the Treaswy books so that each month they can be closed 

in four days. What do we do? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702-44 

---

······································································~-·~ 
Please respond by / /? 
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SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

January 28, 2002 

"L·:"''.1 '"I ,., ': .•·i !f"', 'I I 
,._.., .,;,.:~ /_, I , •• : .· •.• &.i 

NOTE FOR THE HONORABLE DONALD H. RUMSFELD 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: PAUL H. O'NEILLr ~ 
\ 

D.R.: Doing this well requires certain things you probably don't have -(1) a 
common chart of accounts, (2) a system that is designed to provide what you 
need, not what has been collected by historical convention, (3) a system that 
is designed to be "human fiiendly". 

Without real knowledge, my guess is that the referenced "first m~or 
phase ... of an enterprise architecture that will be completed by March 
2003" ... will not include these three characteristics and will not produce 
audited financial statements in three days. 

Attachments 

11-L-0559/0SD/64 75 U01653. /02 



rROM OfC OF SECDEF/EXECUT!VE SUPPORT CTR . •. 
lTUEioQ.2z~00,6~/ST. 9 : 0 I /NO._l<b_)<6_) __ 1, 2 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Paul O,Neill 

Donald Rumsfeld'<) 

SUBJECT: Closing Books 

-~ January ll, 2002 12:33 PM 

Here is a note 1 sent Dov Zakheim, Pentagon comptroller, and here is the answer l 

got back. What is your reaction? 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dll 
012101.19 

11-L-0559/0SD/64 76 
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FROM ore OF SECDEF/EXECUT!VE SUPPORT CTR (TUEJ !. 22' 02 9: 02/ST. 9: 01/NO . ._!(b_)(_6) _ ___.lr· 1 . ' 

January 7, 2002 2:11 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)~. ~FROM: 

/ SUBJECT: Closing Books .. 

Paul O'Neill has gotten the Treasury books so that each month they can be closed 

in four days. What do we do? 

Thanks. 

DHR:6 
010702-46 

...................••...•.•.•..•.....••.•••.....•••••...••••••.•••....... ,/ 

y~ Please respond by / ? 

4~-
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FROM OfC OF SECOEF/EXECUTIVE SUPPORT CTR ... (TUE> I. 22' 02 9:02/ST. 9:0I/NO . .._l(b_)_(6_) _ __.I" 1; 

INFO MEMO 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
JAN 2 1 2002 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

SUBJECT: Closing Books 

January 16, 2002, 9:25 AM 

1 There are two aspects of closing the books: budget execution and financial statement 

preparation. The Department of Defense closes the books for budget execution 

purposes monthly by the 16th workday of the following month and for financial 

statement purposes annually. 

• We cannot provide the financial statements within a week because most of the 

existing systems cannot collect and maintain the detailed financial data needed to 

prepare the financial statements in Jess than the current 4-5 months time frame. 

• Closing the books within a week will require major systems upgrades. Those 

upgrades wilJ be implemented as part of the Department's Financial Management 

Modernization Program. The program is underway and its first major phase is 

deve1opment of an enterprise architecture that will be completed by March 2003. 

• l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Rita Cronley, .._ ___ __. 

11-L-0559/0SD/64 78 uo 16 52,, /02 -



Snowflake SENSITIVE 

January 28, 2002 3:37 PM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ).I\. 
SUBJECT: Afghan National Army 

The Afghans are looking to build a national anny. 

Fahim Kahn gave Colin Powell the attached paper, which asks for a lot of money 

for weapons. 

I think we should immediately stop destroying weapons and figure out a way to 

stockpile them. There isn't any reason in the world while all these weapons we 

are destroying can't be used for the Afghan army, instead of us spending hundreds 

of millions of dollars to buy weapons for them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/23/02 SecState note to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
012802-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_,_I ~-' _J _0_1--__ _ 

11-L-~~~6479 
U01694 /02 
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United Stale, Department of Stole 

Th• Sem,ary •fS•-;:, Ir 
/o ~)~ 

·-/ f/C 

(·-:·,;, (! . ' i))·i_, 

l :'J : .. ,: -· 
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I /~FlJ. s !T,;'; :' 1 ... ~ ,-.., ,...P. 1 .... ~ I ~~r; 
A NEW NATJONAL ARMY FOR AFGHANISTAN 

A key element in reconstruction of Afghanistan as a stable, peaceful and prosperous cowhr}, is 
establishment of a nationaJ army. Provision of security in a country that has been rivalry field for 
two decades between external and internal powers is essential for the reconstruction process. 
There are three main issues to be thoroughly taken into consideration. 

1- Should the national army incorporate tens of thousands of military personnel who have 
fought for years against the foreign intervention and amongst themselves? 

2· Should the national army have a conscripted and volunteer force? 

J. Should the national army be composed of both? 

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

The war has continued in Afghanistan non·stop since communist take over in 1978 wi~il the 
defeat of the Taliban in the end of 2001. Various factions have importe.d different types of 
wcaporu; into the country during trus period. In the past 23 years .flow of anns and anunurution 
into Afghanistan has continued and it is therefore: consei:--·atively reckoned that over 700,00r men 
have access to weapons in the country. 

To cowiter the mighty invading force from 1979 to 1989 guerilla units all over the country were 
trained and Afghanistan came under influence of various commanders that somehow continues 
upto today. 

• The military structures are very loose and ill defined. 
• The military commanders are interested in maintaining their forces and are not use.d to 

obeying a central authority. 
• Logistical support dilling the l 980's was channeled directly .from Pakistan to field 

commanders without coordination with their leaders which has indeed been one cause of 
decentralization. / 

• Sense of disobedience from the central authority was not only strong amongst the ,··titary 
commanders but also in civil administrative units since various commanders also con rolled 
them. 

• We strongly believe that lhe Taliban and Al-Qaeda are not defeated completely but only 
pushed to southern Afghanistan. 

• Usama Bin Laden and Mullah Omar are alive and based on our information workl'ng 10 
regroup and strike in a suitable time. 

• Thousands of terrorists have fled to Pakistan where extremist groups supporting terrorism are 
officiaJJy active such Jamiate Ulema one of the main Taliban supporters in Pakistan who 
have members in the Pakistani parliament. 

SENS\TIVE 
11-L-0559/0SD/6481 
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Pakistan along which tens of crossing points are open. 
• SmuggJers and narco traffidcers mainly incorporated into Taliban and Al-Qaeda are working 

to create tension in order to be able to fight the Europeans and Americans not with weapons 
but with heroine. 

• Whilst the effons of Gen. Musharaf, leader of Pakistan demonstrates the willingness of that 
counlry narrow down the activities of terrorist groups but they have a long way ahead to 
achieve a complete success. 

• Stability in Afghanislan is therefore linked to stability in Pakistan 

THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MJNJSTRY OF DEFENSE OF 
AFGHANJST AN ON THE NATIONAL ARMY 

The nalional anny will be resporu;ible for; 

• Defense of the Afghanistan's borders against the external threat 
• Counter terrorism and counter narcotics 
• Dissolution of the power pockets of individual commanders and urging them for o~dience 

from the central government. 
• Provision of incentives in return for disarmament. 
• Suppon the civil authority and constitution. 
• Support the reconstruction of the country such as road. bridges. buildings and distribution of 

relief assistance to remote and far flanged areas of the country. 

THE APPROACH TO ESTABLISH A NATIONAL AMRY 

• Initially a force be established to incorporate 200,000 armed forces i.e 140,000 solditrs and 
60,000 officers. I 

• The main elements of the national army will be those who have participated in the libtration 
wars and have played a significant role in def eat of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda and have stood 
alongside the international coalition against terrorism with firm detennination. 

• These forces will be incorporated into three military Corp and 4 divisions to be in state of 
preparedness to defend the counny agains1 the existing threats and retwn of tenorists. 

• The national army will be based on ethnic balance and a just system to incorporate all the 
tribes and ethnic groups. 

• This will indeed not be a fully mobilized army but will have the ability to defend the borders 
of A f {:hanistan. J 

• To establish the national army 200 candidates from each province of Afghanistan haie been 
invited to come to the capital. As a first step 6000 men from all 30 provinces of Af ghrtnistan 
will be trained for three months to make the first division I 

• Upon completion of the training the new division will replace one of the divisions of the 
existing forces and the old one will be dissolved. 

• Due to exhaustion of the population from war and strife young volunteers may not be readily 
available for recruitment in the national army and hardly parents will let their young kons to 
join the military. r 

2 
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• Those of the exiS1ing forces who can not be incorporated in the national army should not be 
rewarded with joblessness instead alternative ways of liveJihood should be explored for 
them. This process is directly linked to the reoonstruction of the country and start of the 
labor·intensive projects. I 

• Recovery of the weapons through buy back programs is one way of weapons collcctidn but 
for the light arms factories in Pakistani tribal areas of this will be good news. 

• This program should be pursued with thorough care as weapon keeping is a long•standing 
tradition in certain areas of Afghanistan and certain number of people may not accept ~ selJ 
their weapons. A strict system of supervision parallel with creation of job opportunities will 
be effective. 

REHABLITATION AND RE-ACTIV ATJON OF TRAINING FACILITIES 

Afghanistan has had a military university with the capacity of 3000 students, a military school 
for 2500 students, an airforce academy for 1200 students and an officers advance training course 
for 600. In the mean,ime there has been a training facility designed for 1500 forces .called 
training center 57. There has also be-en a Technical Academy for 2SOO students in various 
1echnical fields. AJtogether around 8000 soldiers and officers can be put under training in these 
facilities. These facmtie~ have been damaged severely tluoughout the war years and places like 
the advanced training center for the officers is ruined completely. Rehabilitation of these 
facilities is a requirement for the establishment of the new national army. 

TRANSITION 

There is need for two pronged approach 

1. Incorporation of 200 thousand forces in the national army to be ready against the current 
threats and dangers, which have already been pointed out. This force will be gradually 
replaced by the newly established national army and wit] be dissolved with impro1ement 
of the secW'ity situation in the country. In a stable Afghanistan an army of SO to 60 
thousand armed forces will be sufficient. 

2- The National Army should be established by adopting the approach that has been 
outlined in th.is paper. This said the rehabilitation of the training facilities is essenHal for 
the training of the soldiers and the officers. The rehabilitation of these f aciJities wilJ 
require roughly J 9m USO. 

THE WAY FORWARD 

The assis1ance of the international community is essential for both forces that have been 4ut1ined 
in this paper. The Minis1ry of Defense of the Interim Administration will greatly beneffit ftom 
the experience and expertise of the friendly countries and the international conununity. 

3 
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The cost estimate of running an existing fo,ce of 200 thousand and establishment of the new 
national army is outlined in Annex A. 

• Appointments in the natjonaJ army wilJ be from the graduates of the mentioned training 
institutions. 

4 
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ESTI.MA TED BUDGET FOR AFGHAN ARMY 

~ DESCRJPTJON lTh1T/No. UNIT COST DURATION TOTAL 

A-SALARJES 

Al- Soldiers Prsn/140,000 20 12 Months 33,600,000 
A2- Officers Prsn/ 60,000 200 12 Months 144,000,000 

SUBTOTAL us S 177,400,000 

B-CLOTHING 

Bl- Soldier/Officer Prsn/200. 000 45 12 Months 
I 

9,oop,ooo 

SUBTOTAL CLOTHING- US$ 9,0+,000 

C-FOOD 

Cl- Officer & Soldiers Prsn/200,000 2.5 360 days 182,500,000 

I 
SUBTOTAL FOOD USS 182,500,000 

r 

D-FUEL 

2,4~0,000 Dl- Petrol tonn/12,000 200 
02- Diesel tonn/24,000 200 4,800,000 
DJ- Aircraft fuel tomv24,000 300 7,200,000 
D4· Oil tonn/720 400 288,000 
D5- Hydrolic tonn/360 600 216,000 
D6· Anti-.freeze tonn/100 400 40,000 
D7- Greese tonn/360 300 108,000 
D8- Tech. AlcahoJ tonn/J 00 800 f°,000 

SUBTOTAL FUEL US$ 14,,72,000 

E- INFRASTRUCTURE REHABLITATION 
I 

El- Military University I 1.500,000 
E2· Military School 7,000,000 
E3- Airforce Academy 7,500.000 
E4· Technical Academy 3.000,000 
ES- Training Center 75 5.~00.000 

r __, 
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E6- Advanced Course of officers 

SUDTOT AL R.EHABLJTATJON===== === = ===lTS S 

4,500,000 

39,000,000 

F- RUNNJNG COST OF THE SIX FACfLTIES 

This sect ion includes fuel, stationery, furniture and teaching material 52,670,000 

GRAND TOT AL======== US$ 466,442,000 
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TABA 

December 30, 2002 11:56 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld t)A_ 
SUBJECT: Governors and Modernizing the National Guard 

Please take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich. This might be something we 

want to do. Do you want to fashion something for me to send to Gaffney and 

Eberhart? Is it something that Giambastiani should be involved in? 

Let's talk. 

Thanks. 

Attldl. 
12/15/02 Gingrich e-llllil to SecDef re: National Ouud 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ o_, ..... I ..;..I _o_,J....:<>;....3=--------
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l(b)(6) !cw,oso 
From: Thlrdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday. December 15. 2002 11 :01 AM 
To: !(b)(6) I Larry.DIRna@CSd.pantagon.mu: 

John.Craddock@OSD.Pentagon.ml 

Cc: jaymle.duman@Old.pentagon.ml1 

Subject: Govemora and rnodemizing 1he National Guard 

for secdef .depsecdef 
from newt 12/14/02 
Getting the Governors to help modernize the National Guard 

Page 1 of 1 

The fiscal pressure combined with the new realities of ten-orist threats give you a 
real opportunity to modernize the National Guard. A series of war games in which 
every Governor and their civil defense staff dealt with two or three consequence . 
management problems would then lead the Governors to see that they needed a lot 
more healthcare, engineering and military police capability in their National Guard. 
If you had the Governors helping make the case you would have a lot easier time 
getting the changes through Congress. · 

Gaffney and Eberhart ought to be able to collaborate to develop a game that could 
educate each state as it is played. A small team should travel to each capital to play 
it on site so it is easy for the Governor's staff to fully participate. 
After each game the local team should work with the DOD-Homeland Security team 
to develop a set of recommendations. 
the NY times reference follows 

Deficits Looming, Governors Worry About Antiterror Costs 

Government and business officials who met in Las Vegas to 
discuss national security issues said the U.S. may have too 
many wlnerable targets and not enough money. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/07 /national/07WEST.html?todaysheadlines 
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SNOwleke 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell 
··1 

Donald Rumsfeld .. f ·'~ 
SUBJECT: Philippines 

January 31, 2002 7:22 AM 

Here are some talking points with respect to the Philippines as per our discussion 

yesterday. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
TaJking Points 

DHR:dh 
013102-( 

11-L-0559/0SD/6489 U01829 /62 



TALKING POINTS FOR SECRETARY POWELL 

1. Rules of Engagement (ROE): 

ROE for US Military Forces operating in the Philippines are the CJCSI 
Standing Rules of Engagement our forces routinely operate under. 
Inherent right of self-defense is part of those ROE. 

2. Command of US Forces: 

Will be consistent with long standing policy - US forces will remain 
under US command, Philippine forces will remain under Philippine 
chain of command. 

3. Restrictions/constraints on US Forces in the Pl: 

No more than 600 personnel in JTF 510. 
Geographical area for the JTF includes the Republic of the Philippines 
as necessary for training and support. 
US forces will be trainers of Philippine forces and not directly engage in 
operational missions. 
Visiting Forces Agreement will be used to govern the treatment of US 
forces in the Philippines. 

4. Critical Point for the discussion: 

We should stick to the established ROE. 
Should not confuse the chain of command. 
Should not further restrict the Commander of JTF 510. 
Terms of Reference for training are being worked by the JTF 
Commander and should be resolved shortly. We do not anticipate any 
issues but will raise them to the appropriate level for resolution, if 
necessary. 

11-L-0559/0SD/6490 



FROM: Secretary Rumsfeld 

UNCLAS 
CLASSIFICATION 

WASHFAX 
Secretary of Defense 

Cover Sheet 
12/N 

OFFICE/DESK: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Philippines 

PHONE NO.: .l<b_)<_6) __ _ 
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DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS: 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301·1600 ~ ...... , t - -~ -. i :,, r ... : 4:' ... 
. .; 

INFO MEMO 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

January 30, 2002, 5:00 PM. 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~~$f)/•Z-

SUBJECT: Role of Military Department Secretaries as Commanders 

• 

• 

You have asked whether the Secretaries of the Military Departments may be 
considered "commanders." I conclude that in significant respects they may 
perform the role of commanders. 

The Service Secretaries are in the administrative chain of command (with 
responsibility for such functions as military justice, personnel actions, and uniform 
regulations) for military members in their respective Military Departments. 

• DoD Directive 5100.1, Para 6.1, provides: "The chain of command for 
purposes other than the operational direction of Unified and Specified 
Commands runs from the President to the Secretary of Defense to the 
Secretaries of the Military Departments to the commanders of Military 
Service forces." 

• This Directive is consistent with the pertinent statutory provisions, under 
which a Service Secretary "is responsib]e for, and has the authority 
necessary to conduct" all the affairs of his Military Department. 

• In addition, the Service Secretaries are in the operational chain of command for 
military personnel under their jurisdiction who are not assigned to Combatant 
Commands. 

• Statutory provisions provide that the Service Chiefs supervise such 
personnel "as the [Service] Secretary determines." 

• Since the Service Chiefs' authority is derived from their respective Service 
Secretaries, it follows that the Service Secretaries exercise at least as much 
authority. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Paul S. Koffsky, DGC(P&HP), .... __ ..... 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Letter 

January 29, 2002 8:23 AM 

Please go ahead and send your memo to Torie Clarke, so she can begin 

responding. As soon as the budget is out, I think you should send that letter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012902-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O_l-----'-/ v_,....,J_l>_· v __ _ 
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January 29, 2002 11:46 AM 

..c 
...::, 

TO: Tom White C> 

FROM: ;). 1\. Donald Rumsfeld Y 

SUBJECT: Crusader 

I am told the C-5 and C-17 aircraft can each accommodate two Crusaders. 

Is that true? 

What is the leeway in size in inches? 

How long does it take to load and offload them? Has it been done successfully, 

without breaking things? I am told the leeway is so small they barely fit. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012902-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SI '. o-v Please respond by ___ _.;..,_, ___ _ 
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• 
• 

January 23, 2002 2:14 PM W 

TO: Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld :i)·" 
+,,o· f s-e ~~ reef 

Acce:!(or Saudi Arabia and Yemen 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

What are we doing about giving access to Saudi Arabia and Yemen? Have we 

decided to do it? I think we probably should. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012302-11 :,::~::::~~~-. --~ .i. -~.~-................ -~ "i:l··· .... ·a~ 
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January 25, 2002 12:23 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <'Q~ 
SUBJECT: Military Pay 

The President is curious to know how comparable military pay will be to civilian 

pay with the pay raise proposed in the '03 budget. 

If that is not the right question, then answer that, but also give me the answer to 

what the right question is. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
012502-8 

.............•.••••....................••..........••..........•...•.... , 

O 'J,.,) O ) , Ov 
Please respond by---------
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

General John Jumper, USAF 
Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force 
Room 4E924 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20330 

Dear General Jumper, 

FEB 1 2002 

This photo was taken at the Pentagon Memorial 
Service on October 11. I thought you would like to 
have it. 

With my best regards, 

Sincerely, 

R.~ 
Enclosure 

11-L-0559/0SD/6497 
U01982 /02 





Ol 101 l-D-9880W-196 
Members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff wave the flag and sing "God Bless 
America" during a memorial service at the Pentagon on Oct. 11, 200 l, in 
honor of those who perished in the terrorist attack on the building. President 
Bush, Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld and Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff Gen. Richard B. Myers, U.S. Air Force, eulogized the 184 
persons killed when a terrorist hijacked airliner was purposely crashed into 
the southwest face of the building on Sept. 11, 200 I. DoD photo by R. D. 
Ward. (Released) 
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December 21, 2001 7:36 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 
SUBJECT: Photo 

If this is General Jumper, please send this photo to him from me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Photo 

DHR:dh 
122101-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _______ _ 
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COMPTROLLER 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·1100 

SECDEFSCHEDULEPROPOSAL 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
~ 

FEB O 5 2002 

MS. CATHY MAINARD I, EXECUTIVE ASSIST ANT TO 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim, Under Secretary of Defense (Comptrolle~EB 

Welcome the members of the Defense Business Practices 
Implementation Board. 

- 1 axJ2 

PURPOSE: 

DESCRIPTION: The Board has been established to examine and advise the 
Department's Senior Executive Council on strategies to adopt best 
business practices of interest to the Department. 

DATE/TIME: 

LOCATION: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

March 15, 2002, 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

1E801 #7 

The Board is composed of 21 senior executives from the business 
community. In addition, the Comptroller General of the United 
States and the Controller, Office of Federal Financial Management, 
Office of Management and Budget, serve as observers on the Board. 
A list of the members is attached. 

OUTLINE OF 
EVENTS: 

Anticipated time of v.:elstme remarks is &.38 a.iii. ,.~ - ~:;,.;]_ 

t.v'J/ '4f.ol J./ :5 /h1';, • 

REMARKS 
REQUIRED: 

Short (3-5 minutes) remarks will be prepared by OUSD(C). "f'Ul/1>,.{),.£,-J 

CONTACT: Lois Douglas, .... l<b_)<_6) ___ ..... !. --
SECDEF DECISION: 

Hold Open __ Approve / Decline __ Other __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/6501 
U02072 /02 



DEFENSE BUSINESS PRACTICES IMPLEMENTATION BOARD 

William (Gus) Pagonis, Senior Vice President, Sears Supply Chain, Sears, 
Roebuck & Company and President, Service Logistics Services, Inc. 
(Chair) 

Michael Bayer, private consultant engaged in enterprise 
strategic planning and mergers and acquisitions (Vice Chair) 

Neil Albert, Senior Vice President and Director of MCR 
Federal, Inc. 

Brad Bends, Vice President, Financial Services, KPMG 
Denis Bovin, Vice Chairman, Bear Steams and Company, Inc. 
Frederic Cook, Frederic Cook & Company 
Bruce DeMars, DeMars, Inc. 
Travis Engen, President and CEO. Alcan, Inc. 
Steve Friedman, Chairman, Board of Columbia University 
Robert Hale, Senior Fellow, Logistics Management Institute 
W. N. Johnson, Vice President, Dean of Students, Boston University 
James Kimsey, Founding CEO and Chairman Emeritus of America Online 
Dana Mead, Retired Chairman, Tenneco, Inc. 
Phil Merrill, Chairman, Board of Capital-Gazette Communications 
Richard Perle, Chairman, Defense Policy Board, ex officio 
William Phillips, Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington 
Arnold Punaro, Senior Vice President and Director, Federal Business 

Development, Science Applications International Corporation 
William Schneider, Jr., Chairman, Defense Science Board, ex officio 
Andrew Siegel, Deutsche Bank 
Frank Sullivan, Frank Sullivan Associates 
Mortimer Zuckerman, Editor-in-Chief, U.S. News & World Report 

Observers 
David Walker, Comptroller General of the United States 
Mark Everson, Controller, Office of Federal Financial Management, Office of 

Management and Budget 

11-L-0559/0SD/6502 



TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Paul O'Neill 

Donald Rumsfeld tf/A 

February 4, 2002 7:32 AM 

SUBJECT: Safety 

Here is the quarterly report from the Anny on safety. Are they on the right track? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/31/02 SecAnny Info Memo to SecDef re: Safety Goals and Perfonnance Metrics 

DHR:dh 
020402-4 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

,--~' 
.;,_~. -- : . . 

'l'"'·"l !""f"''"l I 
i:.-., ;_ I ·.·• - I 

, .. in. "'·'.l 
, • I , J• ;; 7 

SECDEF HAS .SEEN 
February 1, 2001, 8:33 A.M. ·-~[:f-, ; •. 

. . -t H/[1) 

SUBJECT: Safety Goals and Performance Metrics 

• Attached provides a current analysis of Safety goals and 
performance metrics. 

• The small increase in fatalities that we experienced during the first 
quarter, FY 02 is attributable to Operation Enduring Freedom. 

• POV accidents continue to be our greatest challenge and the focus of 
our efforts to reemphasize the efforts of commanders at every level 
to continue to work this problem hard. 

• We have made significant strides in reducing workplace injuries and 
lost time involving the Army's civilian workforce. 

• Safety will remain at the forefront of our efforts to keep the Army 
ready. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

SPl ASSISTANT 01 RtT~.:r· .. -··»----·~~·: 

SR MA GIAMBASTJANI f~e,;J:. 
MASUCCI ~ 

exeosec wHmAo~~ .. _j 17,-;g;,:·:_": · 
/ 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: COL Joseph Schroedel,._ ____ __. 

UOl 907 /02 



.. 
SUBJECT: Army Safety Goals and Performance Metrics 

1. PURPOSE: To provide a quarterly update to the Secretary 
of Defense on U.S. Army Safety Statistics. 

2. The Army has an effective safety program. The Chief of 
Staff, Army (CSA) and I have recently approved a Safety 
Strategic Campaign plan that is closely tied to The Army 
Transformation Plan. In October 2000, the CSA established a\ 
goal of reducing overall fatalities in The Army by 6 
percent per year through FY06. Our current metrics are 
based on these goals. 

3. On a quarterly basis, the CSA and I receive an 
executive summary and a briefing from the Director of Army 
Safety on accident rates and trends for all Army categories 
to include: army motor vehicles, army combat vehicles, 
personal injury, POV, and aviation. Army-wide initiatives 
designed to reduce accident rates and stop negative trends 
are discussed with the senior leaders and attendees. 

4. The 6 percent reduction in overall fatalities goal is 
attainable and consistent with the decreases in accidental 
fatalities The Army has experienced over the past 10 years. 
The graph below depicts year-end and first quarter 
fatalities from FY92 to FY02. 

I ::: ;·· --
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~- -------- ___ _, 
5. In this first quarter of FY02, The Army lost 46 
soldiers. This represented a 15 percent increase over the 
same time last year. Leaders and commanders took action 
and this spike in accidents has since leveled off to where 
The Army stands at one less fatality than last year at this 
time. Accidents related to Operation Enduring Freedom 
account for approximately 10% (5 fatalities) of Army 
accidental fatalities in the first quarter of FY02. 
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